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Abstract
Traditional submarine stability analysis has focused heavily on submerged operations. When surfaced conditions are considered, the analysis has focused on transverse
stability. However, submarine accidents over the past two decades have drawn attention to the need to better understand damaged stability of surfaced submarines,
especially longitudinal stability. This thesis develops a methodology and proposes
a design standard to ensure a surfaced submarine is able to maintain adequate longitudinal stability. It bounds the conditions under which a submarine will be able
to achieve a satisfactory static equilibrium, drawing inspiration from the submerged
equilibrium polygon. It also uses tested U.S. Navy surface warship design criteria
to identify potentially limiting damage scenarios. The proposed longitudinal stability standard requires the submarine to be able to avoid excessive trim angles under
five scenarios: intact, routine maintenance, head on collision damage, glancing collision damage to the bow, and glancing collision damage to the stern. An Excel
VBA program, Submarine Longitudinal Stability Analysis Program (SuLSA), was
also developed as part of this thesis to specifically analyze submarine designs using
the proposed methodology and standard. It reduces the time required to evaluate
surfaced longitudinal stability of a submarine from days to hours. These proposals
offer the possibility of making future submarines significantly safer.
Thesis Supervisor: Wim M. van Rees
Title: MIT Sea Grant Doherty Assistant Professor,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
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Acronyms
Ψ

trim angle.

Ψ+

maximum normal up angle.

Ψ−

maximum normal down angle.

Ψ+
𝑀

maximum permissible up angle.

Ψ−
𝑀

maximum permissible down angle.

Ψmax

trim angle resulting in the maximum LCB.

Ψmin

trim angle resulting in the minimum LCB.

▽

displaced volume.

▽submerged

displaced volume while submerged.

𝜂aft

fullness factor for the run of a body-ofrevolution fairing hull.

𝜂fwd

fullness factor for the entrance of a body-ofrevolution fairing hull.

𝜇

permeability factor.

𝐾𝐵

height of the center of buoyancy above the
baseline.

𝜃

heel angle.

APP

aft perpendicular.

B

beam.

B

coordinate of the CB.
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BG

distance from the center of buoyancy to the
center of gravity.

BG𝐿

distance from B to G in the longitudinal direction.

BG𝑇

distance from B to G in the transverse direction.

CB

center of buoyancy.

CG

center of gravity.

D

hull depth.

DWL

design water line.

FPP

forward perpendicular.

G

coordinate of the CG.

GM

metacentric height.

GM𝐿

longitudinal metacentric height.

GM𝑇

transverse metacentric height.

GZ

righting arm.

GZ𝐿

longitudinal righting arm.

GZ𝑇

transverse righting arm.

I

moment of inertia of the waterplane about the
centroid.

K

a horizontal plane tangent to the baseline of
the ship.

Laft

length of the aft section of the fairing hull.
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Lfwd

length of the forward section of the fairing
hull.

Lpmb

length of the parallel mid-body of the fairing
hull.

LBP

length between perpendiculars.

LCB

longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy.

LCBcorrected

corrected longitudinal position of the center of
buoyancy.

LCF

longitudinal position of the center of flotation.

LCG

longitudinal position of the center of gravity.

LCGcorrected

corrected longitudinal position of the center of
gravity.

M

metacenter.

M𝐿

longitudinal metacenter.

M𝑇

transverse metacenter.

NAVSEA

Naval Sea Systems Command.

SA

section area.

SuLSA

Submarine Longitudinal Stability Analysis
Program.

T

draft.

VB

variable ballast.

VCB

vertical position of the center of buoyancy.

VCG

vertical position of the center of gravity.

VL

variable load.
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WPA

waterplane area.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background and Overview

The stability of a surfaced ship is dependent on a righting moment restoring the
ship to equilibrium after a disruption. The magnitude of the righting moment is
dependent on the magnitude of the force and the righting arm (GZ). Traditionally,
Naval Architecture has relied heavily on the transverse metacentric height (GM𝑇 )
and longitudinal metacentric height (GM𝐿 ) as the primary indicators of a surfaced
ship’s stability. GZ and metacentric height (GM) are related by [1]:
GZ = GM sin(𝛿𝜃)

(1.1)

Where 𝛿𝜃 is a small heel or trim angle. Since the magnitude of GM and GZ are
proportional, the greater the magnitude of GM, the greater the restoring moment
to return the ship to equilibrium. Equation 1.1 applies in both the transverse and
longitudinal directions. This makes GM𝑇 and GM𝐿 reliable approximations of the
relationship between buoyant and gravitational forces at low heel and trim angles
respectively.
There are three points of interest when analysing the stability of a vessel. The
first is the center of buoyancy (CB) which is dependent solely on the shape of the
displaced volume (▽). The second is the center of gravity (CG). CG is dependent
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Figure 1-1: Illustration of traditional stability analysis showing transverse (top) and
longitudinal (bottom) views. The coordinate of the CG (G) and coordinate of the
CB (B) are shown for the design water line (DWL), and for the waterline after a
perturbation (WL1). Figure is not to scale and is meant for illustrative purposes
only.
on two factors. The first is the physical construction of the ship, referred to as the
lightship weight for surface ships or Condition-A for submarines. This is relatively
constant over the lifetime of a ship. The second factor, the aptly named variable load
(VL), includes every non-permanent load on board such as crew, cargo, provisions,
and tank contents. It can vary from minute to minute. The combined center of gravity
of these parts is CG. The final relevant point is the metacenter (M). M is actually
two imaginary points; the transverse metacenter (M𝑇 ) and longitudinal metacenter
(M𝐿 ). They are the points on the center plane of the ship through which the buoyant
force acts to restore a ship to the upright position after a minor perturbation. A
representative example of these points is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
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The center of gravity and center of buoyancy are both physical properties of the
ship which can be found using basic principles. M, being an imaginary point, can
either be extrapolated from a known GZ using Equation 1.1, or from [1]:
𝐵𝑀 =

𝐼
▽

(1.2)

Where the moment of inertia of the waterplane about the centroid (I) and ▽ are also
both basic physical properties. Both Equations 1.1 and 1.2 are typically separated
out into transverse and longitudinal problems. Referencing the coordinate of the CG
(G) and coordinate of the CB (B) to a horizontal plane tangent to the baseline of the
ship (K) then allows all of the relevant values for stability to be related using [1]:
𝐺𝑀 = 𝐾𝑀 − 𝐾𝐺
(1.3)
= 𝐾𝐵 + 𝐵𝑀 − 𝐾𝐺

In most cases, GM𝐿 is significantly larger than GM𝑇 , since the magnitude of the
shift in the center of buoyancy due to a small change in angle is much more significant
in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse direction. This difference can be
as large as an order of magnitude. Since a higher GM indicates a more stable ship,
this has resulted in GM𝑇 being the main indicator used for hydrostatic stability.
Both Equations 1.1 and 1.2 assume there are no significant changes in the waterplane
area for a given 𝛿𝜃 and therefore usually limits 𝛿𝜃 to a value less than 7 degrees,
depending on the calculation method used [1]. Since transverse stability is limiting,
Naval Architects have relied upon the transverse righting arm (GZ𝑇 ) curve as an
accurate measure of stability at higher heel angles and in dynamic conditions where
GM𝑇 ’s assumptions are invalid. At higher angles there may be significant changes
in waterplane, making direct use of GZ more accurate. Since GZ varies with heel or
trim angle, a curve of GZ versus angle is commonly used, as shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2: Typical submarine righting arm curves. This is for a theoretical submarine. It is representative of, but does not specifically match, the model used in
Appendix A. [2]

1.2

Traditional Submarine Stability Criteria

Historically, submarine designers have followed the conventions of Section 1.1.
However, submarine designers must consider submerged stability in addition to surfaced stability. Their unique hull form also introduces several challenges when analyzing stability.

1.2.1

Surfaced Intact Stability

A surfaced submarine follows the same principles as a surface vessel, but it has two
very distinct differences from a typical surface vessel. First, the center of buoyancy
remains close to the central axis because of the near cylindrical shape of the submerged
portion of a typical body of revolution submarine. This means the distance from the
center of buoyancy to the center of gravity (BG), is almost identical to GM𝑇 [3]. Since
G and B do not significantly change with heel, GM𝑇 very closely approximates BG
and Equation 1.1 becomes reasonably accurate at all 𝛿𝜃 in the transverse direction,
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assuming minimal freeboard. Second, the opposite effect is true in the longitudinal
direction. Assuming a 300 foot long submarine, with a longitudinal position of the
center of flotation (LCF) near midships, and approximately five feet of freeboard near
the stern, a two degree change in trim will swamp the stern, causing a very significant
impact on the waterplane area (WPA). This invalidates the assumptions of Equation
1.1. These two factors combine to make GZ a more useful and accurate representation
of submarine surfaced stability, and it prevents the stability from being summarized
by GM.
Submarines traditionally follow the historic surface ship convention that transverse
stability is limiting, but this assumption is increasingly being called into question. At
large trim angles, the waterplane area of a submarine is approximated by an ellipse.
As the trim angle increases, the length of the major axis approaches the length of
the minor axis causing longitudinal righting arm (GZ𝐿 ) to approach GZ𝑇 . Because
of this GZ𝑇 can no longer be assumed to be limiting, and a loss of stability in any
direction becomes possible. This makes considering the direction of stability unique
to submarines and the rare vessel with a beam to length ratio near one. Most surface
ships would be considered unstable well before reaching a trim angle that would result
in a comparable condition.

1.2.2

Submerged Intact Stability

Submarine stability has traditionally focused much more on submerged conditions
which represent the majority of their operational time. When submerged, there is
no shift in WPA or ▽, therefore both CB and CG remain fixed for a given variable
load condition. The submarine will naturally come to rest in a condition where CB is
on a vertical line directly above CG. This means BG equals GM and Equation 1.1 is
exact assuming a perfect body of revolution design. It also means distance from B to
G in the transverse direction (BG𝑇 ) equals distance from B to G in the longitudinal
direction (BG𝐿 ) when at equilibrium, therefore transverse and longitudinal stability
become identical, assuming no free surface corrections. Design symmetry tends to
ensure a near zero heel angle, simplifying transverse stability corrections. Longitu27

dinal stability becomes the primary consideration as even small weight changes can
generate a significant moment. The trim of the boat is corrected by adjusting longitudinal position of the center of gravity (LCG) using variable ballast (VB), mainly
in the form of trim tanks. To ensure the trim tanks can compensate for all possible
LCGs, an equilibrium polygon is used.1
The equilibrium polygon is a plot of moment versus displacement as shown in
Figure 1-3. The difference between Condition-A and the displaced volume while
submerged (▽submerged ), called the load to submerge, is plotted for a set of load
conditions intended to represent the theoretical extreme conditions.2 The moment
represents the difference between B and the CG of each load condition. A polygon
is then generated by plotting the weight and moment arm generated by filling each
trim tank in order from bow to stern, and then emptying them in the same order.
This shows the full range of loads and moments the trim system can compensate. If
the loads are inside the polygon, the trim system can achieve a zero trim condition
submerged. The significance of this for surfaced operations is the shared, relevant
data and the understanding of how the LCG can be shifted. The designer is already
forced to identify the LCG for all extreme load conditions. These same load conditions
are applicable on the surface, providing the full range of possible LCGs.

1.2.3

Damaged Stability

Damaged stability analysis for surface ships relies heavily on floodable length
calculations. This determines the length of the ship that can be flooded symmetrically
about a given damage point and still maintain adequate freeboard. The ship is then
subdivided into compartments to limit the length of the ship that would actually
1

The equilibrium polygon is technically submerged equilibrium rather than submerged stability.
Stability is dependent on maintaining G below B and is “passive”, requiring no crew action to maintain the submarine upright. Equilibrium, on the other hand, focuses on where G is in comparison
to B, and requires crew (or computer) action to adjust using trim tanks. When this thesis refers to
submerged longitudinal stability, it is referring to both parts, defining stability as the ability of the
submarine to come to rest at a desired equilibrium.
2
These load conditions are explained in detail in “Naval Ship’s Technical Manual Chapter 096 Weights and Stability” [4]. The exact nature of each load condition is not relevant here. They may
be assumed to cover the full range of operating conditions.
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Figure 1-3: Example of an equilibrium polygon. This is drawn from a well-developed
concept model, separate from the model shown in Appendix A.
experience flooding from a given damage scenario. This process is usually augmented
with transverse damaged stability analysis to ensure adequate GM𝑇 is maintained.
The use of similar damaged stability processes in submarine design varies based on
the design philosophy of the country of origin. Multiple countries, including the
United States, have developed submerged flooding requirements that are assumed to
be adequate protection against surfaced flooding casualties. Two main concepts from
the surface ship floodable length process are useful to this paper; damage extent and
permeability.
Damage extent refers to the longitudinal and transverse length of damage resulting
in an opening to sea. For American naval vessels, the damage extent is dependent on
the length of the ship. For most combatants, it is around a longitudinal distance of
15% of the hull length, and a transverse distance of one half the beam, not to include
any centerline bulkhead [5]. These values can be carried over to assumed damaged
conditions for surfaced submarines.
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The second useful concept is the permeability factor (𝜇). This refers to the percentage of space in a compartment filled by water during flooding. Alternatively, this
can be thought of as:
𝜇=1−

𝑉𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(1.4)

Where 𝑉𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the volume of equipment in the compartment and 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
is the total volume of the empty compartment. The permeability used in damaged
stability analysis is usually given by the applicable regulations or statutes but could
be calculated if needed. Table 1.1 shows typical values used for U.S. Navy surface
vessels. This concept allows increased accuracy when analyzing flooding effects without requiring the designer to calculate the volume of every object in the space. This
is not just applicable to manned spaces, but also to tanks and voids.
Table 1.1: Typical U.S. Navy Permeability Factors [5].
Space

Full Load Condition

Minimum Operating Condition

Pump Room

0.90

0.90

Auxiliary Machinery

0.85

0.85

Stores and Provisions

0.80 to 0.90

0.95

Empty Tanks and Voids

0.98

0.98

Torpedo Stowage

0.70

0.95

Chain Locker

0.65

0.65

VLS Module

0.85

0.85

Foam Filled Space

0.50

0.50

1.3

Motivation

Since 2000, there have been at least ten collisions, groundings, or flooding casualties on U.S. submarines [6]. In every case, the boat was able to surface and make it
back into port. Even the two cases in which main ballast tanks were damaged, the
U.S.S. San Francisco (SSN-711) grounding and the U.S.S. Newport News (SSN-750)
collision with the Mogamigawa, the boats were able to achieve some level of stability
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on the surface. The abundance of collisions, however, raises questions about submarine damaged stability analysis. There are real world cases of what happens for
damage to forward main ballast tanks, but the effect of damage on aft main ballast
tanks is unknown. With only two data points, it is difficult to predict what level of
damage would result in a loss of surfaced stability. This extends to cases other than
collision damage, such as combat damage or material failures.
Current naval architecture software commonly relies on one of two methods to
converge on solutions for ship stability. Some software generates tables of applicable
moments, usually split into transverse and longitudinal components, and then iterates
through the tables to try and locate a condition with balanced moments [7]. Other
software uses numeric approximation techniques to attempt to locate an equilibrium
condition, again by balancing applicable forces and moments [1]. However, several
common naval architecture programs, representing both solution methods, routinely
produce errors or fail to converge on a solution at higher trim angles, particularly the
angles caused by damage [2]. These high angles can result in no dominant direction
of stability, as described in Section 1.2.1. Some computational methods fail when
stability is lost in a orthogonal direction to that being analyzed in the current iteration
[1]. The proprietary nature of commercial software code makes this difficult to verify
as the failure mode. Even if it was confirmed, the added manual effort needed to
“force” either method to converge can take days or even weeks to complete. This
renders current software ineffective for time sensitive calculations such as damage
control, or highly repetitive work such as optimization of concept designs. A different,
more robust and reliable approach is required.
A relatively minor change in the trim of a submarine, such as that caused by a
damaged ballast tank or flooding in the pressure hull, could result in drastic changes
to its WPA. As WPA decreases, it is expected that GZ𝐿 will also rapidly decrease.
Despite this being a known issue, the focus has been on improving safety of submerged operations where submarines spend the majority of the time. Investment in
developing a GM𝐿 or GZ𝐿 criterion for US submarine surface operations has been
a lower priority. However, as the accidents over the past two decades have shown,
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the improvements in submerged safety have increased the likelihood that a damaged
submarine will be able to return to the surface. This is now driving a need to improve
surfaced stability. A fully developed criterion would greatly aid operational decisions
involving damage, as well as informing safer and more reliable future designs.

1.4

Thesis Objectives

The primary objective for this thesis is to explore possible longitudinal stability
criteria for submarines with the intention of recommending a new design or operational standard. Since there is no viable software for longitudinal stability analysis,
the second objective is to develop a computer program, Submarine Longitudinal Stability Analysis Program (SuLSA), capable of calculating GZ𝐿 , or an equivalent value,
for most modern submarines in order to fulfill the primary objective.
The computer model developed must be capable of handling both intact and
damaged stability. It must be flexible enough to be used during concept design of a
submarine, and accurate enough to be used for analysis of and recommendations for
a damaged submarine. Within an hour, an experienced Naval Architect should be
able to use the program to load an existing submarine design file, adjust the model
to account for weight and ballasting conditions, and then obtain results to support
providing damage control recommendations to improve compromised stability.
The stability criteria will treat longitudinal and transverse stability as a decoupled
analysis in order remain consistent with traditional ship stability standards which
treat longitudinal and transverse stability as independent problems. Due to the lack
of previous investment in longitudinal stability criteria, there are no restrictions on
the form these criteria may take. The criteria may either be a limit for when a
submarine is permitted to continue operation, or it could be a design requirement
for future submarines. The requirement should be consistent with best practices for
standards, however; straightforward, objective, and realistic.
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Chapter 2
Conventions and Assumptions
2.1

Calculation Conventions

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) coordinate system conventions will be
followed for this thesis with a few minor variations particular to the calculations
being performed. Large parts of the coordinate system as described in “DDS 079-1:
Design Practices and Criteria for U.S. Navy Surface Ship Stability and Reserve Buoyancy” are paraphrased below for convenience with a few added adaptations specific
to submarines [5].

2.1.1

Origin

The x-axis will run in the longitudinal direction with its origin at the forward
perpendicular. The y-axis will run in the transverse direction with the origin at
centerline. The z-axis will run vertically starting at the bottom of the keel.

Origin Exceptions
The origin may be shifted for the following two cases:
1. The longitudinal origin may be shifted to midships, half way between the forward perpendicular (FPP ) and aft perpendicular (APP ), for plots of moment.
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This will effectively shift the data to being a moment about midships rather
than the forward perpendicular.
2. The vertical origin may be shifted to the axis of rotation when dealing with a
body-of-revolution.

Perpendicular Locations
In all cases, the FPP will be located at the forward most point of the submarine.
This will generally be the forward center point of the rounded bow. The APP will be
the after most point of the submarine, generally the farthest aft point of the propeller.

2.1.2

Orientation

The x-axis runs the longitudinal length of the ship with the positive direction
pointing towards the stern. The farthest forward point of the boat, the FPP , is zero.
The distance between the FPP and the farthest aft point of the model, the APP , is the
length between perpendiculars (LBP). The y-axis runs port to starboard. It is zero
at centerline. The starboard side is therefore positive, and the port side negative.
The z-axis runs vertically, orthogonal to the x-y plane. It is positive above the keel
so that the z-coordinate of a point is the same value as the zero-trim and zero-list
draft that would submerge the point.
This means that if a box was constructed around a boat with the long sides of
the box being parallel to the x-axis, the lowest, farthest forward, port corner of the
box would be the point (0, -beam (B)/2, 0) and the highest, farthest aft, starboard
corner would be (LBP, B/2, D) where B is beam and D is hull depth.

2.1.3

Rotation

Positive rotation about the longitudinal axis shall be starboard side up, port
side down. Positive rotation about the transverse axis shall be stern down, bow up.
Positive motion around the vertical axis shall be a turn to port. It is noted the positive
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rotation for the longitudinal axis defined here is a variation from the reference but is
consistent with a right hand coordinate system [5].
The x-axis is parallel to the line formed by the intersection of the centerline of the
boat, and the waterplane when the boat is at neutral, or zero, trim. The neutral trim
condition may be defined by the designer. For most body-of-revolution submarines,
the axis of rotation of the hull, the intersection of the waterplane and the centerline
described above, and the x-axis, would all be parallel.
The trim angle (Ψ) is the angle between the x-axis, and the line made by the
intersection of the centerline and the current water line. A positive trim angle means
the bow of the ship is pointing up, or above the horizon. A negative trim angle would
mean that the bow is pointing down, into the water. The heel angle (𝜃) is defined as
the angle between the y-axis and the waterplane. For a symmetrical ship, the sign of
the heel angle is arbitrary. For this thesis, if heel angle is used, a positive heel will be
assumed for ease of calculation.

2.2

Assumptions

The requirements recommended by this thesis and the associated calculations are
based on several basic assumptions:
1. The fairing hull is based on a modern “teardrop” shape and can be accurately
described by either a point cloud, such as a table of offsets, or by a piecewise
function rotated around the longitudinal axis of the boat (body-of-revolution).
2. The pressure hull can be described accurately as a piecewise body-of-revolution
function. Specifically, it can be closely approximated as a combination of cylindrical, hemispherical, and truncated cone sections.
3. The distribution of equipment and structure inside a compartment is relatively
homogeneous and therefore can be accounted for by a permeability factor.
4. There is an optimum range of trim angles allowing for no impact to normal
operations.
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5. There is a range of trim angles allowing for continued operation of vital equipment during abnormal, or damaged, conditions. This range may hinder, but
not prevent operator action.
6. There is a minimum and a maximum longitudinal position of the center of
buoyancy (LCB) dependent only on ▽ and trim angle.
7. The CB and CG must be along the same line of action at equilibrium. Therefore,
the difference between vertical position of the center of buoyancy (VCB) and
vertical position of the center of gravity (VCG) combined with the trim angle
can be used to account for the difference between LCB and LCG at equilibrium. Alternatively, the CB and CG can be “corrected” along their respective
lines of action so the corrected longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy (LCBcorrected ) and corrected longitudinal position of the center of gravity
(LCGcorrected ) will be equal when the submarine is at equilibrium.

2.2.1

Fairing Hull

It is assumed, like most modern submarines, the hull being analyzed uses a
“teardrop” or Albacore design [8]. A teardrop hull is streamlined resulting in mathematical smoothness to several orders, and no significant discontinuities. Because
of the circular nature of the hull sections, a body-of-revolution submarine can be
described as a two dimensional function revolved around a central axis. If the submarine is a non-body-of-revolution design, it is assumed the fairing hull follows a similar
teardrop design, but stretched with modified symmetry. For both cases, it is assumed
the hull with relevant appendages can be described using a point cloud, such as the
table of offsets used in traditional naval architecture practices.
Body of Revolution
If the submarine is a body-of-revolution, the fairing hull, minus any appendages,
can be mathematically described by a piecewise function. Theoretically, any equation
could be used to describe a body-of-revolution fairing hull. Equation 2.1 is the most
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widely used version for concept design as it is dependent on relatively few variables
and produces a hydrodynamically faired hull form [9]. The first of the three parts in
Equation 2.1 is the entrance which is an ellipsoid of revolution. This is dependent on
𝜂fwd which represents the “fullness” of the entrance run. The fore-body is described in
the longitudinal direction by Lfwd which is the distance from the forward perpendicular
to the start of the parallel mid-body. The parallel mid-body is the middle section
of the fairing hull which can be described as a cylinder with a constant diameter.
The parallel mid-body is Lpmb long. The final section, the run, is a paraboloid of
revolution, and is dependent on 𝜂aft for fullness, much like the fore-body. The afterbody is Laft long. By definition, the length of the three parts must add up to the LBP.
All three parts are initially normalized as a dimensionless fraction of the maximum
hull radius. They are multiplied by one half the beam to provide the final dimensions.
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 𝐵 1 − 𝑥−( 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 +𝐿𝑝𝑚𝑏 )
2

𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡

if 0 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑
if 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 + 𝐿𝑝𝑚𝑏

(2.1)

if 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 + 𝐿𝑝𝑚𝑏 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝐵𝑃

The use of an equation to describe the fairing hull offers advantages at the concept
stage. It allows relatively quick iteration though parametric designs. The hull can
be quickly described using a few simple parameters rather than requiring use of 3D
modeling. More detailed design requiring the incorporation of appendages or other
modifications is unlikely to significantly alter the geometric properties of the hull,
ensuring reasonable initial results. SuLSA is not restricted to any specific equation;
however, Equation 2.1 is recommended for use if a more refined equation is not known.

Point Cloud
A point cloud can also be used to describe the fairing hull. The traditional form
for a ship’s hull is a table of offsets. Using a table of offsets to describe the fairing
hull is convenient because of its universality. A description of how to generate a table
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of offsets can be found in many naval architecture textbooks [7]. This allows any
modeling software to be used for the detailed design of the fairing hull. The model
can then be used to generate a table of offsets, which can be used for this analysis.
This prevents SuLSA from being tied to a single modeling file type.
Appendix A.1.2 provides an example table of offsets. The rows represent the longitudinal position, or x-coordinate, along the hull and the columns represent the various
waterlines, or z-coordinates. The “offsets” are the y-coordinate, or the distance from
the centerline plane, to the corresponding point on the hull.
The longitudinal position of each offset is typically provided in the form of a
station. Each station is equally spaced along the hull, beginning with station 0 at
the forward perpendicular, and ending with the last station at the aft perpendicular.
This means that for N stations, the station spacing, s, will be LBP divided by N.
Fractional stations can be used in areas that require additional resolution, such as
the bow or stern.
For a surface ship, the waterlines in the table of offsets would extend from the
lowest protrusion up to the deck edge. Due to the nature of a submarine hull, the
maximum possible waterline is used in place of the deck edge.

2.2.2

Pressure Hull

All commonly used pressure hull designs are bodies-of-revolution with a longitudinal axis of revolution. The only exception is a toroidal pressure hull, which remains
purely theoretical as its compound curvatures, where gaussian curvature is other than
zero, cannot be readily produced at a large scale. Because pressure hulls use “developable” curvature, or gaussian curvature of zero, there are a limited number of shapes
that can be used for a pressure hull. The most common is the cylinder which makes
up the majority of the length of most pressure hulls. The ideal end cap to a pressure
hull is a hemisphere [3]. Although it is rarely used at larger diameters due to manufacturing challenges, a combination of smaller hemispheres, conical sections, and
ellipsoids are used to approximate the hemisphere [3, 10]. This makes a pure hemisphere a reasonable approximation of the end cap. It also means that most pressure
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Figure 2-1: Example of pressure hull including a wasp waist.
hulls can be accurately modeled using a combination of cylinders, truncated cones,
and hemispheres [3].
Some variable diameter pressure hulls also make use of a truncated cone for the
diameter change. The example shown in Figure 2-1, commonly referred to as a
“wasp waist,” is an example of this. A tangential torus may be used to “fair” the
segments of a pressure hull together, but a truncated cone is still a reasonably accurate
representation of the hull.
Pressure Hull Segment Formulas
The equations for the three pressure hull segments used, a cylinder, a truncated
cone, and a hemisphere, are given in Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively. Lfwd
is the distance from the forward perpendicular to the forward edge of the pressure
hull segment. Similarly, Laft is the distance from the forward perpendicular to the aft
end of the segment. Dfwd and Daft are the pressure hull diameters at the forward and
aft ends of the segment respectively. They are assumed to be equal for a cylindrical
section.

𝑟𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =

𝑟𝑇 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒 =

𝐷
2

for 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡

𝐷𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝐷𝑎𝑓 𝑡
𝐷𝑓 𝑤𝑑
(𝑥 − 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ) +
2(𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡 )
2
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for 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡

(2.2)

(2.3)

√︃

𝑟𝐻𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = (𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝑎)2 +

𝐷𝑓 𝑤𝑑
− (𝑥 − 𝑎)2
4
𝐷2

for 𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡
(2.4)

2
−𝐷𝑎𝑓
𝑡

𝐿2𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝐿2𝑎𝑓 𝑡 + 𝑓 𝑤𝑑 4
where 𝑎 =
2(𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡 )

The number of segments, or the number of parts in a piecewise function to describe a pressure hull, is dependent on the number of diameter changes. A standard
cylindrical pressure hull would be three parts, comprised of a hemispherical head, the
main cylinder, and a hemispherical end. A wasp waist insert, as shown in Figure
2-1, would create a seven part equation, adding a truncated cone, a cylinder, and a
second truncated cone to the center of a standard cylindrical pressure hull. Using
Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 to describe the pressure hull in Figure 2-1 would result in
the following after simplification:
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⎪
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2

if 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑓 𝑤𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑓 𝑤𝑑 +
if 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑓 𝑤𝑑 +

𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝1
2

𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝1
2

< 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑓 𝑤𝑑1

if 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑓 𝑤𝑑1 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑓 𝑤𝑑2
if 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑓 𝑤𝑑2 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑎𝑓 𝑡1
if 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑎𝑓 𝑡1 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑎𝑓 𝑡2
if 𝐿𝑊 𝑊 𝑎𝑓 𝑡2 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑎𝑓 𝑡 −
if 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑎𝑓 𝑡 −

𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝2
2

𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝2
2

< 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑃 𝐻𝑎𝑓 𝑡

(2.5)

2.2.3

Permeability Factor

Most modern submarines place a significant amount of equipment in external
tanks, such as the main ballast tanks and bow dome. This can include air flasks,
sonar systems, weapons or countermeasures, lead ballast, piping, external sensors,
hydraulics, electrical cabling, corrosion protection, and syntactic foam. In addition,
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all of these systems must be structurally supported. Modeling all of these components when calculating the buoyancy of a ballast tank would be both time intensive
to model, and demanding to calculate. Instead, it is assumed the equipment and
structure are dispersed throughout each individual ballast tank in a relatively homogeneous manner. This allows the use of a permeability factor to reflect the impact
all of the equipment and structure have on the volumetric displacement of a flooded
tank. For this thesis, the permeability factor will be defined by Equation 1.4.

2.2.4

Normal Operational Trim Range

It is assumed there is a range of trim angles that have no impact on operations.
Since most equipment on a submarine is designed to operate for at least a short period
of time at relatively high angles during diving or depth changes, equipment is unlikely
to limit normal operations. This limit is instead most likely based on human factors
considerations, and therefore is likely to be less than 5 degrees in magnitude. The
maximum normal up angle (Ψ+ ), and the maximum normal down angle (Ψ− ) are
likely to be different based on different concerns. Since surfaced submarines generally
like to maintain a positive (nose up) trim angle to aid in keeping the bridge and sail
clear of large waves, Ψ− is likely to be smaller in magnitude than Ψ+ . Ψ+ is more
likely to be based on the maximum deck angle the crew can comfortably work on.
Based on the author’s experience, Ψ− is likely to be approximately -1.0 degrees while
Ψ+ is likely to be around +2.5 degrees. Both numbers are estimates however and are
not associated with a specific requirement or condition.

2.2.5

Maximum Permissible Trim Range

The maximum permissible trim is very similar to the normal operational trim,
except it applies to abnormal or damaged operations. This means it will likely be
based on equipment operational limits, or the ability of the crew to move about
the boat, rather than being based primarily on crew comfort. Because of this, the
−
maximum permissible up angle (Ψ+
𝑀 ), and the maximum permissible down angle (Ψ𝑀 )
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are likely to be significantly higher than the operational values. The author suggests
Ψ−
𝑀 is likely to be around -5.0 degrees based on protecting personnel in the bridge.
Ψ+
𝑀 is likely to be around +20.0 degrees as crew mobility decreases significantly at
high deck angles. Again, these values are estimates and are not associated with a
specific requirement or condition. They are instead starting points which could vary
significantly based on the design and installed equipment.

2.2.6

Minimum and Maximum LCB

The LCB is defined as the three-dimensional centroid of the volumetric displacement of the submarine as measured longitudinally from a reference point. By definition, it is dependent only on the shape of the displaced volume. The displaced volume
can be defined by the hull and the waterplane on the hull. Since only longitudinal
stability is being analysed, the heel of the ship is assumed to be zero. This means the
waterplane can be defined either by the draft at two points, or the draft at one point
and the trim angle. Since the LCB is a function of two variables, and since its output
can be defined as the distance of the LCB from a reference point, the extreme value
theorem states there must be a minimum and maximum value of LCB for a given
range of trim and displacement. The trim angles corresponding to the minimum and
maximum LCB are designated Ψmin and Ψmax .

2.2.7

Variance Between LCG and LCB at Equilibrium

For a submarine to be in equilibrium, either surfaced or submerged, the CG and
the CB must be along the same line of action. Since gravity and buoyancy are
opposing forces, the line of action for both is vertical. At zero trim, this would
result in the LCG being equal to the LCB. If the ship has a non-zero Ψ however, the
difference between the LCG and LCB at equilibrium would be:
𝐿𝐶𝐺 − 𝐿𝐶𝐵 =
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𝑉 𝐶𝐵 − 𝑉 𝐶𝐺
tan(Ψ)

(2.6)

Figure 2-2: Correction of LCG and LCB to keel level.
This is shown for the surfaced condition in Figure 2-2, where the submarine is at
equilibrium with waterline WL and trim angle Ψ. LCG and LCB are different, but
the lines of action of both intersect the keel at the same point.
This creates a challenge when attempting to determine if a submarine is at equilibrium. LCG, VCG, LCB, VCB, and Ψ all have to be compared to verify CG and
CB are along the same line of action. In order to “correct” LCG and LCB so they
are always equal at equilibrium, the centers can be translated to the level of the keel
using Equation 2.7, where LC is the longitudinal center, either of buoyancy or gravity,
and VC is the corresponding vertical center.
𝐿𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐿𝐶 + 𝑉 𝐶 tan(Ψ)

(2.7)

Using this, if LCBcorrected is equal to the LCGcorrected , then the submarine will find an
equilibrium at the corresponding trim angle.
If submerged stability requirements are satisfied, then the submerged VCG must
be below the submerged VCB at equilibrium. Assuming the lost buoyancy method
is used to account for ballast tank water changes and assuming there is no pressure
hull flooding, the VCG in all cases can never be higher than the submerged VCB.1,2
1

Lost buoyancy is assumed because depending on the method used to account for ballast tank
water, the VCG could shift lower when a submarine is surfaced. SuLSA assumes lost buoyancy for
calculations to match this assumption.
2
Most submarine design standards actually require the VCB to be some minimum distance above
the VCG. For conservatism, this thesis assumes that VCG can be infinitely close to the submerged
VCB, but not above it, and still achieve equilibrium.
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This means that:
|𝐿𝐶𝐺𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝐿𝐶𝐺Ψ=0 | ≤ 𝑉 𝐶𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 tan(Ψ±
𝑀)

(2.8)

A similar assumption can be made for LCBcorrected based on the maximum VCB the
submarine could experience. This maximum would occur in the submerged condition,
assuming the effects of the sail and appendages are negligible.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1

Hydrostatic Properties

The stability of a submarine is dependent on how the CG and the CB are oriented
with respect to each other. In order to determine the location of the CG and CB, the
hull must be integrated to determine its volume and its moment. This can be done
in multiple ways, but the two most common are integrating by WPA or section area
(SA) as shown in Equation 3.1 [7]. Both methods provide equivalent answers. The
method used is dependent on the known data and the ease with which the data can
be processed. Because most submarines resemble a body-of-revolution hull form, it
is often easier to integrate using the SA method where the cross section is integrated
with respect to the length of the hull. This is used exclusively in this thesis.

▽=

∫︁ 𝐿𝐵𝑃

𝑆𝐴(𝑥) d𝑥 =

0

∫︁ 𝑇

𝑊 𝑃 𝐴(𝑧) d𝑧

(3.1)

0

While the displacement of the hull is constant for a known condition, the moment
depends on both the rotation axis and the reference point. Because of this, the
displacement can be calculated once for a given condition using Equation 3.1, but
moments are intrinsic to each subsequent equation. For ease of computation and
consistency, all moments and distances are calculated relative to the origin. Since it is
common for the LCG of a submarine to be reported relative to midships, the reference
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point for longitudinal coordinates can be shifted upon completion of calculations
using:
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑑 =

𝐿𝐵𝑃
− 𝑥𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛
2

(3.2)

Where x𝑚𝑖𝑑 is the center referenced to midships, and x𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 is the center referenced
to the origin. Using this formula, x𝑚𝑖𝑑 is positive forward of midships, and negative
aft of midships.

3.1.1

Center of Gravity

While it is technically possible to determine the CG by integration, this is not
practical with most ship designs due to the varying densities of materials and the
excessive amount of data it would take to track the shape of every object in the
hull. Instead, it is common practice to track the position of the individual center of
gravity, in this case (x,z), and the individual weight, w, of each object on board. This
information can then be used to determine the overall CG as shown in Equations 3.3
and 3.4. When tracked properly, the total weight of all the components should equal
the displacement of the vessel.
∑︀

∑︀

𝑧𝑤
𝑧𝑤
𝐾𝐺 = VCG = ∑︀
=
𝑤
𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽
∑︀

(3.3)

∑︀

𝑥𝑤
𝑥𝑤
𝐿𝐶𝐺 = ∑︀
=
𝑤
𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽

(3.4)

For submarines, this is typically done to a high level of precision as part of the
submerged stability calculations. There is no reason to redo these calculations for the
surfaced condition provided the change in the water level in the main ballast tanks, or
any other tank, is known. If it is not practical to separate out the effect of the main
ballast tanks from the rest of the vessel in the software being used for submerged
calculations, the surfaced CG can be found by subtracting the moment of the volume
of water in each ballast tank from the submerged condition as shown in Equations
3.5 and 3.6.
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𝐾𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽𝑠𝑢𝑏 − 𝑧𝑚𝑏𝑡 𝜌𝑠𝑤 𝑉𝑚𝑏𝑡
=
𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

(3.5)

𝐿𝐶𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽𝑠𝑢𝑏 − 𝑥𝑚𝑏𝑡 𝜌𝑠𝑤 𝑉𝑚𝑏𝑡
=
𝜌𝑠𝑤 ▽𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

(3.6)

∑︀

𝐾𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

∑︀

𝐿𝐶𝐺𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓

In this case, Vmbt is the volume of water inside the main ballast tank, rather than
the total volume of the tank. This can be found using Equation 1.4.
Due to symmetry it is generally assumed the transverse center of gravity is approximately zero.1 Even when the transverse center of gravity is calculated, in many
cases it is relatively minor. Because of this, and because this paper is treating stability as a decoupled problem, the transverse center of gravity will be assumed to be
zero in all cases.

3.1.2

Center of Buoyancy

Unlike the CG which only needs to be found for a finite number of cases, the CB
varies with draft and trim creating a near infinite number of cases. This makes the
optimization of the equations used much more significant. Calculating the LCB as
shown in Equation 3.7 relies only on SA as discussed in Section 3.1.
∫︀ 𝐿𝐵𝑃

𝑥 𝑆𝐴(𝑥) d𝑥
𝐿𝐶𝐵 = ∫︀0 𝐿𝐵𝑃
𝑆𝐴(𝑥) d𝑥
0

(3.7)

Finding the height of the center of buoyancy above the baseline (𝐾𝐵), or VCB, is
not as straight forward. Typically, the height is found by integrating WPA as shown
in the first part of Equation 3.8. However, this equation can be rearranged to take
advantage of having a graph of draft versus displacement [7]. This avoids requiring
an additional integration method but requires the calculations to be performed in
order of increasing draft.
1

Asymmetric flooding and the potential need to counter-flood would invalidate this assumption.
This is neglected due to assuming a decoupled stability problem. In reality, this would have to be
included and is an area for future work.
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∫︀ 𝑇

𝑧𝑊 𝑃 𝐴(𝑧) d𝑧
▽
∫︀
𝑇 ▽ − 0𝑇 ▽(𝑧)) d𝑧
=
▽

𝐾𝐵 =

0

(3.8)

𝐾𝐵 in Equation 3.8 uses the same reference system as draft (T). If T is given at
the FPP , and assumes a trim angle (Ψ), then the resultant 𝐾𝐵 will be the value of T
at the FPP for the waterplane that intersects the actual VCB. It must be corrected
to the height at the LCB using:
𝐾𝐵 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐾𝐵 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝐶𝐵 𝑡𝑎𝑛(Ψ)

3.2

(3.9)

Computational Method

Instead of trying to calculate the final trim of a submarine under a specific loading
condition, this methodology draws inspiration from the current submerged stability
practices discussed in Section 1.2. Specifically, the method attempts to determine the
boundaries under which the submarine will come to rest at an acceptable equilibrium.
It does this by determining the full range of LCB locations for all displacements and
either the normal operating trim angle range or the maximum permissible trim angle
range as applicable. Because the LCG must be along the same line of action as the
buoyant force at equilibrium, if the LCG is within the possible range of LCBs, then
the hull will come to rest at an acceptable equilibrium position.

3.2.1

Single Case Stability

The fundamental building block of the calculations performed in SuLSA is locating
the CB at a given draft and trim. To do this, the hydrostatic properties are first found
assuming the fairing hull is intact. This base condition is then adjusted as necessary
to reflect the impact of free flood spaces and damaged spaces. Both types of spaces
are accounted for almost identically.
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The intact LCB is found using Equation 3.7, which also calculates ▽. To find
the VCB, Equation 3.8 is used. To perform the integral of Equation 3.8, the trim
angle is set as a constant and the draft at the deepest point of the ship is varied from
zero to the draft of interest. This does require correcting the VCB by using Equation
3.9. The damaged LCB and VCB are found the same way, but with corrections for
flooded spaces.
There are two methods traditionally used to account for flooded spaces. They
are lost buoyancy or added weight. In the added weight method, the water entering
a space is treated as an added weight on the ship. The primary downside to this
method is that it normally requires several iterations to calculate. The added weight
is dependent on the waterline, and the waterline is dependent on the added weight. To
avoid these iterations, the lost buoyancy method is used. In this method, the flooded
space is treated as if it was no longer part of the hull, and therefore no longer able
to add buoyancy to the hull. This method tends to be computationally simpler, as it
returns the problem to the traditional challenge of matching weight to displacement
and removes the interdependence between the two.2
In order to perform this method, the buoyancy effect from any given external tank
must be identifiable in order to remove it from the whole. The first step to completing
this is to mathematically define the ballast tank. For SuLSA, this is done as shown
in Equation 3.10. The tank is defined as the space between the fairing hull and the
pressure hull. The volume can be found using the same integration methods used
for the hull, except the limits of integration are modified to stretch from the forward
end of the tank to the aft end rather than the full length of the hull. If the tank is
symmetrical, that is it includes all the space from the port side to the starboard side
of the hull, then the full volume is used. If the tank is only on one side or the other
with a centerline bulkhead, then the volume, or SA, is divided in half.
2

The added weight method and the lost buoyancy method will provide equivalent results when
used to analyze the same scenario. Care must be taken when comparing the results however as
the “accounting” can be different. For instance, the LCG from added mass and the LCB for lost
buoyancy may not be the same despite both methods showing the ship will come to rest at the same
equilibrium position.
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𝑉𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑘 =

∫︁ 𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
𝐹 𝑤𝑑𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

where 𝐾𝑆𝑦𝑚 =

(︂

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1

if tank is symmetrical.

⎪
⎪
⎩0.5

and where 𝐾𝐹 𝐹 =

if tank is only on port or starboard.

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1

if tank is not free flood
(3.10)

⎪
⎪
⎩(1 − 𝜇)

and where 𝐾𝐷 =

)︂

𝐾𝑆𝑦𝑚 𝐾𝐹 𝐹 𝐾𝐷 𝑆𝐴FairHull (𝑥) − 𝑆𝐴PressHull (𝑥) d𝑥

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(1 − 𝜇)
⎪
⎪
⎩

if tank is free flood.
if tank is not damaged or
tank is free flood.
if tank is damaged and
tank is not free flood.

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, a permeability factor (𝜇), is applied to the flooded
tank to reflect the displacement of the various components inside the external tank.
This factor is only applied once to a tank. If a free flood tank becomes damaged, the
factor would not be applied a second time.3
Once the “lost volume” of the damaged or free flooded space is known, it can be
subtracted from the volume of the fairing hull to find the new volume of the hull. The
same procedure can be used to identify the moment caused by the space and remove
its effect from the total moment of the fairing hull. When adjusting the moment
however, a method similar to that used in Equation 3.6 must be used rather than
simple subtraction.
For both the intact and damaged conditions, once the LCB and VCB are known,
the LCB can be corrected along its line of action to the level of the keel using Equation
2.7. This allows the LCB and the LCG to be compared later without any “parallax”
from the trim angle.
3

Equation 3.10 could be rewritten with KFF and KD as one constant equal to one if the tank is not
damaged or free flood and (1-𝜇) otherwise. However, SuLSA applies KFF and KD at separate times
within the software, making the use of two separate constants more consistent with how SuLSA is
written.
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Figure 3-1: Example output graph of LCB calculations. The figure shows the stability boundary for an intact scenario. A current condition point as well as two load
scenarios can be seen near the top of the stability boundary.

3.2.2

Design Range Analysis

The full design range analysis relies on repeating the calculations described in
Section 3.2.1 for all acceptable trim conditions. For each repetition, the calculation
holds a constant trim angle but slowly increases draft at the deepest point on the
ship starting at zero. At each point, the LCB and ▽ are recorded. The calculation is
stopped once the draft results in a displacement equal to the submerged displacement
of the hull. The trim angle is then incremented to the next angle of interest, and
the process is repeated. The acceptable trim conditions could be either the normal
operating trim angle range from Section 2.2.4 or the maximum permissible trim angle
range from Section 2.2.5, depending on the status of damage. Plotting the recorded
LCBs versus the displacements produces a stability boundary, or a “stability tree”,
as shown in Figure 3-1.
Under most conditions, a larger trim angle, such as a significant up angle, will
result in a greater LCB and a smaller trim angle, such as a down angle, will result in
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a smaller LCB. Because of this, the boundaries of the “stability tree” will generally be
−
the LCBs corresponding to either Ψ+ and Ψ− for an intact scenario, or Ψ+
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀

for a damaged scenario. Computational time can be shortened by only calculating
−
the LCB and ▽ for Ψ+ , Ψ− , Ψ+
𝑀 , and Ψ𝑀 . This runs the risk however of failing

to detect an abnormal damaged scenario where Ψmin and Ψmax do not correspond to
−
either Ψ+ , Ψ− , Ψ+
𝑀 , or Ψ𝑀 . Because of this, all Ψs are analyzed.

Load Cases
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, current submerged stability analysis already generates a number of different load scenarios for testing. The data from these scenarios can be slightly modified to represent equivalent surfaced load conditions. First,
Condition-A, equivalent to a surface ship’s lightship condition, can be used as the
basis for calculations because it represents the “as built” condition of the submarine. When analyzing submerged stability, three additional weight categories would
be added to Condition-A: variable load items, variable ballast, and main ballast.
Variable load items tend to be relatively constant and are usually adjusted as part of
the mission, rather than to manipulate the CG. This makes them the second weight
included as part of the load case. Variable ballast, usually in the form of trim tank
levels, is manipulated when submerged to adjust the CG to reach a specific equilibrium. For the surfaced condition however, there is no target equilibrium condition to
reach, so the variable ballast levels could be adjusted to any level the crew sees fit.
Because of this, the variable ballast is excluded from the surfaced load cases. For the
purpose of this thesis, the surfaced load cases become Condition-A plus the variable
load items. This would be equivalent to the submerged load case minus the main
ballast tank water, and minus the variable ballast water.
While the surfaced load case definition specifically excludes ballast tanks and
variable ballast, they both still play an important role in surfaced stability. The
submarine’s main ballast tanks will normally be dry while surfaced, and since the
calculations use the lost buoyancy method, the main ballast tanks can be disregarded
for CG calculations. They are accounted for in the CB calculations. The effect of
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the variable ballast system on the LCG and ▽ both need to be included in CG
calculations.
The impact of the variable ballast on the CG is calculated using the same methodology as the equilibrium polygon discussed in Section 1.2.2. The CG and ▽ of
Condition-A plus variable load items is found. The effect of the trim system is then
calculated by filling each trim tank in succession starting with the forward most tank
and ending with the aft most tank. Each trim tank is then drained in the same order.
The combined CGs and displacements from Condition-A, the variable load items, and
the trim system are then plotted on the same figure as the stability tree, showing all
the locations that the CG can be shifted to by the trim system.4
The LCG points plotted on the stability tree as described above are not corrected
to the keel level like the LCBs, partially because the trim angle for the correction is
variable, depending on where on the plot the LCG is located. Based on Section 2.2.7
however, we do know that at any point inside the stability tree:
+
𝑉 𝐶𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 tan(Ψ−
𝑀 ) ≤ 𝐿𝐶𝐺𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝐿𝐶𝐺Ψ=0 ≤ 𝑉 𝐶𝐵𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 tan(Ψ𝑀 ) (3.11)

This inequality can be expressed in the form of “error bars” on the LCG points plotted
on the stability tree, as shown in Figure 3-2. To be conservative, the error bars are
+
−
+
plotted using Ψ−
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 as they should be larger in magnitude than Ψ and Ψ

and therefore result in a larger correction. If additional accuracy is needed for intact
stability analysis, the error bars could be adjusted to use Ψ− and Ψ+ .
With both the LCB and LCG corrected to keel level, and plotted on the stability
tree, it becomes apparent if the submarine will reach longitudinal stability within the
acceptable trim angles. If the LCG is within the range of LCB, then at some trim
angle within the allowed range, the two will line up along the same line of action. At
this point the submarine will achieve an equilibrium at an acceptable trim angle.

4

For those already familiar with the equilibrium polygon, this is in essence drawing the equilibrium
polygon on top of the stability tree diagram. However, the bottom point of the equilibrium polygon
is found from Condition-A plus the variable load items, rather than just Condition-A.
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Figure 3-2: Example of the stability tree with the load scenarios, including the “error
bars” for LCGcorrected . This example is zoomed in near the top of the tree to make
the load case and “equilibrium polygon” more visible. Both load scenarios are inside
the intact boundary, indicating the submarine would come to rest at an acceptable
equilibrium condition.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Standard
4.1

Justification

Surfaced submarine operations fall at the intersection of two current design standards discussed in Chapter 1. Elements from both surface ship and traditional submarine design requirements play a role in this standard [4, 5]. The damage extent
requirements are closely adapted from the surface ship community. The design scenarios are taken directly from the submarine community.
Submarine pressure hulls are designed to withstand tremendous amounts of pressure while operating at depth. Because of this, any force significant enough to cause
uncontrollable flooding inside the pressure hull is likely to result in catastrophic damage to the ship. This makes it much more realistic to deal with damage to the fairing
hull, specifically the main ballast tanks, and not the pressure hull when dealing with
survivable damage. Therefore, this standard is written in terms of damage to external
tanks rather than the pressure hull.
The commercial shipping industry and the U.S. Navy surface ship community
have extensively developed damage criteria based on years of real world data and
experience. Rather than re-developing a damage stability criteria from scratch, these
well developed requirements were utilized to describe the damage extents. While
these standards are likely unrealistic for submerged operations of submarines, they
should be consistent with surfaced operations. If the submarine is able to return to
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the surface or is damaged while on the surface, the type of collisions, grounding, or
weapon’s effects it experiences should be similar to those historically experienced by
surface ships.
One of the variables that will influence the ability of the submarine to recover from
damage is the location of its CG. The location of the CG is heavily driven by two
factors. The first is the CG of the submarine at the time of the damage based on the
current load, mainly Condition-A and variable load items. The second is the ability
of the crew to shift the CG, primarily using the trim system, for damage control
purposes. Both of these factors are heavily analyzed for submerged operations. The
submarine community already defines a number of design load-outs for submerged
longitudinal equilibrium requirements [4]. Since the variable load items for these cases
are based primarily on the stores and supplies onboard during underway operations,
they are unlikely to change between the surfaced and submerged condition. This
means the variable load items from the submerged cases can also be directly applied
to surfaced conditions.
Unlike the variable load items assumed for submerged operations, the variable
ballast is assumed to be constantly changing. In fact, the crew is likely to shift
variable ballast as part of the surfacing and diving procedures. Because of this, the
variable ballast can not be assumed to be constant, and the full capabilities of the
system must be considered. Again, submerged stability already fully considers the
capabilities of the trim system in the form of the equilibrium polygon. By applying
the concept of the equilibrium polygon to the constant load cases, the full range of
possible CGs can be found.
By using damaged extents from the surface ship community, and existing CG
calculations from the submarine community, many portions of this standard have
already been verified in the real world. In addition, since these are already part of
the ship design process for many countries and are included in many design tools, it
should require minimal additional work for the designer to locate the needed data.
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4.2

Definitions

For the purposes of this standard, the following definitions apply:

Stability Boundary or Stability Tree
The stability boundary, also called the boundary or the stability tree, is defined as
the shape formed by plotting the minimum and maximum LCB at each displacement
from zero to ▽submerged on a plot of length versus displacement.

Minimum LCB
The minimum LCB is the farthest forward LCB, corrected to the level of the keel
using Equation 2.7, when the submarine is varied through all permissible trim angles
while at a constant displacement.

Maximum LCB
The maximum LCB is the farthest aft LCB, corrected to the level of the keel using
Equation 2.7, when the submarine is varied through all permissible trim angles while
at a constant displacement.

Permissible Trim Angles or Acceptable Trim Angles
The permissible, or acceptable, trim angles refers to the range of Ψ that is admissible for the current condition. In the intact condition this would refer to all trim
angles between Ψ− and Ψ+ . In the damaged condition, the permissible trim angles
+
are all angles between Ψ−
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 .

Load Case
A load case is the CG and ▽ of a submarine calculated by combining ConditionA with the variable load items from the equilibrium conditions used for submerged
longitudinal equilibrium analysis [4]. For this standard, the load case differs from
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the submerged equilibrium load cases by not including main ballast tank water and
assuming all variable ballast tanks are empty.
Load Scenario
A load scenario, when plotted on a graph of length versus displacement, is a
polygon of the combined effect of a load case and the trim system. The bottom point
of this polygon is the load case. The remainder of the polygon is generated by plotting
the displacement and LCG of the submarine as each trim tank is filled sequentially
from the bow to the stern, and then drained in the same order. At each point in
the equilibrium polygon, an error bar is applied to show the possible longitudinal
positions the point could shift to when corrected to the vertical level of the keel. The
correction is applied as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Load Scenario Points
The load scenario points includes all the points on the load scenario polygon, plus
the points at the ends of the error bars representing the correction to keel level.
External Tank
An external tank is any tank or space that is external to the pressure hull but
internal to the fairing hull. The majority of external tanks are main ballast tanks,
although this category can also include the sonar or bow dome, the mud tank, and
the propeller fairing.

4.3

Standard Requirements

The proposed stability standard requirements are broken into two main parts.
The first part is the intact standard. This standard assumes that the fairing hull is
undamaged. The second part is the damaged scenarios. For the damaged scenarios,
the fairing hull is assumed to be ruptured. The extent of the damage is based upon
the specific case being considered.
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4.3.1

Intact Stability Standard

For the intact stability standard, the boundary is based on Ψ− and Ψ+ . These
are defined in Section 2.2.4. They shall be set so that the submarine may continue
unrestricted operations indefinitely at any angle in the range. When setting Ψ− and
Ψ+ , the following shall be considered:
1. The effect of trim angle on equipment operation, especially balance and lubrication.
2. The effect of hydrodynamic forces when transiting on the surface, especially the
tendency of a submarine to dive into a wave when in head seas with a down
angle.
3. The impact of deck angle on crew operations and ergonomics.
4. The ability to maintain tank levels, including having a suction or drain on the
high side of a tank.
The intact stability standard considers two main scenarios. The first is normal
operating conditions. This is defined as all operations in which all external tanks are
in their normal condition, and there is no damage. The second is in-port maintenance.
Under this condition, one external tank may be in an abnormal condition.
Normal Operating Condition
For the normal operating condition, all external tanks are assumed to be in their
standard condition. Tanks that are normally in free flood when surfaced are assumed
to be in free flood. Tanks that are normally dry when surfaced are assumed to be dry.
In this condition, all points of all load scenarios must be entirely inside the intact
boundary.
Maintenance Conditions
For the maintenance condition, one external tank is assumed to be in an abnormal
condition, but without damage. This could be either a tank that is normally in free
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flood, such as the bow dome, being dry, or a tank that is normally dry, such as a main
ballast tank, being flooded. This represents possible maintenance scenarios that may
take place in port, for example main ballast tank vent valve testing.
Under this condition, the majority of load scenario points must be inside the
boundary. One or two error bar points may be outside the boundary. Every point
outside a boundary should be noted in the submarine’s operating restrictions.
The maintenance condition will be analyzed for each external tank.

4.3.2

Damaged Stability Standard

+
For the damaged stability standard, the boundary is based on Ψ−
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 . These

are defined in Section 2.2.5. They shall be set so that the submarine may continue
operations required to return to a repair facility at any angle in that range. When
+
setting Ψ−
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 , the following shall be considered:

1. The effect of trim angle on machine operation, especially bearing and lubrication
limits for long term operations.
2. The ability of the crew to access the bridge and deck. Under some damage
scenarios, deck access via the bridge hatch may be the only reasonable case.
3. The ability of the crew to move about the ship. At high deck angles, it may become impossible for the crew to walk about the boat without having to maintain
handholds.
4. The ability to maintain tank levels, including having a suction or drain on the
high side of a tank.
5. The ability of the ship to clear navigational restrictions while entering port.
This could be based on entering a sheltered area where flotation aids can be
attached prior to entering more restricted waters.
The damaged stability standard considers two main scenarios. The first is a
glancing collision along the side of the vessel, either at the bow or at the stern.
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This is assumed to damage the ballast tanks along one side of the ship, but the
damage stops at a centerline bulkhead. The second is a head on collision. This is
assumed to symmetrically damage ballast tanks at the bow. A stern first collision
is considered unlikely as submarines spend minimal time operating astern, and when
they do operate astern it is at low speeds. Damage in this scenario is assumed to be
limited and covered under the maintenance condition. A direct collision at the stern
by an overtaking vessel is also considered unlikely as the submarine’s own speed will
limit the relative speed of the impact, and the impact is more likely to be to one side
or the other rather than squarely on the stern.
All load cases should be considered for each damaged scenario. For each load case,
at least one load scenario point and the entire error bar associated with that point
must be inside the damaged boundary. This ensures that the crew can achieve an
acceptable trim angle using only the trim system. When applying the standard to new
designs, counterflooding of a main ballast tank should not be considered or used to
correct trim. For existing designs where resizing the trim system or redesigning main
ballast tanks is not possible, counterflooding may be considered. The counterflooded
tank should be the main ballast tank with the greatest ability to correct both list and
trim, and should be considered to be in free flood.1

Glancing Collision
Two glancing collision scenarios are considered. The first assumes damage equal
to 15% of the LBP occurs to a section forward of midship.2 The damage is assumed
to occur to one side of the ship and stops short of breaching any centerline bulkhead.
The damage starts at the aft bulkhead of the forward most normally dry tank, and
extends aft from there. For example, if the forward most tank is a sonar dome that
1

For conservatism, no counterflooding of a main ballast tank is used to correct trim in new
designs. While counterflooding is recognized as a valuable and viable damage control tool, the
objective is for the trim system to be able to counter the damage. The loss of reserve buoyancy from
counterflooding is assumed to outweigh the trim advantage for the damaged scenarios considered.
Counterflooding should be an emergency measure, not the planned response. In addition, for use as
part of the standard, it is assumed that the longitudinal and transverse effects of counterflooding
can not be decoupled.
2
Assuming 15% damage is consistent with surface ship design practices for warships [5]
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is normally flooded, and the second tank is a ballast tank, then the ballast tank is
assumed to be the first damaged tank, and any tank within 15% LBP of the aft
bulkhead of the ballast tank is assumed to be damaged.
The second scenario assumes the damage occurs aft. The damage is assumed to
start at the forward bulkhead of the farthest aft normally dry tank, and is assumed
to extend forward for a length of 15% of LBP. The damage is assumed to rupture the
tanks on one side, but is not assumed to include a centerline bulkhead.
For both scenarios, if the submarine is non-symmetrical, then the damage is assumed to occur on the side that would result in the greatest flooded volume.

Head On Collision
The final damaged scenario assumes a head on collision. In this scenario, the
forward most 5% of the fairing hull, or the forward two ballast tanks, whichever has a
greater flooded volume, is assumed to be damaged.3 For either scenario, the damage
is assumed to be symmetrical about the center line.

4.4

Results Example

Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 show examples of an analysis using two load scenarios.
All three examples were generated using the model from Appendix A. Based on
these results, the model meets the intact stability standard for the normal operating
condition as both load scenarios and all of their points are inside the intact boundary.
The results for the maintenance condition are not shown in the examples. The model
does not satisfy the damage stability requirements.
Figure 4-1 shows the results for the forward glancing damage scenario. The LightDeep load scenario satisfies the forward glancing damage scenario as it has one error
bar inside the boundary, and one error bar on the edge of, but not outside, the
boundary. This demonstrates, for example, that if the ship is loaded in the Light3

Five percent is consistent with commercial ship design practices for a “collision bulkhead” [11].
The forward two ballast tanks being damaged is consistent with real world grounding cases.
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Deep condition and all of the trim tanks are empty, represented by the lowest point
of the polygon, the submarine will come to rest at a trim angle between Ψ+
𝑀 and
Ψ−
𝑀 . Conversely, if all of the trim tanks are full, represented by the top point in the
polygon, LCGcorrected would be farther forward than LCBcorrected and the ship would
come to rest at a down angle exceeding Ψ−
𝑀 . This means the crew could achieve an
acceptable trim angle with proper ballasting. On the other hand, the NSC load scenario does not have an entire error bar inside the boundary and therefore would not
satisfy the requirements. No matter how the crew trimmed the ship while in the NSC
condition, the trim angle would exceed Ψ−
𝑀 because LCGcorrected would be forward of
LCBcorrected .
Figure 4-2 shows the aft glancing damage results. In this scenario, both the
NSC and LightDeep scenarios are almost entirely outside the damaged boundary and
therefore would not meet the requirements. In both cases, the LCGcorrected is higher
than the maximum LCBcorrected indicating the submarine would come to rest at a
higher bow up trim angle than Ψ+
𝑀 . Similarly, Figure 4-3 shows the results for the
head on damage scenario. Despite a number of the error bars for the LightDeep
scenario being partially inside the damaged boundary, none of the error bars are fully
inside the boundary, violating the requirements and resulting in the ship coming to
rest at a down angle that would exceed Ψ−
𝑀 in both load scenarios. Since a full error
bar is not inside the boundary for either the aft glancing or head on damage scenarios,
no crew action with just the trim system would be able to correct the excessive trim
angles.
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Figure 4-1: Example stability tree for a forward glancing damage scenario zoomed
in to show the load scenarios. Both the NSC scenario and the LightDeep scenario
are entirely inside the intact boundary and therefore satisfy the normal operating
condition requirements. LightDeep satisfies the forward glancing damage scenario as
it has one error bars fully inside the damaged boundary and one error bar on the
edge of, but not outside, the boundary. NSC does not have an entire error bar inside
the boundary and therefore would not satisfy the requirements. Note: The “Current
Condition” is for the damage scenario and is therefore outside the visible portion of
the stability tree.
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Figure 4-2: Example stability tree for an aft glancing damage scenario zoomed in
to show the load scenarios. In this scenario, both the NSC and LightDeep scenarios
are almost entirely outside the damaged boundary and therefore would not meet the
requirements. Note: The “Current Condition” is for the damage scenario and is
therefore outside the visible portion of the stability tree.
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Figure 4-3: Example stability tree for a head on damage scenario zoomed in to show
the load scenarios. Despite a number of the error bars for the LightDeep scenario
being partially inside the damaged boundary, none of the error bars are fully inside
the boundary. This means that neither load scenario would satisfy the requirements.
Note: The “Current Condition” is for the damage scenario and is therefore outside
the visible portion of the stability tree.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1

Validation Method

There are two separate parts to this thesis that require validation. The first part
is the accuracy of the results from SuLSA. The second part is the design standard
discussed in Chapter 4. Ideally, the accuracy of SuLSA would be confirmed against
a large number of real world, or certified, cases. Once this was done, it could be used
to validate the standard by checking it against current designs and scenarios.
The challenge with taking this approach is two fold. First, because of the difficulties traditional methods face when analyzing longitudinal stability, there is a lack
of cases where the “answer” is known with a high level of certainty. Second, because
military submarine designs are generally controlled as state secrets, extensive detailed
information on current designs can not be published. The need for further analysis
in these areas is addressed in Section 6.2.
In order to overcome the inability to validate the results using real world data,
theoretical models consistent with modern design practices were used to test SuLSA
and the standards. These models were based on publicly available data and design
thumb-rules [3, 9, 8, 12]. This is expected to make the results, with respect to the
design standards, consistent with current submarines. The use of theoretical bodyof-revolution models also allows for some cases to be solved analytically, enabling a
comparison of SuLSA results with higher confidence results.
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Three series of tests were run on the theoretical models. The first series checked
the precision of SuLSA by comparing its results, both using a body-of-revolution and
a table of offsets, against known submerged values by assuming a draft equal to the
hull diameter. The second series repeated the first series, but assumed the draft was
half the hull diameter. In this case, the symmetry of the hull was used to get from
the known submerged results to half draft values for comparison to SuLSA results.
The final series of tests timed how long it took SuLSA to generate a full stability
boundary for a damaged scenario. Since SuLSA uses separate precision levels for
numeric integration of the hull and exploration of the stability boundary as discussed
in Appendix B.2.8, all three test series were run at every possible combination of the
two precision levels.
For the first two test series, ▽submerged and LCB can be solved analytically, allowing
for the results to be compared to an exact answer. The VCB is also known exactly
due to symmetry. The symmetry of a body-of-revolution allowed the corresponding
values for ▽ and LCB at a draft of half the beam to be found. The VCB at a draft of
half the beam was also found by using the geometric center of a half circle combined
with the analytic solutions for a body-of-revolution. This provided the set of known
values to check the accuracy of the results from SuLSA.
The final series of test was meant to understand the trade off between accuracy and
run time at the various precision levels. SuLSA was used to generate the stability
boundaries for the forward glancing test case. The amount of time this took was
recorded at the various precision levels and using both methods for defining the fairing
hull. By combining this with the results from the first two test runs, a comparison
between run time and accuracy can be made.
This two part testing of the results does not take the place of comparison to real
world results. It does however produce a high confidence that SuLSA produced favorable results within the assumptions of the theoretical models used. It also provides
insight into what could be expected when SuLSA is used on concept designs. How
SuLSA will perform on actual designs is dependent on how well the assumptions hold
true, which could not be tested for this thesis.
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5.2

Test Case Model

A number of test cases were used to verify the results of SuLSA. Following standard coding practices, extensive efforts were made to “debug” SuLSA using a variety
of tests. Many of these models were specifically designed to target potential weaknesses in SuLSA such as undefined data points, conflicting data, or invalid data. Once
SuLSA had been debugged, additional models were created that were more representative of real world designs. These models grew in detail until they culminated in
the model shown in Appendix A. This model is intended to be representative of a
modern ballistic missile or guided missile submarine.
The model is a single hulled submarine, consistent with most U.S. Navy designs.
Its LBP and beam are representative of the largest submarines in the U.S. fleet. This
large size was chosen in order to best determine the computational times for the required numeric integration. Smaller hulls, such as for attack submarines, should take
less computational time. Standard body-of-revolution equations, shown in Equation
2.1, were used for the fairing hull [9]. The fairing hull and pressure hull sizing was
selected to provide approximately 20% reserve buoyancy. This is at the high end of
the normal reserve buoyancy range for modern nuclear powered submarines but as
discussed in Section 5.5.1 it should be representative of the ability of modern designs
to meet the stability standard [3].
The pressure hull uses two hemispherical end caps connected by a cylinder. This
is the “ideal” pressure hull that current design practices seek to emulate as closely as
possible [3]. The space between the fairing hull and the pressure hull was divided into
five main ballast tanks, three forward and two aft, as is common is modern designs
[12]. The mud tank was also designated as a free flood space.1
1

The treatment of the sonar dome deserves careful consideration. Depending on the sonar systems
used, the sonar dome could be dry, in free flood, or filled solid and sealed. If dry, damage to the
sonar dome would result in a loss of buoyancy at a large distance from the intact LCB resulting in
a significant shift in LCB. If it is in free flood, damage would have no effect on the LCB. If pumped
solid, damage to the sonar dome could potentially result in an outflow of water which could have a
beneficial effect compensating for flooding. Depending on the case, careful consideration should be
given to how this is modeled. For the example model, the sonar dome was assumed to be a normally
dry space as this is likely to be the worst case scenario.
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The trim system and load cases were specifically selected to illustrate examples
from Chapter 4. The trim system is intended to produce a standard multi-sided
equilibrium polygon [3, 9]. Condition-A and the load cases were created to place
those polygons inside the normal trim boundary but on the edge of the damaged trim
boundary. While this condition was specifically targeted, the values used are still well
within the realm of possibilities for a properly weight balanced submarine. They are
entirely feasible despite not being based on any specific condition.
The trim angle restrictions were set to match those suggested in Sections 2.2.4
and 2.2.5. This is again intended to maximize the amount of numeric integration
required in order to better understand the impacts of the computational times.

5.3

Result Accuracy

Appendix A includes the results of the testing described in Section 5.1. The
percent error was found, using Equation 5.1, for the calculated ▽, LCB, and VCB.
The error is shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, broken down by precision level and
fairing hull definition method: “BOR” for body-of-revolution equations and “TOO”
for a table of offsets.

ErrorPercent =

⃒
⃒
⃒ Value
⃒
calc − Valueactual ⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
Valueactual

100%

(5.1)

There are two main factors that influence the error. The first is the precision
level. This influences both the body-of-revolution and the table of offset results. The
second factor is extrapolation. This only influences the table of offset results.
There are two distinct precision levels used in SuLSA. The first, “Trim and Draft”,
describes how thoroughly the stability boundaries are explored. The accuracy of the
results was not expected to vary with this precision level and the data supports this.
“Hull and Tank” precision controls the step size used for numeric integration of hull
components, which should and does change the percent error. Using a table of offsets
to define the hull partially bypasses this second precision control. The precision level
still applies to the pressure hull but not the fairing hull in this case. The step size for
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the numeric integration of the fairing hull is set by the stations in the table of offsets.
Since the testing used a constant table of offsets, the accuracy was not expected to
change for the table of offsets results. The one exception to this is VCB which is
found using Equation 3.8. This equation requires numeric integration with respect to
draft, which is still controlled by the “Hull and Tank” precision.
Table 5.1: Percent Error of Volume for Example Submarine.
Hull & Tank
20 Foot Draft
40 Foot Draft
Precision
BOR
TOO
BOR
TOO
Low
0.00005% 0.08976% 0.00005% 0.27901%
Medium
0.00065% 0.08976% 0.00065% 0.27901%
High
0.00009% 0.08976% 0.00009% 0.27901%
Very High
0.00002% 0.08976% 0.00002% 0.27901%

Table 5.2: Percent Error of LCB for
Hull & Tank
20 Foot Draft
Precision
BOR
TOO
Low
0.00568% 0.22501%
Medium
0.00076% 0.22501%
High
0.00000% 0.22501%
Very High
0.00000% 0.22501%

Example Submarine.
40 Foot Draft
BOR
TOO
0.00568% 0.21251%
0.00076% 0.21251%
0.00000% 0.21251%
0.00000% 0.21251%

Table 5.3: Percent Error of VCB for
Hull & Tank
20 Foot Draft
Precision
BOR
TOO
Low
0.17865% 0.35729%
Medium
0.01701% 0.23820%
High
0.00000% 0.23820%
Very High
0.00000% 0.23820%

Example Submarine.
40 Foot Draft
BOR
TOO
0.01000% 0.19000%
0.02000% 0.16000%
0.00000% 0.19000%
0.00000% 0.19000%

As explained in Appendix C, the error for numeric integration can be bound by a
function which is dependent on the step size. The smaller the step size, the smaller
the maximum error. This only bounds the error however. If certain assumptions are
satisfied, the results could be exact. How large the actual error is depends on where
the numeric integration points are in comparison to the transitions between entrance,
parallel mid-body, or run. As precision increases however, the step size decreases as
does the maximum error.
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The error for the table of offset results is also impacted by extrapolation. Since the
table of offsets does not provide the exact waterline at which each station intersects
the centerline, this coordinate must be extrapolated which introduces some error.
This error should be relatively constant, except for when calculating VCB. Again,
because of Equation 3.8, VCB integrates through draft. At a smaller step size, more
points must be extrapolated between the unknown centerline point and the first
known coordinate. This potentially increases the amount of error.
Even with these sources of error, the accuracy of SuLSA compared to the analytic
results remains very high. The largest single percent error, for the VCB using a table
of offsets at a draft of one half the beam, is still less than 0.4%. The percent error
using a body-of-revolution never exceeds 0.2%. These results were consistent across
many variations of the fairing hull. The largest observed percent error was 0.6%.
The model from Appendix A, used for Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, does produce a
few notable trends in the results. For the body-of-revolution volume results, the error
increases from the low to medium precision before trending back down. This trend
was not apparent in many of the other models tested, and is therefore likely to be a
“lucky” case of the numeric integration error being abnormally small. A similar trend
shows for the VCB results with a draft of 40ft. The VCB results for the table of offsets
definition also show a lower error for just the medium precision level. In this case,
the low, high, and very high precision levels do trend as expected, showing decreasing
error when the results are not rounded. This again is probably a combination of
the extrapolation error and the numeric integration error resulting in one abnormally
low point. It is also worth noting that for the VCB results, the differences in error
are equivalent to several hundreds of a inch, and are therefor largely irrelevant in
real world results. While these trends may seem abnormal on the surface, they are
consistent with numeric integration error theory.
The one weakness in these results is that they assume level trim. It is possible
that additional error may be introduced at higher trim angles. Because of the way
SuLSA calculates volumes however, any additional error from trim angles is expected
to be minimal. While SuLSA was still being developed, it was tested once against a
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real world design with known results for one draft condition. The results from SuLSA
in this case were within 1% error for ▽, LCB, and VCB. Since this case was not at a
level trim, it supports the assumption that the error would remain minimal, although
it does not prove it.

5.4

Comparison to Existing Methods

One of the biggest advantages SuLSA offers over current practices is the computational time. As discussed in Chapter 1, many current programs can not converge
on a solution when analyzing longitudinal submarine stability at high trim angles. It
often takes a naval architect focusing on the problem for, potentially, several days to
nurse a set of results out of the current software. If the problem has to be calculated
by hand it can take even longer. SuLSA, on the other hand, is able to calculate the
results for a single case in a matter of minutes, and can perform a detailed analysis
of the entire stability tree in a few hours.
To get a more objective measure of how quickly results could be obtained using
SuLSA, a full model was built based on detailed drawings of a modern submarine.
Starting with a clean sheet, it took approximately 2.5 hours to fill in all of the relevant
details. The calculations took about 2.5 hours more with both precision levels set
to “high”, as shown in Table 5.4. This still provided results within five hours total.
This means SuLSA can be used to obtain reasonably accurate results of a real world
case in less than a work day with only one engineer working on it. This is a drastic
improvement over the days to weeks that current methods might take. If the model
is already built and the engineer only needs to update the model to reflect its current

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table 5.4: SuLSA Run Times vs Precision Levels for Example Submarine, in
HH:MM:SS.
Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
00:00:24
00:01:08
00:08:03
00:30:32

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
00:01:26 00:08:49 00:30:01
00:04:07 00:21:47 01:25:10
00:31:41 02:39:47 10:14:34
01:49:45 10:20:25 17:33:43
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TOO - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
00:00:37 00:02:14 00:11:52 00:46:26
00:01:02 00:03:47 00:20:33 01:24:20
00:03:16 00:12:01 01:04:43 04:08:01
00:07:28 00:27:111 02:31:20 09:59:51

load case and damage, then results can potentially be obtained in less than five
minutes. This would allow a naval architect to provide advice to the crew to deal
with damage in near real time.

5.5

Estimated Feasibility for Current Designs

While SuLSA is directly intended to be used as part of the design standard proposed in Chapter 4, it is important to realize that they are still separate. The standard
is meant to be an objective requirement that can be analyzed using any software capable of calculating the displacement, LCB, and VCB given a draft and trim. Therefore, it is important to consider the feasibility of the design standard separately from
SuLSA.

5.5.1

Feasibility of the Standard

The standard discussed in Chapter 4 can be applied either prospectively or retrospectively. Its feasibility is heavily dependent on which way it is applied. Based on
results from the theoretical model shown in Appendix A, there is no reason to think
that future submarine designs would have undue difficulty meeting the standard. As
with any new standard, the ability to apply the standard retroactively is dependent
on luck and the ability to modify existing submarines.
Current submarine design practices devote a considerable amount of time to ensuring a proper weight balance. Part of this effort is sizing the trim system as well as
adjusting permanent ballast to control Condition-A. One of the goals when doing this
is to ensure all of the test cases fall within the equilibrium polygon. It should be a
very natural extension to include adding a surfaced longitudinal stability standard to
this at the same time. Meeting the surfaced standard is dependent on Condition-A,
the size of the trim system, and the amount of reserve buoyancy; all factors that are
currently adjusted for submerged equilibrium.
Designing a submarine to meet the surfaced stability requirement is really composed of two parts. The first part is locating a space inside all of the stability bound74

aries, both the intact and the damaged ones. The second part is positioning the test
cases inside that overlapping space. This can be done by adjusting either the overlap
area or the test cases.
There are two main factors that can influence the stability boundary overlaps. The
first is the design of the ballast tanks. For example, assuming the forward ballast
tanks have a constant volume, the group could be divided into any number of tanks.
If it is divided into only two tanks, then all of them would be damaged for a head
on collision. If the group is divided into three or more tanks and spans more than
5% of the ship’s length, then some of the forward group would remain undamaged,
keeping the damaged boundary closer to the intact boundary. The second factor that
can impact the stability boundaries is the reserve buoyancy, defined as:
Reserve Bouyancy = 1 −

▽submerged
▽𝑀 𝐵𝑇
≈
▽surfaced
▽surfaced

(5.2)

This shows that the smaller the reserve buoyancy, the smaller the effect external
tank damage has on the stability boundary. This can be seen in Figure 5-1, where
the damaged boundary on the left, with 20% reserve buoyancy, is much closer to
the intact boundary than the damaged boundary on the right, with 23.4% reserve
buoyancy. This gives the designer two tools to adjust the stability boundaries in order
to create satisfactory overlap.
The designer also has some ability to control the placement of the load scenarios.
The bottom point of the load scenario is found using Condition-A and the load
cases. The load cases are mission dependent, which the designer has little ability to
control. Condition-A, however, is routinely adjusted during design through the use
of permanent ballast. There are already a large number of factors to be considered
when setting Condition-A, so the ability of the design to adjust it may be limited,
but it is an additional tool that can be used to adjust ▽ and LCG.
Between adjusting the reserve buoyancy, the ballast tank design, and Condition-A,
the designer has a number of tools that can be used to meet the longitudinal stability
requirement. This should make the standard feasible for future designs. Whether
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Figure 5-1: Example stability tree results. The model on the left has a reserve
buoyancy of 20%. The model on the right has a reserve buoyancy of 23.4%.
past design can be retrofitted to meet the standard is entirely dependent on these
three factors already lining up. It is possible that current submarines would satisfy
this, but it is just as possible they would require extensive modification to meet the
standard.
One additional tool that could help designs meet the standard is counterflooding.
This is a two edged sword however, as it limits the effect of damage on trim and list,
but does so at the cost of further reducing reserve buoyancy. The standard denies
this as a tool for new concepts out of conservatism, and because new designs can
use the tools discussed above to meet the standard. Existing designs do not have
these tools however, so counterflooding is one of the few options available to deal
with damage. Counterflooding is a proven damage control technique and therefore
makes it more feasible for current design to pass the standard, provided that adequate
reserve buoyancy remains. Further discussion of counterflooding is left for future
research, as discussed in Section 6.2, as its longitudinal and transverse effects can not
be completely decoupled.

5.5.2

Feasibility of SuLSA

Submarines tend to be a major investment for any country choosing to purchase
or build one. Because of this, the concept design process for submarines tends to
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spend a lot of time ensuring the “optimum” design is selected. Depending on the
general design process, this usually requires evolving through many generations of
concept designs to get to a final version. A contributor to the success of this process
is the ability to quickly perform reasonably accurate analysis of a design with minimal
time investment. This is one of the areas where SuLSA is very likely to succeed. As
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 show, SuLSA is able to calculate accurate values for a conceptual
level model in a very short amount of time. Even if more capable software is required
for analyzing longitudinal stability at later stages of the design process, at the early
stages SuLSA is more than capable of producing useful results. This should make it
very feasible, and useful, at the conceptual level.
The more challenging question is whether SuLSA is feasible for use in late stage
design, or for real world damage assessments. Answering this question requires additional data and is discussed in Section 6.2. Every effort was made to ensure that
SuLSA is accurate within the assumptions of Section 2.2. If these assumptions hold
at the detailed design level, then the results should be accurate enough to be used
as part of final design approval. The more the design deviates from the assumptions,
the more inaccurate the results will be. At some level, this inaccuracy will become
too large to be acceptable for final design work or real world consequences. At this
time, prior to using SuLSA for detailed design or damage control work, its results
should be checked against a more thoroughly vetted computer program.
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Chapter 6
Summary
6.1

Conclusions

Submarine designers need both a standard for longitudinal stability and a feasible
way to analyze designs with respect to the standard. This thesis delivers very concrete
steps in both regards. The standard is objective, with a basis in both the hard
earned experience of the world’s navies and in theory. The program to analyze for
the standard, SuLSA, is accurate, relatively fast, and flexible. While there is still
significant work to be done to fully develop a longitudinal stability standard, these
steps offer a significant improvement over current practices.
The design standard is made up of two parts, intact and damaged. The intact
requirements account for both normal operations and routine maintenance. The
damaged standard draws heavily from surface ship design practices, and considers
the three most likely damage scenarios: head on collision, forward glancing collision,
and aft glancing collision. These three scenarios are both theoretically the worst case
scenarios, and consistent with the real world experience of the U.S. Navy for historic
submarine collisions and groundings. By requiring submarines to be able to maintain
a certain range of trim angles during these accidents, the standard ensures the crew
and installed equipment can continue to operate to return safely back to port.
To facilitate designing to this standard, SuLSA calculates the CB considering the
majority of significant factors. Its results very closely match the expected results for
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theoretical designs. How well it matches real world cases remains to be seen. SuLSA
is able to calculate these results in minutes to hours rather than the days required
for current methods. At a minimum, this should make SuLSA a valuable conceptual
design tool. Should it be certified as accurate in real world scenarios it could be
incredibly valuable for responding to accidents at sea. It has the potential to become
a major tool for understanding submarine longitudinal stability.
Every major design standard undergoes constant revision and improvement. This
proposed standard is no different. It is a significant first step towards an objective
standard. It is likely imperfect, and will almost definitely evolve with time. However,
it is better than the current practice which relies on the subjective judgement of
a responsible engineer. SuLSA promotes a systematic understanding of the design
space, while the standard provides an objective framework to discuss that space. The
combination of the two promotes an understanding of the inflection points at which
stability becomes inadequate and designs become unsafe. Combined with the greatly
abbreviated computational times allowed by SuLSA, this gives submarine designers
the tools and methods to begin analyzing real world conditions more consistently and
frequently.

6.2

Future Work

There is still significant room for improvement on this thesis due to its incipient
nature. These areas for future improvement can be broken into two parts. The
first, and more significant, is improvements to the design standard itself. These have
the potential to be applicable to many scenarios and are independent of any design
software used. The second is improvements to SuLSA. These improvements are less
universally applicable, but may become more valuable if the program is certified and
accepted for wider use.
Suggested improvements to the proposed standard include:
1. Inclusion of transverse stability. The design standard currently considers stability as a decoupled problem with transverse and longitudinal effects considered
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separately. It is expected that higher trim angles will have an impact on transverse stability. Understanding the significance of that impact may influence the
selection of the normal operating trim angle range and the maximum permissible trim angle range.
2. Inclusion of counter-flooding. The current standard presupposes that crew damage control efforts to correct excessive trim angle will exclusively use the trim
system. In reality, the crew also has the option to use counter-flooding to correct
both excessive list or trim. If the crew uses this option, it would effectively result
in the loss of an additional ballast tank and its buoyancy. Seeking to correct
excessive trim without counter-flooding is likely the conservative assumption,
but it may prove overly restrictive on the design. Considering counter-flooding
as an option in the standard should be explored.
3. Evaluation of current designs against the standard. Every effort was made to
use the proposed standard to evaluate designs consistent with modern in-use
submarines. Despite this effort, the number of detailed designs that were analyzed remains limited. Use of the standard on additional detailed designs may
help reveal shortcomings of the proposed standard. It would also be beneficial
for examining how current design practices may need to change to meet the
proposed standard.
4. Impact of pressure hull flooding. The current standard assumes flooding inside
the pressure hull is close to the LCB and would result in parallel sinkage rather
than a significant trim angle. This would probably result in a net loss of buoyancy well before a loss of stability. This remains to be verified however, and
if it is proven false, additional requirements for pressure hull flooding may be
needed.
5. Dynamic effects. The current standard is for static stability only. Exploring the
impact of dynamic forces, such as wind and waves, on stability would further
ensure applicability to real world cases. This could either be consideration of
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the righting arm under different trim angles as a stand-in for dynamic forces,
or it could be a more complicated exploration using seakeeping principles.
In addition to updating SuLSA to include the research suggested above, the program would likely benefit from the following improvements:
1. Adaptive step sizes for numeric integration. SuLSA current uses a constant step
size for numeric integration. This step size can be varied by the user, but still
remains constant whether it is near a discontinuity or in a nearly unvarying
midship section. The numeric integration is also currently the least efficient
portion of the program and responsible for most of the computational time.
The use of adaptive step sizes to increase computational efficiency offers the
possibility of significantly decreasing run time.
2. Free surface effect. The model does not currently include any consideration for
free surface effect. This is consistent with current practices for the submerged
equilibrium polygon. However, the trim tanks and some other tanks may have
a free surface effect that could shift the LCG at larger trim angles. Including
this in the model would improve accuracy.
3. Validation of SuLSA against real world or model results. Only a limited number
of real world designs have been analyzed using SuLSA. Considering more designs
would help ensure accuracy of the program and help flush out any remaining
bugs.
4. Partial venting of external tanks, for example, damage below the waterline.
The program currently assumes any damaged tank is a free flood space. This
is a worst case assumption, but is rarely true of damage. Damage above the
waterline would result in limited flooding and damage below the waterline can
trap an air bubble preventing the tank from fully flooding. Being able to include
these cases would aid in analysis of real world damage.
5. Translate into C++ or another “universal” program language. Excel VBA was
chosen for SuLSA because most of the potential users already have a license for
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Excel. The use of VBA may limit the ability of the program to expand to meet
future needs however. Conversion into a programming language which would
allow an open source license would offer more potential for improvements and
future expansion.
6. Acceptance of CAD files. SuLSA is not currently able to import any type of
computer design file. Adding the ability to import models from common design
software would simplify the use of SuLSA in the design process.

6.3

Recommendations

Submarine design has come a long way since the fledgling United States tried
to employ the Turtle against the British Navy in 1776. Along the way, submarine
safety has continuously improved through rescue devices like the Momsen Lung, and
through improved standards like SubSafe. This longitudinal stability standard is the
next logical step in that centuries long progression. It offers a basic standard that
draws heavily on current practices. It considers the most realistic damage scenarios
and addresses them in an objective fashion that will be familiar to anyone already
working in submarine design. SuLSA is an extension of that standard. While it is
not likely the be-all and end-all of longitudinal stability analysis, it offers a first step
that allows the incorporation of the standard into current conceptual design practices
with relatively minimal time commitment. Exercising both the proposed standard
and SuLSA together now, on current designs and on conceptual work, will save lives
in the future.
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Appendix A
Representative Submarine Model
This appendix is a representative model of a guided missile or ballistic missile
submarine. Unless otherwise noted, the values represented here were used for all
example cases in this thesis. Table A.1 shows the principle characteristics of the
submarine.

Table A.1: Principle Characteristics of Example Submarine.
LBP
Beam
Submerged Volume
Submerged Displacement
Submerged LCB
Submerged VCB

550 ft
40 ft
605039.823 ft3
17286.852 LT
263.984 ft
20.0 ft

The displaced volume while submerged (▽submerged ), longitudinal position of the
center of buoyancy (LCB), and vertical position of the center of buoyancy (VCB)
were found analytically. Equation A.1 was used for the section area. Equations 3.1,
3.7, and 3.8 were used to solve for ▽submerged , LCB, and VCB respectively. They do
not represent an actual submarine, but they are the theoretically correct values for
the model given here.
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A.1

Fairing Hull

The same fairing hull was used for both the body-of-revolution input and the
table of offsets input. Generic body-of-revolution equations and constants, discussed
in Section 2.2.1, were selected as representative of modern designs. The final version
of the body-of-revolution equations, including constants, is shown in Section A.1.1.
This is intended to reflect an ideal streamlined hullform, not any particular hull [9]. A
table of offsets was generated from the same equations to facilitate a straightforward
comparison of the body-of-revolutions and table of offset results.

A.1.1

Example Body-of-Revolution Input

Table A.2 show the constants used for the Body-of-Revolution fairing hull. Since
the lengths of the fore-body, mid-body, and aft-body must add up to the length
between perpendiculars (LBP), simple substitutions can be used to rearrange the
constants as needed. The final version of the body-of-revolution equations used for
the example are:
⎡

𝑅𝑓 𝑤𝑑

𝐵
= ⎣1 −
2
⎡

𝑅𝑎𝑓 𝑡

𝐵
= ⎣1 −
2

(︃

(︃

𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝑥
𝐿𝑓 𝑤𝑑

)︃2.25 ⎤1/2.25

𝑥 − ( 𝐿𝐵𝑃 + 𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡 )
𝐿𝑎𝑓 𝑡

⎦
)︃2.75 ⎤
⎦

Table A.2: Body-of-Revolution Inputs for Example Submarine.
LBP
Beam
Lfwd
Lpmb
Laft
𝜂fwd
𝜂aft

550 ft
40 ft
80 ft
350 ft
120 ft
2.25
2.75
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(A.1)

The ideal values for length of the forward section of the fairing hull (Lfwd ) and
length of the aft section of the fairing hull (Laft ) are 2.4 and 3.6 times the hull diameter,
respectively. This was used as the starting point for the fairing hull example. However,
in order to produce a balanced design the reserve buoyancy needed to be adjusted.
This was done by holding LBP constant, and varying Lfwd and Laft . The location of
the forward and aft hemispherical end caps for the pressure hull were varied to match
Lfwd and Laft . The objective for this model was a reserve buoyancy of 20% [3].

A.1.2

Example Table of Offsets

Table A.3 shows the table of offsets used for the fairing hull. This table of offsets was generated from the same fairing hull used in Section A.1.1. The table was
generated using 21 stations and 11 waterlines. Following typical naval architecture
practices, half stations are used for added definition where the hull shape is changing rapidly at the bow and stern. In this case, the extra stations were added from
Stations 0 to 3 and then from Stations 16 to 20.

A.2

Pressure Hull

A single hulled submarine was used for the model. This was done to allow a better
understanding of the feasibility of the proposed standard as current U.S. submarines
use a single hull design. The pressure hull was modeled using two hemispherical
end caps connected by a cylinder. Because the model was for a single pressure hull,
the pressure hull diameter equals the fairing hull diameter. Submarine Longitudinal
Stability Analysis Program (SuLSA) assumes any “gaps” in the pressure hull are
filled by a truncated cone. This allowed the pressure hull to be defined using only
two segments, the end caps, shown in Table A.4. Since the diameters of both end
segments are the same, the truncated cone connecting them has a constant diameter
and is equivalent to a cylinder.
The open end of both pressure hull segments were placed at the ends of the parallel
mid body of the submarine. In essence, the submarine was designed as a cylindrical
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Table A.3: Table of Offsets for Example Submarine.
Stations
0
1/2
1
1 1/2
2
2 1/2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15 1/2
16
16 1/2
17
17 1/2
18
18 1/2
19
19 1/2
20

0
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-

4
1.6339
8.5784
10.8596
11.8191
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
11.9641
11.6084
10.5836
8.4038
3.0864
-

8
3.4116
10.7084
13.6231
15.1635
15.8648
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
15.9731
15.7085
14.9671
13.5138
11.0239
6.6509
-

12
9.5728
13.9524
16.2969
17.6049
18.2124
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3068
18.0764
17.4360
16.2057
14.1960
11.1460
6.3660
-

Waterlines (ft above
16
20
0.0000
11.8169 12.4755
15.5779 16.0832
17.7084 18.1546
18.9191 19.3373
19.4857 19.8920
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5959 20.0000
19.5739 19.9785
19.3586 19.7675
18.7620 19.1837
17.6245 18.0727
15.7964 16.2950
13.1238 13.7198
9.4088 10.2238
4.0446 5.6885
0.0000
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baseline)
24
11.8169
15.5779
17.7084
18.9191
19.4857
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5959
19.5739
19.3586
18.7620
17.6245
15.7964
13.1238
9.4088
4.0446
-

28
9.5728
13.9524
16.2969
17.6049
18.2124
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3303
18.3068
18.0764
17.4360
16.2057
14.1960
11.1460
6.3660
-

32
3.4116
10.7084
13.6231
15.1635
15.8648
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
16.0000
15.9731
15.7085
14.9671
13.5138
11.0239
6.6509
-

36
1.6339
8.5784
10.8596
11.8191
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
12.0000
11.9641
11.6084
10.5836
8.4038
3.0864
-

40
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-

Table A.4: Pressure Hull of Example Submarine.
Segment
PH_1
PH_2
Geometry
Hemispherical Hemispherical
FwdBoundary
60
430
AftBoundary
80
450
FwdDiameter
0
40
AftDiameter
40
0
pressure vessel with a fairing on the bow and stern. As discussed in Section A.1.1,
the transitions between the fairing and the pressure hull were located to achieve a
reserve buoyancy of approximately 20% [3].

A.3

External Tanks

An arrangement of three main ballast tanks forward and two main ballast tanks
aft was used for the model [12]. A sonar dome was located at the bow. For this
model, it was treated as “dry” space. A “mud” tank was included at the stern as a
free flood space. The propeller hub was assumed to take up the final 20 ft, and was
modeled as a tank with a permeability of zero.
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, three different damaged cases were assumed. The
case shown is the head on collision, discussed in Section 4.3.2. This means the sonar
dome, MBT1A, MBT1B, MBT2A, and MBT2B were assumed to be damaged. This
case was used for the timed runs in Table A.11. For the glancing collision to the bow,
the sonar dome, and MBT1A, MBT2A, and MBT3A were assumed to be damaged.
For the glancing collision to the stern, MBT4A, MBT5A, and the Mud tank were
counted as damaged.
Main Ballast Tank 3 was sized to provided 5ft of clearance between the forward
pressure hull and the ballast tank bulkhead. The sonar dome was assumed to be
25ft long. The remainder of the forward space was divided equally by length between
Main Ballast Tanks 1 and 2. At the stern, the propeller was assumed to be 20ft, and
the mud tank 15 ft. Again, the remainder of the space was divided equally by length
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Table A.5: Forward External Tanks for Example Submarine.
Name
FwdBoundary
AftBoundary
Side
Permeability
FreeFlood
Damaged

SonarDome
0
25
Center
0.95
FALSE
TRUE

Table
Name
FwdBoundary
AftBoundary
Side
Permeability
FreeFlood
Damaged

MBT1A
25
40
Stbd
0.95
FALSE
TRUE

MBT1B
25
40
Port
0.95
FALSE
FALSE

MBT2A
40
55
Stbd
0.95
FALSE
TRUE

MBT2B
40
55
Port
0.95
FALSE
FALSE

MBT3A
55
80
Stbd
0.95
FALSE
TRUE

A.6: Aft External Tanks for Example Submarine.
MBT4A MBT4B MBT5A MBT5B
Mud
430
430
472.5
472.5
515
472.5
472.5
515
515
530
Stbd
Port
Stbd
Port
Center
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE
FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

MBT3B
55
80
Port
0.95
FALSE
FALSE

Prop
530
550
Center
0
TRUE
FALSE

between Main Ballast Tanks 4 and 5. Unlike the bow, this equal division of the aft
length allowed for sufficient clearance around the pressure hull end cap.

A.4

Angle Restrictions

Table A.7 shows the angle restrictions used for the model. These correspond to
the values discussed in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5.

Table A.7: Angle Restriction Inputs, in Degrees, for Example Submarine.
Ψ+
𝑀

20

Ψ+

2.5

Ψ−

-1

Ψ−
𝑀

-5
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A.5

Load Scenario

Two different load scenarios were used for the model. The Condition-A parameters, shown in Table A.8, and the corresponding load cases, in Table A.9, were selected
to be able to illustrate examples for the standards in Chapter 4. The cases do not
reflect any real world condition.
Table A.8: Condition-A Inputs for Example Submarine.
Mass(LT)
LCG

A.5.1

14000
268

Load Cases

The two load cases used for the model are shown in Table A.9. These load cases
would normally be based on real world test cases [4]. For this model however, they
were chosen to illustrate specific examples for the standards. They are not based on
any actual data.
Table A.9: Load Case Inputs for Example Submarine.
Name
LCG
Mass(LT)

A.5.2

NSC
215
1700

LightDeep
250
1560

Trim Tanks

Table A.10 shows a representative trim tank system for a submarine. SuLSA sorts
trim tanks by the longitudinal position of the center of gravity (LCG). Because of
this, the LCG for port and starboard tanks were specifically aligned so the order in
SuLSA would match the order of the tank names. This would not necessarily be the
case for an actual submarine.
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Table A.10: Trim Tanks for Example Submarine.

Name
LCG
Volume

FwdTrim
90
2500

Aux1
144.9
1000

Aux2
145.1
1000

Aux3
199.9
1000

Aux4
200.1
1000

Aux5
254.9
2500

Aux6
255.1
2500

AftTrim
420
3000

The LCG of each tank is approximated based on the size of the pressure hull.
FwdTrim and AftTrim were located 10ft closer to midships from the point where the
hemispherical end cap joins the cylindrical midsection of the hull. Aux5 and Aux6
were located at the exact middle of the pressure hull. The remainder of the tanks
were evenly spread out in sets of two along the forward half of the pressure hull.
This would normally be the operations compartment of the submarine, and therefore
would include most of the variable loads the trim system would be compensating.
The size of each tank is estimated to produce a reasonably sized equilibrium polygon
able to illustrate examples for Chapter 4. Again, the size of the trim system is not
based on any real world data.

A.6

Results

The model described in this appendix was analysed multiple times, systematically
varying the precision levels used. For each analysis, the program run time and the
results were recorded. These results are shown below, and discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.11: SuLSA Run Times for Example Submarine, in Seconds.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
24.480
86.199
528.949
1801.145
68.258
246.961
1306.961
5110.102
483.291 1901.484 9586.523
36873.820
1832.273 6584.977 37225.390 149622.700
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TOO - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
36.559
134.363
712.090
2786.191
62.026
227.320 1232.684 5060.445
196.117 720.652 3882.906 14880.830
447.758 1631.219 9079.703 35991.150

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.12: SuLSA Volume Results, in ft3 , at a Draft of 20ft.
Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR - Trim and
Low
Medium
302519.763 302519.763
302517.951 302517.951
302519.643 302519.643
302519.839 302519.839

Draft Precision
High
Very High
302519.763 302519.763
302517.951 302517.951
302519.643 302519.643
302519.839 302519.839

TOO - Trim and
Low
Medium
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358

Draft Precision
High
Very High
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358
302248.358 302248.358

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.13: SuLSA Displacement Results, in Long Tons, at a Draft of 20ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
8643.422 8643.422 8643.422 8643.422
8643.370 8643.370 8643.370 8643.370
8643.418 8643.418 8643.418 8643.418
8643.424 8643.424 8643.424 8643.424

TOO - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
8635.667 8635.667 8635.667 8635.667
8635.667 8635.667 8635.667 8635.667
8635.667 8635.667 8635.667 8635.667
8635.667 8635.667 8635.667 8635.667

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.14: SuLSA LCB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 20ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
263.999
263.986
263.984
263.984

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
263.999 263.999
263.999
263.986 263.986
263.986
263.984 263.984
263.984
263.984 263.984
263.984

TOO
Low
264.578
264.578
264.578
264.578

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.15: SuLSA VCB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 20ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
11.776
11.753
11.755
11.755

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium High Very High
11.776 11.776
11.776
11.753 11.753
11.753
11.755 11.755
11.755
11.755 11.755
11.755

TOO
Low
11.797
11.783
11.783
11.783

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium High Very High
11.797 11.797
11.797
11.783 11.783
11.783
11.783 11.783
11.783
11.783 11.783
11.783

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.16: SuLSA Corrected CB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 20ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
263.999
263.986
263.984
263.984

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
263.999 263.999
263.999
263.986 263.986
263.986
263.984 263.984
263.984
263.984 263.984
263.984
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TOO
Low
264.578
264.578
264.578
264.578

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578
264.578 264.578
264.578

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.17: SuLSA Volume Results, in ft3 , at a Draft of 40ft.
BOR - Trim and
Low
Medium
605039.527 605039.527
605035.902 605035.902
605039.285 605039.285
605039.678 605039.678

Low
Medium
High
Very High

Draft Precision
High
Very High
605039.527 605039.527
605035.902 605035.902
605039.285 605039.285
605039.678 605039.678

TOO - Trim and
Low
Medium
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697

Draft Precision
High
Very High
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697
603351.697 603351.697

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.18: SuLSA Displacement Results, in Long Tons, at a Draft of 40ft.
Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
17286.844 17286.844 17286.844 17286.844
17286.740 17286.740 17286.740 17286.740
17286.837 17286.837 17286.837 17286.837
16286.848 16286.848 16286.848 16286.848

TOO - Trim and Draft Precision
Low
Medium
High
Very High
17238.620 17238.620 17238.620 17238.620
17238.620 17238.620 17238.620 17238.620
17238.620 17238.620 17238.620 17238.620
17238.620 17238.620 17238.620 17238.620

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.19: SuLSA LCB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 40ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
263.999
263.986
263.984
263.984

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
263.999 263.999
263.999
263.986 263.986
263.986
263.984 263.984
263.984
263.984 263.984
263.984

TOO
Low
264.545
264.545
264.545
264.545

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.20: SuLSA VCB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 40ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
20.002
20.004
20.000
20.000

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium High Very High
20.002 20.002
20.002
20.004 20.004
20.004
20.000 20.000
20.000
20.000 20.000
20.000

TOO
Low
19.962
19.968
19.962
19.962

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium High Very High
19.962 19.962
19.962
19.968 19.968
19.968
19.962 19.962
19.962
19.962 19.962
19.962

Hull & Tank
Precision

Table A.21: SuLSA Corrected CB Results, in ft, at a Draft of 40ft.

Low
Medium
High
Very High

BOR
Low
263.999
263.986
263.984
263.984

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
263.999 263.999
263.999
263.986 263.986
263.986
263.984 263.984
263.984
263.984 263.984
263.984
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TOO
Low
264.545
264.545
264.545
264.545

- Trim and Draft Precision
Medium
High
Very High
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545
264.545 264.545
264.545

Appendix B
User Manual - Submarine
Longitudinal Stability Analysis
Program
B.1

Introduction

Submarine Longitudinal Stability Analysis Program (SuLSA) is intended to be
used as computer modeling tool to analyze submarine design against the longitudinal
stability standard proposed in this thesis. It is intended to serve as a stand alone
program, embeded in an Excel workbook. When opening a Excel workbook with
SuLSA, macros must be enabled. Once macros are enabled, the home menu should
open automatically. If it does not, the home menu can also be launched from the
“Start” spreadsheet.
The home menu is comprised of five main sections. They are generally intended
to be used from top to bottom, left to right. In most cases, this will ensure the hull is
adequately defined prior to moving on to the next section. The first section is “Model
Definition.” This includes all the parts needed to adequately model the submarine for
analysis. It also includes setting the physical constants related to the model, such as
water density, and setting the trim angle boundaries. The second section is “Single
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Case Analysis.” This allows the user to determine the current volumetric properties of
the submarine based on draft readings, and displays the results of those calculations
numerically. The “Current Condition” point in the graphical results of the “Design
Range Analysis”, if available, is also updated to match. The third section is the
“Damaged Case Analysis.” This section allows the user to see and update the status
of all the external tanks to easily modify the current damaged scenario. The fourth
section is the “Longitudinal Stability Analysis.” This section allows the user to run
the design range analysis. This includes entering load scenarios if desired. The final
section is the “Excel Controls.” This section mirrors Excel functions such as save
and open, but does so in a way to simplify starting, copying, and saving the current
model.
In general, SuLSA is written to only use data already available to the submarine
designer. A copy of the lines drawings or the table of offsets, the general arrangements
or structural drawings, and the weight report should be adequate for conducting the
analysis. Some additional information may be required to fully flush out the model,
but no “new” information should be required.

Figure B-1: Home Menu.
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B.2

Model Definition

The “Model Definition” Section is further broken into three subsections. The first
is “Model Definition Parts” which defines the submarine itself. This includes defining
the fairing hull, the pressure hull, the draft markers, and the external tanks. The
second subsection is the “Physical Constants.” This defines the water density. The
final subsection “Set Program Constants” is used to define variables independent of
the model, but used by the program. This includes the unit system, the trim angle
restrictions, and the numeric integration precision levels.
The “Model Definition” includes a text box showing the current water density.
This is for display only. To change the water density, the user must select the “Update
Density” button. The display is updated to show the water density using the current
units. These are the same mass and length units used by the rest of the model, and
therefore can serve as a quick check of the unit system.

B.2.1

Fairing Hull

There are two primary options for defining a fairing hull, either using a body-ofrevolution equation or a table of offsets. SuLSA also gives the option of creating a
table of offsets from the body-of-revolution equation. Regardless of the fairing hull
definition method selected, the user must first enter the length between perpendiculars
(LBP) and Beam. Both of these values are used to create a bounding box around the
model and to verify later values in the model. Because of this, the user should take
time to ensure both values represent their corresponding maximums: the forward
most extent to the aft most extent for the LBP, and the maximum hull width for
beam (B).

Use Body-of-Revolution (BOR)
If the user selects the “Use Body-of-Revolution” option, the text boxes inside the
“Body of Revolution Constants” frame will become enabled as shown in Figure B2. They can then be used to define the equations for the body-of-revolution. Lfwd ,
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Lpmb , and Laft represent the length of the entrance, the parallel midbody, and the run
respectively. R_fwd and R_aft represent the equations for the radius of the entrance
and run respectively. The parallel midbody is assumed to have a diameter equal to
B at all points.

Figure B-2: Edit Fairing Hull userform with body-of-revolution options enabled.
R_fwd and R_aft both accept equations following the same conventions as those
used in Excel cells. The equation should begin with an equal sign (=). The variables “L_fwd”, “L_pmb”, “L_aft”, “LBP”, “Beam”, and “X” may be used in the
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equations. “X” is the distance from the forward perpendicular and should be treated
as the independent variable. Any equation can be entered for the entrance and run,
however, the equations are checked to make sure the radius is zero at the forward and
aft perpendiculars. The radius must also be equal to half the beam at the transition
from the entrance to the parallel midbody, and at the transition from the parallel
midbody to the run.1
Once the user selects “Save and Close” after defining a body-of-revolution, the
user will be shown a graphical depiction, shown in Figure B-3, of the profile of the
body-of-revolution. The user can select to accept the profile as is, or can select cancel
to return and change the radius equations.

Figure B-3: Verification of body-of-revolution profile for fairing hull.

1

SuLSA was written to accept any equation for the radius rather than just a standard equation.
This increases the flexibility of the program, but makes the results more susceptible to floating point
errors. If an equation appears to be valid but is still causing an error, it is likely due to such an
error. Rearranging the variables in the equation may help.
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Use Table of Offsets (TOO)
Selecting the “Use Table of Offsets” option automatically brings the user to the
“Input_TableOfOffsets” spreadsheet for where the user should enter the table. It
also disables the body-of-revolution options as shown in Figure B-4. By default, the
columns are assumed to be the waterlines and the rows the stations. SuLSA will only
accept the longitudinal position in the form of stations, not as distances. It will accept
any fractional station, not just half stations. When the table is initially entered, the
user is prompted to select the waterlines and stations. During this process, the user
should select the numeric values of the waterline column headers and station row
headers only. For example, in Figure B-4, when prompted to select the waterlines,
the user should select cells B2 through L2. By selecting the waterlines and stations,
SuLSA will automatically rearrange the rows and columns if they do not match the
default layout.
If the table of offsets exists in a separate workbook, the user may select the “Import
from Different Workbook” option. This will prompt the user to select the table to
be imported and then run the user through selecting the waterlines and stations as
described above. Selecting “Use Input_TableOfOffset” will use the current worksheet
as the table of offset. This is intended to allow the user to edit the current table.

Generate TOO from BOR
Selecting “Generate TOO from BOR” blends both the body-of-revolution and
table of offset options. The body-of-revolution description is entered as described
in Section B.2.1. The user can then select “Generate TOO from Current BOR”. A
graphical depiction of the profile used to generate the table of offsets is then displayed.
This is the same verification used for the body-of-revolution definition and is shown
in Figure B-3. If the user accepts the profile, they will be prompted to enter the
desired number of waterlines and stations. Fractional stations are not automatically
generated through the “Generate TOO from BOR” process. However, the user can
request a larger number of stations than desired, and reformat the final table to create
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Figure B-4: Edit Fairing Hull userform with table of offset options enabled.
fractional stations if needed. The generated table of offsets will be shown in the
spreadsheet “Input_TableOfOffsets”. When “Generate TOO from BOR” is selected
as the hull definition method, SuLSA will calculate hull properties using the bodyof-revolution method. To use the table of offsets instead, the user must first generate
a table of offsets, and then select “Use Table of Offsets” as the definition method.
This is done because body-of-revolution calculations tend to be more accurate than
the corresponding table of offset calculations.

B.2.2

Pressure Hull

The second part of the model that should be defined is the pressure hull which is
made up of multiple pressure hull segments. Each segment can either be a hemisphere,
a truncated cone, or a cylinder. The segment is assumed to extend longitudinally from
the forward boundary to the aft boundary. The combination of the segment shape
and the radius at the forward and aft boundaries is used to find the radius at all
points between the two boundaries.
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1. Hemisphere: A hemispherical segment is assumed to be a fragment of a sphere
with its center point on the axis of revolution of the pressure hull. The pressure
hull must begin and end with a hemispherical segment.
2. Truncated Cone: A truncated cone segment is assumed to have a linear change
in diameter from the forward boundary to the aft boundary. Any gap between
pressure hull segments is assumed to be filled with a truncated cone, where the
forward and aft diameters are matched to the adjacent segments to create a
continuous pressure hull.
3. Cylinder: A cylindrical segment is a simplified truncated cone segment where
the diameter is assumed to be constant and equal to the forward diameter.
Any part of the volume between the fairing hull and the pressure hull that is not
included as part of an external tank is assumed to always be “dry.” The pressure hull
is also always assumed to be dry. Because of this, it is recommended to extend the
external tank boundaries closest to the pressure hull into the pressure hull to ensure
all open volumes are assigned to a tank. This also allows easier definition of a saddle
tank, or space in a “wasp waist.”
Edit Pressure Hull Userform
Pressure hull segments are created and edited using the “Edit Pressure Hull” userform shown in Figure B-5. A new segment can be created by selecting “New Segment”
as the segment name. Once “New Segment” is selected, SuLSA will automatically
generate a name based on the current number of segments. This name is editable by
the user. Either “Save Changes to Current Segment” or “Save Changes and Close”
can be used to save any edits to a segment, or save a new segment. “Delete Current
Segment” will delete the segment whose name currently appears in the segment name
box.
The current list of pressure hull segments is shown on the spreadsheet, “Input_PressureHull”. This list can be directly modified by the user. This is intended
to allow an experienced user to quickly edit a large number of segments, or to import
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a list of segments from a different file. “Update from Input_PressureHull” should be
used to save changes made directly to this list.

Figure B-5: Edit Pressure Hull userform.

B.2.3

Draft Markers

The draft markers are intended to reflect the actual placement of draft markers
on the hull. This allows the user to enter draft readings taken by the crew without
having to modify those readings. During early stage design work, when the location
of the actual draft markers may not be known, the draft marker locations can be set
to the forward and aft perpendiculars. As shown in Figure B-6, if the forward draft
maker is set to zero, SuLSA will automatically modify the location to 1E-100. This
is to avoid computational conflicts cause by having a draft marker location of zero.
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Figure B-6: Edit Draft Markers userform.

B.2.4

External Tanks

To create external tanks, the volume between the fairing hull and pressure hull
is divided up into compartments. Most of this space is normally main ballast tanks,
although sonar and propulsion may also have dedicated compartments. SuLSA makes
two major assumptions about external tanks. The first assumption is that the forward and aft bulkheads of the tanks can be described as transverse planes and any
longitudinal bulkhead is located at the centerline. The external tank is assumed to
not included any decks. The second assumption is that equipment inside the tank is
spread out relatively homogeneously, and therefore a permeability factor, shown in
Equation B.1, can be used to accurately calculated the space inside the tank which
would be filled by water if the tank was ruptured.
𝜇=1−

𝑉𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(B.1)

These assumptions allow each external tank to be defined by a forward boundary
and an aft boundary. Its symmetry can be described as being present on just one
side, either port or starboard, or symmetrical about the centerline. Finally, the permeability accounts for how much water would fill the tank, and allows for equipment
and structure inside the tank to displace water, even when the tank is flooded.
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Figure B-7: Edit External Tanks userform.
Edit External Tanks Userform
The “Edit External Tank” userform, shown in Figure B-7, operates very similarly
to the pressure hull userform. The user can select an existing tank to edit, or can
select “New Tank” to add a tank. Once the tank is selected, the name can be changed
as required. The values for the forward and aft boundaries must fall between zero
and LBP. The forward boundary must also be a lower value than the aft boundary.
Changes to the current tank can be saved using the “Save Changes to Current Tank”
or “Save Changes and Close” buttons. The selected tank can also be deleted using
the “Delete Current Tank” button. Similar to the pressure hull user form, the “Input_ExternalTanks” spreadsheet shows the current list of external tanks. The user
can directly edit this list, including adding additional tanks, or copying a list from
another file, and then import the list using the “Update from Input_Tanks” button.
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Table B.1: Typical U.S. Navy Permeability Factors [5]
Space
Full Load Condition Minimum Operating Condition
Pump Room
0.90
0.90
Auxiliary Machinery
0.85
0.85
Stores and Provisions
0.80 to 0.90
0.95
Empty Tanks and Voids
0.98
0.98
Torpedo Stowage
0.70
0.95
Chain Locker
0.65
0,65
VLS Module
0.85
0.85
Foam Filled Space
0.50
0.50
The permeability must initially be set to a value between zero and one. Zero
would represent a solid mass, while one would represent a completely hollow space.
Table B.1 shows a list of common permeability factors [5]. Once an external tank
is defined and saved for the first time, the “Calc.” button next to the Permeability
text field becomes enabled. This button provides the user with the full volume of
the tank, assuming a permeability factor of one. The user can then enter the actual
floodable volume of the tank, and the program will calculate the correct permeability
factor.
The “Edit External Tanks” userform also includes options for “Free Flood” and
“Damaged.” Free flood indicates a tank is normally open to the sea, and therefore
has an internal waterline equal to the external waterline. A common example of
this would be spaces around sonar systems. If these spaces are constantly filled solid
however, it may be more accurate to leave the space as a “dry” tank and track the
water in the tank as a weight rather than part of the ship’s buoyancy. The “Damaged”
option also treats the external tank as being in free flood. SuLSA treats “Free Flood”
and “Damaged” as an “or” statement so the space will only be counted as flooded
once. The “Damaged” option can also be accessed from the home menu.
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Figure B-8: Update Density userform.

B.2.5

Physical Constants

The physical constants section shows the water density currently in use for calculations. This number is primarily used for calculating displacement, as the majority
of the calculations are performed using volume. The water density is shown using the
current unit system. This allows the density display to also serve as a quick reference
for the current mass and length units.
Update Density Userform
The “Update Density” userform, shown in Figure B-8, allows the user to quickly
select the three standard water densities used for submarine stability [4]. These values
are always displayed in their standard units of pounds per cubic foot. A fourth custom
density option is also present. This custom option uses the current unit system rather
than standard density units.
When the form is opened, the custom unit option will always be selected. If a
standard water density had been previously selected, that same value will be shown
in the custom density field, but using the current unit system. This custom field
should be identical to the water density field shown on the home menu.
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Figure B-9: Update Units userform.

B.2.6

Update Unit System

SuLSA allows the user to select the length and mass unit systems using two drop
down menus shown in Figure B-9. The options for length and mass units are shown
in Table B.2.
When the unit system is updated, the current water density is automatically
updated to the new unit system. The units used for the hull are not. For example,
if the LBP is originally 500 feet, and the unit system is updated to meters, the LBP
will become 500 meters.
Length Units
Inches
Feet
Yards
Millimeters
Centimeters
Meters

Mass Units
Pound
Short Ton
Long Ton
Kilogram
Metric Ton

Table B.2: Options for Length and Mass Units.

B.2.7

Update Angle Restrictions

The angle restrictions userform, shown in Figure B-10, allows the user to set the
normal operational trim angle range, maximum normal up angle (Ψ+ ) and maximum
normal down angle (Ψ− ), and the maximum permissible trim angle range, maximum
−
permissible up angle (Ψ+
𝑀 ) and maximum permissible down angle (Ψ𝑀 ). All four trim
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Figure B-10: Trim Angle Restrictions userform.

angles are given in degrees and must satisfy the inequality:
−
+
+
Ψ−
𝑀 ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ𝑀

(B.2)

The normal operational trim angle range is those angles which have no impact
on operations. This limit is most likely based on human factors considerations, and
therefore is likely to be less than 5 degrees in magnitude for most submarines. Since
equipment on a submarine is usually designed to operate for at least a short period of
time at relatively high angles during diving or depth changes, equipment is unlikely
to limit normal operations. The Ψ+ and Ψ− values are likely to be different based
on different concerns. Since surfaced submarines generally like to maintain a positive
(nose up) trim to aid in keeping the bridge and sail clear of large waves, Ψ− is likely
to be smaller in magnitude than Ψ+ . Ψ+ is more likely to be based on the maximum
deck angle the crew can comfortably work on.
The maximum permissible trim is very similar to the normal operational trim,
except that it applies to abnormal or damaged operations. This means the angles
will likely be based on equipment operational limits, or the ability of the crew to
move about the boat, rather than being based primarily on crew comfort. Because of
−
this, the Ψ+
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 values are likely to be significantly higher than the operational

values.
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B.2.8

Update Analysis Precision

SuLSA relies on two different precision levels. The first is the “Hull and Tank”
precision level. This primarily controls the step size used for numeric integration.
The second is the “Trim and Draft” precision level. This controls how thoroughly the
draft and trim angle ranges are explored when performing the design range analysis.
Most of the calculations of the hull size are performed using numeric integration.
The “Hull and Tank” precision level controls the step size used during these operations. The exact step sizes versus the precision level are shown in Table B.3. The one
exception to this is when the fairing hull is defined using a table of offsets. In that
case, the fairing hull step size is based on the station spacing but the step size of the
pressure hull is still based on the precision level.
The higher the precision level, the more accurate the results. However, because of
the numeric integration methods used, there is minimal change in accuracy between
the levels for a properly faired hull. This means that higher precision levels only
provide an appreciable increase in accuracy if there is a discontinuity in the hull. This
is not normally the case for a properly streamlined submarine. Higher precision levels
also result in a longer computational time for each individual stability calculation.
Computational times for the design range analysis vary from seconds at a low precision
level to days at the very high precision level. Because of this, a “Hull and Tank”
precision level of medium is recommended for most calculations. The high precision
level may be useful for final calculations. This is consistent with the warning provided
to the user by the “Edit Precision Level” form to not use a very high precision level
unless a discontinuity is present.
Level
Low
Medium
High
Very High

Length
2 meters or 2 yards
1 meter or 1 yard
0.5 meters or 1 foot
0.25 meters or 6 inches

Trim Angle
2 degrees
1 degrees
0.5 degrees
0.25 degrees

Table B.3: Step Sizes versus Precision Levels.
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The “Trim and Draft” precision level does not changed the accuracy of computational results. It only varies the thoroughness with which the design range is explored
to create the stability tree. While the “Hull and Tank” precision controls the computational time of an individual operation, “Trim and Draft” controls the number
of operations performed. When creating the stability tree, it is expected that the
limiting longitudinal positions of the center of buoyancy will always occur at Ψ+ and
−
Ψ− for the intact condition, or Ψ+
𝑀 and Ψ𝑀 for the damaged condition. It can not

be ruled out, however, that some type of damage may result in a LCB outside the
−
boundary created using Ψ+ , Ψ− , Ψ+
𝑀 , or Ψ𝑀 . Because of this, the hull is systemat-

ically varied through all draft and trim angle combinations to ensure an abnormal
LCB is not encountered. The draft is varied based on the length step size shown in
Table B.3. The trim angle is varied based on the angle step size shown in the same
table. Most of the time, a medium or high precision level should effectively explore
the design space while still resulting in reasonable computational times. A level of
very high should only be used if there is a discontinuity, or indications that there is
an abnormal trend in the LCBs based on calculations at a medium or high precision
level.
Both precision levels can be set using the drop down menus in the “Edit Precision
Levels” userform shown in Figure B-11. The userform also summarizes the impact of
each precision level and provides a reminder of the corresponding step sizes for each
level.

B.3

Single Case Analysis

The second column of the home menu, shown in Figure B-1, is for calculating the
hydrostatic properties of the model at a single draft and trim condition. The top half
of the column is for entering the known draft readings. Once the readings are entered,
“Update Case” must be pressed to recalculate the results shown in the bottom of the
column. The results are given in the unit system set by the user. The results are also
updated in the stability tree figures as a single point.
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Figure B-11: Edit Precision Levels userform.
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B.3.1

Current Draft Readings

When draft readings are entered into the “Current Draft Readings” section, SuLSA
will automatically prioritize the data for use. The values used are based on the accuracy with which the crew could obtain the data. The more accurate the readings, the
higher the value is prioritized for use. The readings used, in order from most accurate
to least accurate are:
1. Based on a forward and aft draft reading with both draft marker locations
known.
2. Based on a known trim with both forward and aft draft marker locations known
and:
(a) A known forward draft reading.
(b) A known aft draft reading.
(c) A known midships draft reading.
3. Based on a known trim angle and:
(a) A known forward draft reading.
(b) A known aft draft reading.
(c) A known midships draft reading.
If the user enters more data than required, the ignored data will be highlighted in
red in the home menu. The utilized draft readings will be highlighted in green. This
prioritization also deconflicts inconsistent data.

B.4

Damaged Case Analysis

The damaged case analysis section allows the user to rapidly and easily see the
current damage scenario and change the damaged status of individual tanks as needed.
Tanks can be selected individually, or as a group using the control or shift keys. The
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Figure B-12: Example output from Design Range Analysis.
status of the selected tanks can be changed by pressing “Move to Damaged” or “Move
to Intact”. The “Move All to Intact” resets the status of the model to the normal
intact condition.

B.5

Longitudinal Stability Analysis

The longitudinal stability analysis section of the home userform is dedicated to
developing the stability tree and load scenarios. The stability tree is intended to
determine the minimum and maximum limits of the LCB within the trim angle restrictions. The load scenarios represent the possible locations of the center of gravity
(CG). When the two are combined, they create a graphical representation, shown in
Figure B-12, depicting the ability of the hull to come to rest at an acceptable static
equilibrium.
The first part of the stability tree is found by determining the minimum and
maximum LCB, corrected to the height of the keel, at all possible displacements.
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+
The hull is iterated from Ψ−
𝑀 to Ψ𝑀 at increments determined by the “Draft and

Trim” precision level. The degree increments are adjusted to ensure that Ψ− and Ψ+
are also checked. At each trim angle, the hull is incremented from a draft of zero feet
to a draft resulting in the submerged displacement. This process is used to create a
graph of all possible LCB locations.
The second part of the stability tree uses Condition-A, the load cases, and the
trim system to determine a number of load scenario test cases meant to represent the
limiting longitudinal position of the center of gravity (LCG) locations. By plotting
this on top of the LCB locations, it can be determined if the LCG and LCB will align
to result in the submarine coming to rest at a static equilibrium position within the
trim angle restrictions. The interpretation of these results is discussed in detail in
Chapters 4 and 5.

B.5.1

Add/Edit Load Cases

The “Add and Edit Load Cases” userform is broken into a Condition-A part and
two sub menus. Condition-A is equivalent to a surface ship’s lightship condition. It
represents the ship as built. The first sub-menu, shown in Figure B-13, is for entering
the load cases. The second sub-menu, shown in Figure B-14, is for entering the trim
tank system.
The load cases represent all of the variable loads on a submarine other than
the trim system. A new load case can be entered by selecting “New Load” from
the list menu, and then entering the corresponding values. Once the values are entered, it can be saved by using the “Save Changes” button. Edits to existing load
cases can be made the exact same way. The selected load case can also be deleted
using the “Delete” button. Selecting “Load Cases” also brings the user to the “Input_LoadCases” spreadsheet. Load cases can be listed or edited on the spreadsheet,
and then imported to the model using the “Import from Input_LoadCases” button.
The trim tanks sub-menu operates almost identically to the load cases sub-menu.
A new tank can be created by selecting “New Trim Tank,” entering the values, and
then clicking “Save Changes.” Existing trim tanks can be edited in the same way
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Figure B-13: Add and Edit Load Cases userform - Load Cases sub-menu.
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Figure B-14: Add and Edit Load Cases userform - Trim Tanks sub-menu.
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or deleted. Again, similar to the load cases menu, selecting the trim tanks tab
brings the user to the “Input_TrimTanks” spreadsheet where the user can edit a
full list of trim tanks and then import them into the model using the “Import from
Input_TrimTanks” button.
Once the user has inputted Condition-A, the load cases, and the trim tanks, all
changes can be saved by using the “Save and Exit” button. This will also return the
user to the home menu.

B.5.2

Design Range Analysis

Selecting “Design Range Analysis” will calculate the full stability boundary. The
user will be prompted to confirm they wish to completed the analysis due to the
extended computational time at higher precision level. The progress of the calculations will be shown on the bottom status bar of Excel. The status bar will give an
estimated percentage complete, the current trim angle being analyzed, the current
draft, and an estimated completion time. The current draft will be the depth of the
keel line at the forward or aft perpendicular, whichever is deeper.2 At higher trim
angles, this depth will be well in excess of the diameter of the hull.
Once the design range analysis is complete, the program will chime to alert the
user. The various stability tree figures will be automatically populated. These figures
can then be manipulated by the user as standard Excel graphs in order to gain more
insight into the results. The raw data from the calculations can also be viewed by
using the “Show/Hide Data” button discussed below.
2

The percentage of calculations complete is based on the number of trim angles to be analyzed.
Trim angles near zero only require calculating to a draft of approximately the hull diameter. Higher
trim angles require calculating to a much higher draft in order to reach submerged displacement.
Because of this, the time to calculate a single trim angle will vary significantly depending on the
magnitude of the angle. The estimated calculation time however, is based on a running average of
the percentage of calculations complete and the time to get to that completion level. Since individual
trim angle calculations can vary, the estimated completion time can be off by a significant margin
at higher trim angles. It is recommended the user focus on the percentage complete to ensure
the computer has not stalled, and should only take the estimated time remaining as a very rough
approximation.
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B.5.3

Show/Hide Data

The “Show/Hide Data” button toggles the visibility of the spreadsheets listing
the numerical results of the Design Range Analysis. This allows the user to directly
manipulate the results if desired rather than relying on the standard figures.

B.5.4

Show/Hide Figures

The “Show/Hide Figures” button toggles the visibility of the spreadsheets showing
the graphical results of the Design Range Analysis. SuLSA hides all spreadsheets
other than the home spreadsheet by default when the program is opened. This feature
is intended to allow easy access to previous results when reopening the program.

B.6

Excel Controls

The “Excel Controls” section is intended to streamline many of the model manipulations that would normally be done with Excel’s Save, Save As, and Open commands.

B.6.1

Create New Model

Create New Model prompts the user for a new file name, and then saves the file as
the new name. It then clears all data out of the model and resets the water density,
the unit system, the trim angle restrictions, and the analysis precision levels to their
default values.

B.6.2

Open Existing Model

Open Existing Model is identical in function to Excel’s Open File command.

B.6.3

Copy Current Model

Copy Current Model is identical in function to Excel’s Save As command.
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B.6.4

Save Current Model

Save Current Model is identical in function to Excel’s Save command.

B.6.5

Save and Close

Save and Close saves the current model and then closes Excel.
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Appendix C
Integration Methods
Naval Architecture traditionally uses numeric integration methods to analyze hull
forms. Numeric integration is often more practical than analytic integration, especially if the hull was not developed using a three dimensional equation such as a
body-of-revolution. Even for body-of-revolution hulls, solving analytically for the
displaced volume at varying drafts and trim angles may become impractical. Generally, submarine hull forms can be split into two groups, those that require numeric
integration, and those that can take advantage of analytic integration. Hull forms
described by a point cloud are numerically integrated. Hulls which use an equivalent
form of Equation 2.1 can be, at least partially, analytically integrated.

C.1

Numeric Integration

Naval Architects have relied on a number of numeric integration methods in the
past. One of the most flexible methods has been the trapezoid rule which can be
very accurate when data points are closely spaced. The trapezoid rule is also very
accurate at sharp discontinuities - if the sample points are spaced correctly. It is less
accurate when data is sparsely spaced or if the curve is faired. Since discontinuities
are actively discouraged in submarine hulls and the distance between points can be
fairly significant in a table of offsets, a different method is needed.
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Naval Architects have made heavy use of Newton-Cotes rules, especially Simpson’s
rules. These are very accurate, assuming the data follows a second or third order
polynomial or higher, which is usually the case for properly faired hulls. The limit
to Simpson’s rules is that they require evenly spaced data points. This is usually the
case for a table of offsets, although the spacing may change between the bow, the
midsection, and the stern. This can not be assumed in all cases, however, as uneven
spacing could be present for a number of reasons. This either requires interpolation
of points, which introduces its own inaccuracies, or a different method.
While many other methods are available, they tend to be more complex than
Simpson’s method. Several require linear algebra techniques, including inverting matrices, which are not always possible, and can slow down computations. There are
several extensions of Simpson’s laws which offer a balance of flexibility and accuracy
for numeric integration.

C.1.1

Simpson’s Laws

Simpson’s first and second laws assume equally spaced data points along a second
degree polynomial curve. In addition, Simpson’s first law, shown in Equation C.1,
also requires an even number of intervals; equivalent to an odd number of data points
[13]. Simpson’s second rule, sometimes referred to as the 3/8ths rule, is shown in
Equation C.2 and assumes an even number of data points [13]. When a large set of
data has regular spacing, either of Simpson’s rules can be used as a longer sum to
speed calculations. The selective application of both rules can allow any number of
regularly spaced data points to be integrated. However, both equations have limited
utility if the data is not regularly spaced.

∫︁ 𝑥𝑁
𝑥0

𝑓 (𝑥) d𝑥 ≈

⎧
⎪
⎨

𝑠
𝑓 (𝑥0 ) + 2
3⎪
⎩

𝑁
2

−1

∑︁

𝑓 (𝑥2𝑗 ) + 4

𝑗=1

2𝑁
∑︁

⎫
⎪
⎬

𝑓 (𝑥2𝑗−1 ) + 𝑓 (𝑥𝑁 )

⎪
⎭

𝑗=1

where 𝑠 =
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𝑁

(C.1)
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(C.2)

𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥0
where 𝑘 ∈ N0 and 𝑠 =
𝑁
These limitations can be overcome by either requiring the user to select regularly
spaced data points, or by interpolation. Limiting the spacing of data is unrealistic and
impractical for real world applications. The interpolation is a more realistic choice,
but it requires an additional set of calculations.

C.1.2

Simpson’s Law Extensions

In order to mitigate the inaccuracies unequal spacing can produce in Simpson’s
rule, an extension of Simpson’s rule, shown in Equation C.3, can be used. This form
can be derived using the same Newton-Cotes method as Simpson’s Rules and assumes
a second order polynomial [14]. It does not assume equally spaced data. It can be
seen that if regularly spaced x-coordinates are used with Equation C.3 it reduces to
Simpson’s First Rule, and maintains the same accuracy.

∫︁ 𝑥3
𝑥1

(𝑥3 − 𝑥1 )
𝑓 (𝑥) d𝑥 ≈
6

[︃{︂

2−

𝑥3 − 𝑥2
(𝑥3 − 𝑥1 )2
𝑓 (𝑥1 ) +
𝑓 (𝑥2 )+
𝑥2 − 𝑥1
(𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
}︂

𝑥2 − 𝑥1
+ 2−
𝑓 (𝑥3 )
𝑥3 − 𝑥2
{︂

}︂

]︂

(C.3)

This extension integrates the entire range of the data, from 𝑥1 to 𝑥3 . While this
is desired in many cases, it also requires an odd number of data points. This is less
of a disadvantage than for Simpson’s first rule because it allows uneven spacing, but
it prevents easily handling an even number of points. By integrating over only part
of the range, from a to b, the extension can be re-expressed as Equation C.4.
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∫︁ 𝑏
𝑎
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where 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑎 and 𝑥1 < 𝑥2 < 𝑥3

and 𝑏 ≤ 𝑥3
(C.4)

Equation C.4 can be applied repeatedly over adjacent intervals as shown in Equation C.5. For an even number of data points, the first N-1 data points can be integrated in the same manner as if N was even, as shown in Equation C.5. The final
interval can then be found by setting the limits of integration to the final two points
but using the final three points to satisfy Equation C.4. In this way, any number
of data points, greater than or equal to three, with any spacing can be numerically
integrated. This greatly streamlines the numeric integration process by only requiring
two equations, one for less than three data points, and one for three data points or
greater.
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(C.5)

𝑥𝑁 −1

where 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥) on [𝑥𝑁 −2 , 𝑥𝑁 ]

C.1.3

Simpson’s Law Error

Simpson’s rule is commonly used by Naval Architects because it is known to
be almost exact for a second or third degree polynomial with equally spaced data
points. For Simpson’s First Rule, the maximum error is given by Equation C.6 [13].
For Simpson’s second rule, the maximum error is given by Equation C.7 [13]. In both
cases, the last two terms drive the magnitude of the error.
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𝐸=−
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(C.6)

𝐸=−

(𝑥𝑁 − 𝑥0 ) 4 (4)
𝑠 𝑓 (𝜉)
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(C.7)

The spacing between data points, s, is a huge driver for error magnitude. The
second term of the error equation, s4 , reflects this. If the spacing is doubled, the
maximum error will increase by a factor of 16. This provides a very easy way for the
user to increase precision, assuming they are able to obtain additional data about the
hull.
The final term of Equations C.6 and C.7 have an even more significant impact
on the magnitude of the error. Since the maximum error is dependent on the fourth
derivative of the function, if the hull function is less than a third order equation, the
error will go to zero and the answer will be exact.
When Equation C.4 is used for equally spaced data, it reduces to Simpson’s first
rule. Its error will therefore be the same as Equation C.6. If the data is not equally
spaced however, the error will increase. While the exact value of the error is more
difficult to calculate, it will still follow the general form of Equations C.6 and C.7 by
being dependent upon the point spacing raised to a power, and the derivative of the
function. Because of this, decreasing the data spacing will always improve accuracy,
regardless of other factors.

C.2

Analytic Integration of Body-of-Revolutions

One advantage that body-of-revolution equations, such as Equations 2.1 and 2.5,
offer that is not available for traditional Naval Architecture methods is use of direct
analytic integration. Because each section of the hull is a circle with a known radius,
the section area as a function of the longitudinal position can be expressed using
Equation C.8. This same equation can be applied to the pressure hull under all
circumstances.
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Once the section area is found, the center of buoyancy can be found using the
same methods discussed in Section 3.1.2. Since analytically integrating Equation C.8
for all possibly T(x) is excessively complicated, the analytic solution to the section
areas can be numerically integrated to find the relevant physical characteristics. This
hybrid approach offers increased precision over a strict numeric integration, while
simplifying the calculations.
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Appendix D
Program Module Documentation
D.1

Overall Format

The Submarine Longitudinal Stability Analysis Program (SuLSA) was written
using modular programming in order to maximize flexibility for future capability.
The program is made up of three general parts. First, a series of class modules
creates the data structure used to describe a submarine. Second, regular modules
are used in combination with the class modules, to complete all of the calculations.
Finally, forms modules are used to create a graphical user interface. One module,
modMathFunctions, is used by multiple parts of the program as a general repository
of mathematical functions that are commonly repeated but are not built into Excel.
The class modules are written in a tree-like structure, with each layer building on
the previous layers. A Station, for instance, is made up of several OffsetPoints. A
StationList is made up of several Stations. The PressureHull is made up of several
PressureHullSegments. The MBTList is made up of multiple MBTs. The overall
submarine is made up of a combination of a StationList (or BORFairingHull), PressureHull, and MBTList. This tiered structure allows details to be easily added, as
well as allowing a high level of flexibility for how detailed the submarine design will
be. In order to work properly, the class modules are paired with regular modules,
modHullDef, modVariables, and modStability, which allow for passing of variables
and data between classes.
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D.2

Spreadsheets

SuLSA has a number of default spreadsheets that must be present to run properly.
The majority of these spreadsheets are intended to be visible to the user at various
times as part of the user interface. Two spreadsheets are reserved and intentionally
hidden from the user to serve as long term memory between sessions.

D.2.1

Chart Spreadsheets

Four chart spreadsheets are normally part of the workbook. These present the
stability boundary graphically. The charts are referenced by their visible name only,
so that they can be regenerated if deleted or if their visible name is changed to save
them.

Visible Name: Chart_StabilityBoundaries
Code Name: Chart##
The Chart_StabilityBoundaries worksheet is normally visible if data is present.
If data is not available, the worksheet is hidden. It contains a chart of the stability
tree boundaries and the current load scenarios. It filters out data points inside the
stability boundaries. The user can toggle this spreadsheet between visible and hidden
using the “Show/Hide Figures” button on the home menu.

Visible Name: Chart_IntactRawData
Code Name: Chart##
The Chart_IntactRawData worksheet is normally visible if data is present. If
data is not available, the worksheet is hidden. It contains a chart of the stability
tree boundary for the intact condition only, as well as the current load scenarios. It
includes all analyzed points inside the stability boundary. The user can toggle this
spreadsheet between visible and hidden using the “Show/Hide Figures” button on the
home menu.
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Visible Name: Chart_DamagedRawData
Code Name: Chart##
The Chart_DamagedRawData worksheet is normally visible if data is present. If
data is not available, the worksheet is hidden. It contains a chart of the stability tree
boundary for the damaged condition only, as well as the current load scenarios. It
includes all analyzed points inside the stability boundary. The user can toggle this
spreadsheet between visible and hidden using the “Show/Hide Figures” button on the
home menu.

Visible Name: Chart_RawData
Code Name: Chart##
The Chart_RawData worksheet is normally visible if data is present. If data is not
available, the worksheet is hidden. It contains a chart of the stability tree boundary
for both the damaged and intact condition, as well as the current load scenarios. It
includes all analyzed points inside the stability boundaries. The user can toggle this
spreadsheet between visible and hidden using the “Show/Hide Figures” button on the
home menu.

D.2.2

Worksheets

The majority of the spreadsheets used by SuLSA are normal worksheets. The
visibility of these is toggled by SuLSA based on presenting applicable data to the
user. All of the worksheets can be made visible by the user by using Hide and
Unhide, except for the MasterVariables and MasterListDefinition worksheets. These
two worksheets are accessible only by code and are used as long term data storage.
All of these worksheets are referenced in the code by their code name rather than
the visible name. The code will not automatically regenerate a deleted worksheet
however, so the user should not normally change the name of these worksheet, or
delete worksheets.
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Visible Name: Start
Code Name: wsHome
This is the default starting spreadsheet when the user open a SuLSA file. It is
always visible. It contains a button to launch the home menu if the menu was not
launched automatically.
Visible Name: MasterListDefinition
Code Name: wsHullDef
MasterListDefinition is normally VeryHidden and is only accessible by code. It
serves as long term memory for all variables that require a variable sized list to be
stored. Examples include the pressure hull segments, the trim tanks, and the table
of offsets.
Visible Name: Input_LoadCases
Code Name: wsLoadCases
Input_LoadCases is normally visible only when the Load Cases userform is open.
It stores a list of load cases, including the name, the longitudinal position of the
center of gravity (LCG), and the mass.
Visible Name: Output_ProcessedData
Code Name: wsOutput_ProcessedData
Output_ProcessedData is not normally visible, but its visibility can be toggled
by the user using the “Show/Hide Data” button on the home menu. It contains the
data points used to make the stability tree boundary charts.
Visible Name: Output_RawData
Code Name: wsOutput_RawData
Output_RawData is not normally visible, but its visibility can be toggled by
the user using the “Show/Hide Data” button on the home menu. Unlike the Out132

put_ProcessedData worksheet which contains only the stability boundary points,
Output_RawData includes every calculated value, including those interior to the
boundaries.

Visible Name: Input_PressureHull
Code Name: wsPH
Input_PressureHull is normally visible only when the Edit Pressure Hull userform
is open. It stores a list of pressure hull segments.

Visible Name: Input_ExternalTanks
Code Name: wsTanks
Input_ExternalTanks is normally visible only when the Edit External Tanks userform is open. It stores a list of external tank definitions.

Visible Name: Input_TableOfOffsets
Code Name: wsTOO
Input_TableOfOffsets is normally visible only when the Edit Fairing Hull userform
is open and either the table of offsets or generate table of offsets options are selected.
It contains the entire table of offsets, if one is defined.

Visible Name: Input_TrimTanks
Code Name: wsTrimTanks
Input_LoadCases is normally visible only when the Load Cases userform is open.
It stores a list of trim tanks, including the name, the LCG, and the volume.

Visible Name: MasterVariables
Code Name: wsVariables
MasterVariable is normally VeryHidden and is only accessible by code. It serves
as long term memory for all single value variables.
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D.3

Forms

The forms section of the program contains the graphical user interface. It includes
a home menu which opens automatically upon opening an Excel file with SuLSA.
From the home menu, the user can launch any other form needed to operate SuLSA.
This should eliminate the need of the end user to interact directly with the code.

D.3.1

CheckProfile

This form is used to record user input when verifying a body-of-revolution profile.
The profile is displayed graphically to the user.

UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner.

AcceptButton_Click()
AcceptButton_Click records a true value if the user accepts the graphically displayed body-of-revolution profile.

CancelButton_Click()
CancelButton_Click records a false value if the user does not want to use the
graphically displayed body-of-revolution profile. This will return the user to continue
editing the fairing hull.

D.3.2

EditDensity

This form allows the user to select from three standard water densities or to set
a custom water density.
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UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize populates the fields in the userform with the current values
from the model. If the density has not been set, default values are used.
UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it repopulates the density values on the home form with the new density
values.
CustomCondition_Text_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If an invalid density was previously entered, the custom density text box background is reset to white by CustomCondition_Text_BeforeUpdate after a valid entry
has been made.
UpdateChanges_Click()
UpdateChanges_Click() verifies all entries in the userform are valid and consistent. If they are, then the values are stored to the model. If a standard density was
selected, then it is converted to the current unit system. The userform is then closed
out, and the user is returned to the home menu.

D.3.3

EditDraftMarkerLocations

This form is used to edit the location of the draft markers. This allows the draft
markers to be set to the same locations as those being read by the crew.
UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize enters the stored draft marker locations from the model into
the text fields when the userform is opened.
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UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it returns the user to the home menu.

FwdDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
FwdDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate verifies the entered forward draft marker
location is between the forward and aft perpendiculars. If the entered value is not
valid, the text field is highlighted in red.

FwdDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate()
If an invalid forward draft maker location was previously entered, then FwdDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate returns the background color to white after a valid value
is entered.

AftDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
AftDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate verifies that the entered aft draft marker location is between the forward and aft perpendiculars. If the entered value is not valid,
the text field is highlighted in red.

AftDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate()
If an invalid aft draft maker location was previously entered, then AftDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate returns the background color to white after a valid value
is entered.
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SaveAndExit_Click()
SaveAndExit_Click stores the entered draft marker locations to the model and
then returns the user to the home menu.
FormComplete()
FormComplete verifies that all required fields have been filled in and are a valid
numeric value.

D.3.4

EditExternalTanks

This form allows the user to enter and edit external tanks.
UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize reads the current external tank definitions from the model
and writes them to a spreadsheet. It then populates the same values to the combo
boxes and text fields of the userform. If the model is sufficiently defined, it enables
the option to calculate permeabilities. It ends by bringing the user to the spreadsheet
with with the displayed tank definitions.
UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it returns the user to the home menu and hides the spreadsheet showing
the external tank definitions.
FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate verifies that the value entered into the forward
boundary text box is a numeric value that falls between the forward perpendicular
and the aft perpendicular. If the value falls outside that range, it is highlighted in red
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and a message box is displayed stating that the value must fall within the allowable
range.

AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate verifies that the value entered into the aft boundary text box is a numeric value that falls between the forward perpendicular and the
aft perpendicular. If the value falls outside that range, it is highlighted in red and a
message box is displayed stating that the value must fall within the allowable range.

PermeabilityText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
PermeabilityText_BeforeUpdate verifies that the value entered into the permeability text box is a numeric value that falls between zero and one. If the value falls
outside that range, it is highlighted in red and a message box is displayed stating that
the value must fall within the allowable range.

CalcPermeability_Click()
When the model is sufficiently defined, CalcPermeability_Click is enabled. It
calculates the envelope volume of the external tank and then displays it to the user
as a default value in an input box. The user can then specify the actual internal
volume of the tank. The actual permeability of the tank is then calculated and, if
valid, stored to the model.

NameCombo_Change()
NameCombo_Change updates the text field values to match those of the tank
selected by the user in the tank name combo box. If “New Tank” is selected, it
creates a new instance of an external tank and leaves the fields blank to be filled in
by the user.
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UpdateFromInputs_Click()
UpdateFromInputs_Click reads the list of external tanks from the current spreadsheet and imports those values into the model. This is intended to allow easy copying
of a list of tanks from one model to another.

DeleteCurrentTank_Click()
DeleteCurrentTank_Click deletes the currently selected tank from the model and
then rewrites the tank list on the spreadsheet to reflect the deletion.

SaveChangesToCurrent_Click()
SaveChangesToCurrent_Click saves any changes that have been made to the currently selected tank. It also rewrites the spreadsheet displaying the external tanks
to match the new changes. It will also enable CalcPermeability_Click if the changes
provided sufficient definition to the tank for permeability calculations.

SaveChangesAndClose_Click()
SaveChangesAndClose_Click runs SaveChangesToCurrent_Click then it returns
the user to the home menu.

FormComplete()
FormComplete verifies that all required fields of the form have been filled in with
a valid numeric value. If any fields are left blank, it will highlight those fields in red.

NameList(Optional FromInput As Boolean=False)
NameList populates the name combo box with the list of all currently defined
tanks in the model.
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SideNameList()
SideNameList populates the side combo box with all possible side names for the
tank. See MBT class.

ConvertSideName(Name As String)
ConvertSideName converts the enumerated value of the tank side into its equivalent word name.

D.3.5

EditFairingHull

This form is used to edit the fairing hull. It allows the user to select to define
the hull using body-of-revolution equations or by using a table of offsets. The user
can also generate a table of offsets from body-of-revolution equations and use the
generated table as a starting point for editing the hull.

UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize reads the current definition of the hullform in the model and
then matches the text field and option button values to the model. If the hull is defined
using a table of offsets, the user is taken to a speadsheet showing the current table
of offsets. UserForm_Initialize also disables buttons consistent with the definition
method selected.

UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it returns the user to the home menu and hides the spreadsheet showing
the table of offsets if applicable.
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LBP_Text_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
LBP_Text_BeforeUpdate calls on LengthCheck to verify that the entered length
values are consistent with each other.

BodyOfRevolution_Click()
When selected, BodyOfRevolution_Click enables the body-of-revolution controls
and disables the table of offset controls. It also hides the Input_TableOfOffsets
spreadsheet.

TableOfOffsets_Click()
When selected, TableOfOffsets_Click enables the table of offset controls and disables the body of revolution controls. It also makes Input_TableOfOffsets spreadsheet
visible.

GenerateTOOFromBOR_Click()
When selected GenerateTOOFromBOR_Click enables the body-of-revolution controls and disables the table of offset controls. It also makes Input_TableOfOffsets
spreadsheet visible.

L_fwd_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
L_fwd_Text_BeforeUpdate calls LengthCheck to verify that the entered length
values are consistent with each other.

L_pmb_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
L_pmb_Text_BeforeUpdate calls LengthCheck to verify that the entered length
values are consistent with each other.
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L_aft_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
L_aft_Text_BeforeUpdate calls LengthCheck to verify that the entered length
values are consistent with each other.

ImportTOO_Click()
ImportTOO_Click prompts the user to select a table of offsets. Once selected,
the table is read, imported into the model, and then any table present in the model
is overwritten with the new table of offsets. The table of offsets selected can be in
any excel spreadsheet.

EnterTOO_Click()
EnterTOO_Click reads the table of offsets from Input_TableOfOffsets spreadsheet and stores it to the current model.

GenerateTOO_Click()
GenerateTOO_Click uses the current body-of-revolution values and equations to
generate a table of offsets. It verifies the currently inputted constants and equations
for the body-of-revolution are valid. If valid it runs MakeProfile for the user to verify
the body-of-revolution profile. When accepted by the user, it prompts the user for
the desired number of waterlines and stations and then produces a table of offsets.
Half stations are not an option.

SaveAndClose_Click()
SaveAndClose_Click saves all of the currently selected values and model definitions, hides the table of offsets spreadsheet, and returns the user to the home menu.
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LengthCheck()
LengthCheck assumes any blank length value is zero and then verifies that:
LBP ≥ LFwd + LPmb + LAft

(D.1)

It returns false if the inequality is not satisfied.
MakeProfile()
MakeProfile generates a graphical representation of the profile curve for a bodyof-revolution fairing hull generated using the current values. It then opens the CheckProfile userform, disucssed in Section D.3.1 to have the user verify the current profile
is acceptable. Returns false if the user does not want to use the current profile.
FormComplete()
FormComplete verifies that all required fields have a valid numeric value entered.
If any field is not filled in or is not valid, the field is highlighted in red.

D.3.6

EditLoadCases

This form is used to enter and edit load scenarios, including Condition-A, Load
Cases, and Trim Tanks.
UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize reads all current load scenario data and populates it into the
user form. It also makes the spreadsheets showing the load cases and trim tanks
visible, and brings the user to the load case spreadsheet.
UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
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is closed, it returns the user to the home menu and hides the spreadsheet showing
the load cases or trim tanks as applicable.

CondAMass_Text_AfterUpdate()
CondAMass_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Condition-A mass
text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid or
blank entry had been made previously.

CondALCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
CondALCG_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Condition-A LCG
text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid or
blank entry had been made previously.

MultiPage_Change()
MultiPage_Change is used for toggling between the load cases and trim tanks
tabs. It simultaneously toggles between the corresponding spread sheets.

LoadCaseListBox_Change()
LoadCaseListBox_Change updates the values in the load case text boxes to match
the load case selected by the user in the list box. If “New Load” is selected, all fields
are left blank.

LoadCaseName_Text_AfterUpdate()
LoadCaseName_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Load Case
Name text box back to white if a valid value has been entered after a invalid or blank
entry had been made previously.
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LoadCaseMass_Text_AfteUpdate()
LoadCaseMass_Text_AfteUpdate changes the background of the Load Case Mass
text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid or
blank entry had been made previously.
LoadCaseLCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
LoadCaseLCG_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Load Case
LCG text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid or blank entry had been made previously.
DeleteLoadCase_Click()
DeleteLoadCase_Click removes the currently selected load case from the model
and then updates the spreadsheet accordingly.
SaveLoadCase_Click()
SaveLoadCase_Click saves the changes to the currently selected load case. If a
new load case is selected then it writes the load case to the model. After updating
or writing the new load cases, it also updates the spreadsheet visible to the user to
match the model.
ImportLoadCase_Click()
ImportLoadCase_Click reads the load case list from the Input_LoadCases spreadsheet and overwrites the model values with the newly read values. This is primarily
meant for transferring a load case list from one file to another.
TrimTankListBox_Change()
TrimTankListBox_Change updates the Trim Tank text fields to match the trim
tank selected by the user in the list box. If “New Trim Tank” is selected, then the
fields are left blank.
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TrimTankName_Text_AfterUpdate()
TrimTankName_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Trim Tank
Name text box back to white if a valid value has been entered after a invalid or blank
entry had been made previously.
TrimTankLCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
TrimTankLCG_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Trim Tank
LCG text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid or blank entry had been made previously.
TrimTankVolume_Text_AfterUpdate()
TrimTankVolume_Text_AfterUpdate changes the background of the Trim Tank
Volume text box back to white if a valid numeric value has been entered after a invalid
or blank entry had been made previously.
DeleteTrimTank_Click()
DeleteTrimTank_Click removes the currently selected trim tank from the model
and then updates the spreadsheet accordingly.
SaveTrimTank_Click()
SaveTrimTank_Click saves the changes to the currently selected trim tank. If a
new trim tank is selected then in writes the trim tank to the model. After updating
or writing the new trim tank, it also updates the spreadsheet visible to the user to
match the model.
ImportTrimTank_Click()
ImportTrimTank_Click reads the trim tank list from the Input_TrimTank spreadsheet and overwrites the model values with the newly read values. This is primarily
meant for transferring a trim tank list from one file to another.
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SaveAndExit_Click()
SaveAndExit_Click saves the currently listed values for Condition-A to the model
and then runs SaveLoadCase_Click and SaveTrimTank_Click. It then returns the
user to the home menu and hides the load case and trim tank spreadsheets.

GenerateLoadListBox()
GenerateLoadListBox reads the current model and then populates the load case
list box with the names of all of the current load cases. It also adds “New Load” to
the list to provide the option for the user to create an additional load case.

GenerateTrimTankListBox()
GenerateTrimTankListBox reads the current model and then populates the trim
tank list box with the names of all of the current trim tanks. It also adds “New Trim
Tank” to the list to provide the option for the user to create an additional trim tank.

CondAComplete()
CondAComplete verifies that all fields for Condition-A are filled in with a valid
value. If any field is not valid, it is highlighted in red.

LoadCaseComplete()
LoadCaseComplete verifies that all fields for load cases are filled in with a valid
value. If any field is not valid, it is highlighted in red.

TrimTankComplete()
TrimTankComplete verifies that all fields for trim tanks are filled in with a valid
value. If any field is not valid, it is highlighted in red.
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UpdateLoadCase()
UpdateLoadCase updates both the model and the spreadsheet visible to the user
with the current load cases. It also calls GenerateLoadListBox to update the userform.
UpdateTrimTank()
UpdateTrimTank updates both the model and the spreadsheet visible to the user
with the current trim tanks. It also calls GenerateTrimTankListBox to update the
userform.

D.3.7

EditPrecisionLevels

This form sets the precision level used for various calculations. “Trim and Draft”
precision, which controls the variable “Stab_Precision,” controls how thoroughly the
stability boundary is explored. It controls the step size of the trim angle and draft
for the design range analysis. “Hull and Tank” precision, which control the varialbe
“Hull_Precision” controls the step size for numeric integration of the hull.
UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize populates both precision combo boxes with the current precision levels for the model.
UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it returns the user to the home menu.
SaveAndExit_Click()
SaveAndExit_Click saves both precision levels to the model and then returns the
user to the home menu. If either precision level is set to “Very High” it provides a
warning to the user that computational times may be excessive.
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PrecisionEnumToText(PrecisionEnum As PrecisionLevel)
PrecisionEnumToText converts the numeric enumeration for precision levels into
its corresponding text string.
TextToPrecisionEnum(PrecisionName As String)
TextToPrecisionEnum converts a string precision level into its corresponding enumerated value.
PrecisionNameList()
PrecisionNameList populates a combo box with the string name of all currently
enumerated precision levels.

D.3.8

EditPressureHull

This form allows the user to enter and edit pressure hull segments.
UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize reads the current pressure hull segments from the model and
populates them in the user form. It also brings the user to a spreadsheet showing all
of the current pressure hull segments.
UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed, it hides the current spreadsheet and returns the user to the home menu.
SegNameCombo_Change()
SegNameCombo_Change updates all of the text fields to match the values of
the pressure hull segment currently selected in the combo box. If “New Segment” is
selected, all of the text boxes are left blank.
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FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate verifies that any entry for the forward boundary is a valid numeric value between zero and length between perpendiculars (LBP).
If the value is outside this range, the user is prompted to enter a value within the
range. If the field was previously highlighted in red as an invalid entry, it will return
the field to white after a valid entry is made.

AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate verifies that any entry for the aft boundary is a
valid numeric value between zero and LBP. If the value is outside this range, the user
is prompted to enter a value within the range. If the field was previously highlighted
in red as an invalid entry, it will return the field to white after a valid entry is made.

FwdDiameterText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
FwdDiameterText_BeforeUpdate verifies that any entry for the forward diameter
is a valid numeric value between zero and the beam. If the value is outside this range,
the user is prompted to enter a value within the range. If the field was previously
highlighted in red as an invalid entry, it will return the field to white after a valid
entry is made.

AftDiameterText_BeforeUpdate
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
AftDiameterText_BeforeUpdate verifies that any entry for the aft boundary is a
valid numeric value between zero and beam. If the value is outside this range, the user
is prompted to enter a value within the range. If the field was previously highlighted
in red as an invalid entry, it will return the field to white after a valid entry is made.
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UpdateFromInput_Click()
UpdateFromInput_Click imports the pressure hull segments listed on the spreadsheet Input_PressureHull and overwrites the model with the new segments. This is
primarily meant for transferring a list of segments from one file to another.
DeleteCurrentSegment_Click()
DeleteCurrentSegment_Click deletes the currently selected pressure hull segment
from the model, and then updates the spreadsheet to reflect the new list.
SaveChangesToCurrent_Click()
SaveChangesToCurrent_Click saves changes to the currently selected pressure hull
segment and then updates the spreadsheet to match.
SaveChangesAndClose_Click()
SaveChangesAndClose_Click runs SaveChangesToCurrent_Click, and then hides
the spreadsheet and returns the user to the home menu.
FormComplete()
FormComplete verifies that all required fields are filled in prior to any saving
operation. It highlights any missing or invalid fields in red and returns false if a field
was left blank or invalid.
SegNameList(Optional FromInput As Boolean = False)
SegNameList populates the name combo box with the name of all the segments
currently in the model.
GeometryNameList()
GeometryNameList populates the geometry combo box with the name of all possible pressure hull segment geometries.
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ConvertGeometryName(Name As String)
ConvertGeometryName converts the string name of the pressure hull geometry
into its enumerated value.

D.3.9

EditTrimAngleRestrictions

This form is used to edit the trim angle restrictions discussed in Sections 2.2.4
and 2.2.5.

UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize starts the userform and populates the text fields with the
current values for each trim angle. If no values have been provided for the model,
then the default values are used.

UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed it returns the user to the home menu.

Psi_max_pos_Text_AfterUpdate()
Psi_max_pos_Text_AfterUpdate restores the maximum permissible up angle
(Ψ+
𝑀 ) text field background to white after a valid entry has been made if the field was
previously set to red for an invalid entry.

Psi_pos_Text_AfterUpdate()
Psi_pos_Text_AfterUpdate restores the maximum normal up angle (Ψ+ ) text
field background to white after a valid entry has been made if the field was previously
set to red for an invalid entry.
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Psi_Neg_Text_AfterUpdate()
Psi_Neg_Text_AfterUpdate restores the maximum normal down angle (Ψ− ) text
field background to white after a valid entry has been made if the field was previously
set to red for an invalid entry.

Psi_max_neg_Text_AfterUpdate()
Psi_max_neg_Text_AfterUpdate restores the maximum permissible down angle
(Ψ−
𝑀 ) text field background to white after a valid entry has been made if the field was
previously set to red for an invalid entry.

SaveAndExit_Click()
SaveAndExit_Click verifies the current trim angle restrictions are valid by checking that:
−
+
+
Ψ−
𝑀 ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ𝑀

(D.2)

If valid, the values are saved to the model and the user is returned to the home menu.

FormComplete()
FormComplete verifies that all fields are populated with a valid numeric value. If
they are not, invalid fields are highlighted in red.

D.3.10

EditUnitSystem

This form is used to set the length and mass units in use by the model.

UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize starts the userform and populates the combo boxes with the
current unit system. If no unit system is set, the default system is used.
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UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed it returns the user to the home menu.

UpdateUnits_Click()
UpdateUnits_Click saves the currently selected unit system to the model. It
automatically updates the water density to the new system, but all other user inputs
remain constant. Once saved, the userform is closed and the user is returned to the
home menu.

MassEnumToText(MassEnum As MassUnits)
MassEnumToText converts the numerical value of an enumerated mass unit system to its equivalent string name.

TextToMassEnum(MassName As String)
TextToMassEnum converts the string name of the mass unit system to its equivalent mass enumeration value.

MassNameList()
MassNameList populates the mass unit system name combo box with all of the
current mass unit options.

LengthEnumToText(LengthEnum As LengthUnits)
LengthEnumToText converts the numerical value of an enumerated length unit
system to its equivalent string name.
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TextToLengthEnum(LengthName As String)
TextToLengthEnum converts the string name of the length unit system to its
equivalent length enumeration value.

LengthNameList()
LengthNameList populates the length unit system name combo box with all of
the current length unit options.

D.3.11

UserInterfaceHome

This form opens by default when the user opens a file related to SuLSA. It controls
all other userforms and is intended to be the main screen by which the user interacts
with SuLSA.

UserForm_Initialize()
UserForm_Initialize opens the user form and reads the currently defined model.
If a draft is defined, it is populated in the applicable fields. If the external tanks are
defined, then their names are populated in the list box corresponding to their damage
status. If the model is sufficiently defined, then the current condition of the model is
calculated.

UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserForm_QueryClose controls closing the userform. This allows the user to
cancel out of the form using the red X in the top right corner. Whenever the userform
is closed it returns the user to the home menu.

EditFairingHull_Button_Click()
EditFairingHull_Button_Click opens the “Edit Fairing Hull” userform from Section D.3.5.
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EditPressureHull_Button_Click()
EditPressureHull_Button_Click opens the “Edit Pressure Hull Segment” userform from Section D.3.8.
EditDraftMarkers_Button_Click()
EditDraftMarkers_Button_Click opens the “Edit Draft Marker Location” userform from Section D.3.3.
EditExternalTanks_Button_Click()
EditExternalTanks_Button_Click opens the “Edit External Tanks” userfrom from
Section D.3.4.
UpdateDensity_Click()
UpdateDensity_Click opens the “Update Density” userform from Section D.3.2.
UpdateUnitSystem_Click()
UpdateUnitSystem_Click opens the “Update Unit System” userform from Section
D.3.10.
UpdateAngleRestrictions_Click()
UpdateAngleRestrictions_Click opens the “Trim Angle Restrictions” userform
from Section D.3.9.
UpdateAnalysisPrecision_Click()
UpdateAnalysisPrecision_Click opens the “Edit Precision Levels” userform from
Section D.3.7.
UpdateDraftAndCalculate_Click()
UpdateDraftAndCalculate_Click runs UpdateCurrentCase.
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MoveToDamaged_Click()
MoveToDamaged_Click changes the status of the currently selected external tank
to damaged, and then updates the intact and damaged list boxes to match the new
status. The user can select a single tank, or multiple tanks using control or shift keys.

MoveToIntact_Click()
MoveToIntact_Click changes the status of the currently selected external tank to
intact, and then updates the intact and damaged list boxes to match the new status.
The user can select a single tank, or multiple tanks using control or shift keys.

MoveAllToIntact_Click()
MoveAllToIntact_Click changes the status of all the external tanks to intact, and
then updates the intact and damaged list boxes to match the new status.

AddEditLoadCases_Click()
AddEditLoadCases_Click opens the “Add and Edit Load Cases” userform from
Section D.3.6.

DesignRangeAnalysis_Click()
DesignRangeAnalysis_Click runs FullStabilityAnalysis from Section D.4.3 after
verifying that the model is adequately defined. It also ask the user to confirm they
really want to run the analysis due to extended run times.

ShowHideData_Click()
ShowHideData_Click shows or hides the spreadsheets showing the raw data from
the design range analysis from Section D.4.3.
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ShowHideFigures_Click()
ShowHideFigures_Click shows or hides the figures depicting the results of the
design range analysis from Section D.4.3.

CreateNewModel_Click()
CreateNewModel_Click saves the current model and then prompts the user for a
new file name. Once the new file name is obtained, it clears all model data from the
file to provide a clean sheet start.

OpenExistingModel_Click()
OpenExistingModel_Click performs the same function as the Open File button
in Excel.

CopyCurrentModel_Click()
CopyCurrentModel_Click saves the current model and then performs the same
function as the SaveAs button in Excel.

SaveCurrentModel_Click()
SaveCurrentModel_Click performs the same function as the Save button in Excel.

SaveAndClose_Click()
SaveAndClose_Click saves the current model and then closes Excel.

DraftGuidance()
DraftGuidance uses the same priorities as Section D.5.4 to determine which draft
readings provided by the user will be used. DraftGuidance then provides an notice to
the user if entered draft values will be ignored, and visually indicates the in-use draft
readings by highlighting them in green, and marking the ignored readings in red.
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ReadDraftValues(ByRef AssignTo As Draft)
ReadDraftValues reads the user entered draft readings from the home menu and
assigns them to the draft “AssignTo.”

UpdateCurrentCase()
UpdateCurrentCase verifies that the model is sufficiently defined for calculations
and then calculates stability values for the case defined by the draft readings on the
home menu. The numeric output is displayed on the home menu, and the “Current
Case” point is updated on the stability tree figures.

CopyModel()
CopyModel prompts the user for a new file name and then copies the current
model. Used as part of the copying and saving functions.

D.4

Modules

There are five modules used by SuLSA. The first set, modHullDef and modVariables, are used to read and write the status and definition of the hull from long term
memory. The third module, modStability, is used to calculate the stability of the hull
over a range of conditions. The fourth module, modMathFunctions, is a repository
for math functions that are either not available in Excel or require the same modification for every use, for example, using degrees rather than radians for trigonometric
functions. The final module is modUserInterface. This module is used for calling the
user forms for the graphical user interface.

D.4.1

modHullDef

This module is use to read and write the definition of the hull to longer term
memory options. It stores the definitions into eight publicly available variables:
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1. HullStations - A collection of all the stations used to define the fairing hull when
using a table of offsets. The majority of the volumetric properties of the fairing
hull, such as volume and center of buoyancy are associated with this variable.
2. HullWaterlines - A collection of all the waterlines used to define the hull when
using a table of offsets. This is identical information to HullStations, although
organized differently. It is primarily used for reading and writing a table of
offsets and is not heavily used for calculations.
3. HullPointCloud - A collection of all the OffsetPoints generated when reading or
writing a table of offsets. Again, this is identical information to HullStations
and HullWaterlines, although organized differently. It is also primarily used for
reading and writing a table of offsets and is not heavily used for calcuations.
4. HullBOR - This is a collection of the variables used to define the fairing hull
using a body-of-revolution equation. This variable is able to calculate the same
volumetric properties as HullStations.
5. HullPressHull - A collection that fully defines the pressure hull. Volumetric
properties of the pressure hull are associated with this variable.
6. HullMBTs - A collection that defines how the space between the fairing hull
and pressure hull is split into external tanks, primarily main ballast tanks. The
individual properties of external tanks are associated with this variable.
7. HullTrimTanks - A collection of the LCG and volume of every trim tank. This
variable, combined with HullLoadCases, is used to generate the load scenarios.
8. HullLoadCases - A collection of the LCG and mass of every load case. This
variable, combined with HullTrimTanks, is used to generate the load scenarios.
In addition to defining the various variables for the hull, this module also has a
number of sub routines.
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ReadHullDef(Optional Selection As TOO_or_Eqn = Default)
ReadHullDef reads the full variable list as discussed in Section D.4.5. It then reads
the appropriate sections of the worksheet wsHullDef to define the hull. If Selection
is “Default” or omitted, then Fairing_Def_By_Eqn is read off the worksheet to
determine whether ReadBORList is called to use a body-of-revolution equation, or if
ReadTOO is called to read the table of offsets. Otherwise, ReadBORList or ReadTOO
is called as specified by Selection.
Once the fairing hull is read, ReadHullDef calls ReadPHSegList to read the pressure hull definition, and then calls ReadMBTList to read the list of external tank
definitions.

FairingHullDefByEqn()
FairingHullDefByEqn is a function used to determine the definition method for the
fairing hull. It reads the “Fairing_Def_By_Eqn” field from the wsHullDef worksheet.
The function is true if the hull is defined by a body-of-revolution equation. The
function is false if the hull is defined by a table of offset. The function returns empty
if a fairing hull definition has not been specified.

UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn(Optional UseBOR As Variant = Empty)
UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn sets the value of the “Fairing_Def_By_Eqn” field
in the wsHullDef worksheet. A value of true means the fairing hull is defined by a
body-of-revolution equation. A value of false means a table of offsets is used. The
default, or undefined value is empty.

HullIsValid()
HullIsValid is a function that returns true if the hull has been sufficiently defined
for calculations to be performed. The function is true if the fairing hull, pressure hull,
and external tanks have all been defined. The function returns false otherwise.
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ClearHullDef()
ClearHullDef deletes all stored information about the hull. It clears the model
back to its original blank form.

ReadBORList()
ReadBORList reads all of the properties needed for the BORFairingHull class,
discussed in Section D.5.1. These properties are attached to the object name HullBOR. ReadBORList searches for each variable by name within the “A” column of
wsHullDef and writes that value to the corresponding property. If no value is listed
next to the variable name, the property is left undefined. The following details which
variables on wsHullDef correspond to which properties of the class BORFairing hull:
1. L_fwd corresponds to HullBOR.Lfwd
2. R_fwd corresponds to HullBOR.Rfwd
3. L_pmb corresponds to HullBOR.Lpmb
4. L_aft corresponds to HullBOR.Laft
5. R_aft corresponds to HullBOR.Raft

WriteBORList()
WriteBORList writes all of the model values for the BORFairingHull class to
wsHullDef spreadsheet for long term storage. The user is prompted to provide each
BORFairingHull value individually.

ClearBORList()
ClearBORList clears all of the BORFairingHull values stored in wsHullDef to reset
the body-of-revolution definition to blank.
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UpdateBORList()
UpdateBORList writes all of the model values for the BORFairingHull class to
wsHullDef spreadsheet for long term storage. The values currently assigned to HullBOR are used.

UpdateBORValue(Variable As String, Optional value As Variant)
UpdateBORValue will update a single value stored on wsHullDef to be read by
ReadBORList as detailed in Section D.4.1.

ReadTOO(Optional waterlines As Range, Optional stations As Range,
Optional StationsNumbered As Boolean, Optional wrksht As Worksheet,
Optional UseDefault As Boolean)
ReadTOO reads through a table of offsets. It translates each cell in the table of
offsets into an OffsetPoint, and then assigns those points to stations and waterlines.
The stations and waterlines are then assigned to a StationList, called HullStations,
and a WaterlineList, called HullWaterlines. Every OffsetPoint is also assigned to a
PointCloud, called HullPointCloud. These three object can then be referenced as
appropriate for calculations.
ReadTOO can be used in two ways. If default is set to true, then the sub routine
will search for “START_TOO” on the worksheet wsHullDef, and will read that table
of offsets using the default layout. If default is false, then ReadTOO will use the
ranges specified by the user for a table of offsets. This allows the user to select a
table of offsets on any worksheet. Only the station headers and the waterline headers
are selected, which allows the program to determine the orientation of the table
and read it accordingly. Either numbered stations or station positions can be used,
depending on the value of StationsNumbered. If numbered stations are used, then
LBP must have been specified to allows the conversion to a longitudinal position. As
written, the user interface for SuLSA only uses numbered stations.
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WriteTOO(Optional WriteToHullDef As Boolean = True,
Optional WriteFromBOR As Boolean = False,
Optional NumberOfStations As Interger = 41,
Optional NumberOfWaterlines As Integer = 11)
WriteTOO generates a table of offsets based on the current fairing hull definition.
If WriteToHullDef is true, the table is written to the wsHullDef worksheet. Otherwise
it is written to the wsTOO worksheet. If WriteFromBOR is true, the current bodyof-revolution equations are used to generate the table off offsets. Otherwise, the
currently stored table of offsets is rewritten. When writing the table of offsets from
a body-of-revolution equation, the number of stations and number of waterlines can
be set by the user or the respective default values of 41 and 11 are used. The table
of offsets will always be written with the columns as waterlines and the stations as
rows. Fractional stations are not allowed when generating the table from a body-ofrevolution equation.
If wsHullDef is being written to, then WriteTOO will search for “START_TOO”
as the starting point for placing the table. If WriteTOO is writing to wsTOO, then
it will always use cell A1 as the starting point.

ClearTOO(Optional ClearStoredTOO As Boolean = True)
ClearTOO deletes the table of offsets written on a worksheet so that the worksheet
can be written over. If ClearStoredTOO is true, the table stored on wsHullDef is
cleared. If ClearStoredTOO is false, the table stored on wsTOO is cleared.

ReadPHSegList(Optional PHSegs As Range = Nothing,
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
If UseDefault is true, ReadPHSegList searches the spreadsheet wsHullDef for
“START_PRESS_HULL” and then reads adjacent columns and rows to define the
pressure hull. The program will check all adjacent columns for data stopping at
the first blank column. It will read each row in the order listed below, and assign
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the values to the corresponding PressureHullSegment object property of the same
name. Each segment is then assigned to a PressureHull class called, HullPressHull.
Each column is headed by a title “PH_#” where # is the index number of the
pressure hull segment in HullPressHull. The title is adjacent to the cell marked,
“START_PRESS_HULL”. The row titles and their corresponding properties, in order, are:
1. Geometry
2. FwdBoundary
3. AftBoundary
4. FwdDiameter
5. AftDiameter
If UseDefault is false, then ReadPHSegList will use the range specify by the user
for the range of the title row of a list of PressureHullSegments formatted identically
to the description above. This allows the user to import pressure hull data from a
different source.
WritePHSegList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
WritePHSegList writes a table of all of the current pressure hull segments to a
spreadsheet using the same format read by ReadPHSegList. If WriteToInput is false,
the table is written to the wsHullDef spreadsheet. In this case, the WritePHSeg
looks for “START_PRESS_HULL” as the reference point to write the table. If
WriteToInput is true, it is written to wsPH, and cell A1 is used as the reference
point.
ClearPHSegList(Optional ClearInput = False)
ClearPHSegList clears the existing table of pressure hull segments resulting in
empty cells. If ClearInput is false, the table is cleared from the wsHullDef spreadsheet.
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In this case, the ClearPHSegList looks for “START_PRESS_HULL” as the reference
point to clear the table. If ClearInput is true, it is cleared from wsPH, and all cells
with a value are cleared.
UpdatePHSegList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
UpdatePHSegList first clears the stored pressure hull segment values by calling
ClearPHSegList, and then writes over those locations with the current model values
using WritePHSegList. The segments are completely cleared so that if a single segment was deleted, the new list will not have any extra values or formatting issues.
The value of UpdateInput is passed through to WriteToInput and ClearInput in the
corresponding subroutines.
ReadMBTList(Optional MBTs As Range = Nothing,
Optional wrksht As Worksheet,
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
If UseDefault is true, ReadMBTList searches wsHullDef for “START_MBT” and
then reads adjacent columns and rows to define the external tanks. The program
will check all adjacent columns for data stopping at the first blank column. It will
read each row in the order listed below, assigning the values to the corresponding
MBT objects. Each MBT is then assigned to a MBTList class called, HullMBTs.
Each column is headed by a title corresponding to the MBT Name property for that
external tank. The name is adjacent to the cell marked, “START_MBT”. The rows
titles and their corresponding properties, in order, are:
1. Name
2. FwdBoundary
3. AftBoundary
4. Side
5. Permeability
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6. FreeFlood
7. Damaged
If UseDefault is false, then ReadMBTList will use the range specified by the user
for the title row of a list of MBTs formatted identically to the description above. This
allows the user to import ballast tank data from a different source.
WriteMBTList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
WriteMBTList writes a table of all the current external tanks to a specified spreadsheet using the same formatting specified in ReadMBTList. If WriteToInput is false,
the table will be written to wsHullDef. The subroutine will look for “START_MBT”
as the starting reference point for the table. If WriteToInput is true, the table will
be written to wsTanks and cell A1 will be used as the starting point.
ClearMBTList(Optional ClearInput = False)
ClearMBTList clears the current external tank definition table, resulting in empty
cells where the table was. If ClearInput is false, the table in wsHullDef will be cleared.
If ClearInput is true, the subroutine will clear all used cells adjacent to cell A1 in
wsTanks.
ReadTrimTankList(Optional TrimTanks As Range = Nothing,
Optional wrksht As Worksheet,
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
If UseDefault is true, ReadTrimTankList reads the table of trim tanks from
wsHullDef. If UseDefault is false, then the trim tank table from the user specified worksheet, wrksht, is used. If no worksheet is specified, then the table from
wsTrimTanks is used. When reading from wsHullDef, ReadTrimTankList searches
for “START_TRIMTANKS” as the reference point for reading the list. For wsTrimTanks, cell A1 is used as the reference point. For any other worksheet, the user is
asked to select the trim tanks, and the first cell of the range is the reference point.
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The row adjacent to the reference point is used as the trim tank name. The next two
rows down, in order are the LCG and the volume of the trim tank.
Each trim tank must have a name, a LCG, and a volume. If all three are not
specified, then a warning will be provided that the tank is insufficiently defined.

WriteTrimTankList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
WriteTrimTankList writes all of the defined trim tanks to a table. If WriteToInput
is false, then the table is written to wsHullDef and “START_TRIMTANKS” is used as
the reference point. If WriteToInput is true, then the table is written to wsTrimTanks
and cell A1 is used as the reference point. The table is written using the format
described in ReadTrimTankList.

ClearTrimTankList(Optional ClearInput = False)
ClearTrimTankList clears the current trim tank definition table, resulting in empty
cells where the table was. If ClearInput is false, the table in wsHullDef will be cleared.
If ClearInput is true, the subroutine will clear all used cells adjacent to cell A1 in
wsTrimTanks.

UpdateTrimTankList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
UpdateTrimTankList will run ClearTrimTankList and then WriteTrimTankList.
The value of UpdateInput will be passed on to ClearInput and WriteToInput. The
list is cleared and the current model values re-written to ensure the table of trim
tanks remains properly formatted.

ReadLoadCaseList(Optional LoadCases As Range= Nothing,
Optional wrksht As Worksheet,
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
If UseDefault is true, ReadLoadCaseList reads the table of load cases from the
worksheet wsHullDef. If UseDefault is false, then the load case table from the user
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specified worksheet, wrksht, is used. If no worksheet is specified, then the table from
wsLoadCases is used. When reading from wsHullDef, ReadLoadCaseList searches for
“START_LOADCASES” as the reference point for reading the list. For wsLoadCases,
cell A1 is used as the reference point. For any other worksheet, the user is asked to
select the load cases, and the first cell of the range is the reference point. The row
adjacent to the reference point is used as the load case name. The next two rows
down, in order are the LCG and the mass of the load cases.
Each load case must have a name, a LCG, and a mass. If all three are not specified,
then a warning will be provided that the case is insufficiently defined.

WriteLoadCaseList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
WriteLoadCaseList writes all of the currently defined load cases to a table. If
WriteToInput is false, then the table is written to the worksheet wsHullDef and
“START_LOADCASES” is used as the reference point. If WriteToInput is true,
then the table is written to wsLoadCases and cell A1 is used as the reference point.
The table is written using the format described in ReadLoadCaseList.

ClearLoadCaseList(Optional ClearInput = False)
ClearLoadCaseList clears the current load case definition table, resulting in empty
cells where the table was. If ClearInput is false, the table in wsHullDef will be cleared.
If ClearInput is true, the subroutine will clear all used cells adjacent to cell A1 in
wsLoadCases.

UpdateLoadCaseList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
UpdateLoadCaseList will run ClearLoadCaseList and then WriteLoadCaseList.
The value of UpdateInput will be passed on to ClearInput and WriteToInput. The
list is cleared and the current model values re-written to ensure the table of load cases
remains properly formatted.
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D.4.2

modMathFunctions

The module modMathFunctions is a repository of math functions not available
in Excel. It also includes some modifications to Excel math function that are used
frequency, such as degree rather than radian based trigonometric functions.

ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint(PointList As Variant,
CenterlinePoint As Location)
ExtraopolateCeterlinePoint extrapolates the point on centerline given a set of off
centerline points, such as for a table of offsets. The centerline point will be higher
or lower than the given points, based on the selected location which can either be
“Upper” or “Lower”. The method used for extrapolation is based on the number of
points available to extrapolate from.
If three or more points are available, the three points closest to where the extrapolated point should be are used to solve for a second order polynomial line through
the points. The intercept of this line with the centerline is the extrapolated point. If
only two points are available, it is assumed that the two points are on a circle with
its center on the centerline. Intercepts of the circle with the centerline are then used
for the extrapolated point. Finally, if only one point is available, it is assumed that
the known point is on a circle whose center is the closest point on the centerline to
the known point. The intercepts of the circle with the centerline can then again be
used as the extrapolated points.
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint will automatically determine if PointList is a Waterline or a Station, and will use the appropriate coordinate system.

SimpGenRule(ByRef var() As Double, ByRef f() As Double,
ByRef limits() As Double)
SimGenRule uses a generalize version of Simpson’s Rule, shown in Equation D.3
and discussed in detail in Appendix C. The array elements of var() correspond to
𝑥𝑛 and the elements of f() correspond to 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛 ). The array elements limits(1) and
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limits(2) correspond to the lower limit a, and upper limit b respectively.

∫︁ 𝑏
𝑎

[︃

]︃

(𝑏3 − 𝑎3 ) 𝑓 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥1 )
𝑓 (𝑥) d𝑥 ≈
−
+
3(𝑥3 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
[︃
{︃
}︃]︃
(𝑏2 − 𝑎2 ) 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥1 ) (𝑥1 + 𝑥2 ) 𝑓 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥1 )
+
−
−
+
2
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥3 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
{︃
}︃]︃
[︃
𝑥1 𝑥2
𝑓 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) 𝑓 (𝑥2 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥1 )
𝑥2 𝑓 (𝑥1 ) − 𝑥1 𝑓 (𝑥2 )
+
−
+ (𝑏 − 𝑎)
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥3 − 𝑥1 )
(𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )
where 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑎 and 𝑥1 < 𝑥2 < 𝑥3

and 𝑏 ≤ 𝑥3
(D.3)

ArcSin(x As Double)
ArcSin performs the inverse trigonometric function of sine. It is identical to Excel’s
Asin function.

DegTan(degrees As Double)
DegTan finds the tangent of a value where the input is in degrees.

ConvertDensityAndUnits(OldLengthUnit As LengthUnits,
OldMassUnit As MassUnits,
StdDensity As StandardDensities,
Optional OldDensity As Double = 64,
Optional NewLengthUnit As LengthUnits = -1,
Optional NewMassUnit As MassUnits = -1)
ConvertDensityAndUnits converts water density from one unit system to another.
The original density, OldDensity, with mass units, OldMassUnit, and length units,
OldLengthUnit, is converted to use the mass units, NewMassUnit and NewLengthUnit. If a new length or mass unit system is not assigned then the previous unit
system is kept for the unassigned unit. ConvertDensityAndUnits first converts the
old density to units of lb/ft3 and then converts the density to the desired system.
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The old density can be entered as one of the three standard densities, or it can be
entered as a custom density. If custom density is selected, but no value is entered,
then the “Normal” standard density is used.
After converting the density value, ConvertDensityAndUnits also updates the
string variables Length_Units and Mass_Units to match the new density units. This
ensures that the units shown on the userforms matches the water density units.

ConvertLoadMasses(OldMassUnit As MassUnit,
NewMassUnit As MassUnit)
ConvertLoadMasses was partially developed to automatically convert entered load
case values to a new unit system. It is not fully tested however, and is not included
in any of the userform operations. ConvertLoadMasses converts all entered load
case mass values from the old mass units, OldMassUnit, to the new mass units,
NewMassUnit, by first converting the mass to pounds, and then converting it to the
new unit system.

SetHullPrecisionStep()
SetHullPrecisionStep changes the step size used for numeric integration of the hull
and tanks based on the Hull_Precision variable. The step sizes, based on precision
levels are:
1. Low: 2 meters or 2 yards
2. Medium: 1 meter or 1 yard
3. High: 0.5 meters or 1 foot
4. Very High: 0.25 meters or 6 inches
The exact step size is set based on the length unit system in use. For instance, if
Hull_Precision is VeryHigh, and yards are in use, then the step size will be 1/6.
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SetDraftPrecisionStep()
SetDraftPrecisionStep changes the step size used for the draft increment when
developing the stability tree. The step sizes, based on precision levels are:
1. Low: 2 meters or 2 yards
2. Medium: 1 meter or 1 yard
3. High: 0.5 meters or 1 foot
4. Very High: 0.25 meters or 6 inches
The exact step size is set based on the length unit system in use and the Stab_Precision
variable. For instance, if Stab_Precision is VeryHigh, and yards are in use, then the
step size will be 1/6.
SetAnglePrecisionStep()
SetAnglePrecisionStep changes the trim angle step size used when developing the
stability tree. The step sizes, based on precision level annotated by the variable
Stab_Precision are:
1. Low: 2 degrees
2. Medium: 1 degrees
3. High: 0.5 degrees
4. Very High: 0.25 degrees

D.4.3

modStability

This module is used to sequence calculating all of the relevant hydrostatic properties in one module. Rather than the user having to understand what variables and
which properties to calculate, modStability allow for one set of subroutines to calculate all relevant values based on how the model is defined. modStability stores all of
the relevant values in two variables:
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1. submarine - The complete model of the submarine, combining the fairing hull,
pressure hull, external tanks, draft markers, and drafts values. All of the hydrostatic properties of interest for the submarine are properties of “submarine.”
2. ResultsList - A collection of all the data points from the stability calculations.

SingleStability()
SingleStability calculates the hydrostatic properties of the model at a single draft
and trim. The results are printed to Output_RawData and Output_ProcessedData.
The status bar is updated with “Design condition analysis in progress.” while SingleStability is running, however, the run time is rarely longer than a minute. For
troubleshooting, the run time is printed to the Immediate window.

FullStabilityAnalysis(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean=True)
FullStabilityAnalysis generates the full stability tree. It first verifies that the
model is sufficently defined, and then calculates the submerged volume assuming no
hull damage. It then starts at a trim angles of Ψ−
𝑀 and varies the trim angle at a step
size set by SetAnglePrecisionStep until Ψ+
𝑀 is reached. If the step size does not result
in Ψ− or Ψ+ being analyzed, then then the step size is adjusted around those points
to ensure they are analyzed. At each trim angle, the draft is varied from zero until
the submerged displacement is reach, again assuming no hull damage. The draft at
the forward perpendicular is used for a negative trim angle, and the draft at the aft
perpendicular is used for a positive trim angle. In both cases, the draft is the depth
of the baseline at the perpendicular. When varying the draft, the step size is based
on SetDraftPrecisionStep. At each analyzed point, all hull hydrostatic properties are
found. If CalculateDamaged is set to false, then only intact hydrostatics are found.
Otherwise, if damage is present in the model, then it is included in the calculations.
After each calculation is complete, the results are recorded. The entire results list
is printed to Output_RawData and Output_ProcessedData at the completion of
calculations.
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During the calculations, the status bar will update with an estimated percentage
complete, the current trim angle being analyzed, the current draft, and an estimated
completion time. The percentage of calculation complete is based on the number
of trim angles to be analyzed. Trim angles near zero only require calculating to a
draft of around the hull diameter. Higher trim angles require calculating to a much
higher draft in order to reach submerged displacement. Because of this, the time to
calculate a single trim angle will vary significantly depending on the magnitude of the
trim angle. The estimated calculation time however, is based on a running average of
the percentage of calculations complete and the time to get to that completion level.
Since individual trim angle calculations can vary, the estimated completion time can
be off by a significant margin at higher trim angles.
RecordDataPoint()
RecordDataPoint stores all of the current hydrostatic properties, as well as draft
information, to the “results” collection. PrintData will then allow all of this information to be printed to a spreadsheet for the user to view. The properties recorded
are:
1. Forward Draft Reading
2. Midship Draft Reading
3. Aft Draft Reading
4. Trim Angle
5. Intact Volume
6. Intact Displacement
7. Intact longitudinal position of the center of buoyancy (LCB)
8. Intact vertical position of the center of buoyancy (VCB)
9. Damaged Volume
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10. Damaged Displacement
11. Damaged LCB
12. Damaged VCB
13. Intact center of buoyancy (CB) corrected to keel level
14. Damaged CB corrected to keel level

PrintData(Optional ClearPrevious=True)
PrintData prints all of the results stored by RecordDataPoint to the spreadsheets
Output_RawData and Output_ProcessedData. If ClearPrevious is true, then the
previous results are cleared prior to printing. Otherwise, the first clear row is used to
print.

PsiChecks(Optional GiveWarnings As Boolean=True)
PsiChecks verifies that the entered values for Ψ satisfy:
−
+
+
Ψ−
𝑀 ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ𝑀

(D.4)

If GiveWarning is true, then a warning will be given to the user if the inequality is
not satisfied.

D.4.4

modUserInterface

This module is primarily used for graphical user interface items. Every userform
is launched from this module. In addition, the subroutines for generating figures are
also contained in this module.

UserInterfaceHomeForm()
UserInterfaceHomeForm calls the UserInterfaceHome userform as a modeless form.
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EditFairingHullForm()
EditFairingHullForm calls the EditFairingHull userform as a modeless form.
EditPressHullForm()
EditPressureHullForm calls the EditPressureHull userform as a modeless form.
EditExternalTanksForm()
EditExternalTanksForm calls the EditExternalTanks userform as a modeless form.
EditDraftMarkersForm()
EditDraftMarkersForm calls the EditDraftMarkersLocations userform as a modal
form.
EditDensityForm()
EditDensityForm calls the EditDensity userform as a modal form.
EditUnitSystemForm()
EditUnitSystemForm calls the EditUnitSystem userform as a modal form.
EditTrimAngleRestrictionsForm()
EditTrimAngleRestrictionsForm calls the EditTrimAngleRestrictions userform as
a modal form.
EditPrecisionLevelsForm()
EditPrecisionLevelsForm calls the EditPrecisionLevels userform as a modal form.
EditLoadCasesForm()
EditLoadCasesForm calls the EditLoadCases userform as a modeless form.
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CreateCharts()
CreateCharts controls the creation or editing of the four main stability tree figures:
Chart_StabilityBoundaries, Chart_IntactRawData, Chart_DamagedRawData, and
Chart_RawData. It first determines if each of the charts exists, and if they do not it
creates them. It then calls the StabBoundChrt, IntactRawChrt, DamagedRawChrt,
and RawChrt subroutines to edit the data displayed by each chart.

ClearCharts()
ClearCharts deletes all current chart worksheets.

StabBoundChrt(cht As Chart)
StabBoundaryChrt produces a chart of the stability boundaries for both the intact
and damaged conditions. Only the boundaries are plotted, with no internal points
plotted. The points to be plotted are read from Output_ProcessedData. Separate
series are created for the intact and damaged condition with the intact plotted in
green and the damaged in red. If a current condition is defined, or if load cases
are defined, they are also plotted using PlotCurrentCondition and PlotLoadCases
respectively.

IntactRawChrt(cht As Chart)
IntactRawChrt produces a chart of the stability boundaries for the intact condition. The boundary is plotted as well as all the points that were checked inside the
boundary. The points to be plotted are read from Output_RawData. The boundary
and the internal points are plotted in green, however, the internal points are plotted
using a smaller point size. If a current condition is defined, or if load cases are defined,
they are also plotted using PlotCurrentCondition and PlotLoadCases respectively.
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DamagedRawChrt(cht As Chart)
DamagedRawChrt produces a chart of the stability boundaries for the damaged
condition. The boundary is plotted as well as all the points that were checked inside the boundary. The points to be plotted are read from Output_RawData. The
boundary and the internal points are plotted in red, however, the internal points are
plotted using a smaller point size. If a current condition is defined, or if load cases
are defined, they are also plotted using PlotCurrentCondition and PlotLoadCases
respectively.

RawChrt(cht As Chart)
StabBoundaryChrt produces a chart of the stability boundaries for both the
intact and damaged conditions. Both the boundaries and the internal points are
plotted. The points to be plotted are read from Output_ProcessedData and Output_RawData. Separate series are created for the intact and damaged condition with
the intact plotted in green and the damaged in red. The internal points are plotted
using a smaller point size than the boundary points. If a current condition is defined,
or if load cases are defined, they are also plotted using PlotCurrentCondition and
PlotLoadCases respectively.

PlotLoadCases(chrt As Chart)
PlotLoadCases plots all of the currently defined load cases to a specified chart
“chrt”. It determines the next SeriesCollection for the chart, and plots each load case
as a new SeriesCollection. It uses the default color scheme for each new load case. It
also applies error bars to the load cases to represent the possible range the load cases
could be corrected to when the center of gravity (CG) is adjusted to the height of the
keel.
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PlotCurrentCondition(chrt As Chart)
PlotCurrenCondition reads the current draft readings from UserInterfaceHome
and then calculates the hydrostatic properties of the submarine model with that
draft. It then plots this point based on its corrected LCB and displacement in the
color navy on the user specified chart.

ClearData()
ClearData clears all the data that has been written to Output_ProcessedData
and Output_RawData. After clearing the data, it restores the column titles.

Visibility_HomeOnly()
Visibility_HomeOnly sets the visibility of all worksheets to hidden except for
wsHome which is set to visible, and wsHullDef and wsVariables which are left as very
hidden (accessible by code only).

Visibility_StartRead()
Visibility_StartRead sets the visibility of wsVariables and wsHullDef to visible so
they can be accessed without restrictions.

Visibility_DoneRead()
Visibility_DoneRead sets the visibility of wsVariables and wsHullDef to very hidden so they are accessible only by code and are protected for use as long term memory.

Visibility_CalcsComplete()
Visibility_CalcsComplete sets the visibility of all the charts and the worksheet
wsHome to visible. All input worksheets as well as wsOutput_ProcessedData and
wsOutput_RawData are set to hidden. It keeps the visibility of wsHullDef and
wsVariables as very hidden (accessible by code only).
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Visibility_ShowHideOutputData()
Visibility_ShowHideOutputData toggles the visibility of the worksheets wsOutput_ProcessedData and wsOutput_RawData between visible and hidden.
Visibility_ShowHideFigure()
Visibility_ShowHideFigure toggles the visibility of all chart worksheets between
visible and invisible.
Visibility_ShowAll()
Visibility_ShowAll sets the visibility of all worksheets to visibile.

D.4.5

modVariables

The worksheet wsVariables is used for storage of all variables that do not require a
variable sized table. The exception to this is the fairing hull body-of-revolution equations which are stored in the worksheet wsHullDef. The module modVariables is used
for reading and writing to wsVariables. The module also contains the enumerations
for precision levels, units, and densities.
ReadVariablesList()
ReadVariableList searches column B of the worksheet wsVariables for any assigned
value, matches that value to the corresponding title in column A, and then assigns that
to a public variable. This allows a full list of all possible variables to be maintained
on wsVariables, while only the ones will assigned values will be read. The remaining
variable will be left undefined.
The row titles, the corresponding public variable names, and descriptions are
respectively:
1. Length_Units - LengthUnits - The length units to be used.
2. Mass_Units - MassUnits - The mass units to be used.
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3. Hull_Precision - Hull_Precision - The precision level used for numerical integration of hull components.
4. Stab_Precision - Stab_Precision - The precision level used to develop the stability tree boundaries.
5. LOA - LOA - The length overall.
6. LBP - LBP - The length between perpendiculars.
7. Beam - Beam - The beam.
8. L_D - L_D - The length to diameter ratio.
9. FwdDraftMarks - UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks - The location of the forward draft markers.
10. AftDraftMarks - UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks - The location of the aft
draft markers.
11. T_fpp - UserDraftReadings.FPPDraft - The draft reading at the forward perpendicular.
12. T_fwd - UserDraftReadings.FWDDraft - The draft reading at the forward
markers.
13. T_mid - UserDraftReadings.MIDDraft - The draft reading at midships.
14. T_aft - UserDraftReadings.AFTDraft - The draft reading at the aft markers.
15. T_app - UserDraftReadings.APPDraft - The draft reading at the aft perpendicular.
16. Trim - UserDraftReadings.Trim - The trim of the submarine.
17. TrimAngle - UserDraftReadings.TrimAngle - The trim angle, in degrees, of the
submarine.
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18. Psi_neg - Psi_neg - The maximum normal down angle (Ψ− ).
19. Psi_pos - Psi_pos - The maximum normal up angle (Ψ+ ).
20. Psi_max_neg - Psi_max_neg - The maximum permissible down angle (Ψ−
𝑀 ).
21. Psi_max_pos - Psi_max_pos - The maximum permissible up angle (Ψ+
𝑀 ).
22. Density - Density - The current water density, in the unit system in use.
23. CondAMass - CondAMass - The mass of Condition-A.
24. CondALCG - CondALCG - The LCG of Condition-A.
ReadVariablesList is not case sensitive.

WriteVariableList()
WriteVariableList uses UpdateVariableValue and WriteDraftReadings to update
the entire variable list using the same format described in ReadVariableList.

UpdateVariableValue(Variable As String,
Optional value As Variant = Null)
UpdateVariableValue updates a single variable value from the list described in
ReadVariableList. It locates the variable name “Variable” and sets its value to “value.”
If “value” is null, then a input box prompts the user to enter the value.

ReadVariableValue(Variable As String)
ReadVariableValue searches wsVariables for a single variable and reads only that
value.

AddNewMasterVariable()
Adds a new variable to wsVariables. For programmer’s use only.
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ClearVariableList()
ClearVariableList clears every stored variable in wsVariables. It restores Ψ− , Ψ+ ,
+
Ψ−
𝑀 , and Ψ𝑀 to their default values of -1, 2.5, -5, and 20 degrees respectively.

VerifyLBP()
VerifyLBP seeks to verify that the values entered in the table of offsets are consistent with the listed LBP. VerifyLBP is not fully tested and not used in the current
version of SuLSA.
SetUnitStringNames()
SetUnitStringNames reads the enumeration values of the variables Length_Units
and Mass_Units and sets Length_Units_str and Mass_Units_str to be the corresponding word name of the unit.

D.5

Class Modules

The class modules are primarily used to organize and store the data needed to
perform the stability calculations. They reflect the status of the hull in a single
condition, rather than over a range of conditions. The one exception is the Hull class
module, which combines data from multiple other modules to calculate the ship’s
hydrostatic properties.

D.5.1

BORFairingHull

This class is used to define the fairing hull using a body-of-revolution equation.
Lfwd(LengthForward As Variant)
Sets or returns length of the forward section of the fairing hull (Lfwd ) for use in
Rfwd and Raft. On input, verifies the value is numeric. If LBP and length of the
aft section of the fairing hull (Laft ) are defined, Lfwd calculates the length of the
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parallel mid-body of the fairing hull (Lpmb ). If LBP and Lpmb are defined, then Lfwd
calculates Laft . Lfwd returns false if it is not defined.

Lpmb(LengthParallelMidbody As Variant)
Sets or returns Lpmb for use in Rfwd and Raft. By default, it is set using LBP,
Lfwd , and Laft . On input, Lpmb verifies the value is numeric and the user wishes to
override the default value. Lpmb returns false if any one of LBP, Lfwd , and Laft are
not defined and the user has not overridden the default.

Laft(LengthAft As Variant)
Sets or returns Laft for use in Rfwd and Raft. On input, verifies the value is
numeric. If LBP and Lfwd are defined, Laft calculates Lpmb . If LBP and Lpmb are
defined, then Laft calculates Lfwd . Laft returns false if not defined.

Rfwd(eqn_fwd As Variant)
Sets or returns an equation for the radius of the entrance of the fairing hull as
a function of the longitudinal position. The input, eqn_fwd, must be in the same
format as an equation in an Excel cell.

Raft(eqn_aft As Variant)
Sets or returns an equation for the radius of the run of the fairing hull as a function
of the longitudinal position. The input, eqn_fwd, must be in the same format as an
equation in an Excel cell.

Clear()
Resets Lfwd, Lpmb, Laft, Rfwd, and Raft to be undefined. Also clears those
values from wsHullDef using ClearBORList.
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IsValid()
Returns true if Rfwd and Raft return valid values. IsValid first verifies that Lfwd,
Lpmb, Laft, LBP, and Beam are all defined. It then substitutes the numeric values of
Lfwd, Lpmb, Laft, LBP, and Beam into both Rfwd and Raft using the Excel function
Replace. IsValid then verifies that Rfwd and Raft do not generate an error when
evaluated using the Excel function Evaluate. Rfwd is evaluated at X=0, X=½Lfwd
and X=Lfwd . Raft is evaluated at X=LBP-Laft , X=LBP-½Laft , and X=LBP. If there
are no errors, then Rfwd is evaluated to ensure that at X=0, Rfwd=0 and at X=Lfwd ,
Rfwd is within 1% of half the Beam. Raft is likewise evaluated to ensure that at
X=LBP-Laft , Raft is within 2.5% of ½Beam and at X=LBP, Raft is less than 5% of
half the Beam.

Radius(XCoordinate As Variant)
Returns the radius of the fairing hull at the longitudinal position XCoordinate.
Returns false if parameters are insufficiently defined or if XCoordinate is outside the
range 0 to LBP. If XCoordinate is between 0 and Lfwd , then Radius uses the Excel
functions Replace and Evaluate to solve Rfwd. If XCoordinate is between Lfwd and
Lfwd +Lpmb then the radius is ½Beam. If XCoordinate is greater than Lfwd +Lpmb and
less than or equal to LBP, then Radius uses the Excel functions Replace and Evaluate
to solve Raft.

Area(XCoordinate As Variant, Optional T As Variant)
Returns the submerged section area of the fairing hull at longitudinal position
XCoordinate with a draft of T. If the draft T is undefined, or greater than the fairing
hull diameter, it returns the full station area. If the draft is less than the fairing hull
diameter, it returns the section area below the waterline. Area uses the following
equation to solve for the section area, where r(x) is found using Radius:
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Volume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the volumetric displacement of the fairing hull by numerically integrating
Area using SimpGenRule at an increment based on the SetHullPrecisionStep. Volume
uses an object of class Draft to find the draft at each section. If the draft places the
submarine completely submerged, will return the total volume of the fairing hull.

Displacement(Readings As Draft, WaterDensity As Double)
Returns the mass displacement of the fairing hull by multiplying the water density
by the volume of the fairing hull.

Moment(Readings As Draft)
Returns the moment of the buoyancy of the fairing hull by multiplying the station
area, Area, by its X coordinate and then numerically integrating the result using
SimpGenRule at an increment based on SetHullPrecisionStep. If the draft places
the submarine completely submerged, will return the moment of the buoyancy of the
total volume of the fairing hull.
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LCB(Readings As Draft)
Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the fairing hull by dividing Moment
by Volume.

D.5.2

DataPoint

The DataPoint class is used to store computational results. It includes the relevant
draft information as well as the general hydrostatic data for both the intact and
damaged conditions. The DataPoint class does not perform any calculations. It is
only used for storing and organizing results.

FWDDraft(reading As Double)
FWDDraft sets and returns the draft reading at the forward marker.

MIDDraft(reading As Double)
MIDDraft sets and returns the midship draft reading.

AFTDraft(reading As Double)
AFTDraft sets and returns the draft reading at the aft marker.

TrimAngle(reading As Double)
TrimAngle sets and returns the trim angle of the ship for direct comparison to
+
Ψ− , Ψ+ , Ψ−
𝑀 , and Ψ𝑀 .

IntactDisplacement(disp As Double)
IntactDisplacement sets and returns the mass displacement of the submarine assuming the ship is intact.
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IntactVolume(vol As Double)
IntactVolume sets and returns the volumetric displacement of the submarine assuming the ship is intact.
IntactLCB(distance As Double)
IntactLCB sets and returns the LCB of the submarine, assuming the ship is intact.
IntactVCB(distance As Double)
IntactVCB sets and returns the VCB of the submarine, assuming the ship is intact.
DamagedDisplacement(disp As Double)
DamagedDisplacement sets and returns the mass displacement of the submarine
including the effects of any damage entered in the model.
DamagedVolume(vol As Double)
DamagedVolume sets and returns the volumetric displacement of the submarine
including the effects of any damage entered in the model.
DamagedLCB(distance As Double)
DamagedLCB sets and returns the LCB of the submarine including the effects of
any damage entered in the model.
DamagedVCB(distance As Double)
DamagedVCB sets and returns the VCB of the submarine including the effects of
any damage entered in the model.
IntactCorrectedCB(distance As Double)
IntactCorrectedCB sets and returns the location of the CB corrected along its line
of action to the level of the keel. IntactCorrectedCB assumes the ship is intact.
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DamgedCorrectedCB(distance As Double)
DamageCorrectedCB sets and returns the location of the CB corrected along its
line of action to the level of the keel. DamagedCorrectedCB includes the effects of
any damage entered in the model.

D.5.3

DataPointList

This class is used to maintain a collection of computational results in the form of
DataPoint objects.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(point As DataPoint)
Adds a DataPoint to the collection. The DataPoints are sorted by IntactDisplacement upon addition from lowest to highest. This means that the lowest displacements
will also have the lowest index number.

item(index As Variant)
Allows a DataPoint to be referenced by index number in coding.

Count()
Returns the number of DataPoint objects which have been added to the collection.

Clear()
Removes all DataPoints from the collection.
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PrintRawData(Optional ClearPrevious As Boolean = True)
PrintRawData prints the properties from the DataPoint class to the worksheet
wsOutput_RawData. The data is printed one DataPoint per row. If the trim angle
is inside the range of [Ψ− ,Ψ+ ], then all the properties are printed. If the trim angle is
+
outside that range, but inside the range [Ψ−
𝑀 ,Ψ𝑀 ], then only the properties pertaining

to the damaged condition are printed.
If ClearPrevious is true, then PrintRawData will print over any data already
present in wsOutput_RawData. If ClearPrevious is false, the data will be printed
starting on the first empty row.
PrintProcessedData(Optional ClearPrevious As Boolean = True)
PrintProcessedData prints only the properties from the DataPoint class needed
for plotting a stability tree to the worksheet wsOutput_ProcessedData. The data is
printed one DataPoint per row. If the trim angle is inside the range of [Ψ− ,Ψ+ ], then
both the intact and damaged displacement and corrected CB are printed. If the trim
+
angle is outside that range, but inside the range [Ψ−
𝑀 ,Ψ𝑀 ], then only the damaged

displacement and corrected CB are printed.
If ClearPrevious is true, then PrintRawData will print over any data already
present in wsOutput_ProcessedData. If ClearPrevious is false, the data will be
printed starting on the first empty row.

D.5.4

Draft

This class uses known draft readings to calculate the draft at any given point on
the hull. It also provides means to determine if the available information is sufficient
to fully define the draft, and to add the draft information to long term memory.
fwdDraftMarks(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the longitudinal position of the forward draft marks. On input,
verifies the value is numeric and is between zero and LBP. Returns false if not set.
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If the forward draft marker is at zero, then the draft mark is set to 1E-100 to avoid
confusion with a false result.

aftDraftMarks(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the longitudinal position of the aft draft marks. On input, verifies
the value is numeric and is greater than zero and less than or equal to LBP. Returns
false if not set.

FWDDraft(Reading As variant)
Sets and returns the draft at the forward marks. On input, verifies the reading
is numeric and non-negative. If the forward draft mark has not been defined, but
sufficient information has been provided to calculate the forward draft reading, returns
CalcDraft(fwdDraftMark). Returns false if insufficient information is available to
calculate the draft.

MIDDraft(Reading As Variant)
Sets and returns the draft at midships. On input, verifies the reading is numeric
and non-negative. If sufficient information has been provided to calculate the midship
draft reading, returns CalcDraft(LBP/2). Returns false if insufficient information is
available to calculate the draft.

AFTDraft(Reading As variant)
Sets and returns the draft at the aft marks. On input, verifies the reading is
numeric and non-negative. If the aft draft mark has not been defined, but sufficient information has been provided to calculate the aft draft reading, returns CalcDraft(aftDraftMark). Returns false if insufficient information is available to calculate
the draft.
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FPPraft(Reading As variant)
Sets and returns the draft at the forward perpendicular. On input, verifies the
reading is numeric and non-negative. If sufficient information has been provided
to calculate the forward perpendicular draft, returns CalcDraft(0). Returns false if
insufficient information is available to calculate the draft.

APPDraft(Reading As variant)
Sets and returns the draft at the aft perpendicular. On input, verifies the reading
is numeric and non-negative. If sufficient information has been provided to calculate the aft perpendicular draft, returns CalcDraft(LBP). Returns false if insufficient
information is available to calculate the draft.

ClearReadings()
Clears all draft readings as well as trim and trim angle. Returns true when
successful. The draft marker locations are not cleared.

ClearDraftMarks()
Clears the location of both sets of draft marks.

Trim(Distance As Variant)
Sets and returns the trim, defined as:
Trim = 𝑇𝑓 𝑤𝑑 − 𝑇𝑎𝑓 𝑡

(D.6)

If a trim reading is provided, it is returned as the trim. If no trim reading is
provided, then the trim as calculated from forward and aft draft readings are provided. If no direct readings are available, then the trim is returned based on CalcDraft(fwdDraftMarks) minus CalcDraft(aftDraftMarks). Returns false if insufficient
variables have been defined to calculate drafts.
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TrimAngle(AngleInDegrees As Variant)
Sets and returns the trim angle. Operates identically to Trim, but finds the angle
using:
[︃

Trim
TrimAngle = ArcTan
fwdDraftMarks − aftDraftMarks

]︃

(D.7)

T(XCoordinate)
Returns CalcDraft(XCoordinate) after verifying that XCoordinate is between zero
and LBP and is numeric.
PercentError()
Returns the percent error between the given values and the values returned using
CalcDraft. Primarily used for troubleshooting.
CalcDraft(XCoordinate As Variant)
Returns the draft at the given longitudinal coordinate. Either both forward and
aft draft readings must be known, or one draft reading is known with either a trim or
a trim angle known. The draft calculation method is prioritized based on accuracy.
The calculation methods in order from most accurate to least accurate are:
1. Based on a forward and aft draft readings with both draft marker locations
known.
2. Based on a known trim with both forward and aft draft marker locations known
and:
(a) A known forward draft reading.
(b) A known aft draft reading.
(c) A known midships draft reading.
3. Based on a known trim angle and:
(a) A known forward draft reading.
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(b) A known aft draft reading.
(c) A known midships draft reading.
Returns false if insufficient data is known to calculate draft. CalcDraft is a private
function used internally to the Draft class. T is the publicly available equivalent and
has additional checks and warnings for use by the user.

IsValid()
Returns true if there is sufficient information for CalcDraft to return a value.
Returns false otherwise.

WriteDraftReadings()
Writes all draft values that were provided by the user to the worksheet wsVariables
using UpdateVariableValue. It does not include any calculated values.

D.5.5

EquilibriumPolygon

This class is intended to return two arrays which, when plotted on the stability
tree, will show the ability of the trim system to shift the LCG and displacement
of the ship. A LoadCaseList and a TrimTankList must be previously defined for
EquilibriumPolygon to work.

AddLoadCaseList(List As LoadCaseList)
Sets the LoadCaseList to be used to create the equilibrium polygon. When set,
AddLoadCase verifies that the LoadCaseList has at least one load case.

AddTrimTanks(List As TrimTankList)
Sets the TrimTankList to be used to create the equilibrium polygon. When set,
AddTrimTanks verifies that the TrimTankList has at least one trim tank.
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EquilibriumPolygonCG(lcase As Integer)
Returns an array of the possible CGs of the submarine. EquilibriumPolygonCG
starts with load case mass and CG. It then fills each trim tank in turn and calculates
the new CG using NewCG. Once each trim tank is filled, it again calculates the new
CGs by draining each trim tank in turn. The final point of the array is set to be
equal to the first point in order to create an enclosed polygon.

EquilibriumPolygonDisplacement(lcase As Integer)
Returns an array of the possible displacements of the submarine. EquilibriumPolygonDisplacement starts with load case mass. It then fills each trim tank in turn and
calculates the new mass. Once each trim tank is filled, it again calculates the new
mass by draining each trim tank in turn. The final point of the array is set to be
equal to the first point in order to create an enclosed polygon. The mass of each trim
tank is calculated based on the current water density and the trim tank volume.

NewCG(OldCG As Double, OldMass As Double, AddedCG As Double,
AddedMass As Double)
Returns the new CG of an object after a new mass has been added based on the
following equation:
CG𝑁 𝑒𝑤 =

D.5.6

CG𝑂𝑙𝑑 Mass𝑂𝑙𝑑 + CG𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 Mass𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
Mass𝑂𝑙𝑑 + Mass𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑

(D.8)

Hull

Hull combines data from the majority of the other classes to calculate the hydrostatic stability properties of the hull. Rather than having to call various values
from different classes depending on how the hull is defined, Hull allows all of the
hydrostatic properties to be returned from one place.
Hull calculates the hydrostatic properties of the hull when initialized, or by using
UpdateHullCalcs. This is intended to minimize the computational load of SuLSA by
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calculating the values once and storing them for reference. This avoids values being
calculated repeatedly when they are needed for multiple calculations.

Class_Initialize()
On initialization, if HullIsValid returns true, then CalcHullValues is run.

UpdateHullCalcs(ByVal NewDraft As Draft,
Optional CalculateDamaged=True)
Reruns CalcHullValues using the new draft. If CalculateDamaged is false, then
only intact calculations are run, otherwise both the intact and damaged cases are
calculated.

CalcHullValues(Optional CalculateDamaged = True)
Calculates the remainder of the properties for this class by calling on other classes
as appropriate for the needed values. CalcHull aims to minimize redundant calculations by calling each property as few times as possible. CalcHullValues uses
DraftReadings for the draft. If DraftReadings is not defined, then a draft of zero
is assumed. If CalculateDamage is false, or if no damage is present, then the damaged values as set equal to the intact values. CalcHullValues calls on VCBofBOR or
VCBofTOO as needed to find the VCB. CalcHullValues then uses this to calculate
the corrected CB. This is the only calculation CalcHullValues does itself.

IntactVolume()
IntactVolume returns the volumetric displacement of the submarine assuming the
ship is intact.

DamagedVolume()
DamagedVolume returns the volumetric displacement of the submarine including
the effects of any damage entered in the model.
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IntactDisplacement()
IntactDisplacement returns the mass displacement of the submarine assuming the
ship is intact.
DamagedDisplacement()
DamagedDisplacement returns the mass displacement of the submarine including
the effects of any damage entered in the model.
IntactLCB()
IntactLCB returns the LCB of the submarine, assuming the ship is intact.
DamagedLCB()
DamagedLCB returns the LCB of the submarine including the effects of any damage entered in the model.
IntactVCB()
IntactVCB returns the VCB of the submarine, assuming the ship is intact.
DamagedVCB()
DamagedVCB returns the VCB of the submarine including the effects of any
damage entered in the model.
IntactCorrectedCB()
IntactCorrectedCB returns the location of the CB corrected along its line of action
to the level of the keel. IntactCorrectedCB assumes the ship is intact.
DamgedCorrectedCB()
DamageCorrectedCB returns the location of the CB corrected along its line of
action to the level of the keel. DamagedCorrectedCB includes the effects of any
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damage entered in the model.

VCBofBOR(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean=True)
Returns the VCB of a submarine with a body-of-revolution fairing hull. VCBofBOR uses numerical integration, specifically SimpGenRule, to solve for VCB using
the following equation:
VCB =

𝑇 ▽−

∫︀ 𝑇

▽(𝑧)) d𝑧
▽

0

(D.9)

VCBofBOR uses a constant trim angle, sets the draft at the forward or aft perpendicular, whichever is deeper, to zero, and then integrates upward until the original draft
is reached. The step size for the numeric integration is set based on SetHullPrecisionStep. The value found at the end of this integration is the height of the CB above an
artificial horizontal baseline extending through the intersection of the perpendicular
and the keel line. This value then has to be corrected to a height above the keel line
to find the true VCB. This is done using the following equation:
VCB𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 = tan(Ψ)DistRefPoint to LCB + VCB

(D.10)

VCBofTOO(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean=True)
VCBofTOO operates identically to VCBofBOR except that it uses a table of
offsets for the fairing hull definition instead of the body-of-revolution equations.

StepDraft(readings As Draft, NewDraft As Double)
Adjusts the draft reading while performing numeric integration. StepDraft will
adjust either the forward or aft perpendicular draft, whichever is deeper. It changes
the draft at the relevant perpendicular to NewDraft.

FreeFloodVolume(readings As Draft)
Returns the total volume of water inside any free flood external tanks.
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FreeFloodMoment(readings As Draft)
Returns the total moment of the water inside any free flood external tanks..
DamagedTankVolume(readings As Draft)
Returns the total volume of water inside any damaged external tanks. It excludes
any space that was already in free flood.
DamagedTankMoment(readings As Draft)
Returns the total moment of the water inside any damaged external tank. It
excludes any space that was already in free flood.

D.5.7

LoadCase

This class is used to define individual load cases.
Name(CaseName As String)
Sets and returns the name of the load case in the form of a string. The name
must be defined and can not be a null string, but there are no other restrictions on
the name.
LCG(LongitudinalCenter As Double)
Sets and returns the LCG of the load case. Verifies LongitudinalCenter is a numeric value between zero and LBP.
Mass(InCurrentUnits As Double)
Sets and returns the mass of the load case. Verifies that InCurrentUnits is numeric.
The numeric value of Mass is not changed when the unit system is adjusted.
Moment()
Returns the moment of the load case by multiplying the LCG by the mass.
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IsValid()
Returns true when the name, LCG, and mass are all validly defined. Returns false
otherwise.

D.5.8

LoadCaseList

This class is used to maintain a collection of all load cases.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Remove(index As Variant)
Removes the load case with the listed index number.

Item(index AS Variant)
Allows load cases to be referenced by index number in coding.

Count()
Returns the number of load cases which have been added to the collection.

Clear()
Removes all load cases from the collection.

Add(Load As LoadCase)
Adds a load case to the collection.
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D.5.9

MBT

This class is used to define individual external tanks, primarily main ballast tanks
(MBTs).

Name(Name As Variant)
Sets and returns the name, converted to a string. This is currently not set up to
be a collection key.

FwdBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
Sets and returns the forward longitudinal extent of the external tank. On input,
verifies XCoordinate is numeric and between zero and LBP. Values above LBP are
set to LBP. Negative values are set to zero. If AftBoundary has been set, verifies that
the FwdBoundary is forward of AftBoundary and returns a warning if not satisfied.
Returns false if not defined.

AftBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
Sets and returns the aft longitudinal extent of the external tank. On input, verifies
XCoordinate is numeric and between zero and LBP. If FwdBoundary has been set,
verifies that the FwdBoundary is forward of AftBoundary and returns a warning if
not satisfied. Returns false if not defined.

Side(TransverseSide As PortCenterStbd)
Sets and returns the side of the external tank. Current options are Port, Center,
or Stbd. Port and Stbd assume the tank stops at centerline. Center assumes the
tank extends the full transverse width of the ship. On input, verifies TransverseSide
is one of the three acceptable options and returns a warning for all other results. Side
returns the numerical value of the selected side. SideName returns the string value
of the selected side.
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SideName()
Returns the string name of the side an external tank is on.

Permeability(mu As Variant)
Sets and returns the permeability of the tank,𝜇. The permeability is defined as:
𝜇=1−

𝑉𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(D.11)

On input, verifies value is between zero and one. Default value is one. Zero would
indicate a solid mass.

FreeFlood(Vented As Boolean)
Sets and returns a boolean value indicating if the external tank is open to sea, or
in free flood. True is a free flood tank. Default is false.

Damaged(Breached As Boolean)
Sets and returns a boolean value indicating if the external tank has been damaged.
True is a damaged tank. Default is false.

Valid()
Returns a boolean value indicating if sufficient data has been provided to define
an external tank. Returns true if Name, FwdBoundary, AftBoundary, and Side are
set. Returns false otherwise.

Volume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the submerged volume of the external tank by subtracting the volume
of the pressure hull from the volume of the fairing hull. Uses the same methodology
as Volume from the classes StationList or BORFairingHull, adjusting the limits of
integration to match the boundaries of the tank.
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MBTLimits(ByRef limits() As Double)
MBTLimits adjusts the limits used for SimpGenRule when calculating the volume
or moment of an external tank. MBTLimits changes the upper and lower limit to
be equal if the interval is completely outside the external tank. If the interval is
completely inside the external tank, the limits remain unchanged. If the limit is on
the edge of the tank, the upper or lower limit is adjusted as appropriate to match the
boundary of the tank.
MBTPressureHullVolumeSubtraction(readings As Draft)
Returns the volume of the pressure hull that falls within the boundaries of the
ballast tank. It is used by Volume to account for the different intervals between table
of offset stations and the regular interval used for pressure hull numeric integration.
LostVolume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the submerged volume lost due to a damaged external tank. LostVolume
equals Volume multiplied by permeability.
Moment(readings As Draft)
Returns the moment of the submerged volume of the external tank by subtracting
the section area of the pressure hull from the section area of the fairing hull and
then multiplying the area by its longitudinal position. Uses the same methodology
as Moment from the classes StationList or BORFairingHull, adjusting the limits of
integration to match the boundaries of the tank.
MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction(readings As Draft)
Returns the moment of the pressure hull volume that falls within the boundaries
of the ballast tank. It is used by Moment to account for the different intervals
between table of offset stations and the regular interval used for pressure hull numeric
integration.
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LostMoment(readings As Draft)
Returns the moment of the submerged volume lost due to a damaged external
tank. LostMoment equals Moment multiplied by permeability.

LCB(Readings As Draft)
Returns the longitudinal center of buoyancy of the submerged volume of the ballast
tank. Position is relative to the origin. LCB equals Moment divided by Volume.

D.5.10

MBTList

This class is used to maintain a collection of all external tanks, primarily main
ballast tanks.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(tank As MBT)
Adds a external tank to the collection. This verifies there is no overlap between
an existing tank and the new tank, and then sorts the tank on addition. The tanks
are sorted first from forward to aft based on the forward boundary of the tank and
then by side. A forward tank will have a lower index number. When sorting by side,
a centerline tank will have the lowest index number, followed by a starboard tank
and then a port tank.

Overlap(tank As MBT)
Returns true if two external tanks occupy the same volume.
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Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes the tank with the listed index number. This number is not the same as
the external tank name.
Item(Index As Variant)
Allows external tanks to be referenced by index number in coding.
Count()
Returns the number of external tanks which have been added to the collection.
Clear()
Removes all external tanks from the collection.

D.5.11

OffsetPoint

This class is equivalent to a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate point. It is
used as the building block for stations and waterlines.
x(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the longitudinal, X, coordinate. On input, verifies LongitudinalPosition is numeric.
y(TransversePosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the transverse, Y, coordinate. On input, verifies TransversePosition is numeric.
z(VerticalPosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the vertical, Z, coordinate. On input, verifies VerticalPosition is
numeric.
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DefinePt(LongitudinalPosition As Double, TransversePosition As Double,
VerticalPosition As Double)
Sets the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical coordinates simultaneously in the
standard Cartesian coordinates of (X, Y, Z).

isDefined()
Returns a Boolean stating if a point is defined. Returns true if all three coordinates
are defined. Returns false otherwise.

pt(Optional Index As Integer)
Returns the coordinates of a point referencing each coordinate as an index from 1
being X to 3 being Z. If the index is left blank, returns a string of the full Cartesian
coordinate in the format, (X, Y, Z).

CompareStation(point As Offset)
Compares the x coordinate of two points for sorting. If “point” is greater returns
-1. If “point” is less returns 1. Returns zero if both are equal.

D.5.12

PointCloud

This class allows for a single collection of all OffsetPoints used to define a hull.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(point As OffsetPoint)
Adds new OffsetPoint to the collection. Unlike the other collections, the PointCloud is not sorted.
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Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes single OffsetPoint from the collection, referenced by index number. Index
is independent of any of the coordinates of a point.

Item(Index As Variant)
Allows referencing an OffsetPoint by its index number.

Count()
Returns the total number of OffsetPoints in the PointCloud.

Clear()
Removes all OffsetPoints form the PointCloud.

D.5.13

PressureHull

This class combines multiple PressureHullSegment objects into one pressure hull
definition. At a minimum, a pressure hull must include two hemispherical end caps
to define the hull. The pressure hull is assumed to have one common axis of rotation
for all segments.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(Segment As PressureHullSegment)
Adds a PressureHullSegment to the collection. Segments are sorted by location
on addition. On input, segments are also checked for overlap.
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Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes a single segment referenced by index. Segments are sorted from bow to
stern, with index numbers starting at 1 for the segment closest to the bow.

Item(Index As Variant)
Allows referencing a single segment by index number.

Count()
Returns the total number of segments in the collection.

Clear()
Removes all segments from collection.

Radius(XCoordinate As Variant)
Returns the radius of the pressure hull at longitudinal position XCoordinate. On
input, verifies XCoordinate is numeric. Returns zero for any XCoordinate not within
the defined boundaries. Minimum pressure hull definition for Radius is a forward and
aft hemispherical section. If the pressure hull is not defined at any point between
the two hemispherical sections, Radius will extrapolate a result based on assuming a
truncated cone connects the two segments adjacent to XCoordinate.

Area(XCoordinate As Variant, Optional T As Variant)
Returns the submerged area at longitudinal position XCoordinate based on draft
T. If T is not given, is assumes the station is completely submerged. Area is solved
for symbolically based on radius and draft using the following equation:
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Volume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the displaced volume of the pressure hull based on the given draft. Uses
SimpGenRule for integrating the areas with a step size based on SetHullPrecisionStep.

LCB(Readings As Draft)
Returns the longitudinal center of buoyancy of the displaced volume of the pressure
hull. Position is relative to the origin. Uses SimpGenRule for integrating the areas.
Each area is multiplied by the longitudinal position to find the moment. The step
size is based on SetHullPrecisionStep.

D.5.14

PressureHullSegment

This class allows for defining different segments of the pressure hull. For a single
hulled submarine, the center pressure hull segment should be “Cylindrical” with a
diameter equal to the beam of the submarine. For a double hulled submarine, the
pressure hull diameter may be varied over the length of the hull. This class assumes
all parts of the pressure hull can be described as hemispherical, cylindrical, or a
truncated cone.
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Name(SegName As Variant)
Sets and returns a name for each segment of the pressure hull. The EditPressureHull userform makes the name “PH_#” by default. There are no restrictions on the
name however.

Geometry(Shape As PressureHullShape)
Sets and returns the shape of a pressure hull segment. Options include “Cylindrical”, “Hemispherical”, or “TruncatedCone”. Geometry uses enumerated values.

GeometryName()
Returns the string name of the pressure hull segment geometry.

FwdBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
Sets and returns the forward edge of a pressure hull segment as longitudinal position XCoordinate. On input, verifies XCoordinate is numeric and falls between zero
and LBP. Also verifies that FwdBoundary is forward of AftBoundary.

AftBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
Sets and returns the aft edge of a pressure hull segment as longitudinal position
XCoordinate. On input, verifies XCoordinate is numeric and falls between zero and
LBP. Also verifies that AftBoundary is aft of FwdBoundary.

FwdDiameter(FwdDiam As Double)
Sets and returns the diameter at the forward end of the pressure hull segment.
On input, verifies numeric and that the diameter is less than or equal to the beam.
If segment is cylindrical, also sets AftDiameter.
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FwdRadius(Radius As Double)
Sets and returns the radius at the forward end of the pressure hull segment.
Multiplies the radius by two, and then calls on FwdDiameter to set the property.

AftDiameter(AftDiam As Double)
Sets and returns the diameter at the aft end of the pressure hull segment. On
input, verifies numeric and that the diameter is less than or equal to the beam. If
segment is cylindrical, also sets FwdDiameter

AftRadius(Radius As Double)
Sets and returns the radius at the aft end of the pressure hull segment. Multiplies
the radius by two, and then calls on AftDiameter to set the property.

Radius(XCoordinate As Variant)
Returns the radius of the pressure hull segment at longitudinal position XCoordinate. Radius between the two ends is interpolated based on the known points and
the known geometry. On input, verifies XCoordinate is numeric and falls within the
boundaries of the segment. For a cylindrical section, a constant radius is used. For a
TruncatedCone, the following equation is used:
Radius =m XCoordinate + b
where m =

FwdDiameter − AftDiameter
2(FwdBoundary − AftBoundary)

(D.13)

and b =(1/2 * FwdDiameter − m FwdBoundary)
For a hemispherical segment, the radius is found using:
√︁

Radius = (FwdBoundary − a)2 + (FwdRadius)2 − (XCoordinate − a)2
where a =

(FwdBoundary2 − AftBoundary2 ) + (FwdRadius2 − AftRadius2 ) (D.14)
2(FwdBoundary − AftBoundary)
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Diameter(XCoordinate As Variant)
Returns the diameter of the pressure hull segment at longitudinal location position
XCoordinate. Returns the value of Radius multiplied by two.
Volume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the displaced volume of the pressure hull segment. Uses SimpGenRule
with a step size based on SetHullPrecisionStep. Primarily used for troubleshooting.
LCB(Readings As Draft)
Returns the longitudinal center of buoyancy of the displaced volume of the pressure
hull segment. Location is referenced from the origin. Uses SimpGenRule with a step
size based on SetHullPrecisionStep. Primarily used for troubleshooting.

D.5.15

Station

This class is used to define an individual station using a table of offsets or a point
cloud.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.
Add(point As OffsetPoint)
Adds single OffsetPoint to a station. OffsetPoints are sorted on addition with
the lowest point (z cooridinate) having the lowest index number. On addition of
first point, StationPosition is set automatically if it has not been specifically set. If
StationPosition is set, the new point is verified to be at the same longitudinal position.
Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes a single OffsetPoint from the station as referenced by its index number.
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Item(Index As Variant)
Allows referencing a single OffsetPoint by its index number.

Count()
Returns the number of OffsetPoints in the station.

Clear()
Removes all offset points from the station.

StationPosition(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
Sets and returns the longitudinal position of the station. On input, verifies LongitudinalPosition is numeric. StationPosition will only set a new value if no points
are present in the station. StationPosition is set automatically to the X value of the
first OffsetPoint added to the station. Returns false if the station position has not
been set. While StationPosition and StationNumber are closely related, there is no
connection programmed into the class.

StationNumber(Number As Variant)
Sets and returns the number of the station. Primarily used when referencing a
table of offsets. Returns false if not set.

Area(T As Double)
Returns the submerged area of the station at a draft of T. Uses SimpGenRule to
find the area. If no OffsetPoints have been added to the station, or if only one point
on centerline has been added to the station, returns an area of zero. If only two points
are present in the station, and both are on centerline, then the station is assumed
to be a circle with a diameter of the distance between the points. If the starting
OffsetPoint or last OffsetPoint are not on centerline, then a point on centerline is
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extrapolated using ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint. Extrapolated points are not added
to the station in order to preserve the original data.

D.5.16

StationList

This class combines multiple stations into a collection to define the fairing hull.
It is the primary class used to define the fairing hull when a table of offsets is used.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(st As Station)
Adds a station to the collection. On addition, automatically sorts the stations
by longitudinal position with the station closest to the bow having the lowest index
number.

Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes a single station from the collection, as referenced by its index number.

Item(Index As Variant)
References a single station by its index number.

Count()
Returns the number of stations currently in the StationList.

Clear()
Removes all stations from the StationList.
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Volume(Readings As Draft)
Returns the displaced volume of the fairing hull at draft Readings. If the forward
most and aft most stations are not at the forward and aft perpendiculars, then a
station is extrapolated at the perpendiculars with area equal to zero. If three or more
stations are available, the volume is found by numeric integration using SimpGenRule.
If a zero area station at the forward or aft perpendicular can not be extrapolated to
provide at least three stations, the trapezoid rule is used for numeric integration. If
only a single station is provided at a perpendicular, then a constant cross section, but
variable draft, hull is assumed.
Displacement(Readings As Draft, WaterDensity As Double)
Returns the mass displacement of the fairing hull by multiplying the water density
by the volume of the fairing hull.
Moment(readings As Draft)
Returns the moment of the submerged volume of the fairing hull. Uses an identical
method as Volume, but multiplies the station areas by their longitudinal position to
find the moment.
LCB()
Returns the longitudinal center of buoyancy of the submerged portion of the fairing
hull. The LCB is found by dividing the Moment by the Volume.

D.5.17

TrimTank

This class is used to define individual trim tanks.
Name(TankName As String)
Sets and returns the name of the trim tank in the form of a string. The name
must be defined and can not be a null string, but there are no other restrictions.
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LCG(LongitudinalCenter As Double)
Sets and returns the LCG of the trim tank. Verifies LongitudinalCenter is a
numeric value between zero and LBP.
Volume(CubicUnits As Double)
Sets and returns the volume of the trim tank. Verifies that CubicUnits is numeric.
The numeric value of Volume is not changed when the unit system is adjusted.
Mass()
Returns the mass of the trim tank. The mass is found by multiplying Volume by
the water density.
Moment()
Returns the moment of the load case by multiplying the LCG by Volume and the
water density.
IsValid()
Returns true when the name, LCG, and volume are all validly defined. Returns
false otherwise.

D.5.18

TrimTankList

This class is used to maintain a collection of all trim tanks.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.
Remove(index As Variant)
Removes the trim tank with the listed index number.
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Item(index AS Variant)
Allows trim tanks to be referenced by index number in coding.

Count()
Returns the number of trim tanks which have been added to the collection.

Clear()
Removes all trim tanks from the collection.

Add(Load As LoadCase)
Adds a trim tank to the collection. On addition, sorts the trim tanks by longitudinal position.

D.5.19

Waterline

This class defines waterlines using OffsetPoints. It is primarily used for reading
and writing a table of offsets and currently has minimal use for calculations.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.

Add(point As OffsetPoint)
Adds as single offset point to the waterline. On input, verifies the OffsetPoint Z
coordinate matches that of the waterline. Automatically sets the WaterlineHeight to
the Z coordinate of the first OffsetPoint added if the height is not already set. On
addition, sorts the points by longitudinal position with the point closest to the bow
having the lowest index number.
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Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes a single OffsetPoint from the waterline as referenced by its Index number.
Item(Index As Variant)
References a single OffsetPoint by its index number.
Count()
Returns the total number of OffsetPoints in a waterline.
Clear()
Removes all OffsetPoints from a waterline.
WaterlineHeight(VerticalPosition As Double)
Sets and returns the height of the waterline above the keel. The WaterlineHeight
is set automatically to the Z coordinate of the first OffsetPoint added to the waterline.
All OffsetPoints must be cleared from the Waterline to change the height.

D.5.20

WaterlineList

This class defines the fairing hull using a collection of waterlines. It is primarily
used for reading and writing a table of offsets and currently has minimal use for
calculations.
This class uses several “attributes” in order to allow it to be handled like any
other collection in VBA. To implement these attributes in Excel, the comment marks
should be removed from the noted lines, and then the class module should be exported
and then imported. The attribute lines will not be visible after implementation.
Add(wl As Waterline)
Adds a single waterline to the collection. On addition, sorts the waterlines by
vertical position with the waterline closest to the keel having the lowest index number.
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Remove(Index As Variant)
Removes a single waterline from the collection as referenced by its Index number.
Item(Index As Variant)
References a single waterline by its index number.
Count()
Returns the total number of waterlines in the collection.
Clear()
Removes all waterlines from the collection.
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Appendix E
Program Source Code
E.1
E.1.1

Forms
CheckProfile

’Userform provides msgbox for verifying BOR profile graphically.
Option Explicit

Public UserDecision As Boolean

’Return value if user clicks X in top corner.
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
UserDecision = False
End Sub

’Return value if "Accept"
Private Sub AcceptButton_Click()
UserDecision = True
CheckProfile.Hide
End Sub

’Return value if "Cancel"
Private Sub CancelButton_Click()
UserDecision = False
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CheckProfile.Hide
End Sub

E.1.2

EditDensity

’Userform for editing water density
Option Explicit

’Inizialize user form. Set default values in form.
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
CustomCondition_Text.value = Round(Density, 4)
CustomUnitsLabel.Caption = DensityUnits_str
End Sub

’Closes tank input if user closes userform
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
’Reset density and unit indications on home userform
UserInterfaceHome.Density_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(Density, 4)
UserInterfaceHome.DensityUnitLabel.Caption = DensityUnits_str
EditDensity.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’Reset textbox color after flagged as invalid entry
Private Sub CustomCondition_Text_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If CustomCondition_Text.value <> "" And _
IsNumeric(CustomCondition.value) Then
CustomCondition_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Save selected values of mass and length units.
Private Sub UpdateChanges_Click()
Dim Condition As StandardDensities
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Dim CustDens As Double
CustDens = 0
’Check for status of option buttons and save result
If HeavyCondition.value Then
Condition = StandardDensities.Heavy
ElseIf NormalCondition.value Then
Condition = StandardDensities.Normal
ElseIf LightCondition.value Then
Condition = StandardDensities.Light
ElseIf CustomCondition.value Then
Condition = StandardDensities.Custom
’If Custom value is selected verify it is numeric
If CustomCondition_Text.value = "" And _
Not IsNumeric(CustomCondition_Text) Then
CustomCondition_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
CustomCondition_Text.SetFocus
Exit Sub
End If
CustDens = CDbl(CustomCondition_Text.value)
End If
’Set new length and mass units.
’If any mass based units are set, convert them.
ConvertDensityAndUnits Length_Units, Mass_Units, Condition, CustDens
’Return to UserInterfaceHome
EditDensity.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

E.1.3

EditDraftMarkerLocations

’Userform for editing draft marker locations
Option Explicit

’Initialize userform and set values to previous location
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
If UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = False Then
FwdDraftMarks_Text = ""
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Else
FwdDraftMarks_Text = UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
End If
If UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = False Then
AftDraftMarks_Text = ""
Else
AftDraftMarks_Text = UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
End If
End Sub

’Closes tank input if user clicks X to close form
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
EditDraftMarkerLocations.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’Verifies Fwd Draft Mark location is valid on user input
’Flags entry as red if invalid
Private Sub FwdDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If FwdDraftMarks_Text.value <> "" And LBP <> Empty Then
If CDbl(FwdDraftMarks_Text.value) < 0 Or _
CDbl(FwdDraftMarks_Text.value) > LBP Then
MsgBox "Fwd Draft Marks must be between 0 and LBP."
FwdDraftMarks_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Returns entry color to white once incorrect entry is cleared.
Private Sub FwdDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate()
FwdDraftMarks_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End Sub

’Verifies aft Draft Mark location is valid on user input
’Flags entry as red if invalid
Private Sub AftDraftMarks_Text_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
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If AftDraftMarks_Text.value <> "" And LBP <> Empty Then
If CDbl(AftDraftMarks_Text.value) < 0 Or _
CDbl(AftDraftMarks_Text.value) > LBP Then
MsgBox "Aft Draft Marks must be between 0 and LBP."
AftDraftMarks_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Returns entry color to white once incorrect entry is cleared
Private Sub AftDraftMarks_Text_AfterUpdate()
AftDraftMarks_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End Sub

’Saves current contents of form and closes them
Private Sub SaveAndExit_Click()
If FormComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = CDbl(FwdDraftMarks_Text.value)
DraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = CDbl(AftDraftMarks_Text.value)
UpdateVariableValue "FwdDraftMarks", UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = CDbl(AftDraftMarks_Text.value)
DraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = CDbl(AftDraftMarks_Text.value)
UpdateVariableValue "AftDraftMarks", UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
EditDraftMarkerLocations.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End If
End Sub

’Verifies form is completely filled out
’Highlights missing fields
Private Function FormComplete() As Boolean
Dim ctl As Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
FormComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In LongPosOfDraftMarkers.Controls
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If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

E.1.4

EditExternalTanks

’Userform for entering and editing external tanks.
Option Explicit
Dim CurrentTank As MBT ’Temporary variable to store current form data
Dim NewTank As Boolean ’Tracks data being entered is new or updates

’Initializes User Form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
’Track if a new or existing pressure hull segment is being worked on
NewTank = False
’Read current variable list and MBT list.
’to the user accessible spreadsheet
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadVariableList
ReadMBTList UseDefault:=True
WriteMBTList WriteToInput:=True
’Visibility_DoneRead

Copy stored MBT values

’Populate user form drop down menues
’Match text box values to default segment
Call NameList
Call SideNameList
Call NameCombo_Change
’If draft markings are available for drafts, enable calculation
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’of tank permeability from known values
If HullIsValid And UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks >= 0 _
And UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks >= 0 Then
CalcPermeability.Enabled = True
Else
CalcPermeability.Enabled = False
End If
’Keep user on PressureHull worksheet
wsTanks.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTanks.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Closes tank input if users selects X in corner of form
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose _
(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
wsHome.Activate
wsTanks.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Verify FwdBoundary is valid when entered Highlight invalid entries in red
Private Sub FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If FwdBoundaryText.value <> "" And LBP <> 0 Then
If CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value) <= LBP Then
FwdBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
FwdBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox "FwdBoundary must be between 0 and LBP."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub
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’Verify AftBoundary is valid when entered. Highlight invalid entries in red
Private Sub AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If AftBoundaryText.value <> "" And LBP <> 0 Then
If CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value) <= LBP Then
AftBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
AftBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox "AftBoundary must be between 0 and LBP."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Verify Permeability is valid. Hightlight invalid entires in red.
Private Sub PermeabilityText_BeforeUpdate _
(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If PermeabilityText.value <> "" Then
If CDbl(PermeabilityText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(PermeabilityText.value) <= 1 Then
PermeabilityText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
PermeabilityText.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox "Permeability must be between 0.0 and 1.0."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Calculate permeability from know tank volume
Private Sub CalcPermeability_Click()
Dim ActVol As String
Dim CalcVol As Double
Dim tnk As MBT
Dim SubmergedDraft As Draft
Dim response As VbMsgBoxResult
’Create a test draft that assumes submarine is submerged
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Set SubmergedDraft = New Draft
SubmergedDraft.fwdDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
SubmergedDraft.aftDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
SubmergedDraft.Trim = 0
SubmergedDraft.MIDDraft = Beam
’Finds selected tank and calculates its volume
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Name = NameCombo.value Then
CalcVol = tnk.Volume(SubmergedDraft)
Exit For
End If
Next tnk
’Catch errors from insufficiently defined tanks
If CalcVol <= 0 Then
MsgBox "Tank insufficiently defined to determine permeability." _
& vbCrLf & _
"Please save the current status of the tank and try again."
Exit Sub
End If
’Request actual volume of tank from user
’Application.ScreenUpdating = True
ActVol = InputBox("Please enter the actual water volume of " & _
NameCombo.value & ".", "External Tank Permeability Calculation.", _
Round(CalcVol, 2))
’Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Check validity of user input then have user verify calculation
If ActVol = "" Then
Exit Sub
ElseIf Not IsNumeric(ActVol) Then
MsgBox "The water volume must be a numeric value."
ElseIf IsNumeric(ActVol) Then
ActVol = val(ActVol)
If ActVol <= 0 Then
MsgBox "The actual water volume must be greater than zero."
ElseIf ActVol > CalcVol Then
MsgBox "The actual tank volume must be less than" & vbCrLf & _
"the calculated volume of " & CalcVol & "." & vbCrLf & _
"Permeability can not exceed 1.0."
Else
response = MsgBox( _
prompt:="The calculated volume of " & NameCombo.value & _
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" is " & Round(CalcVol, 2) & "." & vbCrLf & _
"The recorded actual volume is " & Round(ActVol, 2) & "." _
& vbCrLf & "The calculated permeability is " & _
Round((ActVol / CalcVol), 4) & ".", _
Buttons:=vbOKCancel)
If response = vbOK Then
PermeabilityText.value = Round(ActVol / CalcVol, 4)
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Tank name combo box drop down menu
’Matchs field values to selected segment
Private Sub NameCombo_Change()
Dim tnk As MBT
’If segment is new, leave fields blank
If NameCombo.value = "New Tank" Then
NewTank = True
NameCombo.MatchRequired = False
Set CurrentTank = New MBT
NameCombo.value = "MBT_" & HullMBTs.Count + 1
FwdBoundaryText.value = ""
AftBoundaryText.value = ""
SideCombo.value = ""
PermeabilityText.value = "1.0"
FreeFloodCheckBox.value = False
DamagedCheckBox = False
’If existing tank, set fields to match values
Else
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Name = NameCombo.value Then
NewTank = False
Set CurrentTank = tnk
NameCombo.value = tnk.Name
FwdBoundaryText.value = tnk.FwdBoundary
AftBoundaryText.value = tnk.AftBoundary
SideCombo.value = tnk.SideName
PermeabilityText.value = tnk.Permeability
FreeFloodCheckBox.value = tnk.FreeFlood
DamagedCheckBox = tnk.Damaged
Exit Sub
End If
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Next tnk
End If
If NewTank = False Then NameCombo.MatchRequired = True
End Sub

’Update
’Allows
Private
Dim

from Input spreadsheet
user to enter multiple segments on a spreadsheet then import them
Sub UpdateFromInput_Click()
rng As Range

Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Selects all rows at top of spreadsheet
Set rng = wsTanks. _
Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0))
’Reads from Input spreadsheet to storage
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadMBTList rng, wsTanks ’Comment out arguments to allow user selection
WriteMBTList
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Update userform drop down list for new segments
Call NameList
’Highlight the imported segments
wsTanks.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0)).Select
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
MsgBox "External tanks have been updated from the highlighted range."
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’If inporting created valid tanks, allow calculation of permeability.
If HullIsValid And UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks >= 0 _
And UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks >= 0 Then
CalcPermeability.Enabled = True
Else
CalcPermeability.Enabled = False
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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’Delete currently selected segment
Private Sub DeleteCurrentTank_Click()
Dim rng As Range
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Finds all the segments on the spreadsheet
Set rng = wsTanks.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0))
’Finds the segment with the current name and deletes it
Range(rng.Rows(1).Find(NameCombo.value), _
rng.Find(NameCombo.value).offset(6, 0)).Clear
’Update and rewrite both spreadsheets
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadMBTList rng, wsTanks
WriteMBTList True
WriteMBTList False
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Refresh the list of segment names
Call NameList
’Reset to default segment, same as initializing
If HullMBTs.Count > 0 Then
NameCombo.value = HullMBTs.item(1).Name
Else
NameCombo.value = "New Tank"
End If
Call NameCombo_Change
’Enable permeability calculations if still valid
If HullIsValid And UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks >= 0 _
And UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks >= 0 Then
CalcPermeability.Enabled = True
Else
CalcPermeability.Enabled = False
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Save the changes to the currently selected segment
Private Sub SaveChangesToCurrent_Click()
’Verify all fields are filled in
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If FormComplete Then
CurrentTank.Name = NameCombo.value
CurrentTank.FwdBoundary = CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value)
CurrentTank.AftBoundary = CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value)
CurrentTank.Side = CInt(ConvertSideName(SideCombo.value))
CurrentTank.Permeability = CDbl(PermeabilityText.value)
CurrentTank.FreeFlood = CBool(FreeFloodCheckBox.value)
CurrentTank.Damaged = CBool(DamagedCheckBox.value)
’If new segment, add to master list
If NewTank Then
HullMBTs.Add CurrentTank
NewTank = False
End If
’Update both spreadsheets to match
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteMBTList True
WriteMBTList False
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Update userform to reflect new segment
Call NameList
NameCombo.value = CurrentTank.Name
Call NameCombo_Change
’Enable permeability calculations if valid
If HullIsValid And UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks >= 0 _
And UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks >= 0 Then
CalcPermeability.Enabled = True
Else
CalcPermeability.Enabled = False
End If
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Saves changes to current segment and close form
Private Sub SaveChangesAndClose_Click()
’Performes same actions as SaveChangesToCurrent
Call SaveChangesToCurrent_Click
’Closes form
wsHome.Activate
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wsTanks.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Unload Me
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Verifies form is completely filled out. Highlights missing fields
Private Function FormComplete() As Boolean
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
FormComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In Me.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
If ctl Is PermeabilityText Then
If CDbl(PermeabilityText.value) < 0 Or _
CDbl(PermeabilityText.value) > 1 Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

’Adds list of all current segment names to combo box
Private Sub NameList(Optional FromInput As Boolean = False)
Dim index As Integer
Dim tnk As MBT
Dim rng As Range
’Starts by clearing current list
NameCombo.Clear
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’Gives option to update from Input_PressureHull instead of master list
If FromInput Then
Set rng = wsTanks.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0))
ReadMBTList rng, wsTanks
End If
’Iterates through all segments and adds names to list
index = 1
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Name <> "" Then
NameCombo.AddItem tnk.Name
Else
NameCombo.AddItem "MBT_" & index
End If
index = index + 1
Next tnk
’Ends list with option for new segment
NameCombo.AddItem "New Tank"
’If segments exist, default segment is first one
If HullMBTs.Count > 0 Then
NameCombo.value = HullMBTs.item(1).Name
’If no segments exist, default segment is New Segment
Else
NameCombo.value = "New Tank"
End If
End Sub

’Adds list of all current geometry names to combo box
Private Sub SideNameList()
Dim tnkside As PortCenterStbd
Dim tnk As MBT
Set tnk = New MBT
For tnkside = PortCenterStbd.[_First] To PortCenterStbd.[_Last]
tnk.Side = tnkside
SideCombo.AddItem tnk.SideName
Next tnkside
End Sub

’Converts string name of geometry to numeric value
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Private
Dim
Dim
Set
For

Function ConvertSideName(Name As String)
tnkside As PortCenterStbd
tnk As MBT
tnk = New MBT
tnkside = PortCenterStbd.[_First] To PortCenterStbd.[_Last]
tnk.Side = tnkside
If Name = tnk.SideName Then ConvertSideName = tnk.Side
Next tnkside
End Function

E.1.5

EditFairingHull

’Userform for entering and editing fairing hull.
Option Explicit
Dim NewTOO As Boolean
Dim numwl As Integer
Dim numst As Integer

’Initializes User Form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
NewTOO = False
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadHullDef TOO_or_Eqn.both
’Match form settings to current values
Beam_Text.value = Beam
LBP_Text.value = LBP
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
BodyOfRevolution.value = True
BodyOfRevolution_Click
ElseIf Not FairingHullDefByEqn Then
TableOfOffsets.value = True
TableOfOffsets_Click
ReadTOO UseDefault:=True
ClearTOO False
WriteTOO False
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Else
BodyOfRevolution.value = False
TableOfOffsets.value = False
GenerateTOO.value = False
For Each ctl In BodyOfRevConstants.Controls
ctl.Enabled = False
Next ctl
For Each ctl In TableOfOffsetsDefinition.Controls
ctl.Enabled = False
Next ctl
End If
If HullBOR.IsValid Then
L_fwd_Text.value = HullBOR.Lfwd
R_fwd_Text.value = HullBOR.Rfwd
L_pmb_Text.value = HullBOR.Lpmb
L_aft_Text.value = HullBOR.Laft
R_aft_Text.value = HullBOR.Raft
End If
’Visibility_DoneRead
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Closes userform if user presses red X.
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
wsHome.Activate
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Verifies LBP is valid. Highlights in red if not valid.
Private Sub LBP_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
LengthCheck
End Sub

’Enables and disables appropriate controls if BOR is selected.
Private Sub BodyOfRevolution_Click()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
For Each ctl In BodyOfRevConstants.Controls
ctl.Enabled = True
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Next ctl
For Each ctl In TableOfOffsetsDefinition.Controls
ctl.Enabled = False
Next ctl
GenerateTOO.Enabled = False
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetHidden
End Sub

’Enables and disables appropriate controls if TOO is selected
Private Sub TableOfOffsets_Click()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
For Each ctl In BodyOfRevConstants.Controls
ctl.Enabled = False
Next ctl
For Each ctl In TableOfOffsetsDefinition.Controls
ctl.Enabled = True
Next ctl
GenerateTOO.Enabled = False
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTOO.Activate
End Sub

’Enables and disables appropriate controls if TOO from BOR is selected.
Private Sub GenerateTOOFromBOR_Click()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
For Each ctl In BodyOfRevConstants.Controls
ctl.Enabled = True
Next ctl
For Each ctl In TableOfOffsetsDefinition.Controls
ctl.Enabled = False
Next ctl
GenerateTOO.Enabled = True
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTOO.Activate
End Sub

’Verifies L_fwd is valid. Hightlights invalid entry in red.
Private Sub L_fwd_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
LengthCheck
End Sub
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’Verifies L_pmb is valid. Hightlights invalid entry in red.
Private Sub L_pmb_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
LengthCheck
End Sub

’Verifies L_aft is valid. Hightlights invalid entry in red.
Private Sub L_aft_Text_BeforeUpdate(ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
LengthCheck
End Sub

’Imports a pre-made TOO from a different workbook or worksheet.
Private Sub ImportTOO_Click()
Dim ImportRange As Range
’User selects data to import
Set ImportRange = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Select the full range of cells of" & vbCrLf & _
"the Table of Offsets to be imported.", _
Title:="Select Table to Import", _
Type:=8)
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
ClearTOO False
ImportRange.Copy
’Paste imported data into worksheet then read data.
wsTOO.Range("a1").PasteSpecial xlPasteValues
ReadTOO wrksht:=wsTOO
ClearTOO False
WriteTOO False
wsTOO.Activate
NewTOO = True
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Read Input_TableOfOffsets worksheet for user changes
Private Sub EnterTOO_Click()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTOO.Activate
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ReadTOO wrksht:=wsTOO
ClearTOO
WriteTOO
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Generate a TOO from a defined BOR. Keeps the BOR values
’for calculations due to accuracy.
Private Sub GenerateTOO_Click()
Dim TestProfile As BORFairingHull
’Verify required data is filled in
If FormComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
LBP = CDbl(LBP_Text.value)
Beam = CDbl(Beam_Text.value)
’Create a new BORFairingHull for temporary use
Set TestProfile = New BORFairingHull
TestProfile.Lfwd = CDbl(L_fwd_Text.value)
TestProfile.Rfwd = R_fwd_Text.value
If L_pmb_Text.value <> "" Then
TestProfile.Lpmb = CDbl(L_pmb_Text.value)
End If
TestProfile.Laft = CDbl(L_aft_Text.value)
TestProfile.Raft = R_aft_Text.value
’Have user verify profile generated from BOR
If Not TestProfile.IsValid Then
R_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
R_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox ("One or both BOR equations are invalid.")
Exit Sub
ElseIf Not MakeProfile(TestProfile) Then
Exit Sub
End If
’Update BOR values to match those just used.
UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn True
HullBOR.Lfwd = CDbl(L_fwd_Text.value)
HullBOR.Rfwd = R_fwd_Text.value
If L_pmb_Text.value <> "" Then HullBOR.Lpmb = CDbl(L_pmb_Text.value)
HullBOR.Laft = CDbl(L_aft_Text.value)
HullBOR.Raft = R_aft_Text.value
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UpdateBORList
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
’Have user set number of waterlines
numwl = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please enter the desired number of waterlines.", _
Title:="Number of Waterlines", _
Default:=11, Type:=1)
If numwl <> 0 Then
numwl = CInt(numwl)
Else
’Exit if user does not select a number of waterlines.
Exit Sub
End If
’Have user set number of stations.
’Half stations not supported.
numst = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please enter the desired number of stations.", _
Title:="Number of Stations", _
Default:=41, Type:=1)
If numst <> 0 Then
numst = CInt(numst)
Else
’Exit if user does not select a number of stations.
Exit Sub
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Create and record the new table
ClearTOO False
WriteTOO False, True, numst, numwl
NewTOO = True
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTOO.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End If
End Sub

’Saves changes to current segment
Private Sub SaveAndClose_Click()
Dim ws As Worksheet
Dim wlrng As Range
Dim strng As Range
Dim TestProfile As BORFairingHull
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’Verify required data is filled in, then save it
If FormComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
LBP = CDbl(LBP_Text.value)
Beam = CDbl(Beam_Text.value)
WriteVariableList
If TableOfOffsets.value = True Then
UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn False
ElseIf BodyOfRevolution.value = True Or _
GenerateTOOFromBOR.value = True Then
UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn True
Set TestProfile = New BORFairingHull
TestProfile.Lfwd = CDbl(L_fwd_Text.value)
TestProfile.Rfwd = R_fwd_Text.value
If L_pmb_Text.value <> "" Then
TestProfile.Lpmb = CDbl(L_pmb_Text.value)
End If
TestProfile.Laft = CDbl(L_aft_Text.value)
TestProfile.Raft = R_aft_Text.value
’Have user verify profile generated from BOR
If Not TestProfile.IsValid Then
R_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
R_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox ("One or both BOR equations are invalid.")
Exit Sub
ElseIf Not MakeProfile(TestProfile) Then
Exit Sub
End If
HullBOR.Lfwd = CDbl(L_fwd_Text.value)
HullBOR.Rfwd = R_fwd_Text.value
If L_pmb_Text.value <> "" Then
HullBOR.Lpmb = CDbl(L_pmb_Text.value)
End If
HullBOR.Laft = CDbl(L_aft_Text.value)
HullBOR.Raft = R_aft_Text.value
UpdateBORList
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End If
Else
Exit Sub
End If
’If a new TOO was generated, store it.
If NewTOO = True Then
Set ws = wsTOO
Set wlrng = Range(ws.Range("a1").offset(1, 1), _
ws.Range("a1").offset(1, 1).End(xlToRight))
Set strng = Range(ws.Range("a1").offset(2, 0), _
ws.Range("a1").offset(2, 0).End(xlDown))
ReadTOO wlrng, strng, , wsTOO, False
ClearTOO
WriteTOO
End If
’Closes form
Unload Me
wsHome.Activate
wsTOO.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Verify that LBP=L_fwd+L_pmb+L_aft
’Advise user that L_pmb is calculated automatically
’Highlight invalid entries in red
Private Function LengthCheck()
Dim lbpvalue As Double
Dim BORlengths As Double
LengthCheck = True
If BodyOfRevolution.value = True Or GenerateTOOFromBOR.value = True Then
If IsNumeric(LBP_Text.value) Then
lbpvalue = CDbl(LBP_Text.value)
BORlengths = 0
If IsNumeric(L_fwd_Text.value) Then
BORlengths = BORlengths + CDbl(L_fwd_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(L_pmb_Text.value) Then
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BORlengths = BORlengths + CDbl(L_pmb_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(L_aft_Text.value) Then
BORlengths = BORlengths + CDbl(L_aft_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(L_fwd_Text.value) And _
IsNumeric(L_pmb_Text.value) And _
IsNumeric(L_aft_Text.value) Then
If Abs(lbpvalue - BORlengths) > 0.0000000001 Then
LengthCheck = False
End If
Else
’If lbpvalue < BORlengths Then LengthCheck = False
If lbpvalue - BORlengths < -0.0000000001 Then
LengthCheck = False
End If
End If
If Not LengthCheck Then
LBP_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
L_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
L_pmb_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
L_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
MsgBox "L_fwd+L_pmb+L_aft must equal LBP. If L_pmb is" & vbCrLf & _
"left blank it will be automatically calculated."
Exit Function
End If
End If
End If
LBP_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
L_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
L_pmb_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
L_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End Function

’Generate a temporary table showing the profile of the BOR hull
Private Function MakeProfile(TestCase As BORFairingHull)
Dim ProfileCht As Chart
Dim ProfileX() As Double
Dim ProfileR() As Double
Dim NumOfPts As Long
Dim i As Long
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Dim UserAccept As VbMsgBoxResult
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
MakeProfile = False
’Define hull at same precision level as calculations
NumOfPts = _
CLng(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(LBP / precision, 0))
ReDim ProfileX(0 To NumOfPts) As Double
ReDim ProfileR(0 To NumOfPts) As Double
For i = 0 To NumOfPts
ProfileX(i) = i * precision
ProfileR(i) = TestCase.Radius(i * precision)
Next i
Set ProfileCht = Charts.Add
ProfileCht.Activate
Do Until ProfileCht.SeriesCollection.Count = 0
ProfileCht.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
Loop
With ProfileCht
.Name = "BOR_Profile"
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Text = "BOR Profile"
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmooth
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScale = LBP / 2
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScale = LBP
With .SeriesCollection(1)
.Name = "Profile"
.XValues = ProfileX
.Values = ProfileR
.MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbBlue
.MarkerForegroundColor = rgbBlue
.MarkerSize = 5
End With
End With
EditFairingHull.Hide
ProfileCht.Activate
’Ask user to verify profile prior to accepting
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Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Load CheckProfile
CheckProfile.Show
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
MakeProfile = CheckProfile.UserDecision
EditFairingHull.Show
Application.DisplayAlerts = False
ProfileCht.Delete
Application.DisplayAlerts = True
End Function

’Verifies form is completely filled out
’Highlights missing fields
Private Function FormComplete() As Boolean
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
FormComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In ShipDimensions.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Or Not IsNumeric(ctl.value) Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
If BodyOfRevolution.value = True Then
For Each ctl In BodyOfRevConstants.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl Is L_pmb_Text Then
’Do nothing
ElseIf ctl Is R_fwd_Text Or ctl Is R_aft_Text Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
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MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
Else
ctl.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
ElseIf ctl.value = "" Or Not IsNumeric(ctl.value) Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End If
End Function

E.1.6

EditLoadCases

’Userform for entering and editing load cases and trim tanks.
Option Explicit

’Initialize userform
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Dim tnk As TrimTank
Dim lcase As LoadCase
’Update CondtionA Textboxes
CondAMass_Text = Application.WorksheetFunction.Round(CondAMass, 3)
CondALCG_Text = CondALCG
CondAMass_Label.Caption = "Mass (" & MassUnits_str & ")"
LoadCaseMass_Label.Caption = "Mass (" & MassUnits_str & ")"
’Read current load case and trim tanks
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
GenerateLoadListBox
GenerateTrimTankListBox
’Make load case and trim tank spreadsheets visible
wsTrimTanks.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsLoadCases.Visible = xlSheetVisible
MultiPage.value = 0
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wsLoadCases.Activate
End Sub

’Closes tank input if user closes userform
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
wsHome.Activate
wsTrimTanks.Visible = xlSheetHidden
wsLoadCases.Visible = xlSheetHidden
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Set CondA Mass backcolor to white to clear invalid input
Private Sub CondAMass_Text_AfterUpdate()
If CondAMass_Text.value <> "" And IsNumeric(CondAMass_Text.value) Then
CondAMass_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Set CondA LCG backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub CondALCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
If CondALCG_Text.value <> "" And IsNumeric(CondALCG_Text.value) Then
CondALCG_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Activate worksheet corresponding to selected userform tab
Private Sub MultiPage_Change()
If MultiPage.value = 0 Then
wsLoadCases.Activate
ElseIf MultiPage.value = 1 Then
wsTrimTanks.Activate
End If
End Sub

’Match textbox values to selected load case
Private Sub LoadCasesListBox_Change()
Dim i As Integer
Dim lcase As LoadCase
For i = 0 To LoadCasesListBox.ListCount - 1
If LoadCasesListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
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If LoadCasesListBox.List(i) = "New Load" Then
LoadCaseName_Text.value = "New Load"
LoadCaseMass_Text.value = ""
LoadCaseLCG_Text.value = ""
Else
For Each lcase In HullLoadCases
If lcase.Name = LoadCasesListBox.List(i) Then
LoadCaseName_Text.value = lcase.Name
LoadCaseMass_Text.value = lcase.Mass
LoadCaseLCG_Text.value = lcase.LCG
End If
Next lcase
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Set load case name textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub LoadCaseName_Text_AfterUpdate()
If LoadCaseName_Text.value <> "" Then
LoadCaseName_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Set load case mass textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub LoadCaseMass_Text_AfterUpdate()
If LoadCaseMass_Text.value <> "" And _
IsNumeric(LoadCaseMass_Text.value) Then
LoadCaseMass_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Set load case LCG textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub LoadCaseLCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
If LoadCaseLCG_Text.value <> "" And _
IsNumeric(LoadCaseLCG_Text.value) Then
LoadCaseLCG_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub
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’Delete
Private
Dim
Dim

currently selected load case
Sub DeleteLoadCase_Click()
i As Integer
n As Integer

For i = 0 To LoadCasesListBox.ListCount - 1
If LoadCasesListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
If LoadCasesListBox.List(i) = "New Load" Then
’Do nothing
Else
For n = 1 To HullLoadCases.Count
If HullLoadCases.item(n).Name = _
LoadCasesListBox.List(i) Then
HullLoadCases.Remove n
UpdateLoadCaseList True
UpdateLoadCaseList False
LoadCasesListBox.RemoveItem i
Exit For
End If
Next n
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Save changes to currently selected load case
Private Sub SaveLoadCase_Click()
Dim lcase As New LoadCase
Dim i As Integer
Dim n As Integer
For i = 0 To LoadCasesListBox.ListCount - 1
If LoadCasesListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
If LoadCasesListBox.List(i) = "New Load" Then
If LoadCaseComplete Then
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
Set HullLoadCases = New LoadCaseList
End If
Set lcase = New LoadCase
lcase.Name = LoadCaseName_Text.value
lcase.Mass = CDbl(LoadCaseMass_Text.value)
lcase.LCG = CDbl(LoadCaseLCG_Text.value)
HullLoadCases.Add lcase
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UpdateLoadCase
End If
Else
If LoadCaseComplete Then
For n = 1 To HullLoadCases.Count
If HullLoadCases.item(n).Name = _
LoadCasesListBox.List(i) Then
HullLoadCases.item(n).Name = _
CStr(LoadCaseName_Text.value)
HullLoadCases.item(n).Mass = _
CDbl(LoadCaseMass_Text.value)
HullLoadCases.item(n).LCG = _
CDbl(LoadCaseLCG_Text.value)
UpdateLoadCase
Exit For
End If
Next n
End If
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Allow user to select load cases from spreadsheet for import
Private Sub ImportLoadCase_Click()
Dim defaultrng As Range
Dim rng As Range
wsLoadCases.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsLoadCases.Activate
Set defaultrng = Range("b1", Range("b1").EntireRow.Find( _
what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
Set rng = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select the load cases you wish to import." & vbCrLf _
& "Do not select row titles.", _
Title:="Select Load Cases for Import", _
Default:=defaultrng.Address, Type:=8)
If rng Is Nothing Then Exit Sub
’Read values and write to wsHullDef
ReadLoadCaseList rng, wsLoadCases
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteLoadCaseList
’Visibility_DoneRead
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’Regenerate list box on userform
GenerateLoadListBox
End Sub

’Update
Private
Dim
Dim
For

text boxes to reflect currently selected trim tank
Sub TrimTankListBox_Change()
i As Integer
tnk As TrimTank
i = 0 To TrimTankListBox.ListCount - 1
If TrimTankListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
If TrimTankListBox.List(i) = "New Trim Tank" Then
TrimTankName_Text.value = "New Trim Tank"
TrimTankVolume_Text.value = ""
TrimTankLCG_Text.value = ""
Else
For Each tnk In HullTrimTanks
If tnk.Name = TrimTankListBox.List(i) Then
TrimTankName_Text.value = tnk.Name
TrimTankVolume_Text.value = tnk.Volume
TrimTankLCG_Text.value = tnk.LCG
End If
Next tnk
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Set trim tank name textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub TrimTankName_Text_AfterUpdate()
If TrimTankName_Text.value <> "" Then
TrimTankName_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Set trim tank LCG textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub TrimTankLCG_Text_AfterUpdate()
If TrimTankLCG_Text.value <> "" And _
IsNumeric(TrimTankLCG_Text.value) Then
TrimTankLCG_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub
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’Set trim tank volume textbox backcolor to while to clear invalid input
Private Sub TrimTankVolume_Text_AfterUpdate()
If TrimTankVolume_Text.value <> "" And _
IsNumeric(TrimTankVolume_Text.value) Then
TrimTankVolume_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Delete
Private
Dim
Dim

currently selected trim tank
Sub DeleteTrimTank_Click()
i As Integer
n As Integer

For i = 0 To TrimTankListBox.ListCount - 1
If TrimTankListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
If TrimTankListBox.List(i) = "New Load" Then
’Do nothing
Else
For n = 1 To HullTrimTanks.Count
If HullTrimTanks.item(n).Name = _
TrimTankListBox.List(i) Then
HullTrimTanks.Remove n
ClearTrimTankList True
ClearTrimTankList False
WriteTrimTankList True
WriteTrimTankList False
TrimTankListBox.RemoveItem i
Exit For
End If
Next n
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Save changes to currently selected trim tank
Private Sub SaveTrimTank_Click()
Dim tnk As New TrimTank
Dim i As Integer
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Dim n As Integer
For i = 0 To TrimTankListBox.ListCount - 1
If TrimTankListBox.Selected(i) = True Then
If TrimTankListBox.List(i) = "New Trim Tank" Then
If TrimTankComplete Then
If HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
Set HullTrimTanks = New TrimTankList
End If
Set tnk = New TrimTank
tnk.Name = TrimTankName_Text.value
tnk.Volume = CDbl(TrimTankVolume_Text.value)
tnk.LCG = CDbl(TrimTankLCG_Text.value)
HullTrimTanks.Add tnk
UpdateTrimTank
End If
Else
If TrimTankComplete Then
For n = 1 To HullTrimTanks.Count
If HullTrimTanks.item(n).Name = _
TrimTankListBox.List(i) Then
HullTrimTanks.item(n).Name = _
CStr(TrimTankName_Text.value)
HullTrimTanks.item(n).Volume = _
CDbl(TrimTankVolume_Text.value)
HullTrimTanks.item(n).LCG = _
CDbl(TrimTankLCG_Text.value)
UpdateTrimTank
Exit For
End If
Next n
End If
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

’Allow user to select trim tanks from spreadsheet for import
Private Sub ImportTrimTank_Click()
Dim defaultrng As Range
Dim rng As Range
wsTrimTanks.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsTrimTanks.Activate
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Set defaultrng = Range("b1", Range("b1").EntireRow.Find( _
what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
Set rng = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select the trim tanks you wish to import." & vbCrLf _
& "Do not select row titles.", _
Title:="Select Trim Tanks for Import", _
Default:=defaultrng.Address, Type:=8)
If rng Is Nothing Then Exit Sub
ReadTrimTankList rng, wsTrimTanks
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteTrimTankList
’Visibility_DoneRead
GenerateTrimTankListBox
End Sub

’Saves changes to current segment and close form
Private Sub SaveAndExit_Click()
If CondAComplete And LoadCaseComplete And TrimTankComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
CondAMass = CondAMass_Text
CondALCG = CondALCG_Text
UpdateVariableValue "CondAMass", CondAMass
UpdateVariableValue "CondALCG", CondALCG
Call SaveLoadCase_Click
Call SaveTrimTank_Click
’Closes form
wsHome.Activate
wsTrimTanks.Visible = xlSheetHidden
wsLoadCases.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Unload Me
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End If
End Sub

’Generate load case list in listbox
Private Function GenerateLoadListBox()
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Dim lcase As LoadCase
GenerateLoadListBox = False
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
’Visibility_DoneRead
LoadCasesListBox.Clear
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
For Each lcase In HullLoadCases
LoadCasesListBox.AddItem lcase.Name
Next lcase
GenerateLoadListBox = True
End If
End If
LoadCasesListBox.AddItem "New Load"
LoadCasesListBox.Selected(0) = True
LoadCasesListBox_Change
End Function

’Generate trim tank list in listbox
Private Function GenerateTrimTankListBox()
Dim tnk As TrimTank
GenerateTrimTankListBox = False
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
’Visibility_DoneRead
TrimTankListBox.Clear
If HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
If HullTrimTanks.Count > 0 Then
For Each tnk In HullTrimTanks
TrimTankListBox.AddItem tnk.Name
Next tnk
GenerateTrimTankListBox = True
End If
End If
TrimTankListBox.AddItem "New Trim Tank"
TrimTankListBox.Selected(0) = True
TrimTankListBox_Change
End Function
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’Verify required CondA data is entered
Private Function CondAComplete()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
CondAComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In ConditionA.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Or Not IsNumeric(ctl.value) Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
CondAComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

’Verify required Load case data is entered
Private Function LoadCaseComplete()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
LoadCaseComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In LoadCases.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl Is LoadCaseName_Text Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then
MultiPage.value = 0
ctl.SetFocus
End If
MissingField = True
LoadCaseComplete = False
End If
ElseIf ctl.value = "" Or Not IsNumeric(ctl.value) Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then
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MultiPage.value = 0
ctl.SetFocus
End If
MissingField = True
LoadCaseComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

’Verify required trim tank data is entered
Private Function TrimTankComplete()
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
TrimTankComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In TrimTanks.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl Is TrimTankName_Text Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then
MultiPage.value = 1
ctl.SetFocus
End If
MissingField = True
TrimTankComplete = False
End If
ElseIf ctl.value = "" Or Not IsNumeric(ctl.value) Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then
MultiPage.value = 1
ctl.SetFocus
End If
MissingField = True
TrimTankComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function
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’Update load case data in all locations
Private Function UpdateLoadCase()
UpdateLoadCase = False
UpdateLoadCaseList True
UpdateLoadCaseList False
LoadCasesListBox.Clear
GenerateLoadListBox
UpdateLoadCase = True
End Function

’Update trim tank data in all locations
Private Function UpdateTrimTank()
UpdateTrimTank = False
UpdateTrimTankList True
UpdateTrimTankList False
TrimTankListBox.Clear
GenerateTrimTankListBox
UpdateTrimTank = True
End Function

E.1.7

EditPrecisionLevels

’Userform allows selection of calculational precision levels.
Option Explicit

’Initialize userform
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
PrecisionNameList
Hull_Precision_Combo.value = PrecisionEnumToText(Hull_Precision)
Stab_Precision_Combo.value = PrecisionEnumToText(Stab_Precision)
End Sub

’Close userform if user presses red X.
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
EditPrecisionLevels.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’Save changes and exit userform
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Private Sub SaveAndExit_Click()
Dim CompTimeResp As Integer
’Record values on form.
Stab_Precision = TextToPrecisionEnum(Stab_Precision_Combo.value)
Hull_Precision = TextToPrecisionEnum(Hull_Precision_Combo.value)
’Provide warning for calculational time of high precision levels.
If Hull_Precision > PrecisionLevel.High Then
CompTimeResp = MsgBox( _
"Setting Hull and Tank Precision to Very" _
& vbCrLf & "High can result in excessive computational" _
& vbCrLf & "times. It is only recommended for models with" _
& vbCrLf & "discontinuities. Do you wish to proceed?", _
vbYesNo + vbExclamation, "Excessive Computation Time Warning")
If CompTimeResp = vbNo Then
Exit Sub
End If
End If
If Stab_Precision > PrecisionLevel.High Then
CompTimeResp = MsgBox( _
"Setting Trim and Draft Precision to Very" & vbCrLf & _
"High can significantly increase computational" & vbCrLf & _
"times without a corresponding increase in data " & vbCrLf & _
"collection. It is only recommended when Hull " & vbCrLf & _
"and Tank Precision is set to Low. Do you wish " & vbCrLf & _
"to proceed?", _
vbYesNo + vbExclamation, "High Computation Time Warning")
If CompTimeResp = vbNo Then
Exit Sub
End If
End If
’Store set values
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
WriteVariableList
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
EditPrecisionLevels.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’Convert enumeration values to text.
Private Function PrecisionEnumToText( _
PrecisionEnum As PrecisionLevel) As String
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Select Case PrecisionEnum
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
PrecisionEnumToText = "Low"
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
PrecisionEnumToText = "Medium"
Case PrecisionLevel.High
PrecisionEnumToText = "High"
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
PrecisionEnumToText = "Very High"
End Select
End Function

’Convert text to enumeration values
Private Function TextToPrecisionEnum( _
PrecisionName As String) As PrecisionLevel
Select Case PrecisionName
Case "Low"
TextToPrecisionEnum
Case "Medium"
TextToPrecisionEnum
Case "High"
TextToPrecisionEnum
Case "Very High"
TextToPrecisionEnum
End Select
End Function

= PrecisionLevel.Low
= PrecisionLevel.Medium
= PrecisionLevel.High
= PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh

’Create
Private
Dim
For

list of precision levels in combobox
Sub PrecisionNameList()
lvl As PrecisionLevel
lvl = PrecisionLevel.[_First] To PrecisionLevel.[_Last]
Hull_Precision_Combo.AddItem PrecisionEnumToText(lvl)
Stab_Precision_Combo.AddItem PrecisionEnumToText(lvl)
Next lvl
End Sub

E.1.8

EditPressureHull

’Userform for entering and editing pressure hull.
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Option Explicit
Dim CurrentSegment As PressureHullSegment
Dim NewSegment As Boolean
Private AllowNameChangeEvent As Boolean

’Initializes User Form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Track if a new or existing pressure hull
’segment is being worked on
NewSegment = False
AllowNameChangeEvent = True
’Read current pressure hull
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadVariableList
ReadPHSegList UseDefault:=True
’Populate user form drop down menues
Call SegNameList
Call GeometryNameList
’If segments exist, default segment is first one
If HullPressHull.Count > 0 Then
SegNameCombo.value = HullPressHull.item(1).Name
Call SegNameCombo_Change
’If no segments exist, default segment is New Segment
Else
SegNameCombo.value = "New Segment"
End If
’Match text box values to default segment
SegNameCombo.MatchRequired = True
’Keep user on PressureHull worksheet
’Visibility_DoneRead
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
wsPH.Activate
End Sub

’Closes pressure hull input if user closes userform
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
wsHome.Activate
wsPH.Visible = xlSheetHidden
UserInterfaceHomeForm
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End Sub

’Segment name combo box drop down menu
’Matchs field values to selected segment
Private Sub SegNameCombo_Change()
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
If AllowNameChangeEvent Then
AllowNameChangeEvent = False
’If segment is new, leave fields blank
If SegNameCombo.value = "New Segment" Then
NewSegment = True
SegNameCombo.MatchRequired = False
Set CurrentSegment = New PressureHullSegment
SegNameCombo.AddItem "PH_" & (HullPressHull.Count + 1)
SegNameCombo.value = "PH_" & HullPressHull.Count + 1
GeometryCombo.value = GeometryCombo.List(0)
FwdBoundaryText.value = ""
FwdDiameterText.value = ""
AftBoundaryText.value = ""
AftDiameterText.value = ""
’If existing segment, set fields to match values
Else
For Each seg In HullPressHull
If seg.Name = SegNameCombo.value Then
NewSegment = False
Set CurrentSegment = seg
GeometryCombo.value = seg.GeometryName
FwdBoundaryText.value = seg.FwdBoundary
FwdDiameterText.value = seg.FwdDiameter
AftBoundaryText.value = seg.AftBoundary
AftDiameterText.value = seg.AftDiameter
AllowNameChangeEvent = True
Exit Sub
End If
Next seg
End If
If NewSegment = False Then SegNameCombo.MatchRequired = True
AllowNameChangeEvent = True
End If
End Sub
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’Verify FwdBoundary is valid
Private Sub FwdBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate( _
ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If FwdBoundaryText.value <> "" And LBP <> 0 Then
If CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value) <= LBP Then
FwdBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
MsgBox "FwdBoundary must be between 0 and LBP."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Verify AftBoundary is valid
Private Sub AftBoundaryText_BeforeUpdate( _
ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If AftBoundaryText.value <> "" And LBP <> 0 Then
If CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value) <= LBP Then
AftBoundaryText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
MsgBox "AftBoundary must be between 0 and LBP."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Verify FwdDiameter is valid
Private Sub FwdDiameterText_BeforeUpdate( _
ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If FwdDiameterText.value <> "" And Beam <> 0 Then
If CDbl(FwdDiameterText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(FwdDiameterText.value) <= Beam Then
FwdDiameterText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
MsgBox "FwdDiameter must be between 0 and Beam."
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Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Verify AftDiameter is valid
Private Sub AftDiameterText_BeforeUpdate( _
ByVal Cancel As MSForms.ReturnBoolean)
If AftDiameterText.value <> "" And Beam <> 0 Then
If CDbl(AftDiameterText.value) >= 0 And _
CDbl(AftDiameterText.value) <= Beam Then
AftDiameterText.BackColor = rgbWhite
Else
MsgBox "AftDiameter must be between 0 and Beam."
Cancel = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Update from Input spreadsheet
’Allows user to enter multiple segments on a spreadsheet then import them
Private Sub UpdateFromInput_Click()
Dim rng As Range
’Selects all rows at top of spreadsheet
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’wsPH.Activate
Set rng = wsPH.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow.Find( _
what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(5, 0))
ReadPHSegList rng, wsPH ’Comment out arguments to allow user selection
’Visibility_StartRead
WritePHSegList
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Update userform drop down list for new segments
Call SegNameList
If HullPressHull.Count > 0 Then
SegNameCombo.value = HullPressHull.item(1).Name
Call SegNameCombo_Change
’If no segments exist, default segment is New Segment
Else
SegNameCombo.value = "New Segment"
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End If
’Highlight the imported segments
wsPH.Activate
wsPH.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow.Find( _
what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(5, 0)).Select
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
MsgBox "Pressure hull has been updated from the highlighted range."
End Sub

’Delete currently selected segment
Private Sub DeleteCurrentSegment_Click()
Dim rng As Range
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’wsPH.Activate
’Finds all the segments on the spreadsheet
Set rng = wsPH.Range("B1", Range("b1").EntireRow.Find( _
what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(5, 0))
’Finds the segment with the current name and deletes it
Range(rng.Rows(1).Find(SegNameCombo.value), _
rng.Find(SegNameCombo.value).offset(5, 0)).Clear
’Update and rewrite both spreadsheets
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadPHSegList rng, wsPH
UpdatePHSegList True
UpdatePHSegList False
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Refresh the list of segment names
Call SegNameList
’Reset to default segment, same as initializing
If HullPressHull.Count > 0 Then
SegNameCombo.value = HullPressHull.item(1).Name
Else
SegNameCombo.value = "New Segment"
End If
Call SegNameCombo_Change
wsPH.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Save the changes to the currently selected segment
Private Sub SaveChangesToCurrent_Click()
’Verify all fields are filled
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If FormComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Read values
CurrentSegment.Name = SegNameCombo.value
CurrentSegment.Geometry = _
CInt(ConvertGeometryName(GeometryCombo.value))
CurrentSegment.FwdBoundary = CDbl(FwdBoundaryText.value)
CurrentSegment.FwdDiameter = CDbl(FwdDiameterText.value)
CurrentSegment.AftBoundary = CDbl(AftBoundaryText.value)
CurrentSegment.AftDiameter = CDbl(AftDiameterText.value)
’If new segment, add to master list
If NewSegment Then
HullPressHull.Add CurrentSegment
NewSegment = False
End If
’Update both spreadsheets to match
’Visibility_StartRead
UpdatePHSegList True
UpdatePHSegList False
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Update userform to reflect new segment
Call SegNameList
SegNameCombo.value = CurrentSegment.Name
Call SegNameCombo_Change
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End If
wsPH.Activate
End Sub

’Saves changes to current segment
Private Sub SaveChangesAndClose_Click()
’Performes same actions as SaveChangesToCurrent
Call SaveChangesToCurrent_Click
’Closes form
Unload Me
wsHome.Activate
wsPH.Visible = xlSheetHidden
UserInterfaceHomeForm
End Sub

’Verifies form is completely filled out
’Highlights missing fields
Private Function FormComplete() As Boolean
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Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
FormComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In Me.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

’Adds list of all current segment names to combo box
Private Sub SegNameList(Optional FromInput As Boolean = False)
Dim index As Integer
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
’Starts by clearing current list
SegNameCombo.Clear
’Gives option to update from Input_PressureHull instead of master list
If FromInput Then
ReadPHSegList
Else
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadPHSegList UseDefault:=True
’Visibility_DoneRead
End If
’Iterates through all segments and adds names to list
index = 1
For Each seg In HullPressHull
If seg.Name <> "" Then
SegNameCombo.AddItem seg.Name
Else
SegNameCombo.AddItem "PH_" & index
End If
index = index + 1
Next seg
’Ends list with option for new segment
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SegNameCombo.AddItem "New Segment"
End Sub

’Adds list of all current geometry names to combo box
Private Sub GeometryNameList()
Dim shape As PressHullShape
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
Set seg = New PressureHullSegment
For shape = PressHullShape.[_First] To PressHullShape.[_Last]
seg.Geometry = shape
GeometryCombo.AddItem seg.GeometryName
Next shape
End Sub

’Converts string name of geometry to numeric value
Private Function ConvertGeometryName(Name As String)
Dim shape As PressHullShape
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
Set seg = New PressureHullSegment
For shape = PressHullShape.[_First] To PressHullShape.[_Last]
seg.Geometry = shape
If Name = seg.GeometryName Then ConvertGeometryName = seg.Geometry
Next shape
End Function

E.1.9

EditTrimAngleRestrictions

’Userform for entering and editing trim angle restrictions.
Option Explicit

’Initialize user form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Psi_max_pos_Text.value = Psi_max_pos
Psi_pos_Text.value = Psi_pos
Psi_Neg_Text.value = Psi_neg
Psi_max_neg_Text.value = Psi_max_neg
End Sub

’Close form
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Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
EditTrimAngleRestrictions.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’Set backcolor to white to clear invalid entry.
Private Sub Psi_max_pos_Text_AfterUpdate()
If Psi_max_pos_Text.value <> "" Then
Psi_max_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Set backcolor to white to clear invalid entry.
Private Sub Psi_pos_Text_AfterUpdate()
If Psi_pos_Text.value <> "" Then Psi_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End Sub

’Set backcolor to white to clear invalid entry.
Private Sub Psi_Neg_Text_AfterUpdate()
If Psi_Neg_Text.value <> "" Then Psi_Neg_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End Sub

’Set backcolor to white to clear invalid entry.
Private Sub Psi_max_neg_Text_AfterUpdate()
If Psi_max_neg_Text.value <> "" Then
Psi_max_neg_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
End If
End Sub

’Save changes and exit
Private Sub SaveAndExit_Click()
’Verify required data is entered
If FormComplete Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Psi_max_pos = CDbl(Psi_max_pos_Text.value)
Psi_pos = CDbl(Psi_pos_Text.value)
Psi_neg = CDbl(Psi_Neg_Text.value)
Psi_max_neg = CDbl(Psi_max_neg_Text.value)
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’Verify data is valid compared to other values
If Not PsiChecks Then
If Psi_neg > Psi_pos Then
Psi_Neg_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Psi_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
End If
If Psi_max_neg > Psi_max_pos Then
Psi_max_neg_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Psi_max_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
End If
If Psi_max_pos < Psi_pos Then
Psi_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Psi_max_pos_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
End If
If Psi_max_neg > Psi_neg Then
Psi_max_neg_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
Psi_Neg_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
End If
ElseIf PsiChecks Then
’If valid then store data
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteVariableList
’Visibility_DoneRead
EditTrimAngleRestrictions.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End If
End If
End Sub

’Verifies form is completely filled out
’Highlights missing fields
Private Function FormComplete() As Boolean
Dim ctl As MSForms.Control
Dim MissingField As Boolean
FormComplete = True
MissingField = False
For Each ctl In Me.Controls
If TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.TextBox Or _
TypeOf ctl Is MSForms.ComboBox Then
If ctl.value = "" Then
ctl.BackColor = rgbPink
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If Not MissingField Then ctl.SetFocus
MissingField = True
FormComplete = False
End If
End If
Next ctl
End Function

E.1.10

EditUnitSystem

’Userform for setting length and mass units.
Option Explicit

’Intialize user form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
LengthNameList
LengthUnit_Combo.value = LengthEnumToText(Length_Units)
MassNameList
MassUnit_Combo.value = MassEnumToText(Mass_Units)
End Sub

’Close user form
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
’Reset values on UserInterfaceHome
UserInterfaceHome.Density_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(Density, 4)
UserInterfaceHome.DensityUnitLabel.Caption = DensityUnits_str
EditUnitSystem.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
End Sub

’On update, store values and convert current density
Private Sub UpdateUnits_Click()
Dim PrvMassUnits As MassUnits
Dim PrvLengthUnits As LengthUnits
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
PrvMassUnits = Mass_Units
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PrvLengthUnits = Length_Units
ConvertDensityAndUnits _
OldLengthUnit:=PrvLengthUnits, _
OldMassUnit:=PrvMassUnits, _
StdDensity:=StandardDensities.Custom, _
OldDensity:=Density, _
NewLengthUnit:=TextToLengthEnum(LengthUnit_Combo.value), _
NewMassUnit:=TextToMassEnum(MassUnit_Combo.value)
If CondAMass = 0 And HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
ConvertLoadMasses PrvMassUnits, TextToMassEnum(MassUnit_Combo.value)
End If
EditUnitSystem.Hide
UserInterfaceHome.Show
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Convert mass unit enumeration values to text
Private Function MassEnumToText(MassEnum As MassUnits) As String
Select Case MassEnum
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassEnumToText = "Pound"
Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassEnumToText = "Long Ton"
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassEnumToText = "Short Ton"
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
MassEnumToText = "Kilogram"
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
MassEnumToText = "Metric Ton"
End Select
End Function

’Convert mass name string to enumeration value
Private Function TextToMassEnum(MassName As String) As MassUnits
Select Case MassName
Case "Pound"
TextToMassEnum = MassUnits.Pound
Case "Long Ton"
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TextToMassEnum
Case "Short Ton"
TextToMassEnum
Case "Kilogram"
TextToMassEnum
Case "Metric Ton"
TextToMassEnum
End Select
End Function

= MassUnits.LongTon
= MassUnits.ShortTon
= MassUnits.Kilogram
= MassUnits.MetricTon

’Generate list of mass units for combobox
Private Sub MassNameList()
Dim mu As MassUnits
For mu = MassUnits.[_First] To MassUnits.[_Last]
MassUnit_Combo.AddItem MassEnumToText(mu)
Next mu
End Sub

’Convert length unit enumeration values to text
Private Function LengthEnumToText(LengthEnum As LengthUnits) As String
Select Case LengthEnum
Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
LengthEnumToText = "Centimeters"
Case LengthUnits.Feet
LengthEnumToText = "Feet"
Case LengthUnits.Inches
LengthEnumToText = "Inches"
Case LengthUnits.Meters
LengthEnumToText = "Meters"
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
LengthEnumToText = "Millimeters"
Case LengthUnits.Yards
LengthEnumToText = "Yards"
End Select
End Function

’Convert length unit text to enumeration value
Private Function TextToLengthEnum(LengthName As String) As LengthUnits
Select Case LengthName
Case "Centimeters"
TextToLengthEnum = LengthUnits.Centimeters
Case "Feet"
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TextToLengthEnum
Case "Inches"
TextToLengthEnum
Case "Meters"
TextToLengthEnum
Case "Millimeters"
TextToLengthEnum
Case "Yards"
TextToLengthEnum
End Select
End Function

= LengthUnits.Feet
= LengthUnits.Inches
= LengthUnits.Meters
= LengthUnits.Millimeters
= LengthUnits.Yards

’Generate list of length units for combobox
Private Sub LengthNameList()
Dim lu As LengthUnits
For lu = LengthUnits.[_First] To LengthUnits.[_Last]
LengthUnit_Combo.AddItem LengthEnumToText(lu)
Next lu
End Sub

E.1.11

UserInterfaceHome

’Userform for overall control of program.
Option Explicit

’Initialize userform
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Dim tnk As MBT
Dim i As Integer
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Visibility_HomeOnly
’Visibility_StartRead
ReadHullDef
’Visibility_DoneRead
’Set known values
T_fwd_Text.value = ReadVariableValue("T_fwd")
T_mid_Text.value = ReadVariableValue("T_mid")
T_aft_Text.value = ReadVariableValue("T_aft")
Trim_Text.value = ReadVariableValue("Trim")
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TrimAngle_Text.value = ReadVariableValue("TrimAngle")
Density_Text.value = WorksheetFunction.Round(Density, 4)
DensityUnitLabel.Caption = DensityUnits_str
’If a valid hull has been created, calculate it’s values
If HullIsValid And UserDraftReadings.IsValid Then
If submarine Is Nothing Then
Set submarine = New Hull
Else
submarine.UpdateHullCalcs UserDraftReadings
End If
Volume_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedVolume, 3)
Displacement_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedDisplacement, 3)
LCB_Text.value = WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedLCB, 3)
VCB_Text.value = WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedVCB, 3)
CorrectedCB_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedCorrectedCB, 3)
Visibility_CalcsComplete
End If
’Populate MBT lists
If HullMBTs.Count > 0 Then
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Damaged Then
DamagedTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
Else
IntactTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
End If
Next tnk
End If
wsHome.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Close userform and restore home screen
Private Sub UserForm_QueryClose(Cancel As Integer, CloseMode As Integer)
Dim i As Long
If CloseMode = VbQueryClose.vbFormControlMenu Then
For i = VBA.UserForms.Count - 1 To 0 Step -1
Unload VBA.UserForms(i)
Next
End If
Visibility_HomeOnly
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Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Open userform for fairing hull
Private Sub EditFairingHull_Button_Click()
Unload Me
EditFairingHullForm
End Sub

’Open userform for pressure hull
Private Sub EditPressureHull_Button_Click()
Unload Me
EditPressHullForm
End Sub

’Open userform for draft markers
Private Sub EditDraftMarkers_Button_Click()
EditDraftMarkersForm
Unload EditDraftMarkerLocations
End Sub

’Open user form for external tanks
Private Sub EditExternalTanks_Button_Click()
Unload Me
EditExternalTanksForm
End Sub

’Open user form for updating water density
Private Sub UpdateDensity_Click()
EditDensityForm
Unload EditDensity
End Sub

’Open userform for updating unit systems in use
Private Sub UpdateUnitSystem_Click()
EditUnitSystemForm
Unload EditUnitSystem
End Sub
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’Open userform for editing psi angles
Private Sub UpdateAngleRestrictions_Click()
EditTrimAngleRestrictionsForm
Unload EditTrimAngleRestrictions
End Sub

’Update userform for changing analysis percision
Private Sub UpdateAnalysisPrecision_Click()
EditPrecisionLevelsForm
Unload EditPrecisionLevels
End Sub

’Read entered drafts and calculate current hull condition
Private Sub UpdateDraftAndCalculate_Click()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
UpdateCurrentCase
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Move selected external tank to the damaged list
Private Sub MoveToDamaged_Click()
Dim i As Integer
Dim tnk As MBT
For i = 0 To IntactTankList.ListCount - 1
If IntactTankList.Selected(i) = True Then
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Name = IntactTankList.List(i) Then
tnk.Damaged = True
End If
Next tnk
End If
Next i
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteMBTList
’Visibility_DoneRead
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
IntactTankList.Clear
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DamagedTankList.Clear
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Damaged Then
DamagedTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
Else
IntactTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
End If
Next tnk
End Sub

’Move currently selected external tank to the intact list
Private Sub MoveToIntact_Click()
Dim i As Integer
Dim tnk As MBT
For i = 0 To DamagedTankList.ListCount - 1
If DamagedTankList.Selected(i) = True Then
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Name = DamagedTankList.List(i) Then
tnk.Damaged = False
End If
Next tnk
End If
Next i
’update MBT list
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteMBTList
’Visibility_DoneRead
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
IntactTankList.Clear
DamagedTankList.Clear
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Damaged Then
DamagedTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
Else
IntactTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
End If
Next tnk
End Sub

’Set all external tanks to be intact
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Private Sub MoveAllToIntact_Click()
Dim tnk As MBT
IntactTankList.Clear
DamagedTankList.Clear
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
tnk.Damaged = False
IntactTankList.AddItem tnk.Name
Next tnk
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
’Visibility_StartRead
WriteMBTList
’Visibility_DoneRead
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Open userform for load cases and trim tanks
Private Sub AddEditLoadCases_Click()
Unload Me
EditLoadCasesForm
End Sub

’Start full design analysis
Private Sub DesignRangeAnalysis_Click()
Dim confirm As Integer
Dim cht As Chart
’Verify draft makers are valid
If UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = False Or _
UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = False Then
MsgBox "Hull draft marks must be defined before calculations."
Exit Sub
End If
’Confirm user intent to run analysis
If HullIsValid And PsiChecks Then
confirm = MsgBox("Design range analysis can take an extended " & _
"length of time." & vbCrLf & _
"Please confirm you wish to calculate now.", _
vbOKCancel + vbQuestion)
If confirm = vbOK Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
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Visibility_HomeOnly
FullStabilityAnalysis
If DraftGuidance Then
UpdateCurrentCase ’Fix plotting of current point
Else
CreateCharts
End If
Visibility_CalcsComplete
For Each cht In Charts
If cht.Name = "Chart_StabilityBoundaries" And _
cht.Visible = xlSheetVisible Then
cht.Activate
End If
Next cht
’Notify user of completion
Beep
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End If
Else
MsgBox "Hull is insufficiently defined for calculations.", vbCritical
End If
End Sub

’Show or hide worksheets with data
Private Sub ShowHideData_Click()
Visibility_ShowHideOutputData
End Sub

’Show or hide charts
Private Sub ShowHideFigures_Click()
Dim cht As Chart
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Visibility_ShowHideFigures
For Each cht In Charts
If cht.Name = "Chart_StabilityBoundaries" And _
cht.Visible = xlSheetVisible Then
cht.Activate
End If
Next cht
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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’Create a new model from scratch
Private Sub CreateNewModel_Click()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
CopyModel
ClearHullDef
ClearVariableList
ClearData
ClearCharts
UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn
Visibility_HomeOnly
wsHome.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End
End Sub

’Open an existing model
Private Sub OpenExistingModel_Click()
Dim fname As Variant
STARTOVER: ’Allows user to retry invalid entry
fname = Application.GetOpenFilename
If fname <> False Then
Workbooks.Open Filename:=fname, addtomru:=True
ActiveWorkbook.RunAutoMacros xlAutoOpen
End If
ThisWorkbook.Close savechanges:=True
End Sub

’Create a new copy of the current model
Private Sub CopyCurrentModel_Click()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
CopyModel
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Save current model
Private Sub SaveCurrentModel_Click()
ActiveWorkbook.Save
End Sub

’Save model and close excel
Private Sub SaveAndClose_Click()
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ActiveWorkbook.Close savechanges:=True
End Sub

’Verify entered draft values are valid.
Private Function DraftGuidance() As Boolean
Dim NeedNote As Boolean
NeedNote = False
Dim TestDraft As Draft
Set TestDraft = New Draft
’Verify draft marks are set
If UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = False Or _
UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = False Then
MsgBox "Hull draft marks must be defined before calculations."
DraftGuidance = False
Exit Function
End If
TestDraft.fwdDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
TestDraft.aftDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
’Reset backcolor to white, then shift to red if invalid
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbWhite
’Mark draft readings following same priority as draft calculations
’Fwd and Aft draft used first
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) And IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.FWDDraft = CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value)
TestDraft.AFTDraft = CDbl(T_aft_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.MIDDraft <> CDbl(T_mid_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.Trim <> CDbl(Trim_Text.value) Then
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
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End If
If IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.TrimAngle <> CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Fwd draft and trim used second
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) And IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.FWDDraft = CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value)
TestDraft.Trim = CDbl(Trim_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.MIDDraft <> CDbl(T_mid_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.AFTDraft <> CDbl(T_aft_Text.value) Then
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.TrimAngle <> CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Aft draft and trim used third
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) And IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.AFTDraft = CDbl(T_aft_Text.value)
TestDraft.Trim = CDbl(Trim_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.FWDDraft <> CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
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T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text) Then
If TestDraft.MIDDraft <> CDbl(T_mid_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.TrimAngle <> CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Mid draft and trim used fourth
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) And IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.MIDDraft = CDbl(T_mid_Text.value)
TestDraft.Trim = CDbl(Trim_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.FWDDraft <> CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.AFTDraft <> CDbl(T_aft_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.TrimAngle <> CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
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Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Fwd draft and trim angle used fifth
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) And _
IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.FWDDraft = CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value)
TestDraft.TrimAngle = CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.MIDDraft <> CDbl(T_mid_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.AFTDraft <> CDbl(T_aft_Text.value) Then
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.Trim <> CDbl(Trim_Text.value) Then
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Aft draft and trim angle used sixth
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) And _
IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.AFTDraft = CDbl(T_aft_Text.value)
TestDraft.TrimAngle = CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.FWDDraft <> CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) Then
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If TestDraft.MIDDraft <> CDbl(T_mid_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.Trim <> CDbl(Trim_Text.value) Then
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_aft_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
’Mid draft and trim angle used seventh
ElseIf IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) And _
IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
TestDraft.MIDDraft = CDbl(T_mid_Text.value)
TestDraft.TrimAngle = CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value)
’Mark unused readings
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.FWDDraft <> CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
T_fwd_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.AFTDraft <> CDbl(T_aft_Text.value) Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
If TestDraft.Trim <> CDbl(Trim_Text.value) Then
Trim_Text.BackColor = rgbPink
NeedNote = True
End If
End If
If NeedNote Then
T_mid_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
TrimAngle_Text.BackColor = rgbLightGreen
End If
End If
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’Provide warning on unused readings
If NeedNote Then
MsgBox "Draft readings in red conflict" & vbCrLf & _
"with draft readings in green." & vbCrLf & _
"Readings in red will be ignored."
End If
’Read readings to a test variable
ReadDraftValues TestDraft
’If test varaiable is valid, store the values
If TestDraft.IsValid Then
’Visibility_StartRead
UserDraftReadings.ClearReadings
ReadDraftValues UserDraftReadings
UserDraftReadings.WriteDraftReadings
DraftGuidance = True
’Visibility_DoneRead
Else
DraftGuidance = False
End If
End Function

’Read draft values off userform
Private Function ReadDraftValues(ByRef AssignTo As Draft)
If IsNumeric(T_fwd_Text.value) Then
AssignTo.FWDDraft = CDbl(T_fwd_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(T_mid_Text.value) Then
AssignTo.MIDDraft = CDbl(T_mid_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(T_aft_Text.value) Then
AssignTo.AFTDraft = CDbl(T_aft_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(Trim_Text.value) Then
AssignTo.Trim = CDbl(Trim_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
AssignTo.TrimAngle = CDbl(TrimAngle_Text.value)
End If
ReadDraftValues = True
End Function

’Read entered drafts and calculate current hull condition
’Allows calling by multiple subs
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Private Sub UpdateCurrentCase()
Dim TestDraft As Draft
Set TestDraft = New Draft
’Verify draft readings are valid then calculate
If DraftGuidance Then
’Visibility_StartRead
UserDraftReadings.WriteDraftReadings
’Visibility_DoneRead
If submarine Is Nothing Then
Set submarine = New Hull
Else
submarine.UpdateHullCalcs UserDraftReadings
End If
Volume_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedVolume, 3)
Displacement_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedDisplacement, 3)
LCB_Text.value = WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedLCB, 3)
VCB_Text.value = WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedVCB, 3)
CorrectedCB_Text.value = _
WorksheetFunction.Round(submarine.DamagedCorrectedCB, 3)
CreateCharts
Else
Volume_Text.value = ""
Displacement_Text.value = ""
LCB_Text.value = ""
VCB_Text.value = ""
CorrectedCB_Text.value = ""
End If
End Sub

’Create a new copy of the current model
Private Sub CopyModel()
Dim fname As Variant
STARTOVER: ’Allows user to retry invalid entry
fname = Application.GetSaveAsFilename( _
filefilter:="Excel Files(*.xlsm),*.xlsm")
If fname <> False Then
If Not Dir(fname) <> "" Then
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs _
Filename:=fname, _
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FileFormat:=xlOpenXMLWorkbookMacroEnabled, _
addtomru:=True
Else
On Error Resume Next
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs _
Filename:=fname, _
FileFormat:=xlOpenXMLWorkbookMacroEnabled, _
ConflictResolution:=xlLocalSessionChanges, _
addtomru:=True
If Err.Number = 1004 Then
On Error GoTo STARTOVER
GoTo STARTOVER
Else
On Error GoTo STARTOVER
End If
End If
Else
MsgBox "File not saved.", vbExclamation
End If
End Sub

E.2
E.2.1

Modules
modHullDef

’Module is used for reading and writing information related to defining the
’fairing hull, pressure hull, and main ballast tanks.
Option Explicit
Public HullStations As StationList ’Fairing hull stations using a table of
’offsets
Public HullWaterlines As WaterlineList ’Fairing hull waterlines using a
’table of offsets
Public HullPointCloud As PointCloud ’All OffsetPoints used to define the hull
Public HullBOR As BORFairingHull ’Equations variables for a
’body-of-relolution fairing hull
Public HullPressHull As PressureHull ’Pressure hull definition
Public HullMBTs As MBTList ’Main ballast tank definitions
Public HullTrimTanks As TrimTankList ’List of trim tanks for reference
Public HullLoadCases As LoadCaseList ’List of possible loading configurations
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’Enumeration for hull definition methods
Enum TOO_or_Eqn
[_First] = 0
Default = 0 ’Use method marked on storage worksheet
too = 1 ’Use table of offsets
eqn = 2 ’Use body of revolution equation
both = 3 ’Use both too and eqn
[_Last] = 3
End Enum

’Sequences reading all required values for a hull
’This is the sub that should normally be called when reading
’hull definition data
Public Sub ReadHullDef(Optional Selection As TOO_or_Eqn = Default)
’Read variables to make available to all macros
ReadVariableList
’Select between reading equation values, table of
’offset values, or both for the fairing hull
Select Case Selection
Case TOO_or_Eqn.Default
If IsEmpty(FairingHullDefByEqn) Then
’Do nothing
ElseIf FairingHullDefByEqn = True Then
ReadBORList
ElseIf FairingHullDefByEqn = False Then
ReadTOO UseDefault:=True
End If
Case TOO_or_Eqn.too
ReadTOO UseDefault:=True
Case TOO_or_Eqn.eqn
ReadBORList
Case TOO_or_Eqn.both
ReadTOO UseDefault:=True
ReadBORList
End Select
’Read pressure hull definition
ReadPHSegList UseDefault:=True
’Read mainballast tank definition
ReadMBTList UseDefault:=True
End Sub

’Check which fairing hull defintion is in use
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’Returns true for BOR
Public Function FairingHullDefByEqn() As Variant
Dim wrksht As Worksheet
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
If IsEmpty(wrksht.Range("a:a") _
.Find("Fairing_Def_By_Eqn").offset(0, 1).value) Then
FairingHullDefByEqn = Empty
ElseIf wrksht.Range("a:a") _
.Find("Fairing_Def_By_Eqn").offset(0, 1).value = True Then
FairingHullDefByEqn = True
ElseIf wrksht.Range("a:a") _
.Find("Fairing_Def_By_Eqn").offset(0, 1).value = False Then
FairingHullDefByEqn = False
Else
FairingHullDefByEqn = Empty
End If
End Function

’Check which fairing hull defintion is in use
Public Sub UpdateFairingHullDefByEqn(Optional UseBOR As Variant = Empty)
Dim wrksht As Worksheet
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
wrksht.Range("a:a").Find("Fairing_Def_By_Eqn").offset(0, 1).value = _
UseBOR
End Sub

’Verify hull is sufficiently defined to produce valid calculations
Public Function HullIsValid() As Boolean
HullIsValid = False
’Fairing hull is defined
If IsEmpty(FairingHullDefByEqn) Then
Exit Function
ElseIf FairingHullDefByEqn Then
If HullBOR Is Nothing Then
Exit Function
ElseIf Not HullBOR.IsValid Then
Exit Function
End If
ElseIf Not FairingHullDefByEqn Then
If HullStations Is Nothing Then
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Exit Function
ElseIf HullStations.Count < 2 Then
Exit Function
End If
End If
’Pressure hull is defined
If HullPressHull Is Nothing Then
Exit Function
ElseIf HullPressHull.Count > 0 Then
If HullPressHull.item(1).Geometry <> Hemispherical Or _
HullPressHull.item(HullPressHull.Count).Geometry <> _
Hemispherical Then
Exit Function
End If
End If
’MBTs are defined
If HullMBTs Is Nothing Then
Exit Function
ElseIf HullMBTs.Count > 0 Then
HullIsValid = True
End If
End Function

’Clear all previous hull data
Public Sub ClearHullDef()
ClearBORList
ClearTOO True
ClearTOO False
ClearMBTList True
ClearMBTList False
ClearPHSegList True
ClearPHSegList False
ClearTrimTankList True
ClearTrimTankList False
ClearLoadCaseList True
ClearLoadCaseList False
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

HullStations = Nothing
HullWaterlines = Nothing
HullPointCloud = Nothing
HullBOR = Nothing
HullPressHull = Nothing
HullMBTs = Nothing
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Set HullTrimTanks = Nothing
Set HullLoadCases = Nothing
End Sub

’Update public variables from master variable list
Public Sub ReadBORList()
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsHullDef
Dim SingleCell As Range
Dim ListofCells As Range
If HullBOR Is Nothing Then Set HullBOR = New BORFairingHull
’ws.Activate
Set ListofCells = ws.Range("A1", ws.Range("a1").End(xlDown))
For Each SingleCell In ListofCells
If Not IsEmpty(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value) Then
Select Case lcase(SingleCell.value)
Case Is = lcase("L_fwd")
HullBOR.Lfwd = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("R_fwd")
HullBOR.Rfwd = SingleCell.offset(0, 1).Formula
Case Is = lcase("L_pmb")
HullBOR.Lpmb = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("L_aft")
HullBOR.Laft = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("R_aft")
HullBOR.Raft = SingleCell.offset(0, 1).Formula
’add new cases here
’cbool for boolean
’cstr for string
End Select
End If
Next SingleCell
End Sub

’Update public variables from master variable list
’If master variable list is blank, request user input
Public Sub WriteBORList()
’ws.Activate
UpdateBORValue "L_fwd"
UpdateBORValue "R_fwd"
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UpdateBORValue "L_aft"
UpdateBORValue "R_aft"
UpdateBORValue "L_pmb"
End Sub

’Clear current values from BOR
Public Sub ClearBORList()
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
ws.Columns.Find("L_fwd").Cells.offset(0,
ws.Columns.Find("R_fwd").Cells.offset(0,
ws.Columns.Find("L_pmb").Cells.offset(0,
ws.Columns.Find("L_aft").Cells.offset(0,
ws.Columns.Find("R_aft").Cells.offset(0,
End Sub

1).value
1).value
1).value
1).value
1).value

’Update BOR values from master variable list
Public Sub UpdateBORList()
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
If HullBOR Is Nothing Then
MsgBox "No BOR values to update."
ElseIf HullBOR.IsValid Then
UpdateBORValue "L_fwd", HullBOR.Lfwd
UpdateBORValue "R_fwd", HullBOR.Rfwd
UpdateBORValue "L_aft", HullBOR.Laft
UpdateBORValue "R_aft", HullBOR.Raft
UpdateBORValue "L_pmb", HullBOR.Lpmb
Else
MsgBox "No BOR values to update."
End If
End Sub

’Update a single BOR equation variable
Function UpdateBORValue(Variable As String, _
Optional value As Variant = Empty)
Dim ws As Worksheet
Dim DefaultVal As Double
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=
=
=
=
=

Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty
Empty

Set ws = wsHullDef
If HullBOR Is Nothing Then Set HullBOR = New BORFairingHull
’If variable is not known, ask for user input
If IsEmpty(value) And Not HullBOR.IsValid Then
value = CDbl(Application.InputBox(prompt:="Please enter " & _
Variable & ".", Title:="Update " & Variable, Type:=1))
’If variable is on master list, use that value
ElseIf IsEmpty(value) And HullBOR.IsValid Then
Select Case Variable
Case Is = "L_fwd"
DefaultVal = HullBOR.Lfwd
Case Is = "R_fwd"
DefaultVal = HullBOR.Rfwd
Case Is = "L_pmb"
DefaultVal = HullBOR.Lpmb
Case Is = "L_aft"
DefaultVal = HullBOR.Laft
Case Is = "R_aft"
DefaultVal = HullBOR.Raft
Case Else
MsgBox Variable & " is not a valid BOR variable."
UpdateBORValue = False
Exit Function
End Select
value = CDbl(Application.InputBox(prompt:="Please enter " & _
Variable & ".", Title:="Update " & Variable, _
Default:=DefaultVal, Type:=1))
End If
’Update in master list
Select Case Variable
Case Is = "L_fwd"
HullBOR.Lfwd =
Case Is = "R_fwd"
HullBOR.Rfwd =
Case Is = "L_pmb"
HullBOR.Lpmb =
Case Is = "L_aft"
HullBOR.Laft =
Case Is = "R_aft"
HullBOR.Raft =

then on storage spreadsheet

value
value
value
value
value
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Case Else
MsgBox Variable & " is not a valid BOR variable."
UpdateBORValue = False
Exit Function
End Select
ws.Columns.Find(Variable).Cells.offset(0, 1).value = value
UpdateBORValue = True
End Function

’Reads a Table of offsets
Public Sub ReadTOO( _
Optional waterlines As Range = Nothing, _
Optional stations As Range = Nothing, _
Optional StationsNumbered As Boolean = True, _
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, _
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
’Waterline variables
Dim wlrng As Range
Dim wlrow As Long
Dim wlcol As Long
Dim wl As Waterline
’Station variable
Dim strow As Long
Dim stcol As Long
Dim strng As Range
Dim st As Station
’Station counters
Dim NumOfStations As Variant
Dim offset As OffsetPoint
Dim foundWaterline As Boolean
’Create main collections for fairing hull definition
Set HullStations = New StationList
Set HullWaterlines = New WaterlineList
Set HullPointCloud = New PointCloud
’Default references storage worksheet
If UseDefault = True Then
’Select row and column headers off default worksheet
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
’wrksht.Activate
Set waterlines = wrksht.Range("a:a").Find("START_TOO").offset(1, 1)
Set stations = wrksht.Range("a:a").Find("START_TOO").offset(2, 0)
’verify sheet has data
If IsEmpty(waterlines.End(xlToRight).value) And _
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IsEmpty(stations.End(xlDown).value) Then
Exit Sub
Else
Set waterlines = wrksht.Range(waterlines, waterlines.End(xlToRight))
Set stations = wrksht.Range(stations, stations.End(xlDown))
End If
Else
’If not default, select Table of Offsets worksheet for user to input table
If wrksht Is Nothing Then Set wrksht = wsTOO
USERINPUT:
’Request user select waterline headings if not provided
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
wrksht.Activate
If waterlines Is Nothing Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Set waterlines = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select the waterlines.", _
Title:="Waterline Range", _
Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select the column or row titles that " & _
"represent the waterlines.")
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
If waterlines Is Nothing Then
Exit Sub
End If
End If
’Request user select station headings if not provided
If stations Is Nothing Then
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Set stations = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select the stations.", _
Title:="Station Range", _
Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select the column or row titles that " & _
"represent the stations.")
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
If stations Is Nothing Then
Exit Sub
End If
End If
End If
’Set counters for loops
wlrow = waterlines.Rows.Count
wlcol = waterlines.Columns.Count
strow = stations.Rows.Count
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stcol = stations.Columns.Count
’Verify user selected headers are a single line
’each and are orthogonal to eachother
’Check that either waterlines or stations is a single row
If wlrow <> 1 And strow <> 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
’Check both waterlines and stations are not a single row
ElseIf wlrow = 1 And strow = 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
’Check either waterlines or stations are a single column
ElseIf wlcol <> 1 And stcol <> 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
’Check both waterlines and stations are not a single column
ElseIf wlcol = 1 And stcol = 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
End If
’If stations are numbered instead of listing position,
’verify LBP is available to convert.
If StationsNumbered = True Then
If LBP = 0 Then
ReadVariableList
If LBP = 0 Then
UpdateVariableValue "LBP"
End If
End If
NumOfStations = Application.WorksheetFunction.max(stations)
End If
’Read values from table
’Loop through stations
For Each strng In stations
Set st = New Station
’Loop through waterlines
For Each wlrng In waterlines
Set offset = New OffsetPoint
’Set station coordinate
If StationsNumbered = True Then
offset.x = strng.value * LBP / NumOfStations
st.StationNumber = strng.value
Else
offset.x = strng.value
End If
’Set waterline coordinate
offset.z = wlrng.value
’Set transverse coordinate
If strow = 1 And wlcol = 1 Then
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If IsNumeric(wrksht.Cells(wlrng.Row, strng.Column).value) Then
offset.y = wrksht.Cells(wlrng.Row, strng.Column).value
End If
ElseIf stcol = 1 And wlrow = 1 Then
If IsNumeric(wrksht.Cells(strng.Row, wlrng.Column).value) Then
offset.y = wrksht.Cells(strng.Row, wlrng.Column).value
End If
End If
’Verify three coordinates are defined
If offset.isDefined Then
’Add point to PointClound
HullPointCloud.Add offset
’Add point to Station
st.Add offset
’Add point to waterline
If HullWaterlines.Count > 0 Then
foundWaterline = False
For Each wl In HullWaterlines
’If the new point matches an existing waterline, add it
If offset.z = wl.WaterlineHeight Then
wl.Add offset
foundWaterline = True
Exit For
End If
Next wl
’If new point does not match an existing waterline,
’create new waterline
If foundWaterline = False Then
Set wl = New Waterline
wl.Add offset
HullWaterlines.Add wl
End If
’If no waterlines exist, create the first one
Else
Set wl = New Waterline
wl.Add offset
HullWaterlines.Add wl
End If
End If
Next wlrng
’At end of each station, add station to StationList
If st.Count = 0 Then
If st.StationNumber = 0 Then
offset.DefinePt 0, 0, _
Application.WorksheetFunction.max(waterlines) / 2
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st.Add offset
ElseIf st.StationNumber = NumOfStations Then
offset.DefinePt CDbl(LBP), 0, _
Application.WorksheetFunction.max(waterlines) / 2
st.Add offset
End If
End If
HullStations.Add st
Next strng
Exit Sub
’ERROR HANDLING
USERINPUTERROR:
’If waterline and stations headers are improperly selected.
Dim erroraction As Integer
erroraction = MsgBox( _
"Waterlines and station headers must be orthogonal to eachother." & _
vbCrLf & "Please select waterline and station headers again.", _
vbOKCancel)
If erroraction = vbOK Then
GoTo USERINPUT
ElseIf erroraction = vbCancel Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

’Write pointcloud or BOR to Table of Offsets
Public Sub WriteTOO(Optional WriteToHullDef As Boolean = True, _
Optional WriteFromBOR As Boolean = False, _
Optional NumberOfStations As Integer = 41, _
Optional NumberOfWaterlines As Integer = 11)
Dim ws As Worksheet
Dim startrng As Range
Dim wl As Waterline
Dim wlcnt As Integer
Dim stcnt As Integer
Dim OffCnt As Integer
Dim xdim As Double
Dim ydim As Double
Dim zdim As Double
’Find starting point
If WriteToHullDef Then
Set ws = wsHullDef
Set startrng = ws.Range("A1").EntireColumn.Find("START_TOO")
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Else
Set ws = wsTOO
Set startrng = ws.Range("A1")
End If
’Station title
startrng.offset(1, 0).value = "Stations"
’If using a point cloud
If Not WriteFromBOR Then
With Range(startrng.offset(0, 1), _
startrng.offset(0, HullWaterlines.Count))
.Merge
.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
.value = "Waterlines"
End With
For wlcnt = 1 To HullWaterlines.Count
startrng.offset(1, wlcnt).value = _
HullWaterlines.item(wlcnt).WaterlineHeight
Next wlcnt
For stcnt = 1 To HullStations.Count
startrng.offset(stcnt + 1, 0).value = _
HullStations.item(stcnt).StationNumber
startrng.offset(stcnt + 1, 0).NumberFormat = "# ?/?"
For wlcnt = 1 To HullWaterlines.Count
For OffCnt = 1 To HullStations.item(stcnt).Count
If HullStations.item(stcnt).item(OffCnt).z = _
HullWaterlines.item(wlcnt).WaterlineHeight Then
With startrng.offset(stcnt + 1, wlcnt)
.value = HullStations.item(stcnt) _
.item(OffCnt).y
.NumberFormat = "0.0000"
End With
Exit For
Else
startrng.offset(stcnt + 1, wlcnt).value = "-"
End If
Next OffCnt
Next wlcnt
Next stcnt
’If using BOR
ElseIf WriteFromBOR Then
If NumberOfStations < 2 Then NumberOfStations = 3
If NumberOfWaterlines < 3 Then NumberOfWaterlines = 3
With Range(startrng.offset(0, 1), _
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startrng.offset(0, NumberOfWaterlines))
.Merge
.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
.value = "Waterlines"
End With
For wlcnt = 0 To NumberOfWaterlines - 1
With startrng.offset(1, wlcnt + 1)
.value = wlcnt * Beam / (NumberOfWaterlines - 1)
.NumberFormat = "0.00"
End With
Next wlcnt
For stcnt = 0 To NumberOfStations - 1
With startrng.offset(stcnt + 2, 0)
.value = stcnt
.NumberFormat = "# ?/?"
End With
For wlcnt = 0 To NumberOfWaterlines - 1
xdim = stcnt * LBP / (NumberOfStations - 1)
zdim = wlcnt * Beam / (NumberOfWaterlines - 1)
ydim = (HullBOR.Radius(xdim) * HullBOR.Radius(xdim)) - _
((zdim - Beam / 2) * (zdim - Beam / 2))
If ydim >= 0 Then
ydim = Sqr(ydim)
With startrng.offset(stcnt + 2, wlcnt + 1)
.value = ydim
.NumberFormat = "0.0000"
End With
Else
startrng.offset(stcnt + 2, wlcnt + 1).value = "-"
End If
Next wlcnt
Next stcnt
End If
End Sub

’Delete previous TOO table and clear worksheet formating
Public Sub ClearTOO(Optional ClearStoredTOO As Boolean = True)
Dim ws As Worksheet
Dim startrng As Range
Dim ClearRng As Range
’Find starting point
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If ClearStoredTOO Then
Set ws = wsHullDef
Set startrng = ws.Range("A1").EntireColumn.Find("START_TOO")
Else
Set ws = wsTOO
Set startrng = ws.Range("A1")
End If
Set ClearRng = ws.UsedRange.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeLastCell)
If ClearRng.Row > startrng.Row Then
ClearRng = Range(startrng, ClearRng)
Else
Set ClearRng = Nothing
End If
If ClearRng Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
With Range(startrng, ClearRng)
.UnMerge
.Clear
End With
End If
If ClearStoredTOO Then
startrng.value = "START_TOO"
End If
End Sub

’Read all pressure hull segments for storage worksheet
Public Sub ReadPHSegList( _
Optional PHsegs As Range = Nothing, _
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, _
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
’Pressure hull variables
Dim PHrng As Range
Dim PHrow As Integer
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
’Create collections for storing segments
If HullPressHull Is Nothing Then
Set HullPressHull = New PressureHull
Else
HullPressHull.Clear
End If
’For reading from storage sheet
If UseDefault = True Then
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
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’wrksht.Activate
Set PHsegs = wrksht.Range("a:a").Find("START_PRESS_HULL") _
.offset(0, 1)
Set PHsegs = Range(PHsegs, PHsegs.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
If PHsegs.Column = 1 Then Exit Sub
’For user input on PressureHull worksheet
Else
If wrksht Is Nothing Then Set wrksht = wsPH
USERINPUT:
’wrksht.Activate
’Request user select MBT headings if not provided
If PHsegs Is Nothing Then
Set PHsegs = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select all the Pressure Hull Segments.", _
Title:="Pressure Hull Range", _
Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select all the Pressure Hull Segments." & _
" Do not select the row titles.")
End If
End If
Set PHsegs = PHsegs.Rows(1)
PHrow = PHsegs.Rows.Count
’Verify user selected header is a single line
If PHrow < 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
End If
’Read values from table
For Each PHrng In PHsegs.Cells
If Not IsEmpty(PHrng.value) Then
Set seg = New PressureHullSegment
seg.Name = PHrng.offset(0, 0).value
seg.Geometry = PHrng.offset(1, 0).value
seg.FwdBoundary = PHrng.offset(2, 0).value
seg.AftBoundary = PHrng.offset(3, 0).value
seg.FwdDiameter = PHrng.offset(4, 0).value
seg.AftDiameter = PHrng.offset(5, 0).value
HullPressHull.Add seg
End If
Next PHrng
Exit Sub
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’ERROR HANDLING
USERINPUTERROR:
’If headers are incorrectly selected
Dim erroraction As Integer
erroraction = MsgBox("Please select the Pressure Hull Segments " & _
"without row titles." & vbCrLf & "Please try selecting again.", _
vbOKCancel)
If erroraction = vbOK Then
GoTo USERINPUT
ElseIf erroraction = vbCancel Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

’For writing pressure hull data to storage
Sub WritePHSegList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim PHrng As Range
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
’Choose writing to Master list or User Input page
If WriteToInput Then
Set ws = wsPH
’ws.Activate
Set PHrng = ws.Range("a1")
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set PHrng = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_PRESS_HULL")
End If
’Clear current list and write over
ClearPHSegList
n = 1
For Each seg In HullPressHull
’Add a segment name by index number if not assigned
’by user
If seg.Name = False Then
seg.Name = "PH_" & n
End If
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PHrng.offset(0,
PHrng.offset(1,
PHrng.offset(2,
PHrng.offset(3,
PHrng.offset(4,
PHrng.offset(5,
n = n + 1
Next seg
End Sub

n).value
n).value
n).value
n).value
n).value
n).value

=
=
=
=
=
=

seg.Name
seg.Geometry
seg.FwdBoundary
seg.AftBoundary
seg.FwdDiameter
seg.AftDiameter

’Clear previously written pressure hull data
Public Sub ClearPHSegList(Optional ClearInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim PHsegs As Range
Dim seg As PressureHullSegment
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
If ClearInput Then
Set ws = wsPH
’ws.Activate
Set PHsegs = ws.Range("b1").EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious)
If Not PHsegs Is Nothing Then
Set PHsegs = ws.Range("B1", ws.Range("b1").EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(5, 0))
Else
Set PHsegs = ws.Range("b1")
End If
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set PHsegs = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_PRESS_HULL").offset(0, 1)
If Not PHsegs.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious) Is Nothing Then
Set PHsegs = Range(PHsegs, PHsegs.EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(5, 0))
End If
End If
If PHsegs.Column > 1 Then
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PHsegs.Clear
End If
End Sub

’Clear old pressure hull data and replace it with new data.
Public Sub UpdatePHSegList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
ClearPHSegList (UpdateInput)
WritePHSegList (UpdateInput)
End Sub

’Read all MBT data from storage worksheet
Public Sub ReadMBTList( _
Optional MBTs As Range = Nothing, _
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, _
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
’Main Ballast Tank variables
Dim MBTrng As Range
Dim MBTrow As Integer
Dim tnk As MBT
’Create Class for storing points
If HullMBTs Is Nothing Then
Set HullMBTs = New MBTList
Else
HullMBTs.Clear
End If
’For reading from storage sheet
If UseDefault = True Then
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
’wrksht.Activate
Set MBTs = wrksht.Range("a:a").Find("START_MBT").offset(0, 1)
Set MBTs = Range(MBTs, MBTs.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
If MBTs.Column = 1 Then Exit Sub
’Set Tanks worksheet as default for user input
Else
If wrksht Is Nothing Then Set wrksht = wsTanks
USERINPUT:
’wrksht.Activate
’Request user select MBT headings if not provided
If MBTs Is Nothing Then
Set MBTs = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select all the MBTs.", _
Title:="MBT Range", _
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Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select all the MBTs. " & _
"Do not select the row titles.")
End If
End If
Set MBTs = MBTs.Rows(1)
MBTrow = MBTs.Rows.Count
’Verify user selected headers are a single row
If MBTrow < 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
End If
’Read values from table
For Each MBTrng In MBTs.Cells
If Not IsEmpty(MBTrng.value) Then
Set tnk = New MBT
tnk.Name = MBTrng.offset(0, 0).value
tnk.FwdBoundary = MBTrng.offset(1, 0).value
tnk.AftBoundary = MBTrng.offset(2, 0).value
tnk.Side = MBTrng.offset(3, 0).value
tnk.Permeability = MBTrng.offset(4, 0).value
tnk.FreeFlood = MBTrng.offset(5, 0).value
tnk.Damaged = MBTrng.offset(6, 0).value
If tnk.valid Then
HullMBTs.Add tnk
Else
MsgBox "MBT insufficiently defined. Error likely."
End If
End If
Next MBTrng
Exit Sub
’ERROR HANDLING
USERINPUTERROR:
’If user selected incorrect headers
Dim erroraction As Integer
erroraction = MsgBox("Please select the Main Ballast Tanks without " & _
"row titles." & vbCrLf & "Please try selecting again.", vbOKCancel)
If erroraction = vbOK Then
GoTo USERINPUT
ElseIf erroraction = vbCancel Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

’For writing the MBT data to storage
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Sub WriteMBTList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim MBTs As Range
Dim tnk As MBT
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
’Choose writing to Master list or User Input page
If WriteToInput Then
Set ws = wsTanks
’ws.Activate
Set MBTs = ws.Range("a1")
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set MBTs = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_MBT")
End If
’Clear current list and write
ClearMBTList WriteToInput
n = 1
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
MBTs.offset(0, n).value =
MBTs.offset(1, n).value =
MBTs.offset(2, n).value =
MBTs.offset(3, n).value =
MBTs.offset(4, n).value =
MBTs.offset(5, n).value =
MBTs.offset(6, n).value =
n = n + 1
Next tnk
End Sub

over

tnk.Name
tnk.FwdBoundary
tnk.AftBoundary
tnk.Side
tnk.Permeability
tnk.FreeFlood
tnk.Damaged

’Clear all main ballast tanks from input sheet or master sheet
Public Sub ClearMBTList(Optional ClearInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim MBTs As Range
Dim tnk As MBT
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
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If ClearInput Then
Set ws = wsTanks
’ws.Activate
Set MBTs = ws.Range("b1").EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious)
If Not MBTs Is Nothing Then
Set MBTs = ws.Range("B1", ws.Range("b1").EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0))
Else
Set MBTs = ws.Range("b1")
End If
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set MBTs = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_MBT").offset(0, 1)
If Not MBTs.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious) _
Is Nothing Then
Set MBTs = Range(MBTs, MBTs.EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(6, 0))
End If
End If
If MBTs.Column > 1 Then
MBTs.Clear
End If
End Sub

’Read all TrimTank data from storage worksheet
Public Sub ReadTrimTankList( _
Optional TrimTanks As Range = Nothing, _
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, _
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
’Main Ballast Tank variables
Dim TrimTankrng As Range
Dim TrimTankrow As Integer
Dim tnk As TrimTank
’Create Class for storing points
If HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
Set HullTrimTanks = New TrimTankList
Else
HullTrimTanks.Clear
End If
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’For reading from storage sheet
If UseDefault = True Then
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
’wrksht.Activate
Set TrimTanks = wrksht.Range("a:a") _
.Find("START_TRIMTANKS").offset(0, 1)
Set TrimTanks = Range(TrimTanks, TrimTanks.EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
If TrimTanks.Column = 1 Then Exit Sub
’Set Tanks worksheet as default for user input
Else
If wrksht Is Nothing Then Set wrksht = wsTrimTanks
USERINPUT:
’Request user select TrimTank headings if not provided
If TrimTanks Is Nothing Then
wrksht.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Set TrimTanks = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select all the Trim Tanks.", _
Title:="Trim Tank Range", _
Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select all the Trim Tanks. " & _
"Do not select the row titles.")
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
End If
End If
Set TrimTanks = TrimTanks.Rows(1)
TrimTankrow = TrimTanks.Rows.Count
’Verify user selected headers are a single row
If TrimTankrow < 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
End If
’Read values from table
For Each TrimTankrng In TrimTanks.Cells
If Not IsEmpty(TrimTankrng.value) Then
Set tnk = New TrimTank
tnk.Name = TrimTankrng.offset(0, 0).value
tnk.LCG = TrimTankrng.offset(1, 0).value
tnk.Volume = TrimTankrng.offset(2, 0).value
If tnk.IsValid Then
HullTrimTanks.Add tnk
Else
MsgBox "Trim Tank insufficiently defined.
End If
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Error likely."

End If
Next TrimTankrng
Exit Sub
’ERROR HANDLING
USERINPUTERROR:
’If user selected incorrect headers
Dim erroraction As Integer
erroraction = MsgBox("Please select the Trim Tanks without row titles." _
& vbCrLf & "Please try selecting again.", vbOKCancel)
If erroraction = vbOK Then
GoTo USERINPUT
ElseIf erroraction = vbCancel Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

’For writing the TrimTank data to storage
Sub WriteTrimTankList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim TrimTanks As Range
Dim tnk As TrimTank
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
’Choose writing to Master list or User Input page
If WriteToInput Then
Set ws = wsTrimTanks
’ws.Activate
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("a1")
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_TRIMTANKS")
End If
’Clear current list and write over
ClearTrimTankList
n = 1
For Each tnk In HullTrimTanks
TrimTanks.offset(0, n).value = tnk.Name
TrimTanks.offset(1, n).value = tnk.LCG
TrimTanks.offset(2, n).value = tnk.Volume
n = n + 1
Next tnk
End Sub
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’Clear all trim tanks from input sheet or master sheet
Public Sub ClearTrimTankList(Optional ClearInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim TrimTanks As Range
Dim tnk As TrimTank
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
If ClearInput Then
Set ws = wsTrimTanks
’ws.Activate
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("b1").EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious)
If Not TrimTanks Is Nothing Then
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("B1", ws.Range("b1").EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
Else
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("b1")
End If
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set TrimTanks = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_TRIMTANKS").offset(0, 1)
If Not TrimTanks.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious) Is Nothing Then
Set TrimTanks = Range(TrimTanks, TrimTanks.EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
End If
End If
If TrimTanks.Column > 1 Then
TrimTanks.Clear
End If
End Sub

’Clear previous trim tank data and write over it.
Public Sub UpdateTrimTankList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
ClearTrimTankList (UpdateInput)
WriteTrimTankList (UpdateInput)
End Sub
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’Read all LoadCase data from storage worksheet
Public Sub ReadLoadCaseList( _
Optional LoadCases As Range = Nothing, _
Optional wrksht As Worksheet, _
Optional UseDefault As Boolean = False)
’Main Ballast Tank variables
Dim LoadCaserng As Range
Dim LoadCaserow As Integer
Dim lcase As LoadCase
’Create Class for storing points
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
Set HullLoadCases = New LoadCaseList
Else
HullLoadCases.Clear
End If
’For reading from storage sheet
If UseDefault = True Then
Set wrksht = wsHullDef
’wrksht.Activate
Set LoadCases = wrksht.Range("a:a"). _
Find("START_LOADCASES").offset(0, 1)
Set LoadCases = Range(LoadCases, LoadCases.EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
If LoadCases.Column = 1 Then Exit Sub
’Set Tanks worksheet as default for user input
Else
If wrksht Is Nothing Then Set wrksht = wsLoadCases
USERINPUT:
’Request user select LoadCase headings if not provided
If LoadCases Is Nothing Then
wrksht.Activate
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Set LoadCases = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please select all the Load Cases.", _
Title:="Load Case Range", _
Type:=8, _
HelpFile:="Please select all the Load Cases. " & _
"Do not select the row titles.")
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
End If
End If
Set LoadCases = LoadCases.Rows(1)
LoadCaserow = LoadCases.Rows.Count
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’Verify user selected headers are a single row
If LoadCaserow < 1 Then
GoTo USERINPUTERROR
End If
’Read values from table
For Each LoadCaserng In LoadCases.Cells
If Not IsEmpty(LoadCaserng.value) Then
Set lcase = New LoadCase
lcase.Name = LoadCaserng.offset(0, 0).value
lcase.LCG = LoadCaserng.offset(1, 0).value
lcase.Mass = LoadCaserng.offset(2, 0).value
If lcase.IsValid Then
HullLoadCases.Add lcase
Else
MsgBox "Load Case insufficiently defined. Error likely."
End If
End If
Next LoadCaserng
Exit Sub
’ERROR HANDLING
USERINPUTERROR:
’If user selected incorrect headers
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Dim erroraction As Integer
erroraction = MsgBox("Please select the Load Cases without row titles." & vbCrLf
"Please try selecting again.", vbOKCancel)
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
If erroraction = vbOK Then
GoTo USERINPUT
ElseIf erroraction = vbCancel Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

’For writing the LoadCase data to storage
Sub WriteLoadCaseList(Optional WriteToInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim LoadCases As Range
Dim lcase As LoadCase
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
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’Choose writing to Master list or User Input page
If WriteToInput Then
Set ws = wsLoadCases
’ws.Activate
Set LoadCases = ws.Range("a1")
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
Set LoadCases = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_LOADCASES")
End If
’Clear current list and write over
ClearLoadCaseList
n = 1
For Each lcase In HullLoadCases
LoadCases.offset(0, n).value = lcase.Name
LoadCases.offset(1, n).value = lcase.LCG
LoadCases.offset(2, n).value = lcase.Mass
n = n + 1
Next lcase
End Sub

’Clear all load case data from input sheet or master sheet
Public Sub ClearLoadCaseList(Optional ClearInput = False)
Dim ws As Worksheet
’Pressure hull variables
Dim LoadCases As Range
Dim lcase As LoadCase
’Counter
Dim n As Integer
If ClearInput Then
Set ws = wsLoadCases
’ws.Activate
Set LoadCases = ws.Range("b1").EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious)
If Not LoadCases Is Nothing Then
Set LoadCases = ws.Range("B1", ws.Range("b1").EntireRow _
.Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
Else
Set LoadCases = ws.Range("b1")
End If
Else
Set ws = wsHullDef
’ws.Activate
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Set LoadCases = ws.Range("a:a").Find("START_LOADCASES").offset(0, 1)
If Not LoadCases.EntireRow.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious) Is Nothing Then
Set LoadCases = Range(LoadCases, LoadCases.EntireRow. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious).offset(2, 0))
End If
End If
If LoadCases.Column > 1 Then
LoadCases.Clear
End If
End Sub

’Clear previous load case data and overwrite it.
Public Sub UpdateLoadCaseList(Optional UpdateInput = False)
ClearLoadCaseList (UpdateInput)
WriteLoadCaseList (UpdateInput)
End Sub

E.2.2

modMathFunctions

’This module contains mathamatical functions that are not otherwise
’available in Excel VBA
’Allows use of "Sleep"
Public Declare PtrSafe Sub Sleep Lib "kernel32" (ByVal Milliseconds As Long)
Option Explicit
’Enumeration for extrapolation locations
Enum Location
Upper = 2
Lower = 1
End Enum

’Returns an extrapolated OffsetPoint that is on centerline for use as an
’endpoint when integrating a station or waterline.
’CenterlinePoint as Location indicates whether extraoplated point is higher
’or lower than the data.
Public Function ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint( _
PointList As Variant, _
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CenterlinePoint As Location) As OffsetPoint
’Variables
Dim Radius As Double
Dim a As Double
Dim b As Double
Dim c As Double
Dim var(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim ExtrapPoint As Double
Dim NumOfPoints As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Set ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint = New OffsetPoint
’Set number of points available to use as data for extrapolation.
If PointList.Count > 2 Then
NumOfPoints = 3
ElseIf PointList.Count = 2 Then
NumOfPoints = 2
ElseIf PointList.Count = 1 Then
NumOfPoints = 1
Else
MsgBox "Undefined point list."
Exit Function
End If
’Assign appropriate values to variables based on list type and
’number of points available
Select Case CenterlinePoint
Case Location.Lower
If TypeName(PointList) = "Station" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.x = PointList.StationPosition
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.y = 0
For i = 1 To NumOfPoints
var(i) = PointList.item(i).z
f(i) = PointList.item(i).y
Next i
ElseIf TypeName(PointList) = "Waterline" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.y = 0
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.z = PointList.WaterlineHeight
For i = 1 To NumOfPoints
var(i) = PointList.item(i).x
f(i) = PointList.item(i).y
Next i
End If
Case Location.Upper
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If TypeName(PointList) = "Station" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.x = PointList.StationPosition
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.y = 0
For i = 1 To NumOfPoints
var(i) = _
PointList.item(PointList.Count - NumOfPoints + i).z
f(i) = _
PointList.item(PointList.Count - NumOfPoints + i).y
Next i
ElseIf TypeName(PointList) = "Waterline" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.y = 0
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.z = PointList.WaterlineHeight
For i = 1 To NumOfPoints
var(i) = _
PointList.item(PointList.Count - NumOfPoints + i).x
f(i) = _
PointList.item(PointList.Count - NumOfPoints + i).y
Next i
End If
End Select
’Select extrapolation method based on number of points available
Select Case NumOfPoints
Case 3
’Uses same polynomial assumption as used for Simpson’s Rule
’Extension to extrapolate a point on centerline.
a = (f(3) - f(2)) / (var(3) - var(2))
a = a - ((f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1)))
a = a / (var(3) - var(1))
b = (f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1))
b = b - (var(1) + var(2)) * a
c = (f(1) * var(2) - f(2) * var(1)) / (var(2) - var(1))
c = c + var(1) * var(2) * a
Select Case CenterlinePoint
Case Location.Lower
ExtrapPoint = (-b + Sqr(b ^ 2 - 4 * a * c)) / (2 * a)
Case Location.Upper
ExtrapPoint = (-b - Sqr(b ^ 2 - 4 * a * c)) / (2 * a)
End Select
Case 2
’If only two points defined, assumes station is circle with
’center point on ship’s centerline
b = (f(1) ^ 2 - f(2) ^ 2) + (var(1) ^ 2 - var(2) ^ 2)
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b = b / (2 * (var(1) - var(2)))
Radius = Sqr(f(1) ^ 2 + (var(1) - b) ^ 2)
Select Case CenterlinePoint
Case Location.Lower
ExtrapPoint = b - Radius
Case Location.Upper
ExtrapPoint = b + Radius
End Select
Case 1
’if only one point is defined, assumes station is circle with
’radius equal to distance from point to ship’s centerline
Select Case CenterlinePoint
Case Location.Lower
ExtrapPoint = var(1) - f(1)
Case Location.Upper
ExtrapPoint = var(1) + f(1)
End Select
End Select
’Match extrapolated values to correct coordinates
If TypeName(PointList) = "Station" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.z = ExtrapPoint
ElseIf TypeName(PointList) = "Waterline" Then
ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint.x = ExtrapPoint
End If
End Function

’Returns results of General form of Simpson’s Rule.
Public Function SimpGenRule( _
ByRef var() As Double, _
ByRef f() As Double, _
ByRef limits() As Double) As Double
’var() and f() should be (1 to 3) arrays
’limits() should be a (1 to 2) array
’limits(1) is lower limit, aka limita
’limits(2) is upper limit, aka limitb
’Verify size of input arrays
If (UBound(var) - LBound(var)) <> 2 Or (UBound(f) - LBound(f)) <> 2 Then
MsgBox "SimpGenRule requires three points. #Var=" _
& (UBound(var) - LBound(var)) & " #f=" & (UBound(f) - LBound(f))
Exit Function
End If
’Verify limits of integration
If (UBound(limits) - LBound(limits)) = 1 And _
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var(1) <= limits(1) And limits(1) <= var(3) And _
var(1) <= limits(2) And limits(2) <= var(3) Then
’Ok to proceed
Else
MsgBox "SimpGenRule limits incorrectly defined. Upper limits=" _
& limits(2) & " Lower limits=" & limits(1)
Exit Function
End If
’General extension of simpson’s rule
SimpGenRule = (limits(2) ^ 3 - limits(1) ^ 3) / _
(3 * (var(3) - var(1))) * _
(((f(3) - f(2)) / (var(3) - var(2))) - _
((f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1))))
SimpGenRule = SimpGenRule + ((limits(2) ^ 2 - limits(1) ^ 2) / 2) * _
(((f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1))) - _
((var(1) + var(2)) / (var(3) - var(1))) * _
(((f(3) - f(2)) / (var(3) - var(2))) - _
((f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1)))))
SimpGenRule = SimpGenRule + (limits(2) - limits(1)) * _
(((f(1) * var(2) - f(2) * var(1)) / (var(2) - var(1))) + _
((var(1) * var(2)) / (var(3) - var(1))) * _
(((f(3) - f(2)) / (var(3) - var(2))) - _
((f(2) - f(1)) / (var(2) - var(1)))))
’Debugging message if needed
’Debug.Print "LowLim=" & Round(limits(1), 2) & _
",HiLim=" & Round(limits(2), 2) & ",var(1)=" & _
Round(var(1), 2) & ",var(2)=" & Round(var(2), 2) & _
",var(3)=" & Round(var(3), 2) & " SimpGenRule=" & _
Round(SimpGenRule, 3)
End Function

’Simplified ArcSin, shortened call name
Public Function ArcSin(x As Double) As Double
Dim pi As Double
pi = Application.WorksheetFunction.pi
ArcSin = WorksheetFunction.Asin(x)
End Function

’Calculate Tan(X) where X is in degrees
Public Function DegTan(degrees As Double) As Double
DegTan = Math.Tan(Application.WorksheetFunction.Radians(degrees))
End Function
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’Convert density from one unit system to another
’Generate string names of unit systems for use in userforms
Public Sub ConvertDensityAndUnits( _
OldLengthUnit As LengthUnits, _
OldMassUnit As MassUnits, _
StdDensity As StandardDensities, _
Optional OldDensity As Double = 64, _
Optional NewLengthUnit As LengthUnits = -1, _
Optional NewMassUnit As MassUnits = -1)
Dim LenghtConv As Double
Dim VolConv As Double
Dim MassConv As Double
If NewLengthUnit = -1 Then NewLengthUnit = OldLengthUnit
If NewMassUnit = -1 Then NewMassUnit = OldMassUnit
’Convert current units to ft and lb
Select Case OldLengthUnit
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
LenghtConv = (25.4) * (12)
Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
LenghtConv = (2.54) * (12)
Case LengthUnits.Meters
LenghtConv = (0.0254) * (12)
Case LengthUnits.Inches
LenghtConv = 12
Case LengthUnits.Feet
LenghtConv = 1
Case LengthUnits.Yards
LenghtConv = 1 / 3
End Select
VolConv = LenghtConv * LenghtConv * LenghtConv
Select Case OldMassUnit
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
MassConv = 2.20462
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
MassConv = 2204.62
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassConv = 1
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassConv = 2000
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Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassConv = 2240
End Select
Select Case StdDensity
Case StandardDensities.Light
OldDensity = 64.3 ’lb/ft3
Case StandardDensities.Normal
OldDensity = 64 ’lb/ft3
Case StandardDensities.Heavy
OldDensity = 63.6 ’lb/ft3
Case StandardDensities.Custom
OldDensity = Density * VolConv * MassConv
End Select
’Convert from lb and ft to new unit system
Select Case NewLengthUnit
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
LenghtConv = (1 / 25.4) * (1 / 12)
DensityUnits_str = "/mm^3"
Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
LenghtConv = (1 / 2.54) * (1 / 12)
DensityUnits_str = "/cm^3"
Case LengthUnits.Meters
LenghtConv = (1 / 0.0254) * (1 / 12)
DensityUnits_str = "/m^3"
Case LengthUnits.Inches
LenghtConv = 1 / 12
DensityUnits_str = "/in^3"
Case LengthUnits.Feet
LenghtConv = 1
DensityUnits_str = "/ft^3"
Case LengthUnits.Yards
LenghtConv = 3
DensityUnits_str = "/yd^3"
End Select
VolConv = LenghtConv * LenghtConv * LenghtConv
Select Case NewMassUnit
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
MassConv = 1 / 2.20462
DensityUnits_str = "kg" & DensityUnits_str
MassUnits_str = "kg"
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
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MassConv = 1 / 2204.62
DensityUnits_str = "MT"
MassUnits_str = "MT"
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassConv = 1
DensityUnits_str = "lb"
MassUnits_str = "lb"
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassConv = 1 / 2000
DensityUnits_str = "ST"
MassUnits_str = "st"
Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassConv = 1 / 2240
DensityUnits_str = "LT"
MassUnits_str = "LT"
End Select

& DensityUnits_str

& DensityUnits_str

& DensityUnits_str

& DensityUnits_str

Density = OldDensity * VolConv * MassConv
’Disabled due to being untested
’ConvertLoadMasses OldMassUnit, NewMassUnit
Length_Units = NewLengthUnit
Mass_Units = NewMassUnit
’Update new units and density in wsVariables
UpdateVariableValue "Density", Density
UpdateVariableValue "Length_Units", Length_Units
UpdateVariableValue "Mass_Units", Mass_Units
UpdateVariableValue "CondAMass", CondAMass
End Sub

’NOT TESTED.
’Converts load case masses to new unit system
Public Sub ConvertLoadMasses( _
OldMassUnit As MassUnits, _
NewMassUnit As MassUnits)
Dim MassConv As Double
Dim lcase As LoadCase
Dim OldMass As Double
Select Case OldMassUnit
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
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MassConv = 2.20462
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
MassConv = 2204.62
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassConv = 1
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassConv = 2000
Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassConv = 2240
End Select
CondAMass = CondAMass * MassConv
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
For Each lcase In HullLoadCases
OldMass = lcase.Mass * MassConv
lcase.Mass = OldMass
Next lcase
End If
Select Case NewMassUnit
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
MassConv = 1 / 2.20462
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
MassConv = 1 / 2204.62
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassConv = 1
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassConv = 1 / 2000
Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassConv = 1 / 2240
End Select
CondAMass = CondAMass * MassConv
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
For Each lcase In HullLoadCases
OldMass = lcase.Mass * MassConv
lcase.Mass = OldMass
Next lcase
End If
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End Sub

’Set step interval used for numeric integration of hull
Public Function SetHullPrecisionStep() As Double
Select Case Length_Units
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 2000
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1000
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 500
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 250
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 200
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 100
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 50
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 25
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Meters
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 2
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 0.5
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 0.25
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Inches
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 72
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 36
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Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 12
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 6
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Feet
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 6
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 3
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 0.5
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Yards
Select Case Hull_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetHullPrecisionStep = 2
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1 / 3
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetHullPrecisionStep = 1 / 6
End Select
End Select
End Function

’Set step interval for draft during FullStabilityAnalysis
Public Function SetDraftPrecisionStep() As Double
Select Case Length_Units
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 2000
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1000
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 500
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 250
End Select
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Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 200
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 100
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 50
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 25
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Meters
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 2
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 0.5
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 0.25
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Inches
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 72
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 36
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 12
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 6
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Feet
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 6
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 3
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 0.5
End Select
Case LengthUnits.Yards
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Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 2
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1 / 3
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetDraftPrecisionStep = 1 / 6
End Select
End Select
End Function

’Set step interval for Trim Angle during FullStabilityAnalysis
Public Function SetAnglePrecisionStep() As Double
Select Case Stab_Precision
Case PrecisionLevel.Low
SetAnglePrecisionStep = 2
Case PrecisionLevel.Medium
SetAnglePrecisionStep = 1
Case PrecisionLevel.High
SetAnglePrecisionStep = 0.5
Case PrecisionLevel.VeryHigh
SetAnglePrecisionStep = 0.25
End Select
End Function

E.2.3

modStability

’Module combines all other modules for overall stability analysis.
Option Explicit
Public submarine As Hull
Public ResultsList As DataPointList

’Analyse single stability case with no damage.
Sub SingleStability()
Dim clock As Double
clock = timer
Application.StatusBar = "Design condition analysis in progress."
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’Values calculated on initilization of hull class
Set submarine = New Hull
Set ResultsList = New DataPointList
’Record values
RecordDataPoint
PrintData (False)
Application.StatusBar = False
’Track runtime
Debug.Print "Total run time (seconds): " & Round((timer - clock), 3)
End Sub

’Analyse full range of trim angles and drafts for stability
Sub FullStabilityAnalysis(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean = True)
Dim StartTime As Single
Dim TimeElapsed As Single
Dim StartDate As Date
Dim draft_precision As Double
Dim angle_precision As Double
Dim StopVolume As Double
Dim StartAngle As Double
Dim StopAngle As Double
Dim angle As Double
Dim z As Double
Dim pctcomplete As Double
StartTime = timer
StartDate = Date
pctcomplete = 0
Application.DisplayStatusBar = True
Application.StatusBar = "Stability analysis in progress..."
’Verify hull class initializes properly before proceding to additional
’calculations
Set submarine = New Hull
Set ResultsList = New DataPointList
Application.StatusBar = "Hull model accepted."
draft_precision = SetDraftPrecisionStep
angle_precision = SetAnglePrecisionStep
’Calculate submerged volume for use as stop point in calculations
DraftReadings.ClearReadings
DraftReadings.FWDDraft = Beam
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DraftReadings.AFTDraft = Beam
submarine.UpdateHullCalcs DraftReadings
StopVolume = submarine.IntactVolume
’Verify Psi values are valid
If Not PsiChecks Then Exit Sub
StartAngle = Psi_max_neg
StopAngle = Psi_max_pos
angle = StartAngle
Application.StatusBar = "Analysis angles valid."
’Loop through all drafts and trim angles
Do
z = 0
DraftReadings.ClearReadings
DraftReadings.TrimAngle = angle
Do
’Generate status updates for user
’Assumes calculations for each trim angle take same time
If angle <> StartAngle Then
Application.StatusBar = _
"Stability Analysis in progress... Calculations " _
& Round((pctcomplete * 100), 2) & _
"% complete. Current trim angle: " & _
Round(angle, 2) & " Current draft: " & Round(z, 2) & _
" " & LengthUnits_str & _
" Estimated time remaining (minutes): " & _
Round(((TimeElapsed / 60) * ((1 / pctcomplete) - 1)), 1)
Else
Application.StatusBar = _
"Stability Analysis in progress... Calculations " _
& Round((pctcomplete * 100), 2) & _
"% complete. Current trim angle: " & _
Round(angle, 2) & " Current draft: " & Round(z, 2) & _
" " & LengthUnits_str & _
" Calculating time remaining estimate..."
End If
If angle >= 0 Then
DraftReadings.APPDraft = z
ElseIf angle < 0 Then
DraftReadings.FPPDraft = z
End If
submarine.UpdateHullCalcs DraftReadings, CalculateDamaged
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RecordDataPoint
z = z + draft_precision
Loop Until submarine.IntactVolume >= StopVolume
’Iterate trim angle
If angle < Psi_neg And Psi_neg <= angle + angle_precision Then
’ensure Psi_neg is calculated
angle = Psi_neg
ElseIf angle < Psi_pos And Psi_pos <= angle + angle_precision Then
’ensure Psi_pos is calculated
angle = Psi_pos
ElseIf angle < StopAngle And _
StopAngle <= angle + angle_precision Then
’ensure Psi_max_pos is calculated
angle = StopAngle
Else
angle = angle + angle_precision
End If
pctcomplete = ((angle - StartAngle) / angle_precision) / _
((StopAngle - StartAngle) / (angle_precision) + 1)
TimeElapsed = 86500 * (Date - StartDate) + (timer - StartTime)
Loop Until angle > StopAngle
PrintData
Application.DisplayStatusBar = False
Application.StatusBar = False
’Track runtime
TimeElapsed = 86500 * (Date - StartDate) + (timer - StartTime)
Debug.Print "Total run time: " & Round((TimeElapsed), 3) & _
" sec. Hull_Precision: " & Hull_Precision & " Stab_Precision: " _
& Stab_Precision & " SubmergedVolume: " & Round(StopVolume, 2)
End Sub

’Record results to a DataPointList
Private Function RecordDataPoint()
Dim results As DataPoint
Set results = New DataPoint
RecordDataPoint = False
results.FWDDraft = DraftReadings.FWDDraft
results.MIDDraft = DraftReadings.MIDDraft
results.AFTDraft = DraftReadings.AFTDraft
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results.TrimAngle = DraftReadings.TrimAngle
results.IntactVolume = submarine.IntactVolume
results.IntactDisplacement = submarine.IntactDisplacement
results.IntactLCB = submarine.IntactLCB
results.IntactVCB = submarine.IntactVCB
results.DamagedVolume = submarine.DamagedVolume
results.DamagedDisplacement = submarine.DamagedDisplacement
results.DamagedLCB = submarine.DamagedLCB
results.DamagedVCB = submarine.DamagedVCB
results.IntactCorrectedCB = submarine.IntactCorrectedCB
results.DamagedCorrectedCB = submarine.DamagedCorrectedCB
ResultsList.Add results
RecordDataPoint = True
End Function

’print all results to spreadsheets
Private Function PrintData(Optional ClearPrevious = True)
ResultsList.PrintRawData (ClearPrevious)
ResultsList.PrintProcessedData (ClearPrevious)
End Function

’Verify Psi’s are valid
Public Function PsiChecks(Optional GiveWarnings As Boolean = True) As Boolean
PsiChecks = True
If Psi_neg > Psi_pos Then
If GiveWarnings Then
MsgBox "Psi_neg must be smaller than Psi_pos."
End If
PsiChecks = False
End If
If Psi_max_neg > Psi_max_pos Then
If GiveWarnings Then
MsgBox "Psi_max_neg must be smaller than Psi_max_pos."
End If
PsiChecks = False
End If
If Psi_max_pos < Psi_pos Then
If GiveWarnings Then
MsgBox "Psi_pos must be less than than Psi_max_pos."
End If
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PsiChecks = False
End If
If Psi_max_neg > Psi_neg Then
If GiveWarnings Then
MsgBox "Psi_max_neg must be less than than Psi_neg."
End If
PsiChecks = False
End If
End Function

E.2.4

modUserInterface

’Module provides user interface functions and subs.
Option Explicit

’Start userform for all operations
Public Sub UserInterfaceHomeForm()
Load UserInterfaceHome
UserInterfaceHome.Show vbModeless
End Sub

’Start userform for editing fairing hull
Public Sub EditFairingHullForm()
Load EditFairingHull
EditFairingHull.Show vbModeless
End Sub

’Start userform for editing pressure hull
Public Sub EditPressHullForm()
wsPH.Visible = xlSheetVisible
Load EditPressureHull
EditPressureHull.Show vbModeless
End Sub

’Start userform for editing external tanks
Public Sub EditExternalTanksForm()
wsTanks.Visible = xlSheetVisible
Load EditExternalTanks
EditExternalTanks.Show vbModeless
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End Sub

’Start userform for editing draft makers
Public Sub EditDraftMarkersForm()
Load EditDraftMarkerLocations
EditDraftMarkerLocations.Show
End Sub

’Start userform for setting density.
Public Sub EditDensityForm()
Load EditDensity
EditDensity.Show
End Sub

’Start userform for setting mass and length
’unit system.
Public Sub EditUnitSystemForm()
Load EditUnitSystem
EditUnitSystem.Show
End Sub

’Start userform for setting trim angle limits
’used for stability analysis
Public Sub EditTrimAngleRestrictionsForm()
Load EditTrimAngleRestrictions
EditTrimAngleRestrictions.Show
End Sub

’Start userform for setting analysis precision levels
Public Sub EditPrecisionLevelsForm()
Load EditPrecisionLevels
EditPrecisionLevels.Show
End Sub

’Start userform for editing trim tanks and load cases
Public Sub EditLoadCasesForm()
Load EditLoadCases
EditLoadCases.Show vbModeless
End Sub
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’Generate charts from calculation data.
Public Sub CreateCharts()
Dim StabilityBoundariesChart As Chart
Dim StabilityBoundariesExists As Boolean
Dim IntactRawChart As Chart
Dim IntactRawExists As Boolean
Dim DamagedRawChart As Chart
Dim DamagedRawExists As Boolean
Dim RawChart As Chart
Dim RawExists As Boolean
Dim cht As Chart
StabilityBoundariesExists = False
IntactRawExists = False
DamagedRawExists = False
RawExists = False
’Cycle throug existing charts to see if needed charts
’exist already.
For Each cht In Charts
If cht.Name = "Chart_StabilityBoundaries" Then
StabilityBoundariesExists = True
Set StabilityBoundariesChart = cht
ElseIf cht.Name = "Chart_IntactRawData" Then
IntactRawExists = True
Set IntactRawChart = cht
ElseIf cht.Name = "Chart_DamagedRawData" Then
DamagedRawExists = True
Set DamagedRawChart = cht
ElseIf cht.Name = "Chart_RawData" Then
RawExists = True
Set RawChart = cht
End If
Next cht
’If needed charts do not exist, create them
If Not StabilityBoundariesExists Then
Set StabilityBoundariesChart = Charts.Add
StabilityBoundariesChart.Name = "Chart_StabilityBoundaries"
End If
If Not IntactRawExists Then
Set IntactRawChart = Charts.Add
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IntactRawChart.Name = "Chart_IntactRawData"
End If
If Not DamagedRawExists Then
Set DamagedRawChart = Charts.Add
DamagedRawChart.Name = "Chart_DamagedRawData"
End If
If Not RawExists Then
Set RawChart = Charts.Add
RawChart.Name = "Chart_RawData"
End If
’Create chart showing stability boundaries only
Call StabBoundChrt(StabilityBoundariesChart)
’Create chart showing intact stability boundaries
’and overlay with all calculation results.
Call IntactRawChrt(IntactRawChart)
’Create chart showing damaged stabiltiy boundaries
’and overlay with all calculation results.
Call DamagedRawChrt(DamagedRawChart)
’Create chart showing all results and boundaries.
Call RawChrt(RawChart)
’Highlight stability boundaries chart for user
StabilityBoundariesChart.Activate
End Sub

’Clear all data from all charts
Public Sub ClearCharts()
Dim cht As Chart
Dim ser As Series
For Each cht In Charts
For Each ser In cht.SeriesCollection
ser.Delete
Next ser
Next cht
End Sub

’Create the Stability Boundary Chart
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Private
Dim
Dim
Dim

Sub StabBoundChrt(cht As Chart)
ser As Series
Xrng As Range
Yrng As Range

’Delete previous series in chart
For Each ser In cht.SeriesCollection
ser.Delete
Next ser
’Set up chart type and labeling
With cht
.ChartType = xlXYScatter
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Text = "Longitudinal Stability Boundaries"
.HasLegend = True
.Axes(xlCategory).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Text = "Longitudinal Location"
.Axes(xlValue).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Text = "Displacement"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScale = LBP
End With
’Select intact boundary data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "Intact Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(1).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
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’Select damaged boundary data and create series.
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "Damaged Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(2).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Create plot point of user defined point from UserInterfaceHome
PlotCurrentCondition cht
’If load cases and trim tanks exist, create plots of each load case.
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Or HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
Else
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
End If
’Set plot point sizes.
With cht
’.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerSize = 5 ’Damaged boundary
’.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerSize = 5 ’Intact boundary
End With
End Sub
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’Create
Private
Dim
Dim
Dim

chart of intact data
Sub IntactRawChrt(cht As Chart)
ser As Series
Xrng As Range
Yrng As Range

’Delete series currently in chart
For Each ser In cht.SeriesCollection
ser.Delete
Next ser
’Set up chart type and labeling
With cht
.ChartType = xlXYScatter
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Text = "Intact Raw Data Points"
.HasLegend = True
.Axes(xlCategory).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Text = "Longitudinal Location"
.Axes(xlValue).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Text = "Displacement"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScale = LBP
End With
’Select intact raw data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "Intact Raw Data"
.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(1).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbLightGreen
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.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbLightGreen
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Select intact boundary data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "Intact Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(2).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Create plot of current condition defined on UserHomeForm
PlotCurrentCondition cht
’If hull load cases and trim tanks are defined,
’plot corresponding points
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Or HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
Else
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
End If
’Set chart point sizes
With cht
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerSize = 2 ’Intact raw
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’.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerSize = 5 ’Intact boundary
End With
End Sub

’Create
Private
Dim
Dim
Dim

chart of damaged data
Sub DamagedRawChrt(cht As Chart)
ser As Series
Xrng As Range
Yrng As Range

’Delete series currently in chart
For Each ser In cht.SeriesCollection
ser.Delete
Next ser
’Set up chart type and labeling
With cht
.ChartType = xlXYScatter
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Text = "Damaged Raw Data Points"
.HasLegend = True
.Axes(xlCategory).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Text = "Longitudinal Location"
.Axes(xlValue).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Text = "Displacement"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScale = LBP
End With
’Select damaged raw data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "Damaged Raw Data"
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.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(1).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbLightPink
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbLightPink
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Select damaged boundary data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "Damaged Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(2).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Plot point based on condition set on UserHomeForm
PlotCurrentCondition cht
’If load cases and trim tanks are defined, plot them
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Or HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
Else
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
End If
With cht
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.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerSize = 2 ’Damaged raw
’.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerSize = 5 ’Damaged boundary
End With
End Sub

’Create
Private
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

chart of all stability results
Sub RawChrt(cht As Chart)
ser As Series
Xrng As Range
Yrng As Range
n As Integer

’Delete series currently in chart
For Each ser In cht.SeriesCollection
ser.Delete
Next ser
’Set up chart type and labeling
With cht
.ChartType = xlXYScatter
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Text = "Raw Data Points"
.HasLegend = True
.Axes(xlCategory).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Text = "Longitudinal Location"
.Axes(xlValue).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Text = "Displacement"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScale = LBP
End With
’Select damaged raw data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
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.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "Damaged Raw Data"
.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(1).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbLightPink
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbLightPink
.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Select intact raw data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "Intact Raw Data"
.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(2).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbLightGreen
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbLightGreen
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Select intact boundary data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(3).Name = "Intact Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(3).XValues = Xrng
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.SeriesCollection(3).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(3).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(3).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbGreen
.SeriesCollection(3).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Select damaged boundary data and create series
Set Xrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedCorrectedCB").offset(1, 0)
Set Xrng = Range(Xrng, Xrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
Set Yrng = wsOutput_ProcessedData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="DamagedDisplacement").offset(1, 0)
Set Yrng = Range(Yrng, Yrng.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
With cht
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
.SeriesCollection(4).Name = "Damaged Boundary"
.SeriesCollection(4).XValues = Xrng
.SeriesCollection(4).Values = Yrng
.SeriesCollection(4).MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(4).MarkerForegroundColor = rgbRed
.SeriesCollection(4).MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
’Plot current condition as shown on UserInterfaceHome
PlotCurrentCondition cht
’If load cases and trim tanks exist, plot them
If HullLoadCases Is Nothing Or HullTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
ReadLoadCaseList UseDefault:=True
ReadTrimTankList UseDefault:=True
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
Else
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
PlotLoadCases cht
End If
End If
’Set chart point sizes
With cht
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.SeriesCollection(1).MarkerSize = 2 ’Intact raw
.SeriesCollection(2).MarkerSize = 2 ’Damaged raw
’.SeriesCollection(3).MarkerSize = 5 ’Intact boundary
’.SeriesCollection(4).MarkerSize = 5 ’Damaged boundary
End With
End Sub

’Create series for each load point, including impact of trim tanks
Private Sub PlotLoadCases(chrt As Chart)
Dim SeriesCollectionStartIndex As Integer
Dim ldcase As LoadCase
Dim EqPolyCases As EquilibriumPolygon
Dim VCBRange As Range
Dim MaxVCB As Double
Dim LCGCorrectionPos As Double
Dim LCGCorrectionNeg As Double
Dim i As Integer
SeriesCollectionStartIndex = chrt.SeriesCollection.Count + 1
’Create a new equilibrium polygon class
Set EqPolyCases = New EquilibriumPolygon
EqPolyCases.AddLoadCaseList HullLoadCases
EqPolyCases.AddTrimTanks HullTrimTanks
Set VCBRange = wsOutput_RawData.Rows(1). _
Find(what:="IntactVCB").offset(1, 0)
Set VCBRange = Range(VCBRange, VCBRange.EntireColumn. _
Find(what:="*", searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
MaxVCB = Application.WorksheetFunction.max(VCBRange)
LCGCorrectionPos = DegTan(Psi_max_pos) * MaxVCB
LCGCorrectionNeg = DegTan(Psi_max_neg) * MaxVCB
’Loop through all load cases and create series for each
If HullLoadCases.Count > 0 Then
For i = 1 To HullLoadCases.Count
With chrt
’.Activate
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
With .SeriesCollection(SeriesCollectionStartIndex + i - 1)
.Name = HullLoadCases.item(i).Name
.XValues = EqPolyCases.EquilibriumPolygonCG(i)
.Values = EqPolyCases.EquilibriumPolygonDisplacements(i)
.MarkerSize = 2
.ChartType = xlXYScatterLines
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.ErrorBar Direction:=xlX, _
Include:=xlErrorBarIncludeBoth, _
Type:=xlErrorBarTypeCustom, _
Amount:=Abs(LCGCorrectionPos), _
Minusvalues:=Abs(LCGCorrectionNeg)
End With
End With
Next i
End If
End Sub

’Plot current load condition as it appears on UserInterfaceHome
Private Sub PlotCurrentCondition(chrt As Chart)
Dim SeriesCollectionIndex As Integer
Dim CurrentDraft As New Draft
SeriesCollectionIndex = chrt.SeriesCollection.Count + 1
’Create a test draft case to verify user input draft is valid
Set CurrentDraft = New Draft
CurrentDraft.fwdDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
CurrentDraft.aftDraftMarks = UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
If IsNumeric(UserInterfaceHome.T_fwd_Text.value) Then
CurrentDraft.FWDDraft = CDbl(UserInterfaceHome.T_fwd_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(UserInterfaceHome.T_mid_Text.value) Then
CurrentDraft.MIDDraft = CDbl(UserInterfaceHome.T_mid_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(UserInterfaceHome.T_aft_Text.value) Then
CurrentDraft.AFTDraft = CDbl(UserInterfaceHome.T_aft_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(UserInterfaceHome.Trim_Text.value) Then
CurrentDraft.Trim = CDbl(UserInterfaceHome.Trim_Text.value)
End If
If IsNumeric(UserInterfaceHome.TrimAngle_Text.value) Then
CurrentDraft.TrimAngle = CDbl(UserInterfaceHome.TrimAngle_Text.value)
End If
’If a submarine hull has been defined, and the draft is valid
’calculate and then plot point
If Not submarine Is Nothing And CurrentDraft.IsValid Then
submarine.UpdateHullCalcs CurrentDraft
With chrt
.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
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With .SeriesCollection(SeriesCollectionIndex)
.MarkerSize = 5
.Name = "Current Condition"
.XValues = submarine.DamagedCorrectedCB
.Values = submarine.DamagedDisplacement
.MarkerBackgroundColor = rgbNavy
.MarkerForegroundColor = rgbNavy
.MarkerStyle = xlMarkerStyleCircle
End With
End With
End If
End Sub

’Clear out previously stored data
Public Sub ClearData()
Dim rng As Range
Dim n As Long
’Clear processed data
wsOutput_ProcessedData.Activate
Set rng = Range("a1")
Range(rng, rng.SpecialCells(xlLastCell)).Clear
rng.offset(0, 0).value = "TrimAngle"
rng.offset(0, 1).value = "IntactDisplacement"
rng.offset(0, 2).value = "IntactCorrectedCB"
rng.offset(0, 3).value = "DamagedDisplacement"
rng.offset(0, 4).value = "DamagedCorrectedCB"
’Clear raw data
wsOutput_RawData.Activate
Set rng = Range("a1")
Range(rng, rng.SpecialCells(xlLastCell)).Clear
rng.offset(0, 0).value = "T_fwd"
rng.offset(0, 1).value = "T_mid"
rng.offset(0, 2).value = "T_aft"
rng.offset(0, 3).value = "TrimAngle"
rng.offset(0, 4).value = "IntactVolume"
rng.offset(0, 5).value = "IntactDisplacement"
rng.offset(0, 6).value = "IntactLCB"
rng.offset(0, 7).value = "IntactVCB"
rng.offset(0, 8).value = "DamagedVolume"
rng.offset(0, 9).value = "DamagedDisplacement"
rng.offset(0, 10).value = "DamagedLCB"
rng.offset(0, 11).value = "DamagedVCB"
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rng.offset(0, 12).value = "IntactCorrectedCB"
rng.offset(0, 13).value = "DamagedCorrectedCB"
End Sub

’Set worksheet visibility to only show the home worksheet
’Set long term storage sheets to VeryHidden to protect from user.
Public Sub Visibility_HomeOnly()
Dim ws As Object
For Each ws In ThisWorkbook.Sheets
If ws Is wsHome Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible ’Home menu
ElseIf ws Is wsHullDef Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden ’Storage sheet
ElseIf ws Is wsLoadCases Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden
ElseIf ws Is wsOutput_ProcessedData Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Output
ElseIf ws Is wsOutput_RawData Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Output
ElseIf ws Is wsPH Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Input
ElseIf ws Is wsTanks Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Input
ElseIf ws Is wsTOO Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’input
ElseIf ws Is wsTrimTanks Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’input
ElseIf ws Is wsVariables Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden ’Storage sheet
ElseIf TypeOf ws Is Chart Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden
Else
MsgBox "Unaccounted for worksheet."
End If
Next ws
End Sub

’Set long term storage worksheets to visible for certain
’reading and writing commands
Public Sub Visibility_StartRead()
Dim ws As Object
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’Application.ScreenUpdating = False
wsVariables.Visible = xlSheetVisible
wsHullDef.Visible = xlSheetVisible
End Sub

’Set long term storage worksheets to VeryHidden after accessing
Public Sub Visibility_DoneRead()
Dim ws As Object
wsVariables.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden
wsHullDef.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

’Set output worksheets as visible after calcualtions are complete
Public Sub Visibility_CalcsComplete()
Dim ws As Object
For Each ws In ThisWorkbook.Sheets
If ws Is wsHome Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible ’Home menu
ElseIf ws Is wsHullDef Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden ’Storage sheet
ElseIf ws Is wsLoadCases Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden
ElseIf ws Is wsOutput_ProcessedData Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Output
ElseIf ws Is wsOutput_RawData Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Output
ElseIf ws Is wsPH Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Input
ElseIf ws Is wsTanks Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’Input
ElseIf ws Is wsTOO Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’input
ElseIf ws Is wsTrimTanks Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden ’input
ElseIf ws Is wsVariables Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden ’Storage sheet
ElseIf TypeOf ws Is Chart Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible
Else
MsgBox "Unaccounted for worksheet."
End If
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Next ws
End Sub

’Toggle visibility of output data sheets
Public Sub Visibility_ShowHideOutputData()
Dim ws As Worksheet
For Each ws In ThisWorkbook.Worksheets
If (ws Is wsOutput_ProcessedData) Or _
(ws Is wsOutput_RawData) Then
If ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden Or _
ws.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible
ElseIf ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible Then
ws.Visible = xlSheetHidden
End If
End If
Next ws
End Sub

’Toggle visibility of chart sheets
Public Sub Visibility_ShowHideFigures()
Dim cht As Chart
For Each cht In ThisWorkbook.Charts
If cht.Visible = xlSheetHidden Or cht.Visible = xlSheetVeryHidden Then
cht.Visible = xlSheetVisible
ElseIf cht.Visible = xlSheetVisible Then
cht.Visible = xlSheetHidden
End If
Next cht
End Sub

’Show all worksheets and charts
Public Sub Visibiltiy_ShowAll()
Dim ws As Object
For Each ws In ThisWorkbook.Sheets
Stop
ws.Visible = xlSheetVisible
Next ws
End Sub
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E.2.5

modVariables

’This module is used for storing and calling variable for long term storage
’in a worksheet
Option Explicit
’General Variables
Public Length_Units As LengthUnits ’Defines unit system for length
Public Mass_Units As MassUnits ’Defines unit system for mass
Public LOA As Variant ’Lenght over all
Public LBP As Variant ’Lenght between perpendiculars
Public Beam As Variant ’Beam
Public L_D As Variant ’Lenght to beam ratio
Public UserDraftReadings As Draft ’Draft readings and marker locations
’entered by user
Public DraftReadings As Draft ’Draft readings used for calculations
Public Hull_Precision As PrecisionLevel ’Step size used for hull calculations
Public Stab_Precision As PrecisionLevel ’Step size used for
’stability calculations
Public Psi_neg As Double ’Max normal bow down (negative) TrimAngle
Public Psi_pos As Double ’Max normal bow up (positive) TrimAngle
Public Psi_max_neg As Double ’Max possible bow down (negative) TrimAngle
Public Psi_max_pos As Double ’Max possible bow up (positive) TrimAngle
Public Density As Double ’Density of water (mass per unit volume)
Public DensityUnits_str As String
Public MassUnits_str As String
Public LengthUnits_str As String
Public CondAMass As Double
Public CondALCG As Double
’Enumeriation for set precision levels
Public Enum PrecisionLevel
[_undefined] = -1
[_First] = 0
Low = 0
Medium = 1
High = 2
VeryHigh = 3
[_Last] = 3
End Enum
’Enumeration for length units
Public Enum LengthUnits
[_undefined] = -1
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[_First] = 0
Feet = 0
Inches = 1
Yards = 2
Millimeters = 3
Centimeters = 4
Meters = 5
[_Last] = 5
End Enum
’Enumeration for mass units
Public Enum MassUnits
[_undefined] = -1
[_First] = 0
Pound = 0
ShortTon = 1
LongTon = 2
Kilogram = 3
MetricTon = 4
[_Last] = 4
End Enum
’Enumeration for standard density cases
Public Enum StandardDensities
[_undefined] = -1
[_First] = 0
Light = 0
Normal = 1
Heavy = 2
Custom = 3
[_Last] = 3
End Enum

’Update public variables from master variable list worksheet
Sub ReadVariableList()
’Variables for setting precision
Dim n As Long
Dim val As Double
Dim valid As Boolean
Dim copydraft As Boolean
’Take note of current worksheet to return to it
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
Dim SingleCell As Range
Dim ListofCells As Range
’Set required object variables
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If UserDraftReadings Is Nothing Then Set UserDraftReadings = New Draft
’Set draft readings for calculations equal to user defined draft readings
If DraftReadings Is Nothing Then
Set DraftReadings = New Draft
copydraft = True
Else
copydraft = False
End If
’Switch to variable storage worksheet
’ws.Activate
Set ListofCells = ws.Range("A1", ws.Range("A1").End(xlDown))
’Read values on worksheet
For Each SingleCell In ListofCells
If Not IsEmpty(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value) Then
Select Case lcase(SingleCell.value)
Case Is = lcase("Length_Units")
Length_Units = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Mass_Units")
Mass_Units = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Hull_Precision")
val = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
valid = False
For n = PrecisionLevel.[_First] To PrecisionLevel.[_Last]
If val = n Then
Hull_Precision = n
valid = True
End If
Next n
If Not valid Then
MsgBox "Invalid Hull_Precision. " & _
"Precision set to Medium."
Hull_Precision = PrecisionLevel.Medium
End If
Case Is = lcase("Stab_Precision")
val = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
valid = False
For n = PrecisionLevel.[_First] To PrecisionLevel.[_Last]
If val = n Then
Stab_Precision = n
valid = True
End If
Next n
If Not valid Then
MsgBox "Invalid Stab_Precision. " & _
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"Precision set to Medium."
Stab_Precision = PrecisionLevel.Medium
End If
Case Is = lcase("LOA")
LOA = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("LBP")
LBP = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Beam")
Beam = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("L_D")
L_D = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("FwdDraftMarks")
UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("AftDraftMarks")
UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.aftDraftMarks = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("T_fpp")
UserDraftReadings.FPPDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.FPPDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("T_fwd")
UserDraftReadings.FWDDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.FWDDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("T_mid")
UserDraftReadings.MIDDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.MIDDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("T_aft")
UserDraftReadings.AFTDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.AFTDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("T_app")
UserDraftReadings.APPDraft = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.APPDraft = _
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CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Trim")
UserDraftReadings.Trim = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.Trim = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("TrimAngle")
UserDraftReadings.TrimAngle = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
If copydraft Then DraftReadings.TrimAngle = _
CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Psi_neg")
Psi_neg = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Psi_pos")
Psi_pos = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Psi_max_neg")
Psi_max_neg = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Psi_max_pos")
Psi_max_pos = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("Density")
Density = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("CondAMass")
CondAMass = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
Case Is = lcase("CondALCG")
CondALCG = CDbl(SingleCell.offset(0, 1).value)
’Add additional variables here if needed
End Select
End If
Next SingleCell
’Set density
If Density = 0 Then
ConvertDensityAndUnits Length_Units, Mass_Units, StandardDensities.Normal
SetUnitStingNames
Else
SetUnitStingNames
End If
End Sub

’Update variable stored on MasterVariableList
Sub WriteVariableList()
’Take note of current worksheet to return to it
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
Dim SingleCell As Range
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Dim ListofCells As Range
’ws.Activate
’Update values
UpdateVariableValue "Length_Units", Length_Units
UpdateVariableValue "Mass_Units", Mass_Units
UpdateVariableValue "Hull_Precision", Hull_Precision
UpdateVariableValue "Stab_Precision", Stab_Precision
UpdateVariableValue "LOA", LOA
UpdateVariableValue "LBP", LBP
UpdateVariableValue "Beam", Beam
UpdateVariableValue "L_D", L_D
’UpdateVariableValue "FwdDraftMarks", UserDraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
’UpdateVariableValue "AftDraftMarks", UserDraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
’UpdateVariableValue "T_fwd", UserDraftReadings.FWDDraft
’UpdateVariableValue "T_mid", UserDraftReadings.MIDDraft
’UpdateVariableValue "T_aft", UserDraftReadings.AFTDraft
’UpdateVariableValue "Trim", UserDraftReadings.Trim
’UpdateVariableValue "TrimAngle", UserDraftReadings.TrimAngle
UserDraftReadings.WriteDraftReadings
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_neg", Psi_neg
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_pos", Psi_pos
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_max_neg", Psi_max_neg
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_max_pos", Psi_max_pos
UpdateVariableValue "Density", Density
UpdateVariableValue "CondAMass", CondAMass
UpdateVariableValue "CondALCG", CondALCG
’Add additional variables here if needed
End Sub

’Updates single variable on master variable list
Function UpdateVariableValue( _
Variable As String, _
Optional value As Variant = Null)
Dim Updating As Boolean
Dim activews As Object
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
’ws.Activate
’If not defined, ask for user input
If IsNull(value) Then value = Application.InputBox( _
prompt:="Please enter " & Variable & ".", _
Title:="Update" & Variable, _
Type:=1)
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’Update
ws.Columns.Find(Variable).Cells.offset(0, 1).value = value
End Function

’Reads single variable on master variable list
Function ReadVariableValue(Variable As String)
Dim Updating As Boolean
Dim activews As Object
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
’ws.Activate
’Read
ReadVariableValue = ws.Columns.Find(Variable).Cells.offset(0, 1).value
End Function

’Adds new variable to master variable list
’Primarily for use by programmer
Private Sub AddNewMasterVariable()
Dim NewMasterVariable As String
Dim SingleCell As Range
Dim ListofCells As Range
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
NewMasterVariable = "NAME" ’ADD MASTER VARIABLE HERE
’verify variable is not already in list
’ws.Activate
Set ListofCells = ws.Cells.Range("A1", ws.Range("a1").End(xlDown))
For Each SingleCell In ListofCells
If lcase(SingleCell.value) = lcase(NewMasterVariable) Then
MsgBox "Variable already created"
Exit Sub
End If
Next SingleCell
’If not in list, add to list.
ws.Cells.Range("a1").End(xlDown).offset(1, 0).value = NewMasterVariable
End Sub

’Clear variables stored on MasterVariableList
Sub ClearVariableList()
’Take note of current worksheet to return to it
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsVariables
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Dim SingleCell As Range
Dim ListofCells As Range
’Switch to variable storage worksheet
’ws.Activate
’Update Values
UpdateVariableValue "Length_Units", ""
UpdateVariableValue "Mass_Units", ""
UpdateVariableValue "Hull_Precision", ""
UpdateVariableValue "Stab_Precision", ""
UpdateVariableValue "LOA", ""
UpdateVariableValue "LBP", ""
UpdateVariableValue "Beam", ""
UpdateVariableValue "L_D", ""
UserDraftReadings.ClearReadings
UserDraftReadings.ClearDraftMarks
UserDraftReadings.WriteDraftReadings
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_neg", "-1"
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_pos", "2.5"
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_max_neg", "-5"
UpdateVariableValue "Psi_max_pos", "20"
UpdateVariableValue "Density", ""
UpdateVariableValue "CondAMass", ""
UpdateVariableValue "CondALCG", ""
’Add additional variables here if needed
End Sub

’UNDER DEVELOPMENT
’Verify user entered LBP is approximatly equal to Table of Offsets
Function VerifyLBP()
Dim pt As OffsetPoint
Dim min As Double
Dim max As Double
Dim FwdPerpResp As Integer
Dim LBPResponse As Integer
min = 0
max = 0
For Each pt In HullPointCloud
If pt.x < min Then
min = pt.x
ElseIf pt.x > max Then
max = pt.x
End If
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Next pt
If min < -0.1 Then
FwdPerpResp = MsgBox( _
prompt:= _
"The forward perpendicular is the farthest forward" & vbCrLf & _
"point of the submarine and has X=0 by definition." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click ABORT to reenter the table of offset." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click RETRY to automatically shift the table of offsets" & _
" aft by " & Abs(min) & "." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click IGNORE to continue as is. " & _
"Choosing IGNORE may result in increased error.", _
Buttons:=vbAbortRetryIgnore, _
Title:="Fwd Perpendicular Error")
End If
If max > 1.01 * LBP Then
LBPResponse = MsgBox( _
prompt:= _
"The forward perpendicular is the farthest forward" & vbCrLf & _
"point of the submarine and has X=0 by definition." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click ABORT to reenter the table of offset." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click RETRY to automatically shift the table of offsets" & _
" aft by " & Abs(min) & "." & vbCrLf & _
"Please click IGNORE to continue as is. " & _
"Choosing IGNORE may result in increased error.", _
Buttons:=vbAbortRetryIgnore, _
Title:="Fwd Perpendicular Error")
End If
End Function

’Set string variables for the names of units in use
’Used for userforms
Public Sub SetUnitStingNames()
Select Case Length_Units
Case LengthUnits.Millimeters
LengthUnits_str = "mm"
Case LengthUnits.Centimeters
LengthUnits_str = "cm"
Case LengthUnits.Meters
LengthUnits_str = "m"
Case LengthUnits.Inches
LengthUnits_str = "in"
Case LengthUnits.Feet
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LengthUnits_str = "ft"
Case LengthUnits.Yards
LengthUnits_str = "yd"
End Select
Select Case Mass_Units
Case MassUnits.Kilogram
MassUnits_str = "kg"
Case MassUnits.MetricTon
MassUnits_str = "MT"
Case MassUnits.Pound
MassUnits_str = "lb"
Case MassUnits.ShortTon
MassUnits_str = "st"
Case MassUnits.LongTon
MassUnits_str = "LT"
End Select
DensityUnits_str = MassUnits_str & "/" & LengthUnits_str & "^3"
End Sub

E.3

Class Modules

E.3.1

BORFairingHull

’Class defines variables for a body of revolution pressure hull.
’Calculates the fairing hull radius, volume, and LCB
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pLfwd As Variant
pLpmb As Variant
pLaft As Variant
pRfwd As Variant
pRaft As Variant
pRadius As Variant

’On initiation, set all veriable to undefined
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
pLfwd = False
pRfwd = False
pLpmb = False
pLaft = False
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pRaft = False
End Sub

’Set or return L_fwd
Public Property Let Lfwd(LengthForward As Variant)
If IsNumeric(LengthForward) Then
pLfwd = LengthForward
If pLaft <> False And LBP <> Empty Then
pLpmb = LBP - pLfwd - pLaft
ElseIf pLpmb <> False And LBP <> Empty Then
pLaft = LBP - pLfwd - pLpmb
End If
Else
pLfwd = False
MsgBox "Please enter a numeric value for Lfwd"
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Lfwd() As Variant
If pLfwd = False Then
MsgBox "Lfwd not set."
Else
Lfwd = pLfwd
End If
End Property

’Set or retrun L_pmb.
’Default value for L_pmb is calculated based on other variable.
Public Property Let Lpmb(LengthParallelMidBody As Variant)
Dim OverrideDefault As Integer
If IsNumeric(LengthParallelMidBody) Then
If LengthParallelMidBody <> pLpmb And pLpmb <> False Then
OverrideDefault = MsgBox( _
prompt:="Setting the length of the parallel midbody" _
& vbCrLf & "will override the default setting using" & _
"LBP, Lforward, and Laft." & vbCrLf & "Proceed?", _
Buttons:=vbOKCancel)
If OverrideDefault = vbOK Then
pLpmb = LengthParallelMidBody
End If
End If
Else
pLpmb = False
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MsgBox "Please enter a numeric value for LengthParallelMidBody."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Lpmb() As Variant
If pLpmb = False Then
MsgBox "Lpmb not set."
Else
Lpmb = pLpmb
End If
End Property

’Sets or returns L_aft
Public Property Let Laft(LengthAft As Variant)
If IsNumeric(LengthAft) Then
pLaft = LengthAft
If pLfwd <> False And LBP <> Empty Then
pLpmb = LBP - pLfwd - pLaft
ElseIf pLpmb <> False And LBP <> Empty Then
pLfwd = LBP - pLaft - pLpmb
End If
Else
pLaft = False
MsgBox "Please enter a numeric value for Length Aft"
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Laft() As Variant
If pLaft = False Then
MsgBox "Laft not set."
Else
Laft = pLaft
End If
End Property

’Set or return equation for R_fwd
Public Property Let Rfwd(eqn_fwd As Variant)
If Left(eqn_fwd, 1) = "=" Then
pRfwd = eqn_fwd
Else
pRfwd = False
MsgBox "Please enter a valid equation for Rfwd"
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Rfwd() As Variant
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If pRfwd = False Then
MsgBox "Rfwd not set."
Else
Rfwd = pRfwd
End If
End Property

’Set or return equation for R_aft
Public Property Let Raft(eqn_aft As Variant)
If Left(eqn_aft, 1) = "=" Then
pRaft = eqn_aft
Else
pRaft = False
MsgBox "Please enter a valid equation for Raft"
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Raft() As Variant
If pRaft = False Then
MsgBox "Raft not set."
Else
Raft = pRaft
End If
End Property

’Clears current values
Public Function Clear() As Boolean
pLfwd = False
pRfwd = False
pLpmb = False
pLaft = False
pRaft = False
ClearBORList
Clear = True
End Function

’Verify values required for calculations are set
Public Function IsValid() As Boolean
Dim eqnfwd As String
Dim eqnaft As String
IsValid = True
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If pLfwd = False Or _
pRfwd = False Or _
pLaft = False Or _
pRaft = False Or _
LBP = Empty Or _
Beam = Empty Then
IsValid = False
Else
eqnfwd = pRfwd
eqnaft = pRaft
’L_fwd
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
’L_pmb
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
’L_aft
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
’Beam
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
’LBP
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,
’X
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd,
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft,

"L_fwd", pLfwd)
"Lfwd", pLfwd)
"lfwd", pLfwd)
"L_fwd", pLfwd)
"Lfwd", pLfwd)
"lfwd", pLfwd)
"L_pmb", pLpmb)
"Lpmb", pLpmb)
"lpmb", pLpmb)
"L_pmb", pLpmb)
"Lpmb", pLpmb)
"lpmb", pLpmb)
"L_aft", pLaft)
"Laft", pLaft)
"laft", pLaft)
"L_aft", pLaft)
"Laft", pLaft)
"laft", pLaft)
"Beam",
"beam",
"Beam",
"beam",
"LBP",
"lbp",
"LBP",
"lbp",

Beam)
Beam)
Beam)
Beam)
LBP)
LBP)
LBP)
LBP)

"x", "X")
"x", "X")
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’Validate Rfwd
If IsError(Evaluate(Replace(eqnfwd, "X", 0))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf IsError(Evaluate(Replace(eqnfwd, "X", pLfwd))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf IsError(Evaluate( _
Replace(eqnfwd, "X", 0.5 * pLfwd))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf Not Evaluate(Replace(eqnfwd, "X", 0)) = 0 Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf Evaluate(Replace(eqnfwd, "X", pLfwd)) > 1.01 * Beam / 2 _
Or Evaluate(Replace(eqnfwd, "X", pLfwd)) < 0.99 * Beam / 2 Then
IsValid = False
End If
’Validate Raft
If IsError(Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP - pLaft))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf IsError(Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf IsError(Evaluate( _
Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP - 0.5 * pLaft))) Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP)) >= 0.05 / 2 * Beam Or _
Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP)) < 0 Then
’Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP)) >= 0.95 / 2 * Beam Then
IsValid = False
ElseIf Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP - pLaft)) >= 1.025 / 2 * Beam _
Or _
Evaluate(Replace(eqnaft, "X", LBP - pLaft)) <= 0.975 * Beam / 2 Then
IsValid = False
End If
End If
End Function

’Returns Radius of the fairing hull at the longitudinal position XCoordinate
Public Property Get Radius(XCoordinate As Variant)
Dim eqnfwd As String
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Dim eqnaft As String
’Radius equations must be previously verified valid.
’If XCoordinate is outside lenght of submarine, returns error
If (XCoordinate < 0) Or (XCoordinate > LBP) Then
Radius = False
MsgBox "Please enter a valid X coordinate."
Exit Property
End If
If XCoordinate >= 0 And XCoordinate <= pLfwd Then
eqnfwd = pRfwd
’L_fwd
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "L_fwd", pLfwd)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "Lfwd", pLfwd)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "lfwd", pLfwd)
’L_pmb
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "L_pmb", pLpmb)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "Lpmb", pLpmb)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "lpmb", pLpmb)
’L_aft
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "L_aft", pLaft)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "Laft", pLaft)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "laft", pLaft)
’Beam
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "Beam", Beam)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "beam", Beam)
’LBP
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "LBP", LBP)
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "lbp", LBP)
’X
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "x", "X")
eqnfwd = Replace(eqnfwd, "X", XCoordinate)
pRadius = Evaluate(eqnfwd)
ElseIf XCoordinate > pLfwd And XCoordinate <= (pLfwd + pLpmb) Then
pRadius = 0.5 * Beam
ElseIf XCoordinate > (pLfwd + pLpmb) And XCoordinate <= LBP Then
eqnaft = pRaft
’L_fwd
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "L_fwd", pLfwd)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "Lfwd", pLfwd)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "lfwd", pLfwd)
’L_pmb
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "L_pmb", pLpmb)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "Lpmb", pLpmb)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "lpmb", pLpmb)
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’L_aft
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "L_aft", pLaft)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "Laft", pLaft)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "laft", pLaft)
’Beam
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "Beam", Beam)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "beam", Beam)
’LBP
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "LBP", LBP)
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "lbp", LBP)
’X
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "x", "X")
eqnaft = Replace(eqnaft, "X", XCoordinate)
pRadius = Evaluate(eqnaft)
End If
Radius = pRadius
End Property

’Returns the station area below the waterline at longitudinal position
’XCoordinate Based on the draft T at the station
Public Property Get Area(XCoordinate As Variant, _
Optional ByVal T As Variant = Empty)
Dim R As Double
Dim pi As Double
pi = Application.WorksheetFunction.pi
R = Me.Radius(XCoordinate)
If IsEmpty(T) Then
T = Beam
End If
If R = 0 Or Beam = 0 Then
Area = 0
ElseIf T <= ((Beam / 2) - R) Then
Area = 0
ElseIf (((Beam / 2) - R) < T) And (T < ((Beam / 2) + R)) Then
Area = (ArcSin((T - (Beam / 2)) * Abs(1 / R)) * R * R)
Area = Area + ((T - (Beam / 2)) * Sqr((R * R) - _
((T - (Beam / 2)) * (T - (Beam / 2)))))
Area = Area - (ArcSin((-1 * R) * Abs(1 / R)) * R * R)
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ElseIf T >= ((Beam / 2) + R) Then
Area = pi * R * R
End If
End Property

’Returns displaced volume of the fairing hull
’Will return full volume of fairing hull if draft is excessive.
Public Property Get Volume(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Simpson’s General Rule inputs
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Starting values
n = 1
Volume = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If LBP <> 0 And LBP < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * LBP
End If
For x = 0 To LBP Step precision
f(n) = Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
’Set lower limit for Simpson’s General Rule
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
’Set upper limit for Simpson’s General Rule
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If sufficient distance remains for a full intervel of
’Simpson’s Rule then use a full interval.
If LBP - x >= (2 * precision) Then
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n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = LBP Then
’Do nothing.
’If insufficient distance remains for a full interval, _
’adjust the interval to account.
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = Me.Area(LBP, readings.T(LBP))
vars(3) = LBP
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Property

’Calculate the intact mass displacement
Public Property Get Displacement(readings As Draft, WaterDensity As Double)
Displacement = WaterDensity * Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

’Return longitudinal moment. Identical to Volume except _
’multiplying area by the longitudinal position.
Public Property Get Moment(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Simpson’s General Rule inputs
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
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Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Prevent division by zero
If Me.Volume(readings) = 0 Then
Moment = 0
Exit Property
End If
’Starting values
n = 1
Moment = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If LBP <> 0 And LBP < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * LBP
End If
For x = 0 To LBP Step precision
f(n) = x * Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
’Set lower limit for Simpson’s General Rule
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
’Set upper limit for Simpson’s General Rule
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If sufficient distance remains for a full intervel of _
’Simpson’s Rule then use a full interval.
If LBP - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = LBP Then
’Do nothing.
’If insufficient distance remains for a full interval, _
’adjust the interval to account.
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
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f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = x * Me.Area(LBP, readings.T(LBP))
vars(3) = LBP
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Property

’Returns longitudinal center of bouyancy.
Public Property Get LCB(readings As Draft)
LCB = Me.Moment(readings) / Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

E.3.2

DataPoint

’Class defines creates a means to store stability analysis results.
’Class does no processing of results
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pFWDDraft As Double
pMIDDraft As Double
pAFTDraft As Double
pTrimAngle As Double
pIntactDisplacement As Double
pIntactVolume As Double
pIntactLCB As Double
pIntactVCB As Double
pDamagedDisplacement As Double
pDamagedVolume As Double
pDamagedLCB As Double
pDamagedVCB As Double
pIntactCorrectedCB As Double
pDamagedCorrectedCB As Double
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’Draft at the fwd marker
Public Property Let FWDDraft(reading As Double)
pFWDDraft = reading
End Property
Public Property Get FWDDraft() As Double
FWDDraft = pFWDDraft
End Property

’Draft at midships
Public Property Let MIDDraft(reading As Double)
pMIDDraft = reading
End Property
Public Property Get MIDDraft() As Double
MIDDraft = pMIDDraft
End Property

’Draft at aft marker
Public Property Let AFTDraft(reading As Double)
pAFTDraft = reading
End Property
Public Property Get AFTDraft() As Double
AFTDraft = pAFTDraft
End Property

’Trim angle in degrees
’Positive is bow up
Public Property Let TrimAngle(degrees As Double)
pTrimAngle = degrees
End Property
Public Property Get TrimAngle() As Double
TrimAngle = pTrimAngle
End Property

’Mass displacement of the intact hull
Public Property Let IntactDisplacement(disp As Double)
pIntactDisplacement = disp
End Property
Public Property Get IntactDisplacement() As Double
IntactDisplacement = pIntactDisplacement
End Property
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’Volume displacement of the intact hull
Public Property Let IntactVolume(vol As Double)
pIntactVolume = vol
End Property
Public Property Get IntactVolume() As Double
IntactVolume = pIntactVolume
End Property

’Longitudinal center of bouyancy of intact hull
Public Property Let IntactLCB(distance As Double)
pIntactLCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get IntactLCB() As Double
IntactLCB = pIntactLCB
End Property

’Vertical center of bouyancy of intact hull
Public Property Let IntactVCB(distance As Double)
pIntactVCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get IntactVCB() As Double
IntactVCB = pIntactVCB
End Property

’Mass displacement of the damaged hull
Public Property Let DamagedDisplacement(disp As Double)
pDamagedDisplacement = disp
End Property
Public Property Get DamagedDisplacement() As Double
DamagedDisplacement = pDamagedDisplacement
End Property

’Volume displacement of the damaged hull
Public Property Let DamagedVolume(vol As Double)
pDamagedVolume = vol
End Property
Public Property Get DamagedVolume() As Double
DamagedVolume = pDamagedVolume
End Property
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’Longitudinal center of bouyancy of the damaged hull
Public Property Let DamagedLCB(distance As Double)
pDamagedLCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get DamagedLCB() As Double
DamagedLCB = pDamagedLCB
End Property

’Vertical center of bouyancy of the damaged hull
Public Property Let DamagedVCB(distance As Double)
pDamagedVCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get DamagedVCB() As Double
DamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB
End Property

’The longitudinal center of bouyancy corrected to the height
’of the keel
Public Property Let IntactCorrectedCB(distance As Double)
pIntactCorrectedCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get IntactCorrectedCB() As Double
IntactCorrectedCB = pIntactCorrectedCB
End Property

’The longitudinal center of bouyancy corrected to the height
’of the keel
Public Property Let DamagedCorrectedCB(distance As Double)
pDamagedCorrectedCB = distance
End Property
Public Property Get DamagedCorrectedCB() As Double
DamagedCorrectedCB = pDamagedCorrectedCB
End Property

E.3.3

DataPointList

’Class compiles DataPoints into a collection that can be manipulated
’for presentation of results
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Option Explicit
Private pDataPointList As Collection ’list of MBT
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’On initialization, create a new collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pDataPointList = New Collection
End Sub
’On termination, delete collection
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pDataPointList = Nothing
End Sub

’Used to allow looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pDataPointList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Sorts data points by displacement on additionn
Public Sub Add(point As DataPoint)
Dim i As Integer
If True Then ’Sort by angle
pDataPointList.Add point
Else ’Sort by displacement
’If no data points have been added, simply add
If pDataPointList.Count = 0 Then
pDataPointList.Add point
’If data points are in collection, sort by displacement
Else
If pDataPointList.item(1).IntactDisplacement >= _
point.IntactDisplacement Then
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pDataPointList.Add item:=point, before:=1
ElseIf pDataPointList.item(pDataPointList.Count) _
.IntactDisplacement <= point.IntactDisplacement Then
pDataPointList.Add point
Else
If pDataPointList.item(1).IntactDisplacement < _
point.IntactDisplacement And point.IntactDisplacement < _
pDataPointList.item(pDataPointList.Count) _
.IntactDisplacement Then
For i = 1 To pDataPointList.Count - 1
If pDataPointList.item(i).IntactDisplacement <= _
point.IntactDisplacement And _
point.IntactDisplacement < _
pDataPointList.item(i + 1).IntactDisplacement Then
pDataPointList.Add item:=point, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
’If data point is not sorted, supply error message
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & _
point.IntactDisplacement
End If
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Allow referencing collection by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As DataPoint
’Repost the following attribute without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pDataPointList.item(index)
End Property

’Allow use of .count
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pDataPointList.Count
End Property
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’Clear all existing tanks
Public Sub Clear()
Set pDataPointList = New Collection
End Sub

’Print all data points to Output_RawData
Public Sub PrintRawData(Optional ClearPrevious As Boolean = True)
Dim point As DataPoint
Dim rng As Range
Dim n As Long
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsOutput_RawData
n = 0
’Delete previous data and recreate headers if
’ClearPrevious = true
If ClearPrevious Then
’wsOutput_RawData.Activate
Set rng = ws.Range("a1")
Range(rng, rng.SpecialCells(xlLastCell)).Clear
rng.offset(n, 0).value = "T_fwd"
rng.offset(n, 1).value = "T_mid"
rng.offset(n, 2).value = "T_aft"
rng.offset(n, 3).value = "TrimAngle"
rng.offset(n, 4).value = "IntactVolume"
rng.offset(n, 5).value = "IntactDisplacement"
rng.offset(n, 6).value = "IntactLCB"
rng.offset(n, 7).value = "IntactVCB"
rng.offset(n, 8).value = "DamagedVolume"
rng.offset(n, 9).value = "DamagedDisplacement"
rng.offset(n, 10).value = "DamagedLCB"
rng.offset(n, 11).value = "DamagedVCB"
rng.offset(n, 12).value = "IntactCorrectedCB"
rng.offset(n, 13).value = "DamagedCorrectedCB"
n = n + 1
Else
Set rng = ws.Range("A1", Range("A1").EntireColumn.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
rng.Select
End If
For Each point In pDataPointList
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rng.offset(n,
rng.offset(n,
rng.offset(n,
rng.offset(n,

0).value
1).value
2).value
3).value

=
=
=
=

point.FWDDraft
point.MIDDraft
point.AFTDraft
point.TrimAngle

’Print intact results in the intact range
If Psi_neg <= point.TrimAngle And point.TrimAngle <= Psi_pos Then
rng.offset(n, 4).value = point.IntactVolume
rng.offset(n, 5).value = point.IntactDisplacement
rng.offset(n, 6).value = point.IntactLCB
rng.offset(n, 7).value = point.IntactVCB
rng.offset(n, 12).value = point.IntactCorrectedCB
End If
’Print damaged results for all cases
rng.offset(n, 8).value = point.DamagedVolume
rng.offset(n, 9).value = point.DamagedDisplacement
rng.offset(n, 10).value = point.DamagedLCB
rng.offset(n, 11).value = point.DamagedVCB
rng.offset(n, 13).value = point.DamagedCorrectedCB
n = n + 1
Next point
End Sub

’Print only boundary points for ProcessedData
Public Sub PrintProcessedData(Optional ClearPrevious As Boolean = True)
Dim point As DataPoint
Dim rng As Range
Dim n As Long
Dim ws As Worksheet
Set ws = wsOutput_ProcessedData
n = 0
If ClearPrevious Then
’wsOutput_ProcessedData.Activate
Set rng = ws.Range("a1")
Range(rng, rng.SpecialCells(xlLastCell)).Clear
rng.offset(n, 0).value = "TrimAngle"
rng.offset(n, 1).value = "IntactDisplacement"
rng.offset(n, 2).value = "IntactCorrectedCB"
rng.offset(n, 3).value = "DamagedDisplacement"
rng.offset(n, 4).value = "DamagedCorrectedCB"
n = n + 1
Else
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Set rng = ws.Range("A1", ws.Range("A1").EntireColumn.Find(what:="*", _
searchdirection:=xlPrevious))
End If
For Each point In pDataPointList
’Print intact results in intact range
If point.TrimAngle = Psi_neg Or point.TrimAngle = Psi_pos Then
rng.offset(n, 0).value = point.TrimAngle
rng.offset(n, 1).value = point.IntactDisplacement
rng.offset(n, 2).value = point.IntactCorrectedCB
n = n + 1
’Print damaged results in damaged range
ElseIf point.TrimAngle = Psi_max_neg Or _
point.TrimAngle = Psi_max_pos Then
rng.offset(n, 0).value = point.TrimAngle
rng.offset(n, 3).value = point.DamagedDisplacement
rng.offset(n, 4).value = point.DamagedCorrectedCB
n = n + 1
End If
Next point
End Sub

E.3.4

Draft

’Class module sets known draft or trim values and calculates the
’corresponding values for any other point on the hull.
’All draft readings reference the baseline.
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pFWDMarks As Double
pHasFWDMarks As Boolean
pAFTMarks As Double
pHasAFTMarks As Boolean
pFWDDraft As Double
pFWDDraftRead As Boolean
pAFTDraft As Double
pAFTDraftRead As Boolean
pMIDDraft As Double
pMIDDraftRead As Boolean
pFPPDraft As Double
pFPPDraftRead As Boolean
pAPPDraft As Double
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Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pAPPDraftRead As Boolean
pTrim As Double
pTrimRead As Boolean
pTrimAngle As Double
pTrimAngleRead As Boolean

’Initialize point with all coordinates empty
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
pHasFWDMarks = False
pHasAFTMarks = False
pFPPDraftRead = False
pFWDDraftRead = False
pMIDDraftRead = False
pAFTDraftRead = False
pAPPDraftRead = False
pTrimRead = False
pTrimAngleRead = False
End Sub

’Sets and returns location of forward draft marks
Public Property Let fwdDraftMarks(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
If IsNumeric(LongitudinalPosition) Then
If LongitudinalPosition >= 0 And LongitudinalPosition <= LBP Then
If LongitudinalPosition = 0 Then
pFWDMarks = 1E-100
Else
pFWDMarks = LongitudinalPosition
End If
pHasFWDMarks = True
Else
MsgBox "fwdDraftMarks must be between 0 and LBP."
End If
Else
MsgBox "FWDDraftMarks not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get fwdDraftMarks() As Variant
If pHasFWDMarks Then
fwdDraftMarks = pFWDMarks
Else
Debug.Print Now & "FWD Draft marks are undefined."
fwdDraftMarks = pHasFWDMarks
End If
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End Property

’Sets and returns location of aft draft marks
Public Property Let aftDraftMarks(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
If IsNumeric(LongitudinalPosition) Then
If LongitudinalPosition > 0 And LongitudinalPosition <= LBP Then
pAFTMarks = LongitudinalPosition
pHasAFTMarks = True
Else
MsgBox "aftDraftMarks must be between 0 and LBP."
End If
Else
MsgBox "AFTDraftMarks not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get aftDraftMarks() As Variant
If pHasAFTMarks Then
aftDraftMarks = pAFTMarks
Else
Debug.Print Now & "AFT Draft marks are undefined."
aftDraftMarks = pHasAFTMarks
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns forward draft reading.
Public Property Let FWDDraft(reading As Variant)
If IsNumeric(reading) Then
If reading >= 0 Then
pFWDDraft = reading
pFWDDraftRead = True
Else
MsgBox "FWDDraft not valid."
End If
Else
MsgBox "FWDDraft not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get FWDDraft() As Variant
’If forward draft reading was supplied, repeat it back.
If pFWDDraftRead Then
FWDDraft = pFWDDraft
’If forward draft reading was not supplied,
’calculate it if possible.
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ElseIf pHasFWDMarks Then
If Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)) Then
FWDDraft = CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate forward draft."
FWDDraft = False
End If
’If insufficient infomation for the draft, provide warning.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate forward draft."
FWDDraft = False
End If
End Property

’Set and return midships draft reading.
Public Property Let MIDDraft(reading As Variant)
If IsNumeric(reading) Then
If reading >= 0 Then
pMIDDraft = reading
pMIDDraftRead = True
Else
MsgBox "MIDDraft not valid."
End If
Else
MsgBox "MIDDraft not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get MIDDraft() As Variant
’If midship draft reading was supplied, repeat it back.
If pMIDDraftRead Then
MIDDraft = pMIDDraft
’If midship draft reading was not supplied,
’calculate it if possible.
ElseIf Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(LBP / 2)) Then
MIDDraft = CalcDraft(LBP / 2)
’If insufficient infomation for the draft, provide message.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate midship draft."
MIDDraft = False
End If
End Property

’Set and return aft draft reading.
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Public Property Let AFTDraft(reading As Variant)
If IsNumeric(reading) Then
If reading >= 0 Then
pAFTDraft = reading
pAFTDraftRead = True
Else
MsgBox "AFTDraft not valid."
End If
Else
MsgBox "AFTDraft not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get AFTDraft() As Variant
’If aft draft reading was supplied, repeat it back.
If pAFTDraftRead Then
AFTDraft = pAFTDraft
’If aft draft reading was not supplied,
’calculate it if possible.
ElseIf pHasAFTMarks Then
If Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pAFTMarks)) Then
AFTDraft = CalcDraft(pAFTMarks)
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate aft draft."
End If
’If insufficient infomation for the draft, provide message.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate aft draft."
End If
End Property

’Set and return draft reading at fwd perpendicular.
Public Property Let FPPDraft(reading As Variant)
If IsNumeric(reading) Then
If reading >= 0 Then
pFPPDraft = reading
pFPPDraftRead = True
Else
MsgBox "FPPDraft not valid."
End If
Else
MsgBox "FPPDraft not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get FPPDraft() As Variant
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’If fwd perpendicular draft reading was supplied, repeat it back.
If pFPPDraftRead Then
FPPDraft = pFPPDraft
’If fwd perp draft reading was not supplied,
’calculate it if possible.
ElseIf Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(0)) Then
FPPDraft = CalcDraft(0)
’If insufficient infomation for the draft, provide message.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate fwd perpendicular draft."
End If
End Property

’Set and return draft reading at aft perpendicular.
Public Property Let APPDraft(reading As Variant)
If IsNumeric(reading) Then
If reading >= 0 Then
pAPPDraft = reading
pAPPDraftRead = True
Else
MsgBox "APPDraft not valid."
End If
Else
MsgBox "APPDraft not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get APPDraft() As Variant
’If aft perpendicular draft reading was supplied, repeat it back.
If pAPPDraftRead Then
APPDraft = pAPPDraft
’If aft perp draft reading was not supplied,
’calculate it if possible.
ElseIf Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(LBP)) Then
APPDraft = CalcDraft(LBP)
’If insufficient infomation for the draft, provide message.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data to calculate aft perpendicular draft."
End If
End Property

’Clear all draft readings. Retain location of forward and
’aft draft markers.
Public Function ClearReadings()
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’Clear markers for all readings by setting the boolean
’value for each back to false.
pFPPDraftRead = False
pFWDDraftRead = False
pMIDDraftRead = False
pAFTDraftRead = False
pAPPDraftRead = False
pTrimRead = False
pTrimAngleRead = False
ClearReadings = True
End Function
’Clear draft mark locations
Public Function ClearDraftMarks()
pHasFWDMarks = False
pHasAFTMarks = False
End Function

’Set and return trim reading
’Trim is defined between the foward and aft draft markers.
’Positive is bow up
Public Property Let Trim(distance As Variant)
If IsNumeric(distance) Then
pTrim = distance
pTrimRead = True
Else
MsgBox "Trim not valid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Trim() As Variant
’If provided, repeat given trim back.
If pTrimRead Then
Trim = pTrim
’If not provided but forward and aft draft readings are
’known, use to calculate trim.
ElseIf pFWDDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead Then
Trim = pAFTDraft - pFWDDraft
’If trim and forward and aft draft readings are not know, then calculate
’the missing readings if possible
ElseIf Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)) And _
Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pAFTMarks)) Then
Trim = CalcDraft(pAFTMarks) - CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)
’If insufficient infomation is known to calculate trim, return a warning.
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Else
MsgBox "Insufficient readings to calculate trim."
Trim = False
End If
End Property

’Set and return the trim angle
’Positive is bow up.
Public Property Let TrimAngle(AngleInDegrees As Variant)
If IsNumeric(AngleInDegrees) Then
pTrimAngle = AngleInDegrees
pTrimAngleRead = True
Else
MsgBox "Trim angle is invalid."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get TrimAngle() As Variant
’If provided, repeat given trim angle back.
If pTrimAngleRead Then
TrimAngle = pTrimAngle
’If not provided but forward and aft draft readings are
’known, use to calculate trim angle.
ElseIf pFWDDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead And _
pHasFWDMarks And pHasAFTMarks Then
TrimAngle = Atn((pAFTDraft - pFWDDraft) / (pAFTMarks - pFWDMarks))
TrimAngle = TrimAngle * 180 / WorksheetFunction.pi
’If trim and forward and aft draft readings are not know, then calculate
’the missing readings if possible
ElseIf Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)) And _
Not IsEmpty(CalcDraft(pAFTMarks)) Then
TrimAngle = CalcDraft(pAFTMarks) - CalcDraft(pFWDMarks)
TrimAngle = TrimAngle / (pAFTMarks - pFWDMarks)
TrimAngle = Atn(TrimAngle)
TrimAngle = TrimAngle * 180 / WorksheetFunction.pi
’If insufficient infomation is known to calculate trim angle, _
’return a warning.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient readings to calculate trim angle."
TrimAngle = False
End If
End Property
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’Return the calculate draft at T.
Public Property Get T(XCoordinate) As Variant
If Not IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
MsgBox "XCoordinate must be numeric for draft."
Exit Function
ElseIf XCoordinate > LBP Or XCoordinate < 0 Then
MsgBox "XCoordinate must be between 0 and LBP for draft."
T = False
Exit Function
Else
T = CalcDraft(XCoordinate)
End If
End Property

’Compare consistency of draft readings
Public Function PercentError() As Variant
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

FppErr As Variant
FwdErr As Variant
MidErr As Variant
AftErr As Variant
AppErr As Variant
TrimErr As Variant
TrimAngErr As Variant

’Forward perpendicular draft percent error
If pFPPDraftRead Then
FppErr = 100 * (CalcDraft(0) - pFPPDraft) / pFPPDraft
Else
FppErr = "N/A"
End If
’Forward draft percent error
If pFWDDraftRead And pHasFWDMarks Then
FwdErr = 100 * (CalcDraft(pFWDMarks) - pFWDDraft) / pFWDDraft
Else
FwdErr = "N/A"
End If
’Midship draft percent error
If pMIDDraftRead Then
MidErr = 100 * (CalcDraft(LBP / 2) - pMIDDraft) / pMIDDraft
Else
MidErr = "N/A"
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End If
’Aft draft percent error
If pAFTDraftRead And pHasAFTMarks Then
AftErr = 100 * (CalcDraft(pAFTMarks) - pAFTDraft) / pAFTDraft
Else
AftErr = "N/A"
End If
’Aft perpendicular draft percent error
If pAPPDraftRead Then
AppErr = 100 * (CalcDraft(LBP) - pAPPDraft) / pAPPDraft
Else
AppErr = "N/A"
End If

’Trim percent error
If pTrimRead Then
TrimErr = 100 * ((CalcDraft(pFWDMarks) - CalcDraft(pAFTMarks)) - pTrim) / pTr
Else
TrimErr = "N/A"
End If
’Trim angle percent error
If pTrimAngleRead Then
TrimAngErr = Atn((pAFTDraft - pFWDDraft) / (pAFTMarks - pFWDMarks))
TrimAngErr = TrimAngErr * 180 / WorksheetFunction.pi
TrimAngErr = 100 * (TrimAngErr - pTrimAngle) / pTrimAngle
Else
TrimAngErr = "N/A"
End If
’Print results
MsgBox "When multiple draft points are provided, " & vbCrLf & _
"readings are used in order of accuracy." & vbCrLf & _
"Fwd perp. draft percent error = " & FppErr & vbCrLf & _
"Forward draft percent error
= " & FwdErr & vbCrLf & _
"Midship draft percent error
= " & MidErr & vbCrLf & _
"Aft draft percent error
= " & AftErr & vbCrLf & _
"Aft perp. draft percent error = " & AppErr & vbCrLf & _
"Trim percent error
= " & TrimErr & vbCrLf & _
"Trim angle percent error
= " & TrimAngErr
End Function
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’Calculates draft at coordinate based on most accurate infomation available
’Method for calculating drafts is based on accuracy of real world readings
Private Function CalcDraft(XCoordinate As Variant) As Variant
Dim m As Double
Dim b As Double
’Use forward and aft reading first
If pHasFWDMarks And pHasAFTMarks And pFWDDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead Then
m = (pFWDDraft - pAFTDraft) / (pFWDMarks - pAFTMarks)
b = pAFTDraft - m * pAFTMarks
’Use one draft reading with a trim reading second
’Distance between draft markers must be known to use trim reading
ElseIf pHasFWDMarks And pHasAFTMarks And pTrimRead Then
m = (pTrim) / (pFWDMarks - pAFTMarks)
If pFWDDraftRead Then
b = pFWDDraft - m * pFWDMarks
ElseIf pAFTDraftRead Then
b = pAFTDraft - m * pAFTMarks
ElseIf pMIDDraftRead Then
b = pMIDDraft - m * (LBP / 2)
Else
MsgBox "At least one draft reading must be provided for " & _
"draft calculations."
CalcDraft = Empty
Exit Function
End If
’Use forward and aft perpendicular readings next
ElseIf (pFPPDraftRead Or pFWDDraftRead) And _
(pAFTDraftRead Or pAPPDraftRead) Then
If pFPPDraftRead And pAPPDraftRead Then
m = (pFPPDraft - pAPPDraft) / (0 - LBP)
b = pAPPDraft - m * LBP
ElseIf pFPPDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead Then
m = (pFPPDraft - pAFTDraft) / (0 - pAFTMarks)
b = pAFTDraft - m * pAFTMarks
ElseIf pFWDDraftRead And pAPPDraftRead Then
m = (pFWDDraft - pAPPDraft) / (pFWDMarks - LBP)
b = pAPPDraft - m * LBP
End If
’use trim angle last
ElseIf pTrimAngleRead Then
m = Tan((WorksheetFunction.pi / 180) * pTrimAngle)
If pFWDDraftRead And pHasFWDMarks Then
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b = pFWDDraft - m * pFWDMarks
ElseIf pAFTDraftRead And pHasAFTMarks Then
b = pAFTDraft - m * pAFTMarks
ElseIf pMIDDraftRead Then
b = pMIDDraft - m * (LBP / 2)
ElseIf pFPPDraftRead Then
b = pFPPDraft
ElseIf pAPPDraftRead Then
b = pAPPDraft - m * LBP
Else
MsgBox "At least one draft reading must be provided for " & _
"draft calculations."
CalcDraft = Empty
Exit Function
End If
’If insufficient data provided, return a warning.
Else
MsgBox "Insufficient data provided to calculate draft."
CalcDraft = Empty
Exit Function
End If
CalcDraft = m * XCoordinate + b
End Function

’Verifies sufficient data for draft readings
Public Property Get IsValid() As Boolean
IsValid = False
’Use forward and aft reading first
If pHasFWDMarks And pHasAFTMarks And pFWDDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
’Use one draft reading with a trim reading second
’Distance between draft markers must be known to use trim reading
ElseIf pHasFWDMarks And pHasAFTMarks And pTrimRead Then
If pFWDDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pAFTDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pMIDDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
Else
IsValid = False
End If
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’Use forward and aft perpendicular readings next
ElseIf (pFPPDraftRead Or pFWDDraftRead) And (pAFTDraftRead Or pAPPDraftRead) Then
If pFPPDraftRead And pAPPDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pFPPDraftRead And pAFTDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pFWDDraftRead And pAPPDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
End If
’use trim angle last
ElseIf pTrimAngleRead Then
If pFWDDraftRead And pHasFWDMarks Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pAFTDraftRead And pHasAFTMarks Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pMIDDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pFPPDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
ElseIf pAPPDraftRead Then
IsValid = True
Else
IsValid = False
End If
’If insufficient data provided, return a warning.
Else
IsValid = False
End If
End Property

’Write draft data to storage worksheet.
Public Function WriteDraftReadings()
’Location of forward draft marks
If pHasFWDMarks Then
UpdateVariableValue "FwdDraftMarks",
Else
UpdateVariableValue "FwdDraftMarks",
End If
’Location of aft draft marks
If pHasAFTMarks Then
UpdateVariableValue "AftDraftMarks",
Else
UpdateVariableValue "AftDraftMarks",
End If
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Me.fwdDraftMarks
Empty

Me.aftDraftMarks
Empty

’Fwd perpendicular draft readings
If pFPPDraftRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "T_fpp", Me.FPPDraft
Else
UpdateVariableValue "T_fpp", Empty
End If
’Fwd draft mark readings
If pFWDDraftRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "T_fwd", Me.FWDDraft
Else
UpdateVariableValue "T_fwd", Empty
End If
’Midship draft mark readings
If pMIDDraftRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "T_mid", Me.MIDDraft
Else
UpdateVariableValue "T_mid", Empty
End If
’Aft draft mark readings
If pAFTDraftRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "T_aft", Me.AFTDraft
Else
UpdateVariableValue "T_aft", Empty
End If
’Aft perpendicular draft readings
If pAPPDraftRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "T_app", Me.APPDraft
Else
UpdateVariableValue "T_app", Empty
End If
’Trim readings
If pTrimRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "Trim", Me.Trim
Else
UpdateVariableValue "Trim", Empty
End If
’Trim angle readings
If pTrimAngleRead Then
UpdateVariableValue "TrimAngle", Me.TrimAngle
Else
UpdateVariableValue "TrimAngle", Empty
End If
End Function
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E.3.5

EquilibriumPolygon

’Class module recreates the effects of the equilibrium polygon around the
’known load point
Option Explicit
Private pLoadList As LoadCaseList
Private pTrimTanks As TrimTankList

’Add the list of load cases.
Public Sub AddLoadCaseList(List As LoadCaseList)
If List.Count > 0 Then
Set pLoadList = List
Else
MsgBox "No load cases defined."
End If
End Sub

’Adds the list of trim tanks.
Public Sub AddTrimTanks(List As TrimTankList)
If List.Count > 0 Then
Set pTrimTanks = List
Else
MsgBox "No trim tanks defined."
End If
End Sub

’Creates an array of the center of gravity (X-axis) for the equilibrium
’polygon. Adds each trim tank successively, and then subtracts each trim
’tank successively from the load case.
’lcase is the index number of the load case used.
Public Function EquilibriumPolygonCG(lcase As Integer) As Double()
Dim EqPolyCG() As Double
Dim EqPolyMass As Double
Dim i As Integer
If pLoadList Is Nothing Or pTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
If pLoadList.Count > 0 And pTrimTanks.Count > 0 Then
If pLoadList.item(lcase).IsValid Then
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ReDim EqPolyCG(1 To 2 * pTrimTanks.Count + 1)
EqPolyCG(1) = NewCG(CondALCG, _
CondAMass, _
pLoadList.item(lcase).LCG, _
pLoadList.item(lcase).Mass)
EqPolyCG(2 * pTrimTanks.Count + 1) = EqPolyCG(1)
EqPolyMass = CondAMass + pLoadList.item(lcase).Mass
For i = 1 To pTrimTanks.Count
If pTrimTanks.item(i).IsValid Then
EqPolyCG(i + 1) = NewCG(EqPolyCG(i), _
EqPolyMass, _
pTrimTanks.item(i).LCG, _
pTrimTanks.item(i).Mass)
EqPolyMass = EqPolyMass + pTrimTanks.item(i).Mass
End If
Next i
For i = pTrimTanks.Count + 1 To 2 * pTrimTanks.Count
If pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).IsValid Then
EqPolyCG(i + 1) = NewCG(EqPolyCG(i), _
EqPolyMass, _
pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).LCG, _
-1 * pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).Mass)
EqPolyMass = EqPolyMass - _
pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).Mass
End If
Next i
Else
MsgBox "Invalid load case."
End If
End If
End If
EquilibriumPolygonCG = EqPolyCG
End Function

’Creates an array of the displacement (Y-axis) for the equilibrium polygon.
’Adds each trim tank successively, and then subtracts each trim tank
’successively from the load case.
’lcase is the index number of the load case used.
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Public Function EquilibriumPolygonDisplacements(lcase As Integer) As Double()
Dim EqPolyDisp() As Double
Dim i As Integer
If pLoadList Is Nothing Or pTrimTanks Is Nothing Then
’do nothing
Else
If pLoadList.Count > 0 And pTrimTanks.Count > 0 Then
If pLoadList.item(lcase).IsValid Then
ReDim EqPolyDisp(1 To 2 * pTrimTanks.Count + 1)
EqPolyDisp(1) = CondAMass + pLoadList.item(lcase).Mass
EqPolyDisp(2 * pTrimTanks.Count + 1) = EqPolyDisp(1)
For i = 1 To pTrimTanks.Count
If pTrimTanks.item(i).IsValid Then
EqPolyDisp(i + 1) = EqPolyDisp(i) + _
pTrimTanks.item(i).Mass
End If
Next i
For i = pTrimTanks.Count + 1 To 2 * pTrimTanks.Count
If pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).IsValid Then
EqPolyDisp(i + 1) = EqPolyDisp(i) - _
pTrimTanks.item(i - pTrimTanks.Count).Mass
End If
Next i
Else
MsgBox "Invalid load case."
End If
End If
End If
EquilibriumPolygonDisplacements = EqPolyDisp
End Function

’Calculates the new center of gravity of a system based
’on a mass added to the sytem
Private Function NewCG( _
OldCG As Double, OldMass As Double, _
AddedCG As Double, AddedMass As Double)
NewCG = (OldCG * OldMass) + (AddedCG * AddedMass)
NewCG = NewCG / (OldMass + AddedMass)
End Function
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E.3.6

Hull

’Class combines all other classes into single class for stability
Option Explicit
Private pIntactVolume As Double
Private pDamagedVolume As Double
Private pIntactLCB As Double
Private pDamagedLCB As Double
Private pIntactVCB As Double
Private pDamagedVCB As Double
Private pIntactCorrectedCB As Double
Private pDamagedCorrectedCB As Double
’Private pDraftDefined As Boolean

’Initialize and terminate class
’Reads and calculates all hull values on initializing.
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
If Not HullIsValid Then
ReadHullDef
If HullIsValid Then
CalcHullValues
End If
Else
CalcHullValues
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
WriteVariableList
End Sub

’Updates hull calculations with new draft
Public Sub UpdateHullCalcs(ByVal NewDraft As Draft, _
Optional CalculateDamaged = True)
Dim tnk As MBT
Set DraftReadings = NewDraft
If CalculateDamaged Then
CalculateDamaged = False
For Each tnk In HullMBTs
If tnk.Damaged Then CalculateDamaged = True
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Next tnk
End If
CalcHullValues (CalculateDamaged)
End Sub

’Calculates volume and center of bouyancy based on current draft
Private Sub CalcHullValues(Optional CalculateDamaged = True)
Dim tank As MBT
’assign draft values if not done.
If Not DraftReadings.IsValid Then
DraftReadings.FWDDraft = 0
DraftReadings.AFTDraft = 0
End If
’Intact volume
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
pIntactVolume = HullBOR.Volume(DraftReadings)
Else
pIntactVolume = HullStations.Volume(DraftReadings)
End If
pIntactVolume = pIntactVolume - FreeFloodVolume(DraftReadings)
’Stop if no displacement
If pIntactVolume = 0 Then
pIntactLCB = 0
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVolume = 0
pDamagedLCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
pIntactCorrectedCB = 0
pDamagedCorrectedCB = 0
Exit Sub
End If
’Intact lcb
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
pIntactLCB = HullBOR.Moment(DraftReadings)
Else
pIntactLCB = HullStations.Moment(DraftReadings)
End If
pIntactLCB = pIntactLCB - FreeFloodMoment(DraftReadings)
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If CalculateDamaged = True Then
pDamagedLCB = pIntactLCB
pDamagedVolume = pIntactVolume - DamagedTankVolume(DraftReadings)
pDamagedLCB = pDamagedLCB - DamagedTankMoment(DraftReadings)
pDamagedLCB = pDamagedLCB / pDamagedVolume
pIntactLCB = pIntactLCB / pIntactVolume
Else
pIntactLCB = pIntactLCB / pIntactVolume
pDamagedLCB = pIntactLCB
pDamagedVolume = pIntactVolume
End If
’Calculate VCB
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
VCBofBOR (CalculateDamaged)
Else
VCBofTOO (CalculateDamaged)
End If
pIntactCorrectedCB = pIntactLCB + _
(pIntactVCB * DegTan(DraftReadings.TrimAngle))
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedCorrectedCB = pDamagedLCB + _
(pDamagedVCB * DegTan(DraftReadings.TrimAngle))
Else
pDamagedCorrectedCB = pIntactCorrectedCB
End If
End Sub

’Returns the volume displacement of the submarine.
’Assumes the intact condition.
Public Property Get IntactVolume()
IntactVolume = pIntactVolume
End Property

’Returns the volume displacement of the submarine.
’Reflects damaged status of the main ballast tanks.
Public Property Get DamagedVolume()
DamagedVolume = pDamagedVolume
End Property
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’Returns the mass displacement of the submarine.
’Assumes the intact condition.
Public Property Get IntactDisplacement()
IntactDisplacement = pIntactVolume * Density
End Property

’Returns the mass displacement of the submarine.
’Reflects the damaged status of the main ballast tanks.
Public Property Get DamagedDisplacement()
DamagedDisplacement = pDamagedVolume * Density
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the submarine.
’Assumes the intact condition.
Public Property Get IntactLCB()
IntactLCB = pIntactLCB
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the submarine
’Reflects the damaged status of the main ballast tanks.
Public Property Get DamagedLCB()
DamagedLCB = pDamagedLCB
End Property

’Returns the vertical center of bouyancy of the submarine.
’Assumes the intact condition.
Public Property Get IntactVCB()
IntactVCB = pIntactVCB
End Property

’Returns the vertical center of bouyancy of the submarine
’Reflects the damaged status of the main ballast tanks.
Public Property Get DamagedVCB()
DamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the submarine
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’corrected to the keel
Public Property Get IntactCorrectedCB()
IntactCorrectedCB = pIntactCorrectedCB
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the submarine
’corrected to the keel
Public Property Get DamagedCorrectedCB()
DamagedCorrectedCB = pDamagedCorrectedCB
End Property

’Returns the vertical center of bouyancy, or KB of the hull
Private Sub VCBofBOR(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean = True)
’Supports varying precision to control calculation time
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Variable for use of Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim F_i(1 To 3) As Double
Dim F_d(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Use temperary draft
Dim tempDraft As New Draft
tempDraft.fwdDraftMarks = DraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
tempDraft.aftDraftMarks = DraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
’Counters
Dim z As Double
Dim T As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Constants
Dim pi As Double
pi = WorksheetFunction.pi
’Check for possible errors sources caused by zero or
’negative volumes
If pIntactVolume <= 0 Or pDamagedVolume <= 0 Then
If pIntactVolume <= 0 And pDamagedVolume <= 0 Then
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
Exit Sub
ElseIf pIntactVolume = 0 Then
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
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MsgBox "Possible VCB error. " & _
"Damaged volume is greater than intact volume."
Exit Sub
ElseIf pDamagedVolume = 0 Then
pDamagedVCB = 0
CalculateDamaged = False
End If
End If
’Define temporary drafts for calculations
tempDraft.TrimAngle = DraftReadings.TrimAngle
If DraftReadings.TrimAngle >= 0 Then
T = DraftReadings.APPDraft
ElseIf DraftReadings.TrimAngle < 0 Then
T = DraftReadings.FPPDraft
End If
n = 1
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If T <> 0 And T < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * T
End If
’Use Simpson’s Rule to integrate from fwd perpendicular to
’aft perpendicular with a step base on precision level
For z = 0 To T Step precision
’Step the draft by precision
StepDraft tempDraft, z
F_i(n) = HullBOR.Volume(tempDraft) - FreeFloodVolume(tempDraft)
If CalculateDamaged Then
F_d(n) = F_i(n) - DamagedTankVolume(tempDraft)
End If
vars(n) = z
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = z
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = z
pIntactVCB = pIntactVCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), F_i(), limits())
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB + _
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SimpGenRule(vars(), F_d(), limits())
End If
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If T - z >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
F_i(1) = F_i(3)
F_d(1) = F_d(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’if last interval ended at final point
ElseIf T = z Then
’Do nothing
’If partial interval must be used for Simpson’s Rule
Else
F_i(1) = F_i(2)
F_d(1) = F_d(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
F_i(2) = F_i(3)
F_d(2) = F_d(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
StepDraft tempDraft, T
F_i(3) = HullBOR.Volume(tempDraft) - _
FreeFloodVolume(tempDraft)
If CalculateDamaged Then
F_d(3) = F_i(3) - DamagedTankVolume(tempDraft)
End If
vars(3) = T
limits(2) = T
pIntactVCB = pIntactVCB + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), F_i(), limits())
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), F_d(), limits())
End If
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next z
pIntactVCB = (T * pIntactVolume - pIntactVCB) / pIntactVolume
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If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = (T * pDamagedVolume - pDamagedVCB) / pDamagedVolume
Else
pDamagedVCB = pIntactVCB
End If
’Correct to height above keel
If tempDraft.TrimAngle > 0 Then
’Intact
pIntactVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * (pIntactLCB - LBP) + _
pIntactVCB
’Damaged
pDamagedVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * (pDamagedLCB - LBP) + _
pDamagedVCB
ElseIf tempDraft.TrimAngle < 0 Then
’Intact
pIntactVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * pIntactLCB + pIntactVCB
’Damaged
pDamagedVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * pDamagedLCB + pDamagedVCB
End If
End Sub

’Returns the vertical center of bouyancy, or KB of the hull
Private Sub VCBofTOO(Optional CalculateDamaged As Boolean = True)
’Supports varying precision to control calculation time
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Variable for use of Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim F_i(1 To 3) As Double
Dim F_d(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Use temperary draft
Dim tempDraft As New Draft
tempDraft.fwdDraftMarks = DraftReadings.fwdDraftMarks
tempDraft.aftDraftMarks = DraftReadings.aftDraftMarks
’Counters
Dim z As Double
Dim T As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Constants
Dim pi As Double
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pi = WorksheetFunction.pi
’Check for possible errors caused by zero or negative volume
If pIntactVolume <= 0 Or pDamagedVolume <= 0 Then
If pIntactVolume <= 0 And pDamagedVolume <= 0 Then
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
Exit Sub
ElseIf pIntactVolume = 0 Then
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
MsgBox "Possible VCB error. " & _
"Damaged volume is greater than intact volume."
Exit Sub
ElseIf pDamagedVolume = 0 Then
pDamagedVCB = 0
CalculateDamaged = False
End If
End If
’Define temporary drafts for calculations
tempDraft.TrimAngle = DraftReadings.TrimAngle
If DraftReadings.TrimAngle >= 0 Then
T = DraftReadings.APPDraft
ElseIf DraftReadings.TrimAngle < 0 Then
T = DraftReadings.FPPDraft
End If
n = 1
pIntactVCB = 0
pDamagedVCB = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If T <> 0 And T < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * T
End If
’Use Simpson’s Rule to integrate from fwd perpendicular to
’aft perpendicular with a step base on precision level
For z = 0 To T Step precision
’Step the draft by precision
StepDraft tempDraft, z
F_i(n) = HullStations.Volume(tempDraft) - FreeFloodVolume(tempDraft)
If CalculateDamaged Then
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F_d(n) = F_i(n) - DamagedTankVolume(tempDraft)
End If
vars(n) = z
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = z
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = z
pIntactVCB = pIntactVCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), F_i(), limits())
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), F_d(), limits())
End If
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If T - z >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
F_i(1) = F_i(3)
F_d(1) = F_d(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’if last interval ended at final point
ElseIf T = z Then
’Do nothing
’If partial interval must be used for Simpson’s Rule
Else
F_i(1) = F_i(2)
F_d(1) = F_d(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
F_i(2) = F_i(3)
F_d(2) = F_d(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
StepDraft tempDraft, T
F_i(3) = HullStations.Volume(tempDraft) - _
FreeFloodVolume(tempDraft)
If CalculateDamaged Then
F_d(3) = F_i(3) - DamagedTankVolume(tempDraft)
End If
vars(3) = T
limits(2) = T
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pIntactVCB = pIntactVCB + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), F_i(), limits())
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = pDamagedVCB + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), F_d(), limits())
End If
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next z
pIntactVCB = (T * pIntactVolume - pIntactVCB) / pIntactVolume
If CalculateDamaged Then
pDamagedVCB = (T * pDamagedVolume - pDamagedVCB) / pDamagedVolume
Else
pDamagedVCB = pIntactVCB
End If
’Correct to height above keel
If tempDraft.TrimAngle > 0 Then
’Intact
pIntactVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * (pIntactLCB - LBP) + _
pIntactVCB
’Damaged
pDamagedVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * (pDamagedLCB - LBP) + _
pDamagedVCB
ElseIf tempDraft.TrimAngle < 0 Then
’Intact
pIntactVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * pIntactLCB + pIntactVCB
’Damaged
pDamagedVCB = DegTan(tempDraft.TrimAngle) * pDamagedLCB + pDamagedVCB
End If
End Sub

’Automate iteration of draft values which are dependent on trim
Private Function StepDraft(readings As Draft, NewDraft As Double)
If readings.TrimAngle >= 0 Then
readings.APPDraft = NewDraft
ElseIf readings.TrimAngle < 0 Then
readings.FPPDraft = NewDraft
End If
End Function
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’Calculates lost volume of free flood tanks at current draft
Private Function FreeFloodVolume(readings As Draft)
Dim tank As MBT
FreeFloodVolume = 0
Sleep 0 ’Adds to program stability
For Each tank In HullMBTs
If tank.FreeFlood = True Then
FreeFloodVolume = FreeFloodVolume + tank.LostVolume(readings)
End If
Next tank
End Function

’Calculates lost moment free flood tanks at current draft
Private Function FreeFloodMoment(readings As Draft)
Dim tank As MBT
FreeFloodMoment = 0
Sleep 0 ’Adds to program stability
For Each tank In HullMBTs
If tank.FreeFlood = True Then
FreeFloodMoment = FreeFloodMoment + tank.LostMoment(readings)
End If
Next tank
End Function

’Calculates lost volume of damaged ballast tanks at current draft
Private Function DamagedTankVolume(readings As Draft)
Dim tank As MBT
DamagedTankVolume = 0
Sleep 0 ’Adds to program stability
For Each tank In HullMBTs
If tank.Damaged = True And tank.FreeFlood = False Then
DamagedTankVolume = DamagedTankVolume + tank.LostVolume(readings)
End If
Next tank
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End Function

’Calculates lost moment of damaged ballast tanks at current draft
Private Function DamagedTankMoment(readings As Draft)
Dim tank As MBT
DamagedTankMoment = 0
Sleep 0 ’Adds to program stability
For Each tank In HullMBTs
If tank.Damaged = True And tank.FreeFlood = False Then
DamagedTankMoment = DamagedTankMoment + tank.LostMoment(readings)
End If
Next tank
End Function

E.3.7

LoadCase

’Class allows defining the variable load items for a scenario
Option Explicit
Private pName As String
Private pLCG As Double
Private pMass As Double

’Intialize class with data unknown
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
pName = ""
pLCG = -1
pMass = -1
End Sub

’Set and returns the name of the load case
Public Property Let Name(CaseName As String)
If CaseName <> "" Then
pName = CaseName
Else
MsgBox "Load Case name can not be blank."
End If
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End Property
Public Property Get Name() As String
If pName <> "" Then
Name = pName
Else
MsgBox "Load Case name not defined."
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns longitudinal center of gravity of the variable load items
Public Property Let LCG(LongitudinalCenter As Double)
If IsNumeric(LongitudinalCenter) Then
If 0 <= LongitudinalCenter And LongitudinalCenter <= LBP Then
pLCG = LongitudinalCenter
Else
MsgBox "Load Case LCG must be between 0 and LPB."
End If
Else
MsgBox "Load Case LCG must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get LCG() As Double
If pLCG <> -1 Then
LCG = pLCG
Else
MsgBox "Load Case LCG not defined."
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns the mass of the load case using the current unit system
Public Property Let Mass(InCurrentUnits As Double)
If IsNumeric(InCurrentUnits) Then
pMass = InCurrentUnits
Else
MsgBox "Load Case Mass must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Mass() As Double
If pMass <> -1 Then
Mass = pMass
Else
MsgBox "Load Case Mass not defined."
End If
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End Property

’Returns the moment generated by the load case
Public Property Get Moment() As Double
If pMass <> -1 And pLCG <> -1 Then
Moment = pMass * pLCG
Else
MsgBox "Load Case moment requires LCG and Mass."
End If
End Property

’Verifies sufficient data is provided to calculate load case
Public Property Get IsValid() As Boolean
If pName <> "" And pLCG <> -1 And pMass <> -1 Then
IsValid = True
Else
IsValid = False
End If
End Property

E.3.8

LoadCaseList

’Class allows handling of a list of load cases
Option Explicit
Private pLoadCaseList As Collection
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’On initialization, create a new collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pLoadCaseList = New Collection
End Sub
’On termination, delete collection
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pLoadCaseList = Nothing
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End Sub

’Used to allow looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pLoadCaseList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Allow removal of single load case by index number
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pLoadCaseList.Remove index
End Sub

’Allow referencing collection by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As LoadCase
’Repost the following attribute without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pLoadCaseList.item(index)
End Property

’Allow use of .count
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pLoadCaseList.Count
End Property

’Clear all existing load cases
Public Sub Clear()
Set pLoadCaseList = New Collection
End Sub

’Adds single load case to list
Public Sub Add(Load As LoadCase)
pLoadCaseList.Add Load
End Sub
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E.3.9

MBT

’Class calculates the properties of an individual main ballast tank (MBT).
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pName As String
phasname As Boolean
pFwd As Double
pHasFwd As Boolean
pAft As Double
pHasAft As Boolean
pSide As PortCenterStbd
pHasSide As Boolean
pMu As Double
pFreeFlood As Boolean
pDamaged As Boolean

’Enumeration for transverse location of tank.
Public Enum PortCenterStbd
[_undefined] = -1
[_First] = 0
Center = 0
Stbd = 1
Port = 2
[_Last] = 2
End Enum

’Set default values on initialization.
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
phasname = False
pHasFwd = False
pHasAft = False
pHasSide = False
pMu = 1
pFreeFlood = False
pDamaged = False
End Sub

’Sets and returns tank name as a string
Public Property Let Name(Name As Variant)
pName = CStr(Name)
phasname = True
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End Property
Public Property Get Name() As Variant
If phasname Then
Name = pName
Else
Name = False
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns the forward longitudinal boundary of the MBT
Public Property Let FwdBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
If IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
’Verify XCoordinate is between 0 and LBP
If XCoordinate < 0 Then
pFwd = 0
ElseIf XCoordinate > LBP Then
pFwd = LBP
Else
pFwd = XCoordinate
End If
’Verify FwdBoundary is forward of AftBoundary
If pHasAft And (pAft <= pFwd) Then
pFwd = False
MsgBox "The FwdBoundary of the MBT " & _
"must be forward of the AftBoundary."
Else
pHasFwd = True
End If
Else
MsgBox "FwdBoundary must be numeric."
pFwd = False
End If
End Property
Public Property Get FwdBoundary() As Variant
If pHasFwd Then
FwdBoundary = pFwd
Else
FwdBoundary = False
MsgBox "FwdBoundary not defined."
End If
End Property

’Set and return the aft longitudinal boundary of the MBT
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Public Property Let AftBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
If IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
’Verify XCoordinate is between 0 and LBP
If XCoordinate < 0 Then
pAft = 0
ElseIf XCoordinate > LBP Then
pAft = LBP
Else
pAft = XCoordinate
End If
’Verify AftBoundary is aft of FwdBoundary
If pHasFwd And (pAft <= pFwd) Then
pAft = False
MsgBox "The AftBoundary of the MBT " & _
"must be aft of the FwdBoundary either forward of, " & _
"or equal to LBP."
Else
pHasAft = True
End If
Else
MsgBox "AftBoundary must be numeric."
pAft = False
End If
End Property
Public Property Get AftBoundary() As Variant
If pHasAft Then
AftBoundary = pAft
Else
AftBoundary = False
MsgBox "AftBoundary not defined."
End If
End Property

’Set and return the numeric value of the transverse location
’of the MBT
Public Property Let Side(TransverseSide As PortCenterStbd)
Dim n As Long
’Verify input is valid
For n = PortCenterStbd.[_First] To PortCenterStbd.[_Last]
If TransverseSide = n Then
pSide = TransverseSide
pHasSide = True
Exit Property
End If
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Next n
MsgBox "Please enter a valid side."
pSide = [_undefined]
End Property
Public Property Get Side() As PortCenterStbd
If pHasSide Then
Side = pSide
Else
MsgBox "Side not defined."
End If
End Property

’Return the string value of the transverse location of the MBT
Public Property Get SideName() As String
Select Case pSide
Case PortCenterStbd.[_undefined]
SideName = "Undefined"
Case PortCenterStbd.Center
SideName = "Center"
Case PortCenterStbd.Port
SideName = "Port"
Case PortCenterStbd.Stbd
SideName = "Stbd"
Case Else
SideName = "Undefined"
End Select
End Property

’Set and retrun the permeability. Default value is 1.
Public Property Let Permeability(mu As Variant)
If mu <= 1 And mu >= 0 Then
pMu = mu
Else
MsgBox "Please enter a mu between 0 and 1."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Permeability() As Variant
Permeability = pMu
End Property

’Set and return the status of free flood spaces.
’True means the tank is free flood.
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’Default value is false.
Public Property Let FreeFlood(Vented As Boolean)
pFreeFlood = Vented
End Property
Public Property Get FreeFlood() As Boolean
FreeFlood = pFreeFlood
End Property

’Set and return the status of tank damage.
’True means the tank is damaged.
’Default value is false.
Public Property Let Damaged(Breached As Boolean)
pDamaged = Breached
End Property
Public Property Get Damaged() As Boolean
Damaged = pDamaged
End Property

’Verify sufficient data has been provided to define the tank.
Public Property Get valid() As Boolean
If phasname And pHasFwd And pHasAft And pHasSide Then
valid = True
Else
valid = False
End If
End Property

’Return the volume of the tank, ignoring internal components.
’Note: Integration is identical to fairing hull integrations but
’with modified limits.
Public Property Get Volume(readings As Draft) As Double
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Set variables for Simpson’s rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
Dim i As Integer
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’If fairing hull is defined by BOR equations:
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
n = 1
Volume = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
End If
’Integrate from forward boundary to aft boundary only.
’Uses Simpson’s general rule
For x = Me.FwdBoundary To Me.AftBoundary Step precision
’Area is area of fairing hull minus area of pressure hull.
f(n) = HullBOR.Area(x, readings.T(x))
f(n) = f(n) - HullPressHull.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
If (Me.AftBoundary - x) >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
ElseIf x = Me.AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = HullBOR.Area(Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(x))
f(3) = f(3) - _
HullPressHull.Area(Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(x))
vars(3) = Me.AftBoundary
limits(2) = Me.AftBoundary
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
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Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
’If fairing hull is defined by a table of offsets
ElseIf Not FairingHullDefByEqn Then
’NOTE: Integration is identical to StationList but
’limits are modified by MBTlimits()
’For greater or equal to three points, use general Simpson’s rule.
If HullStations.Count >= 3 Then
Volume = 0
’If the first station is not directly at the bow,
’add a data point at bow with an area of 0
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition = 0 Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
i = 2
Else
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
i = 1
End If
limits(1) = 0
n = 2
’Loop through all stations
Do While i <= HullStations.Count
vars(n) = HullStations.item(i).StationPosition
f(n) = HullStations.item(i).Area(readings.T( _
HullStations.item(i).StationPosition))
If n < 3 Then
i = i + 1
n = n + 1
Else
limits(2) = vars(3)
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’If more than two points remain continue iterating
If (HullStations.Count - i) >= 2 Then
n = 1
limits(1) = limits(2)
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’Completion of normal Simpson’s rule iteration
’is at last defined station
ElseIf i = HullStations.Count Then
’Case 1; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at
’last defined station, but last station is before LBP
’A station with Area=0 is extrapolated at LBP
If HullStations.item( _
HullStations.Count).StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’Case 2; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at
’last defined station which is at LBP
’ElseIf HullStations.Item(HullStations.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
’PLACEHOLDER No action required for this case
End If
i = i + 1
ElseIf (HullStations.Count - i) = 1 Then
’Case3; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full iterval, and the last
’station is at LBP
If HullStations.item(HullStations.Count). _
StationPosition >= LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = HullStations.item(HullStations.Count). _
Area(readings.T(LBP))
limits(2) = LBP
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’Case 4; Insufficient defined stations remain to
’use Simpson’s rule over a full interval, but the
’last station is before LBP and a station with Area=0
’can be extrapolated at LBP
ElseIf HullStations.item(HullStations.Count). _
StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(3)
f(1) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(2) = HullStations.item(HullStations.Count). _
StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(HullStations.Count). _
Area(readings.T(vars(2)))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
End If
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
i = i + 2
End If
End If
’If past the end of the MBT, terminate loop.
If MBTlimits(limits())(1) = MBTlimits(limits())(2) And _
MBTlimits(limits())(2) > Me.AftBoundary Then Exit Do
Loop
’If no stations are defined, return error message
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 0 Then
Volume = False
MsgBox "No stations defined."
’If only one station is defined
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 1 Then
’If defined station is at one perpendicular, extrapolate other
’perpendicular assuming constant cross section but varying draft
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
HullStations.item(1).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’Using trapezoid rule
Volume = HullStations.item(1). _
Area(readings.T(Me.FwdBoundary))
Volume = Volume + _
HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(Me.AftBoundary))
Volume = 1 / 2 * Volume * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
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Else
’If station is between perpendiculars, extrapolate a station
’with area=0 at both perpendiculars and use Simpson’s rule
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
’If only two stations are defined
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 2 Then
’If both defined stations are at the perpendiculars,
’use trapezpoid rule
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 And _
HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
Dim m As Double
Dim b As Double
’Solve for area at me.fwdboundary and me.aftboundary
’using Area=m*x+b
m = HullStations.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
m = m - HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
m = m / LBP
b = HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
’Trapezoid rule
Volume = m * (Me.FwdBoundary + Me.AftBoundary) + 2 * b
Volume = Volume * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
Volume = 1 / 2 * Volume
’If one station is not at the perpendicular, extrapolate a
’station of area=0 at the perpendicular
’Integrate using Simpson’s rule
ElseIf HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’If aft station is not at perpendicular
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Then
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vars(1) = 0
f(1) = HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
limits(1) = 0
vars(2) = HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(2).Area(readings.T( _
HullStations.item(2).StationPosition))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’If fwd station is not at perpendicular
ElseIf HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = HullStations.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
’If both stations are not at a perpendicular extrapolate both
’missing end points.
Else
’Extrapolate forward perpendicular with area=0
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’Use first station
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
’Use second station
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vars(3) = HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
f(3) = HullStations.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(2).StationPosition))
limits(2) = vars(3)
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’integrate only last interval
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’Extrapolate last station with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
End If
Volume = Volume - MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction(readings)
Else
’Hull not defined by BOR equations or Table of Offsets
MsgBox "Please select a method to define the hull."
End If
’Account for symmetry or lack thereof for tank
If Me.Side <> Center Then Volume = 0.5 * Volume
End Property

’Function to adjust Simpson’s Rule Limits of integration for MBT
Private Function MBTlimits(ByRef limits() As Double) As Double()
Dim TempLimits(1 To 2) As Double
Dim Adjusted As Boolean
Adjusted = False
’Set temporary limits to match original limits
TempLimits(1) = limits(1)
TempLimits(2) = limits(2)
’If FwdBoundary is inside limits, adjust lower limit to match
If limits(1) <= Me.FwdBoundary And Me.FwdBoundary <= limits(2) Then
TempLimits(1) = Me.FwdBoundary
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Adjusted = True
End If
’If AftBoundary is inside limits, adjust upper limit to match
If limits(1) <= Me.AftBoundary And Me.AftBoundary <= limits(2) Then
TempLimits(2) = Me.AftBoundary
Adjusted = True
End If
’If a boundary is not inside the limits
If Not Adjusted Then
’If integration interval does not include tank, collapse
’lower limit to equal upper limit (integral becomes 0)
If Not (Me.FwdBoundary <= limits(1) And _
limits(1) <= Me.AftBoundary And _
Me.FwdBoundary <= limits(2) And _
limits(2) <= Me.AftBoundary) Then
TempLimits(2) = limits(1)
End If
’If tank is inside integration interval, leave limits unchanged
End If
MBTlimits = TempLimits
End Function

’Returns the volume of the pressure hull that falls within the boundaries
’of the ballast tank.
’Used to account for the different intervals between table of offset
’stations and equation defined pressure hull intervals
Private Function MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Set variable for Simpson’s rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
n = 1
MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
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precision = 0.5 * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
End If
’Set integration limits to match tank
For x = Me.FwdBoundary To Me.AftBoundary Step precision
f(n) = HullPressHull.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction = MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
If Me.AftBoundary - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
ElseIf x = Me.AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = HullPressHull.Area( _
Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(Me.AftBoundary))
vars(3) = Me.AftBoundary
limits(2) = vars(3)
MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction = MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction _
+ SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Function

’Returns the displaced volume that would be lost if MBT was flooded
’Accounts for equipment in the MBT
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Public Property Get LostVolume(readings As Draft)
LostVolume = Me.Permeability * Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal moment arm of the ballast tank
’Assumes equipment inside tank is homogeneously dispersed.
’Identical to Property Volume, but with areas multiplied by X
Public Property Get Moment(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Set variables for Simpson’s rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
Dim i As Integer
’Prevent division by 0
If Me.Volume(readings) = 0 Then
Moment = 0
Exit Property
End If
’If fairing hull is class BORFairingHull
If FairingHullDefByEqn Then
n = 1
Moment = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
End If
’Integrate from forward boundary to aft boundary only.
’Uses Simpson’s general rule
For x = Me.FwdBoundary To Me.AftBoundary Step precision
’Area is area of fairing hull minus area of pressure hull.
f(n) = HullBOR.Area(x, readings.T(x)) - _
HullPressHull.Area(x, readings.T(x))
f(n) = f(n) * x
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
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limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
If Me.AftBoundary - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = Me.AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = HullBOR.Area( _
Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(Me.AftBoundary))
f(3) = f(3) - HullPressHull.Area( _
Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(Me.AftBoundary))
f(3) = f(3) * Me.AftBoundary
vars(3) = Me.AftBoundary
limits(2) = vars(3)
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
’If fairing hull is defined by a table of offsets
ElseIf Not FairingHullDefByEqn Then
’NOTE: Integration is identical to StationList but limits are
’modified by MBTlimits()
’For greater or equal to three points, use general Simpson’s rule.
If HullStations.Count >= 3 Then
Moment = 0
’If the first station is not directly at the bow,
’add a data point at bow with an area of 0
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If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition = 0 Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
f(1) = f(1) * HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
i = 2
Else
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
i = 1
End If
limits(1) = 0
n = 2
’Loop through all stations
Do While i <= HullStations.Count
vars(n) = HullStations.item(i).StationPosition
f(n) = HullStations.item(i).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(i).StationPosition))
f(n) = f(n) * HullStations.item(i).StationPosition
If n < 3 Then
i = i + 1
n = n + 1
Else
limits(2) = vars(3)
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’If more than two points remain continue iterating
If (HullStations.Count - i) >= 2 Then
n = 1
limits(1) = limits(2)
’Completion of normal Simpson’s rule iteration is at last
’defined station
ElseIf i = HullStations.Count Then
’Case 1; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at
’last defined station, but last station is before LBP
’A station with Area=0 is extrapolated at LBP
If HullStations.item(HullStations.Count) _
.StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
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vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’Case 2; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at
’last defined station, and final station is at LBP
’ElseIf HullStations.Item(HullStations.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
’PLACEHOLDER No action required for this case
End If
i = i + 1
ElseIf (HullStations.Count - i) = 1 Then
’Case3; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full iterval, and the last
’station is at LBP
If HullStations.item(HullStations.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = HullStations.item( _
HullStations.Count).Area(readings.T(LBP))
f(3) = f(3) * LBP
limits(2) = LBP
’Case 4; Insufficient defined stations remain to
’use Simpson’s rule over a full interval, but the
’last station is before LBP and a station with Area=0
’can be extrapolated at LBP
ElseIf HullStations.item(HullStations.Count) _
.StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(3)
f(1) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(2) = HullStations.item(HullStations.Count) _
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.StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(HullStations.Count) _
.Area(readings.T(vars(2)))
f(2) = f(2) * vars(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
End If
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
i = i + 2
End If
End If
’If past the end of the MBT, terminate loop.
If MBTlimits(limits())(1) = MBTlimits(limits())(2) And _
MBTlimits(limits())(2) > Me.AftBoundary Then Exit Do
Loop
’If no stations are defined, return error message
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 0 Then
Moment = False
MsgBox "No stations defined."
’If only one station is defined
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 1 Then
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
HullStations.item(1).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’If defined station is at one perpendicular, extrapolate
’other perpendicular assuming constant cross section but
’varying draft
’Using trapezoid rule for moments
Moment = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(Me.FwdBoundary))
Moment = Moment + _
2 * HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(Me.AftBoundary))
Moment = Moment * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
Moment = Moment / (HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(Me.FwdBoundary)) + _
HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(Me.AftBoundary)))
Moment = Moment / 3
Moment = Moment + Me.FwdBoundary
Moment = Moment * _
(Me.Volume(readings) + _
MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction(readings))
Else
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’If station is between perpendiculars, extrapolate both
’end points and use Simpson’s rule.
’Extrapolate station at fwd perpendicular with area=0
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
f(2) = f(2) * HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
’Extrapolate station at aft perpendicular with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
’In case of only two stations
ElseIf HullStations.Count = 2 Then
’If both defined stations are at the perpendicular, _
’use trapezpoid rule
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 And _
HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’Use trapezoid rule
Dim m As Double
Dim b As Double
’Interpolate areas at me.fwdboundary and me.aftboundary
’using Area=m*x+b
m = HullStations.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
m = m - HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
m = m / LBP
b = HullStations.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
Moment
Moment
Moment
Moment
(m
Moment
Moment
Moment

=
=
=
=
*
=
=
=

m * Me.FwdBoundary + b
Moment + 2 * (m * Me.AftBoundary + b)
Moment * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
Moment / ((m * Me.FwdBoundary + b) + _
Me.AftBoundary + b))
Moment / 3
Moment + Me.FwdBoundary
Moment * (Me.Volume(readings) + _
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MBTPressHullVolumeSubtraction(readings))
’If one station is not at the perpendicular, extrapolate a
’station of area=0 at the perpendicular
’Integrate using Simpson’s rule
ElseIf HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’If aft station is not at perpendicular
If HullStations.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0 ’*HullStations.Item(1).Area(Readings.T(0))
limits(1) = 0
vars(2) = HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(2).StationPosition))
f(2) = f(2) * HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
’Extrapolate station at aft perpendicular with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’If fwd station is not at perpendicular
ElseIf HullStations.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’Extrapolate station at forward perpendicular with area=0
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’Use first station
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
f(2) = f(2) * HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
’Use station at aft perpendicular
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = HullStations.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
f(3) = f(3) * HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
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’If both stations are not at a perpendicular extrapolate both
’missing end points.
Else
’Extrapolate forward perpendicular
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’Use first station
vars(2) = HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = HullStations.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(1).StationPosition))
f(2) = f(2) * HullStations.item(1).StationPosition
’Use second station
vars(3) = HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
f(3) = HullStations.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(HullStations.item(2).StationPosition))
f(3) = f(3) * HullStations.item(2).StationPosition
limits(2) = vars(3)
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
’integrate only last interval
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’Extrapolate last station
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), MBTlimits(limits()))
End If
End If
Moment = Moment - MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction(readings)
Else
’Hull not defined properly
MsgBox "Please select a method to define the hull."
End If
’Account for symmetry or lack thereof for tank
If Me.Side <> Center Then Moment = 0.5 * Moment
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End Property

’Returns the moment of the pressure hull that falls within the boundaries
’of the ballast tank
’Used to account for the different intervals between table of offset
’stations and equation defined pressure hull intervals
Private Function MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Set variable for Simpson’s rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
n = 1
MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * (Me.AftBoundary - Me.FwdBoundary)
End If
’Set integration limits to match tank
For x = Me.FwdBoundary To Me.AftBoundary Step precision
f(n) = HullPressHull.Area(x, readings.T(x)) * x
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction = MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
If Me.AftBoundary - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = Me.AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
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Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
vars(3) = Me.AftBoundary
f(3) = HullPressHull.Area( _
Me.AftBoundary, readings.T(vars(3)))
f(3) = f(3) * vars(3)
limits(2) = vars(3)
MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction = _
MBTPressHullMomentSubtraction + _
SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Function

’Returns the moment lost by a flooded ballast tank
Public Property Get LostMoment(readings As Draft)
LostMoment = Me.Moment(readings) * pMu
End Property

’Returns the LCB of the ballast tank
’Assumes equipment inside tank is homogeneously dispersed.
’Identical to Property Volume, but with areas multiplied by X
Public Property Get LCB(readings As Draft)
LCB = Me.Moment(readings) / Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

E.3.10

MBTList

’Class allows handling of a list of all MBTs
Option Explicit
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Private pMBTList As Collection ’list of MBT
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.
’On initialization, create a new collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pMBTList = New Collection
End Sub
’On termination, delete collection
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pMBTList = Nothing
End Sub

’Used to allow looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pMBTList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds new MBT to collection of MBTs
’Sorts MBT by position on addition
Public Sub Add(tank As MBT)
Dim i As Integer
’Verify tank is adequately defined
If Not tank.valid Then
MsgBox "Main ballast tank not valid."
’Verify tank does not overlap with existing tank
ElseIf Overlap(tank) Then
MsgBox "MBTs overlap. Verify dimensions of MBTs."
’If Collection is empty, adding without sorting
ElseIf pMBTList.Count = 0 Then
pMBTList.Add tank
’If tank is in front of the first tank in the collection,
’add to the beginning of the collection
ElseIf pMBTList.item(1).FwdBoundary > tank.FwdBoundary Then
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, before:=1
’If tank forward boundary is the same as the first tank in the list
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’sort by side
ElseIf pMBTList.item(1).FwdBoundary = tank.FwdBoundary Then
If pMBTList.item(1).Side > tank.Side Then
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, before:=1
Else
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, after:=1
End If
’If the tank is after the last tank in the collection, add to end
ElseIf pMBTList.item(pMBTList.Count).FwdBoundary < tank.FwdBoundary Then
pMBTList.Add tank
’If tank forward boundary matches the forward boundary of the last tank
’add to end, sorting by side
ElseIf pMBTList.item(pMBTList.Count).FwdBoundary = tank.FwdBoundary Then
If pMBTList.item(pMBTList.Count).Side > tank.Side Then
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, before:=pMBTList.Count
Else
pMBTList.Add tank
End If
’If tank is not before or after list, iterate through list to add
ElseIf pMBTList.item(1).FwdBoundary < tank.FwdBoundary And _
tank.FwdBoundary < pMBTList.item(pMBTList.Count).FwdBoundary Then
For i = 1 To pMBTList.Count - 1
’If forward boundaries match, sort by side
If pMBTList.item(i).FwdBoundary = tank.FwdBoundary Then
If pMBTList.item(i).Side > tank.Side Then
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, before:=i
Else
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, after:=i
End If
Exit For
’Sort primarily by fwdboundary
ElseIf pMBTList.item(i).FwdBoundary < tank.FwdBoundary And _
tank.FwdBoundary < pMBTList.item(i + 1).FwdBoundary Then
pMBTList.Add item:=tank, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
MsgBox "Something went wrong. " & tank.Name
End If
End Sub

’Check tanks for overlap
Private Function Overlap(tank As MBT) As Boolean
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Dim tnk As MBT
Overlap = False
For Each tnk In pMBTList
’If the forward boundary falls between the boundaries
’of another tank, check that sides are different
If (tnk.FwdBoundary <= tank.FwdBoundary) And _
(tank.FwdBoundary < tnk.AftBoundary) Then
If tank.Side = tnk.Side Or _
tank.Side = Center Or _
tnk.Side = Center Then
Overlap = True
End If
’Do the same for the aft boundary
ElseIf (tnk.FwdBoundary < tank.AftBoundary) And _
(tank.AftBoundary <= tnk.AftBoundary) Then
If tank.Side = tnk.Side Or _
tank.Side = Center Or _
tnk.Side = Center Then
Overlap = True
End If
End If
Next
End Function

’Allow removal of single tank by index number
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pMBTList.Remove index
End Sub

’Allow referencing collection by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As MBT
’Repost the following attribute without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pMBTList.item(index)
End Property

’Allow use of .count
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pMBTList.Count
End Property
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’Clear all existing tanks
Public Sub Clear()
Set pMBTList = New Collection
End Sub

E.3.11

OffsetPoint

’Class allows handling of individual offset points
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

pX As
pY As
pZ As
pHasX
pHasY
pHasZ

’Initialize
Private Sub
pHasX =
pHasY =
pHasZ =
End Sub

Double
Double
Double
As Boolean
As Boolean
As Boolean

point with all coordinates empty
Class_Initialize()
False
False
False

’Set or return x coordinate (Longitudinal position)
Public Property Let x(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
If IsNumeric(LongitudinalPosition) Then
pX = LongitudinalPosition
pHasX = True
Else
MsgBox "LongitudinalPosition must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get x() As Variant
If pHasX Then
x = pX
Else
Debug.Print Now & "X coordinate is undefined."
x = pHasX
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End If
End Property

’Set or return y coordinate (transverse position)
Public Property Let y(TransversePosition As Variant)
If IsNumeric(TransversePosition) Then
pY = TransversePosition
pHasY = True
Else
MsgBox "TransversePosition must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get y() As Variant
If pHasY Then
y = pY
Else
Debug.Print Now & "Y coordinate is undefined."
y = pHasY
End If
End Property

’Set or return z coordinate (vertical position)
Public Property Let z(VerticalPosition As Variant)
If IsNumeric(VerticalPosition) Then
pZ = VerticalPosition
pHasZ = True
Else
MsgBox "VerticalPosition must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get z() As Variant
If pHasZ Then
z = pZ
Else
Debug.Print Now & "Z coordinate is undefined."
z = pHasZ
End If
End Property

’Define point using standard (x,y,z) cartesian coordinates
Public Function DefinePt( _
LongitudinalPosition As Double, _
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TransversePosition As Double, _
VerticalPosition As Double) As OffsetPoint
Me.x = LongitudinalPosition
Me.y = TransversePosition
Me.z = VerticalPosition
End Function

’Return true if all coordinates of point is defined
Public Property Get isDefined() As Boolean
If pHasX And pHasY And pHasZ Then
isDefined = True
Else
isDefined = False
End If
End Property

’Return point coordinates as indexed array
’Example: pt(1)=x, pt(2)=y, pt(3)=z, pt()=(x,y,z)
Public Property Get pt(Optional index As Integer = Empty) As Variant
’verify point is completely defined
If Not pHasX Or Not pHasY Or Not pHasZ Then
MsgBox "Point not defined."
pt = False
Exit Property
’Return indexed position or string as requested
ElseIf index = Empty Then
pt = "(" & pX & "," & pY & "," & pZ & ")"
ElseIf index = 1 Then
pt = pX
ElseIf index = 2 Then
pt = pY
ElseIf index = 3 Then
pt = pZ
Else
MsgBox "Invalid offset point index."
pt = False
End If
End Property

’Used for comparing stations when sorting points in a waterline
’based on code from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/ _
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archives/2011/10/31/sorting-a-custom-collection-class/
Public Function CompareStation(point As OffsetPoint) As Long
Dim i As Long
If Me.x = point.x Then
If Me.x = point.x Then
i = 0
ElseIf Me.x < point.x Then
i = -1
Else
i = 1
End If
ElseIf Me.x < point.x Then
i = -1
Else
i = 1
End If
CompareStation = i
End Function

E.3.12

PointCloud

’Class allows a single list of all Cartesian Coordinate points used to
’define the hull.
Option Explicit
Private pPointCloud As Collection
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’Initialize and terminate a new collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pPointCloud = New Collection
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pPointCloud = Nothing
End Sub
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’Allows for looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pPointCloud.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds point to collection without sorting.
Public Sub Add(point As OffsetPoint)
pPointCloud.Add point
End Sub

’Removes point from sorting by index number
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pPointCloud.Remove index
End Sub

’Allows referencing point by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As OffsetPoint
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pPointCloud.item(index)
End Property

’Allows use of count
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pPointCloud.Count
End Property

’Removes all points
Public Sub Clear()
Set pPointCloud = New Collection
End Sub
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E.3.13

PressureHull

’Class is a collection of PressureHullSegments forming a full pressure hull.
Option Explicit
Private pPressureHull As Collection ’list of pressure hull segments
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’On initialization create collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pPressureHull = New Collection
End Sub
’On termination, delete colection
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pPressureHull = Nothing
End Sub

’Allows for looping through collection.
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pPressureHull.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds new PressureHullSegment to collection
’Sorts segments by location on addition.
Public Sub Add(Segment As PressureHullSegment)
Dim i As Integer
’If segments have already been added to collection
If pPressureHull.Count >= 1 Then
’If segment is before first segment with no overlap add to start
If 0 <= Segment.FwdBoundary And _
Segment.AftBoundary <= pPressureHull.item(1).FwdBoundary Then
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pPressureHull.Add item:=Segment, before:=1
Exit Sub
End If
’Iterate through collection to sort
For i = 1 To pPressureHull.Count Step 1
’Check through list to verify no overlap then add as appropriate
If i <> pPressureHull.Count Then
If pPressureHull.item(i).AftBoundary <= _
Segment.FwdBoundary And Segment.AftBoundary <= _
pPressureHull.item(i + 1).FwdBoundary Then
pPressureHull.Add item:=Segment, after:=i
Exit Sub
End If
Else
’If segment falls after list, add to end
If pPressureHull.item(i).AftBoundary <= _
Segment.FwdBoundary And _
Segment.AftBoundary <= LBP Then
pPressureHull.Add item:=Segment, after:=i
Exit Sub
End If
End If
Next i
’If no segments have been added, add without sorting
ElseIf pPressureHull.Count = 0 Then
pPressureHull.Add Segment
Exit Sub
End If
’If non over the above worked, segment is likely defined incorrectly or
’has overlap with existing segment
MsgBox "Something went wrong with the pressure hull. " & _
"Please verify pressure hull definition."
End Sub

’Removes singles segment from collection
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pPressureHull.Remove index
End Sub

’References single segment of collection
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As PressureHullSegment
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’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pPressureHull.item(index)
End Property

’Allows for use of standard count property
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pPressureHull.Count
End Property

’Allows for use of standard clear function
Public Sub Clear()
Set pPressureHull = New Collection
End Sub

’Returns the radius of the pressure hull ast a given
’longitudinal location
Property Get Radius(XCoordinate As Variant) As Double
Dim i As Integer
Dim TempSeg As PressureHullSegment
’Verify XCoordinate is numeric
If Not IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
MsgBox "XCoordinate must be numeric for PressureHull.Radius"
Exit Property
End If
’Requires two end sections to have been defined
If pPressureHull.item(1).Geometry = Hemispherical And _
pPressureHull.item(pPressureHull.Count).Geometry = _
Hemispherical Then
’Check that XCoordinate falls within defined range
If pPressureHull.item(1).FwdBoundary <= XCoordinate And _
XCoordinate <= _
pPressureHull.item(pPressureHull.Count).AftBoundary Then
’Iterate through segments to give radius as needed
For i = 1 To pPressureHull.Count Step 1
’If XCoordinate is within defined segment, return value from
’segment
If pPressureHull.item(i).FwdBoundary <= XCoordinate And _
XCoordinate <= pPressureHull.item(i).AftBoundary Then
Radius = pPressureHull.item(i).Radius(XCoordinate)
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Exit Property
’If XCoordinate falls between segments, extrapolate value by
’assuming segments are connected using truncatedcone section
ElseIf pPressureHull.item(i).AftBoundary < XCoordinate And _
XCoordinate < pPressureHull.item(i + 1).FwdBoundary Then
Set TempSeg = New PressureHullSegment
TempSeg.Geometry = TruncatedCone
TempSeg.FwdBoundary = pPressureHull.item(i).AftBoundary
TempSeg.FwdDiameter = pPressureHull.item(i).AftDiameter
TempSeg.AftBoundary = _
pPressureHull.item(i + 1).FwdBoundary
TempSeg.AftDiameter = _
pPressureHull.item(i + 1).FwdDiameter
Radius = TempSeg.Radius(XCoordinate)
Exit Property
End If
Next
Else
’if XCoordinate is outside defined section, return 0
Radius = 0
Exit Property
End If
Else
MsgBox "Pressure hull insufficiently defined."
End If
End Property

’Returns the submerged area of the pressure hull at XCoordinate
Public Property Get Area(XCoordinate As Variant, _
Optional ByVal T As Variant = Empty)
Dim R As Double
Dim pi As Double
pi = Application.WorksheetFunction.pi
R = Me.Radius(XCoordinate)
If IsEmpty(T) Then
T = Beam
End If
If R <> 0 And R = -1 * T Then Stop
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If R = 0 Or Beam = 0 Then
Area = 0
ElseIf T <= ((Beam / 2) - R) Then
Area = 0
ElseIf (((Beam / 2) - R) < T) And (T < ((Beam / 2) + R)) Then
Area = (ArcSin((T - (Beam / 2)) * Abs(1 / R)) * R * R)
Area = Area + ((T - (Beam / 2)) * _
Sqr((R * R) - ((T - (Beam / 2)) * (T - (Beam / 2)))))
Area = Area - (ArcSin((-1 * R) * Abs(1 / R)) * R * R)
ElseIf T >= ((Beam / 2) + R) Then
Area = pi * R * R
End If
End Property

’Returns the total displaced volume of the pressure hull
Public Property Get Volume(readings As Draft)
’Supports varying precision to control calculation time
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Variable for use of Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
n = 1
Volume = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If LBP <> 0 And LBP < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * LBP
End If
’Use Simpson’s Rule to integrate from fwd perpendicular to
’aft perpendicular with a step base on precision level
For x = 0 To LBP Step precision
f(n) = Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
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limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If LBP - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = LBP Then
’Do nothing.
’If partial interval must be used for Simpson’s Rule
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = Me.Area(LBP, readings.T(LBP))
vars(3) = LBP
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Property

’Finds the longitudinal center of bouyancy of the pressure hull
Public Property Get LCB(readings As Draft)
’Supports varying precision to control calculation time
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Variable for use of Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
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Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Prevent division by 0
If Me.Volume(readings) = 0 Then
LCB = "N/A"
Exit Property
End If
’Starting values
n = 1
LCB = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If LBP <> 0 And LBP < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * LBP
End If
’Use Simpson’s rule to integrate moment
For x = 0 To LBP Step precision
f(n) = x * Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
LCB = LCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If LBP - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = LBP Then
’Do nothing.
’If partial interval is needed
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = x * Me.Area(LBP, readings.T(LBP))
vars(3) = LBP
limits(2) = LBP
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LCB = LCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
’Divide moment by volume for LVB
LCB = LCB / Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

E.3.14

PressureHullSegment

’This class is used to define individual pressure hull segments
’that make up the whole pressure hull
Option Explicit
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

pName As String
phasname As Boolean
pGeometry As PressHullShape
pXFwd As Double
pHasXFwd As Boolean
pXAft As Double
pHasXAft As Boolean
pFwdDiam As Double
pHasFwdDiam As Boolean
pAftDiam As Double
pHasAftDiam As Boolean

’Define the different types of pressure hull
’shapes that are available
Enum PressHullShape
[_undefined] = -1
[_First] = 0
Hemispherical = 0
Cylindrical = 1
TruncatedCone = 2
[_Last] = 2
End Enum

’Mark status of defining class on
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’initialization
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
pGeometry = TruncatedCone
pHasXFwd = False
pHasXAft = False
pHasFwdDiam = False
pHasAftDiam = False
End Sub

’Sets and returns segment name as a string
Public Property Let Name(SegName As Variant)
pName = CStr(SegName)
phasname = True
End Property
Public Property Get Name() As Variant
If phasname Then
Name = pName
Else
Name = False
End If
End Property

’Set and return the shape of the pressure hull segment
’Hull shape is returned as numeric value
Public Property Let Geometry(shape As PressHullShape)
pGeometry = shape
End Property
Public Property Get Geometry() As PressHullShape
Geometry = pGeometry
End Property

’Return the shape of the pressure hull segment as a string.
Public Property Get GeometryName() As String
Select Case pGeometry
Case PressHullShape.[_undefined]
GeometryName = "Undefined"
Case PressHullShape.Cylindrical
GeometryName = "Cylindrical"
Case PressHullShape.Hemispherical
GeometryName = "Hemispherical"
Case PressHullShape.TruncatedCone
GeometryName = "TruncatedCone"
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Case Else
GeometryName = "Undefined"
End Select
End Property

’Sets and returns the forward edge of the segment
Public Property Let FwdBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
’Verify numeric and that XCoordinate is between 0 and LBP
If IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
pHasXFwd = True
If XCoordinate < 0 Then
pXFwd = 0
ElseIf XCoordinate > LBP Then
pXFwd = LBP
Else
’Verify properly positioned compared to AftBoundary
If pHasXAft Then
If XCoordinate < pXAft Then
pXFwd = XCoordinate
Else
MsgBox "FwdBoundary must be forward of AftBoundary."
End If
Else
pXFwd = XCoordinate
End If
End If
Else
MsgBox "FwdBoundary must be an x coordinate between 0 and LBP."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get FwdBoundary() As Variant
If pHasXFwd Then
FwdBoundary = pXFwd
Else
MsgBox "FwdBoundary not defined."
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns the aft edge of the segment
Public Property Let AftBoundary(XCoordinate As Variant)
’Verifies numeric and XCoordinate is between 0 and LBP
If IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
pHasXAft = True
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If XCoordinate < 0 Then
pXAft = 0
ElseIf XCoordinate > LBP Then
pXAft = LBP
Else
’Verifies properly positioned compared to FwdBoundary
If pHasXFwd Then
If XCoordinate > pXFwd Then
pXAft = XCoordinate
Else
MsgBox "AftBoundary must be aft of FwdBoundary."
End
End If
Else
pXAft = XCoordinate
End If
End If
Else
MsgBox "AftBoundary must be an x coordinate between 0 and LBP."
End
End If
End Property
Public Property Get AftBoundary() As Variant
If pHasXAft Then
AftBoundary = pXAft
Else
MsgBox "AftBoundary not defined."
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns the pressure hull segment forward diameter
’If segment is cylindrical, then sets both diameters equal
Public Property Let FwdDiameter(FwdDiam As Double)
SetFwdDiam (FwdDiam)
End Property
Public Property Get FwdDiameter() As Double
If pHasFwdDiam Then
FwdDiameter = pFwdDiam
Else
MsgBox "FwdDiameter not defined."
End If
End Property
Private Sub SetFwdDiam(FwdDiam As Double)
’Verifies numeric
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If IsNumeric(FwdDiam) Then
’Verifies less than beam
If FwdDiam > Beam Then
MsgBox "Pressure hull diameter can not exceed the beam."
pFwdDiam = FwdDiam
pHasFwdDiam = True
ElseIf FwdDiam < 0 Then
MsgBox "Pressure hull diameter must be positive."
pFwdDiam = 0
Else
pFwdDiam = FwdDiam
pHasFwdDiam = True
’Sets aft diameter if cylindrical
If Me.Geometry = Cylindrical Then
pAftDiam = FwdDiam
pHasAftDiam = True
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Sets and returns radius at forward edge of segment
’References FwdDiameter to perform actions
Public Property Let FwdRadius(Radius As Double)
SetFwdDiam (2 * Radius)
End Property
Public Property Get FwdRadius() As Double
If pHasFwdDiam Then
FwdRadius = pFwdDiam / 2
Else
MsgBox "FwdRadius not defined."
End If
End Property

’Sets and returns the diameter at the aft edge of the segment
’If the segment is cylindrical, sets FwdDiameter also
Public Property Let AftDiameter(AftDiam As Double)
SetAftDiam (AftDiam)
End Property
Public Property Get AftDiameter() As Double
If pHasAftDiam Then
AftDiameter = pAftDiam
Else
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MsgBox "AftDiameter not defined."
End If
End Property
Private Sub SetAftDiam(AftDiam As Double)
’Verifies numeric
If IsNumeric(AftDiam) Then
’Verifies diameter is less that beam
If AftDiam > Beam Then
MsgBox "Pressure hull diameter can not exceed the beam."
pAftDiam = AftDiam
pHasAftDiam = True
ElseIf AftDiam < 0 Then
MsgBox "Pressure hull diameter must be positive."
pAftDiam = 0
Else
pAftDiam = AftDiam
pHasAftDiam = True
’If cylindrical sets fwd diameter
If Me.Geometry = Cylindrical Then
pFwdDiam = AftDiam
pHasFwdDiam = True
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Sets and returns pressure hull radius
’References AftDiameter to perform actions
Public Property Let AftRadius(Radius As Double)
SetAftDiam (2 * Radius)
End Property
Public Property Get AftRadius() As Double
If pHasAftDiam Then
AftRadius = pAftDiam / 2
Else
MsgBox "AftRadius not defined."
End If
End Property

’Returns radius as any point along pressure hull section
Public Property Get Radius(XCoordinate As Variant) As Variant
Dim a As Double
Dim m As Double
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’Verify numeric
If Not IsNumeric(XCoordinate) Then
MsgBox "XCoordinate must be numeric"
Exit Property
End If
’If cylindrical, use constant radius
If pGeometry = Cylindrical Then
If (pHasFwdDiam Or pHasAftDiam) And pHasXFwd And pHasXAft Then
If pXFwd <= XCoordinate And XCoordinate <= pXAft Then
If pHasFwdDiam Then
Radius = 0.5 * pFwdDiam
ElseIf pHasAftDiam Then
Radius = 0.5 * pAftDiam
End If
End If
Else
MsgBox "Insufficent data to define pressure hull radius."
End If
’If hemispherical, use equation for circle with two known points
ElseIf pGeometry = Hemispherical Then
If pHasFwdDiam And pHasAftDiam And pHasXFwd And pHasXAft Then
a = (pXFwd * pXFwd - pXAft * pXAft)
a = a + ((pFwdDiam * pFwdDiam) - (pAftDiam * pAftDiam)) / 4
a = a / (2 * (pXFwd - pXAft))
Radius = (pXFwd - a) * (pXFwd - a) + (pFwdDiam * pFwdDiam / 4)
Radius = Radius - ((XCoordinate - a) * (XCoordinate - a))
If Radius > 0 Then Radius = Sqr(Radius) Else Radius = 0
Else
MsgBox "Insufficent data to define pressure hull radius."
End If
’If truncated cone, use radius=m*x+a
ElseIf pGeometry = TruncatedCone Then
If pHasFwdDiam And pHasAftDiam And pHasXFwd And pHasXAft Then
m = (pFwdDiam - pAftDiam) / 2
m = m / (pXFwd - pXAft)
a = pFwdDiam / 2
a = a - m * pXFwd
Radius = m * XCoordinate + a
Else
MsgBox "Insufficent data to define pressure hull radius."
End If
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Else
MsgBox "Unexpected error in pressure hull segments."
End If
End Property

’Returns diameter at any point along segment
’References radius for calculations
Public Property Get Diameter(XCoordinate As Variant) As Variant
Diameter = Me.Radius(XCoordinate) * 2
End Property

’Returns the submerged area of the pressure hull segement at a draft of T
Public Property Get Area(XCoordinate As Variant, _
Optional ByVal T As Variant = Nothing)
Dim R As Double
R = Me.Radius(XCoordinate)
’If draft is obmitted, assumes section is fully submerged
If IsMissing(T) Then
T = 2 * R
End If
’Shift coordinate system to match symbolic integration
If T < 0 Or R = 0 Then
Area = 0
Exit Property
ElseIf T > 2 * R Then
T = R
Else
T = T - R
End If
’Upper limit for symbolic integration
Area = (R * R) * ArcSin(T / Abs(R))
If R <> T Then
Area = Area + T * Sqr((R * R) - (T * T))
End If
’Lower limit fo symbolic integration
Area = Area - (R * R) * ArcSin(-1 * R / Abs(R))
End Property

’Returns the displaced volume of the pressure hull segment
’Primarily for troubleshooting
Public Property Get Volume(readings As Draft)
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’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Set Simpson’s rule variables
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
n = 1
Volume = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (AftBoundary - FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(AftBoundary - FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * (AftBoundary - FwdBoundary)
End If
’Set integration limits
For x = FwdBoundary To AftBoundary Step precision
f(n) = Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If AftBoundary - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
’If full Simpson’t Rule interval is not possible
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
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f(3) = Me.Area(AftBoundary, readings.T(AftBoundary))
vars(3) = AftBoundary
limits(2) = AftBoundary
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
End Property

’Returns the LCB of the pressure hull segment
’Primarily for troubleshooting
Public Property Get LCB(readings As Draft)
’Set precision level
Dim precision As Double
precision = SetHullPrecisionStep
’Variable for Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim x As Double
Dim n As Integer
’Prevent division by 0
If Me.Volume(readings) = 0 Then
LCB = "N/A"
Exit Property
End If
’Starting values
n = 1
LCB = 0
’Ensure step size allows at least one interation of Simpson’s rule
If (AftBoundary - FwdBoundary) <> 0 And _
(AftBoundary - FwdBoundary) < 2 * precision Then
precision = 0.5 * (AftBoundary - FwdBoundary)
End If
’Set limits of integration
For x = FwdBoundary To AftBoundary Step precision
f(n) = x * Me.Area(x, readings.T(x))
vars(n) = x
If n = 1 Then
limits(1) = x
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ElseIf n = 3 Then
limits(2) = x
LCB = LCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
If AftBoundary - x >= (2 * precision) Then
n = 1
f(1) = f(3)
vars(1) = vars(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’If interval ended at final point.
ElseIf x = AftBoundary Then
’Do nothing.
’If full Simpson’s Rule interval is not possible
Else
f(1) = f(2)
vars(1) = vars(2)
limits(1) = limits(2)
f(2) = f(3)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(3) = x * Me.Area(AftBoundary, readings.T(AftBoundary))
vars(3) = AftBoundary
limits(2) = AftBoundary
LCB = LCB + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
Exit For
End If
End If
n = n + 1
Next x
LCB = LCB / Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

E.3.15

Station

’Class defines a station and calculates the station area
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private

pStationPoints As Collection
pStationPosition As Double
pStationPositionSet As Boolean
pStationNumber As Double
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Private pStationNumberSet As Boolean
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.
’Initialize and terminate collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pStationPoints = New Collection
pStationPositionSet = False
pStationNumberSet = False
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pStationPoints = Nothing
End Sub

’Allows looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pStationPoints.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds single OffsetPoint to station
Public Sub Add(point As OffsetPoint)
Dim i As Integer
’If station position is not set, then does so.
If pStationPositionSet = False Then
pStationPosition = point.x
pStationPositionSet = True
’If station poisition is set, verifies new point matches
ElseIf pStationPositionSet = True Then
If point.x <> pStationPosition Then
MsgBox "Point has different longitudinal position than station."
Exit Sub
End If
End If
’If no points have been added, adds new point
If pStationPoints.Count = 0 Then
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pStationPoints.Add point
’Sorts point based on vertical position.
’Lowest position has lowest index number
Else
If pStationPoints.item(1).z >= point.z Then
pStationPoints.Add item:=point, before:=1
ElseIf pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).z <= point.z Then
pStationPoints.Add point
Else
If pStationPoints.item(1).z < point.z And _
point.z < pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).z Then
For i = 1 To pStationPoints.Count - 1
If pStationPoints.item(i).z <= point.z And _
point.z < pStationPoints.item(i + 1).z Then
pStationPoints.Add item:=point, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & point.z
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Removes single OffsetPoint from station
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pStationPoints.Remove index
End Sub

’Allows referencing OffsetPoint in station by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As OffsetPoint
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pStationPoints.item(index)
End Property

’Allows use of standard count function
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pStationPoints.Count
End Property
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’Removes all points from station
Public Sub Clear()
Set pStationPoints = New Collection
End Sub

’Set or return longitudinal position of station
’Automatically set after addition of first point.
’Note, StationPosition and StationNumber have no interlock in the class
Public Property Let StationPosition(LongitudinalPosition As Variant)
’Will only allow defining station position if no points have been added
If pStationPositionSet = False And IsNumeric(LongitudinalPosition) Then
pStationPosition = LongitudinalPosition
pStationPositionSet = True
ElseIf pStationPositionSet = True Then
’If new station position matches current, do nothing
If LongitudinalPosition = pStationPosition Then
Exit Property
’If station is set but no points have been added,
’reset station position
ElseIf pStationPoints.Count = 0 And _
IsNumeric(LongitudinalPosition) Then
pStationPosition = LongitudinalPosition
’If different station position is added but points have been added,
’give error.
Else
MsgBox "Station position already defined. " & _
"Clear station points to reset position."
End If
End If
End Property
Public Property Get StationPosition() As Variant
If pStationPositionSet = True Then
StationPosition = pStationPosition
Else
StationPosition = False
MsgBox "Station Position not set."
End If
End Property

’Assign or return station number.
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’Note, StationPosition and StationNumber have no interlock in the class
Public Property Let StationNumber(Number As Variant)
If IsNumeric(Number) Then
pStationNumber = Number
pStationNumberSet = True
Else
MsgBox "Please enter a numeric station number."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get StationNumber() As Variant
If pStationNumberSet = True Then
StationNumber = pStationNumber
Else
StationNumber = False
MsgBox "Station number not set."
End If
End Property

’Returns submerged area of station at a draft of T.
Public Property Get Area(ByVal T As Double) As Variant
’Provides variable for extrapolated points
Dim ExtraPtLow As OffsetPoint
Dim ExtraFlagLow As Boolean
Dim ExtraPtHigh As OffsetPoint
Dim ExtraFlagHigh As Boolean
’Variables for Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim i As Integer
Dim n As Integer
’If no points are defined, return an area of 0 and an error
If pStationPoints.Count = 0 Then
Area = 0
MsgBox "No station points defined."
Exit Property
’if only two points are defined, conside special case
ElseIf pStationPoints.Count = 2 Then
’if both points are on centerline, assume points
’define the diameter of the circle and calculate area.
If pStationPoints.item(1).y = 0 And pStationPoints.item(2).y = 0 Then
f(1) = (pStationPoints.item(2).z - pStationPoints.item(1).z) / 2
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If T < 0 Then
Area = 0
Exit Property
ElseIf T > f(1) Then
T = f(1)
Else
T = T - f(1)
End If
’Area based on symbolic integration of circle intersected by
’line at draft.
Area = (f(1) * f(1)) * ArcSin(T / Abs(f(1)))
’If f(1)=T, value is 0 so step skipped to avoid error
If f(1) <> T Then
Area = Area + T * Sqr(f(1) ^ 2 - T ^ 2)
End If
Area = Area - (f(1) * f(1)) * ArcSin(-1 * f(1) / Abs(f(1)))
Exit Property
End If
’If only one one point is defined on centerline, area=0.
ElseIf pStationPoints.Count = 1 And pStationPoints.item(1).y = 0 Then
Area = 0
Exit Property
End If
’If bottom point is not on centerline, extrapolate an extra bottom point
’Add with key "ExtraLow"
If pStationPoints.item(1).y <> 0 Then
Set ExtraPtLow = ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint(Me, Lower)
pStationPoints.Add item:=ExtraPtLow, Key:="ExtraLow", before:=1
ExtraFlagLow = True
Else
ExtraFlagLow = False
End If
’If top point is not on centerline, extrapolate an extra top point
’Add with key "ExtraHigh"
ExtraFlagHigh = False
If pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).z < T Then
If pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).y <> 0 Then
Set ExtraPtHigh = ExtrapolateCenterlinePoint(Me, Upper)
pStationPoints.Add item:=ExtraPtHigh, _
Key:="ExtraHigh", after:=pStationPoints.Count
ExtraFlagHigh = True
End If
End If
’If draft is greater than the hull depth, set draft to match the top
’of the hull.
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If T > pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).z Then
T = pStationPoints.item(pStationPoints.Count).z
ElseIf T < pStationPoints.item(1).z Then
Area = 0
Exit Property
End If
’Integrate list from start to Draft.
i = 1
n = 1
limits(1) = pStationPoints.item(i).z
Do While i <= pStationPoints.Count
If n <= 3 Then
vars(n) = pStationPoints.item(i).z
f(n) = pStationPoints.item(i).y
If vars(n) <= T Then
limits(2) = vars(n)
ElseIf vars(n) > T Then
limits(2) = T
End If
i = i + 1
n = n + 1
Else
MsgBox "Simpson’s rule error. N>3 "
End If
If n > 3 Then
Area = Area + 2 * SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’if draft has been reached, exit
If limits(2) = T Then
Exit Property
’If a full Simpson’s Rule interval is possible
ElseIf pStationPoints.Count - i >= 1 Then
vars(1) = vars(3)
f(1) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
n = 2
’If a full interval is not possible
Else
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
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limits(1) = limits(2)
n = 3
End If
End If
Loop
’Remove extrapolated points from list
If ExtraFlagLow = True Then
pStationPoints.Remove ("ExtraLow")
End If
If ExtraFlagHigh = True Then
pStationPoints.Remove ("ExtraHigh")
End If
End Property

E.3.16

StationList

’Class used to maintain a collection of all stations in order to
’fully define the hull.
Option Explicit
Private pStationList As Collection ’List of all stations as a collection
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’Initialize and terminate class
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pStationList = New Collection
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pStationList = Nothing
End Sub

’Used for looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
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Set NewEnum = pStationList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds station to collection. Sorts stations on addition
Public Sub Add(st As Station)
Dim i As Integer
’If no stations have been added, simply add
If pStationList.Count = 0 Then
pStationList.Add st
’If stations are in collection, sort by longitudinal position
Else
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition >= st.StationPosition Then
pStationList.Add item:=st, before:=1
ElseIf pStationList.item(pStationList.Count).StationPosition <= _
st.StationPosition Then
pStationList.Add st
Else
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition < _
st.StationPosition And _
st.StationPosition < _
pStationList.item(pStationList.Count).StationPosition Then
For i = 1 To pStationList.Count - 1
If pStationList.item(i).StationPosition <= _
st.StationPosition And _
st.StationPosition < _
pStationList.item(i + 1).StationPosition Then
pStationList.Add item:=st, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
’If station is not sorted, supply error message
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & st.StationPosition
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Remove a single station from collection by referencing index
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
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pStationList.Remove index
End Sub

’Reference a single station by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As Station
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pStationList.item(index)
End Property

’Returns the number of stations in collection
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pStationList.Count
End Property

’Removes all stations from collection
Public Sub Clear()
Set pStationList = New Collection
End Sub

’Calculate the intact displacement of the fairing hull
Public Property Get Volume(readings As Draft)
’Variables for Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
’Counters
Dim i As Integer
Dim n As Integer
Volume = 0
’For greater or equal to three points, use general Simpson’s rule.
If pStationList.Count >= 3 Then
’If the first station is not directly at the bow,
’extrapolate a data point there with an area of 0
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition = 0 Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
i = 2
Else
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vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
i = 1
End If
limits(1) = 0
n = 2
’Loop through all stations
Do While i <= pStationList.Count
vars(n) = pStationList.item(i).StationPosition
f(n) = pStationList.item(i).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(i).StationPosition))
If n < 3 Then
i = i + 1
n = n + 1
Else
limits(2) = vars(3)
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If more than two points remain continue iterating
If (pStationList.Count - i) >= 2 Then
n = 1
limits(1) = limits(2)
’Completion of normal Simpson’s rule iteration is at last
’defined station
ElseIf i = pStationList.Count Then
’Case 1; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at last
’defined station, but last station is before LBP
’A station with Area=0 is extrapolated at LBP
If pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’Case 2; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at last
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’defined station which is at LBP
’ElseIf pStationList.Item( _
pStationList.Count).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’PLACEHOLDER No action required for this case
End If
i = i + 1
ElseIf (pStationList.Count - i) = 1 Then
’Case3; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full iterval, and the last
’station is at LBP
If pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.Area(readings.T(LBP))
limits(2) = LBP
’Case 4; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full interval, but the last
’station is before LBP and a station with Area=0
’can be extrapolated at LBP
ElseIf pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(3)
f(1) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(2) = pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(pStationList.Count).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
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End If
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
i = i + 2
End If
End If
Loop
’If no stations are defined, return error message
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 0 Then
Volume = False
MsgBox "No stations defined."
’In case of single station, assume special case
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 1 Then
’If defined station is at a perpendicular, assume constant cross
’section but varying draft and use trapezoid rule
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
pStationList.item(1).StationPosition >= LBP Then
Volume = pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
Volume = Volume + pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(LBP))
Volume = 1 / 2 * Volume * LBP
’If station is between perpendiculars, extrapolate a station with
’area=0 at both perpendiculars and use Simpson’s rule
Else
’First station
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’Second station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Last station
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
’In case only two stations are defined
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 2 Then
’If both stations are at perpendiculars, use trapezoid rule
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 And _
pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
Volume = pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
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Volume = Volume + pStationList.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
Volume = 1 / 2 * Volume * LBP
’If one station is not at perpendicular, extrapolate a station with
’area=0 at perpendicular and use Simpson’s rule
ElseIf pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’If forward perpendivular is present
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Then
’First station
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
limits(1) = 0
’Second station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(2).StationPosition))
’Extrapolate station at aft perpendicular with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If aft perpendicular is present
ElseIf pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’Extrapolate station at forward perpendicular with area=0
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’First station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Last station
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = pStationList.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
’If neither station is at a perpendicular, extrapolate a station
’with area=0 at both perpendiculars and use Simpson’s Rule
Else
’extrapolate forward perpendicular
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vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’First station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Second station
vars(3) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
f(3) = pStationList.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(2).StationPosition))
limits(2) = vars(3)
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’Integrate last interval
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’Extrapolate last station
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Volume = Volume + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
End If
End Property

’Calculate the intact mass displacement
Public Property Get Displacement(readings As Draft, WaterDensity As Double)
Displacement = WaterDensity * Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

’Calculate the intact Moment
Public Property Get Moment(readings As Draft)
’Variables for Simpson’s Rule
Dim vars(1 To 3) As Double
Dim f(1 To 3) As Double
Dim limits(1 To 2) As Double
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’Counters
Dim i As Integer
Dim n As Integer
’Prevent division by 0
If Me.Volume(readings) = 0 Then
Moment = 0
Exit Property
End If
Moment = 0
’For greater or equal to three points, use general Simpson’s rule.
If pStationList.Count >= 3 Then
’If the first station is not directly at the bow,
’extrapolate a station with area of 0
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition = 0 Then
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(1) = f(1) * pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
i = 2
Else
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
i = 1
End If
limits(1) = 0
n = 2
’Loop through all stations
Do While i <= pStationList.Count
vars(n) = pStationList.item(i).StationPosition
f(n) = pStationList.item(i).StationPosition
f(n) = f(n) * pStationList.item(i).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(i).StationPosition))
If n < 3 Then
i = i + 1
n = n + 1
Else
limits(2) = vars(3)
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If more than two points remain continue iterating
If (pStationList.Count - i) >= 2 Then
n = 1
limits(1) = limits(2)
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’If completion of normal Simpson’s rule iteration is at
’last defined station
ElseIf i = pStationList.Count Then
’Case 1; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at last
’defined station, but last station is before LBP
’A station with Area=0 is extrapolated at LBP
If pStationList.item( _
pStationList.Count).StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’Case 2; Normal iterations of Simpson’s rule end at last
’defined station, and final station is at LBP
’ElseIf pStationList.Item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
’PLACEHOLDER No action required for this case
End If
i = i + 1
ElseIf (pStationList.Count - i) = 1 Then
’Case3; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full iterval, and the last
’station is at LBP
If pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition >= LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = LBP * pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.Area(readings.T(LBP))
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limits(2) = LBP
’Case 4; Insufficient defined stations remain to use
’Simpson’s rule over a full interval, but the last
’station is before LBP and a station with Area=0 can
’be extrapolated at LBP
ElseIf pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition < LBP Then
vars(1) = vars(3)
f(1) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
vars(2) = pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.StationPosition
f(2) = f(2) * pStationList.item(pStationList.Count) _
.Area(readings.T(pStationList. _
item(pStationList.Count).StationPosition))
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
End If
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
i = i + 2
End If
End If
Loop
’If no stations are defined, return error message
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 0 Then
Moment = False
MsgBox "No stations defined."
’In case of single station, assume special case
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 1 Then
’If defined station is at one perpendicular, assume constant cross
’section but varying draft and use trapezoid rule
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
pStationList.item(1).StationPosition >= LBP Then
Moment
Moment
Moment
Moment

=
=
=
=

pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
Moment + 2 * pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(LBP))
Moment * (LBP) ’-0)
Moment / (pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0)) + _
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pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(LBP)))
Moment = Moment / 3
’Moment = Moment + 0
Exit Property
’If defined station is between perpendiculars, extraoplate a station _
’with area=0 at both perpendiculars and use Simpson’s Rule
Else
’First station
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’Second station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = f(2) * pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Extrapolate station at aft perpendicular with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
’In case of only two stations
ElseIf pStationList.Count = 2 Then
’If both stations are at a perpendiculars, use trapezoid rule
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 And _
pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
Moment = pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0))
Moment = Moment + 2 * pStationList.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
Moment = Moment * (LBP) ’-0)
Moment = Moment / (pStationList.item(1).Area(readings.T(0)) + _
pStationList.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP)))
Moment = Moment / 3
Exit Property
’If one station is not at a perpendiculars, extrapolate missing
’perpendicular with area=0 and use Simpson’s Rule
ElseIf pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Or _
pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’If aft perpendicular is not defined
If pStationList.item(1).StationPosition <= 0 Then
’First station
vars(1) = 0
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f(1) = 0 ’* pStationList.Item(1).Area(Readings.T(0))
limits(1) = 0
’Second station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(2).StationPosition))
’Extrapolate station at aft perpendicular with area=0
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’If fwd perpendicular is not defined
ElseIf pStationList.item(2).StationPosition >= LBP Then
’Extrapolate station at forward perpendicular with area=0
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’First station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Station at aft perpendicular
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = LBP * pStationList.item(2).Area(readings.T(LBP))
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
’If both stations are not at a perpendicular, extrapolate a station
’at both with area=0 and use Simpson’s Rule
Else
’Extrapolate forward perpendicular
vars(1) = 0
f(1) = 0
limits(1) = 0
’First station
vars(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = pStationList.item(1).StationPosition
f(2) = f(2) * pStationList.item(1).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(1).StationPosition))
’Second station
vars(3) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
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f(3) = pStationList.item(2).StationPosition
f(3) = f(3) * pStationList.item(2).Area( _
readings.T(pStationList.item(2).StationPosition))
limits(2) = vars(3)
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
’Integrate only last interval
vars(1) = vars(2)
f(1) = f(2)
vars(2) = vars(3)
f(2) = f(3)
limits(1) = limits(2)
’extrapolate last station
vars(3) = LBP
f(3) = 0
limits(2) = LBP
Moment = Moment + SimpGenRule(vars(), f(), limits())
End If
End If
End Property

’Returns the longitudinal center of bouyancy
Public Property Get LCB(readings As Draft)
LCB = Me.Moment(readings) / Me.Volume(readings)
End Property

E.3.17

TrimTank

’Class module tracks individual trim tank data
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private

pName As String
pLCG As Double
pVolume As Double
pMoment As Double

’Intitialize class
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Private Sub Class_Initialize()
pName = ""
pLCG = -1
pVolume = -1
End Sub

’Set and return the name of the trim tank
Public Property Let Name(TankName As String)
If TankName <> "" Then
pName = TankName
Else
MsgBox "Trim Tank name can not be blank."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Name() As String
If pName <> "" Then
Name = pName
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank name not defined."
End If
End Property

’Set and return the longitudinal center of gravity of the tank
Public Property Let LCG(LongitudinalCenter As Double)
If IsNumeric(LongitudinalCenter) Then
If 0 <= LongitudinalCenter And LongitudinalCenter <= LBP Then
pLCG = LongitudinalCenter
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank LCG must be between 0 and LPB."
End If
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank LCG must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get LCG() As Double
If pLCG <> -1 Then
LCG = pLCG
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank LCG not defined."
End If
End Property
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’Set and return the volume of the tank
Public Property Let Volume(CubicUnits As Double)
If IsNumeric(CubicUnits) Then
pVolume = CubicUnits
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank volume must be numeric."
End If
End Property
Public Property Get Volume() As Double
If pVolume <> -1 Then
Volume = pVolume
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank volume not defined."
End If
End Property

’Return the mass of the tank based on the volume and the water density
Public Property Get Mass() As Double
If pVolume <> -1 Then
Mass = pVolume * Density
Else
MsgBox "Trim tank volume not defined."
End If
End Property

’Return the moment of the tank based on the mass and the LCG
Public Property Get Moment() As Double
If pVolume <> -1 And pLCG <> -1 Then
Moment = pVolume * pLCG * Density
Else
MsgBox "Trim Tank moment requires LCG and Volume."
End If
End Property

’Verify the tank is adequately defined.
Public Property Get IsValid() As Boolean
If pName <> "" And pLCG <> -1 And pVolume <> -1 Then
IsValid = True
Else
IsValid = False
End If
End Property
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E.3.18

TrimTankList

’Class allows handling of a list of all trim tanks
Option Explicit
Private pTrimTankList As Collection
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.
’On initialization, create a new collection
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pTrimTankList = New Collection
End Sub
’On termination, delete collection
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pTrimTankList = Nothing
End Sub

’Used to allow looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pTrimTankList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Allow removal of single tank by index number
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pTrimTankList.Remove index
End Sub

’Allow referencing collection by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As TrimTank
’Repost the following attribute without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pTrimTankList.item(index)
End Property
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’Allow use of .count
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pTrimTankList.Count
End Property

’Clear all existing tanks
Public Sub Clear()
Set pTrimTankList = New Collection
End Sub

’Adds single trim tank to the list sorting by LCG
Public Sub Add(tank As TrimTank)
Dim i As Integer
’If no tanks have been added, adds new tank
If pTrimTankList.Count = 0 Then
pTrimTankList.Add tank
’Sorts tanks based on longitudinal position
Else
If pTrimTankList.item(1).LCG >= tank.LCG Then
pTrimTankList.Add item:=tank, before:=1
ElseIf pTrimTankList.item(pTrimTankList.Count).LCG <= tank.LCG Then
pTrimTankList.Add tank
Else
If pTrimTankList.item(1).LCG < tank.LCG And _
tank.LCG < pTrimTankList.item(pTrimTankList.Count).LCG Then
For i = 1 To pTrimTankList.Count - 1
If pTrimTankList.item(i).LCG <= tank.LCG And _
tank.LCG < pTrimTankList.item(i + 1).LCG Then
pTrimTankList.Add item:=tank, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & tank.LCG
End If
End If
End If
End Sub
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E.3.19

Waterline

’Class used to define a single waterline
Option Explicit
Private
Private
Private
Private

pWaterlinePoints As
pWaterlineHeight As
pWaterlineHeightSet
pwaterlineNumberSet

Collection
Double
As Boolean
As Boolean

’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’Initialize and terminate class
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pWaterlinePoints = New Collection
pWaterlineHeightSet = False
pwaterlineNumberSet = False
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pWaterlinePoints = Nothing
End Sub

’Used for looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pWaterlinePoints.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Add single OffsetPoint to waterline
’OffsetPoints are sorted on addition
’WaterlineHeight is automatically set on addition of first point
Public Sub Add(point As OffsetPoint)
Dim i As Integer
’When first point is added, set waterline height if not done
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If pWaterlineHeightSet = False Then
pWaterlineHeight = point.z
pWaterlineHeightSet = True
’If waterline height is set, verify point matches
ElseIf pWaterlineHeightSet = True Then
If point.z <> pWaterlineHeight Then
MsgBox "Point has different height than Waterline."
Exit Sub
End If
End If
’If no points have been added, add new point without sorting
If pWaterlinePoints.Count = 0 Then
pWaterlinePoints.Add point
’If points have been added, sort by longitudinal position
’Farthest forward has lowest index
Else
If pWaterlinePoints.item(1).x >= point.x Then
pWaterlinePoints.Add item:=point, before:=1
ElseIf pWaterlinePoints.item(pWaterlinePoints.Count).x <= _
point.x Then
pWaterlinePoints.Add point
Else
If pWaterlinePoints.item(1).x < point.x And _
point.x < pWaterlinePoints.item(pWaterlinePoints.Count).x Then
For i = 1 To pWaterlinePoints.Count - 1
If pWaterlinePoints.item(i).x <= point.x And _
point.x < pWaterlinePoints.item(i + 1).x Then
pWaterlinePoints.Add item:=point, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & point.x
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Remove a single point by index number
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pWaterlinePoints.Remove index
End Sub
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’Reference a single point by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As OffsetPoint
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pWaterlinePoints.item(index)
End Property

’Returns total number of OffsetPoints in waterline
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pWaterlinePoints.Count
End Property

’Removes all OffsetPoints from waterline
Public Sub Clear()
Set pWaterlinePoints = New Collection
End Sub

’Set or return z (height) coordinate of Waterline
Public Property Let WaterlineHeight(VerticalPosition As Double)
If pWaterlineHeightSet = False Then
pWaterlineHeight = VerticalPosition
pWaterlineHeightSet = True
ElseIf pWaterlineHeightSet = True Then
If VerticalPosition = pWaterlineHeight Then
Exit Property
ElseIf pWaterlinePoints.Count = 0 Then
pWaterlineHeight = VerticalPosition
Else: MsgBox "Waterline position already defined. " & _
"Clear Waterline points to reset position."
End If
End If
End Property
Public Property Get WaterlineHeight() As Double
If pWaterlineHeightSet = True Then
WaterlineHeight = pWaterlineHeight
Else
MsgBox "Waterline Height not set."
End If
End Property
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E.3.20

WaterlineList

’Class creates a collection of all waterlines to define the fairing hull
Option Explicit
Private pWaterlineList As Collection
’Based on custom class collection from:
’http://dailydoseofexcel.com/archives/2010/07/04/custom-collection-class/
’NOTE: To implement attributes, copy the noted lines, remove the
’annotation marks for the relevent lines, export the class,
’then import class with same name.

’Intialize and terminate class
Private Sub Class_Initialize()
Set pWaterlineList = New Collection
End Sub
Private Sub Class_Terminate()
Set pWaterlineList = Nothing
End Sub

’Allows looping through collection
Public Property Get NewEnum() As IUnknown
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_UserMemId = -4
’Attribute NewEnum.VB_MemberFlags = "40"
Set NewEnum = pWaterlineList.[_NewEnum]
End Property

’Adds single Waterline to collection
’Waterlines are sorted by height on additon
Public Sub Add(wl As Waterline)
Dim i As Integer
If pWaterlineList.Count = 0 Then
pWaterlineList.Add wl
Else
If pWaterlineList.item(1).WaterlineHeight >= wl.WaterlineHeight Then
pWaterlineList.Add item:=wl, before:=1
ElseIf pWaterlineList.item(pWaterlineList.Count).WaterlineHeight <= _
wl.WaterlineHeight Then
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pWaterlineList.Add wl
Else
If pWaterlineList.item(1).WaterlineHeight < wl.WaterlineHeight _
And wl.WaterlineHeight < _
pWaterlineList.item(pWaterlineList.Count).WaterlineHeight Then
For i = 1 To pWaterlineList.Count - 1
If pWaterlineList.item(i).WaterlineHeight <= _
wl.WaterlineHeight And wl.WaterlineHeight < _
pWaterlineList.item(i + 1).WaterlineHeight Then
pWaterlineList.Add item:=wl, after:=i
Exit For
End If
Next i
Else
Debug.Print "Something went wrong. " & wl.WaterlineHeight
End If
End If
End If
End Sub

’Removes a single waterline referenced by index
Public Sub Remove(index As Variant)
pWaterlineList.Remove index
End Sub

’References a single waterline by index number
Public Property Get item(index As Variant) As Waterline
’Repost the following attributes without annnotation marks.
’Attribute Item.VB_UserMemId = 0
Set item = pWaterlineList.item(index)
End Property

’Returns the total number of waterlines in the collection
Property Get Count() As Long
Count = pWaterlineList.Count
End Property

’Clears all waterlines from collection
Public Sub Clear()
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Set pWaterlineList = New Collection
End Sub
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